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Introduction
Tara Lockhart, Brenda Glascott, Chris Warnick,
and Juli Parrish

T

he certainty that Americans occupy a shared reality has been deeply shaken since the
2016 presidential election revealed the vulnerability of readers and viewers to mis- and
dis-information sponsored by an adversarial power. The weaponization of the epitaph
“fake news” by President Trump to further confuse Americans about what, if any, authorities might
be trusted and which facts and narratives are reliable, exploits the splintered “imaginary communit[ies]” that constitute a seemingly ever dividing United States (Anderson). Considering the witches’ brew of malignant actors, deterministic algorithms, and a hermetically sealed mediascape that is
designed to impede readers’ critical understanding, it is tempting to describe the state of information
literacy as in crisis. A frequently cited 2016 study by the Stanford History Education Group reports
that a majority of students struggled to evaluate online content ranging from sponsored posts on
news sites to tweets recirculating polling data gathered by advocacy groups. Contributing to this
sense of an information literacy crisis, the study’s authors write, “Overall, young people’s ability to
reason about the information on the Internet can be summed up in one word: bleak” (4). Misinformation was Dictionary.com’s word of the year in 2018 (Strauss), and a 2019 Pew Research Center
survey finds that “more Americans view made-up news as a very big problem for the country than
identify terrorism, illegal immigration, racism, and sexism that way” (Mitchell et al 3). Deepfakes,
altered videos that wrongfully depict public figures saying words or doing actions that did not happen, are a threat during the 2020 election cycle and beyond. The slow and haphazard response to the
COVID-19 global pandemic within the US and the anxiety surrounding state reopenings have been
fueled by mis- and disinformation about the causes of the pandemic (e.g., the Wuhan lab and 5G
conspiracy theories), potential treatments (e.g., President Trump’s touting of hydroxychloroquine
as a preventative drug despite a lack of clinical evidence), and possible vaccines (e.g., the Bill Gates
microchip conspiracy theory).
Researchers in writing studies have offered varying pedagogical solutions to this perceived crisis in information literacy. John Duffy suggests literacy educators recommit to teaching rhetorical
ethics, creating “scenarios, real or fictional, in which individuals or groups are confronted with injustices, and to which students would respond in discussion and in writing. Together, students and
teacher would consider all the available means of a virtuous response” (124). Expanding on her
earlier research on reading, Ellen Carillo argues for improving reading instruction by teaching stu-
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dents metacognitive reading practices, such as keeping a reading journal and annotating texts in a
manner similar to journalists (45-46). “Current teachers,” she writes, “might use students’ personal
experiences and backgrounds—as they have been doing for years—as a means to get them thinking
in more critical ways about the texts they encounter” (17). Bruce McComiskey contends that statements such as the Framework for Success in Postsecondary Writing and the WPA Outcomes Statement for First-Year Composition point a way forward. The Framework outlines eight habits of mind
that are, in the words of the statement, “critical for college success”: curiosity, openness, engagement,
creativity, persistence, responsibility, flexibility, and metacognition (Framework). “Simply teaching
writing as an exercise in developing the habits of mind described in the Framework,” McComiskey
argues, “will help to check and counter some of the effects of post-truth rhetoric on future audiences”
(38-39).
Each of these proposals shares an assumption that the solutions are already in front of us and
that teachers need to recommit to, or teach in a more explicit manner, values and practices already
well established within literacy education. As McComiskey puts it, “The fact is, rhetoric and composition have had the tools to combat post-truth rhetoric for years, and we, as a community of scholars
and teachers, need to double-down on those tools” (38). This argument that teachers do more of
what we do already is appealing, in part, because it suggests we can teach students to resist misinformation without significantly altering our pedagogies; it furthermore positions literacy educators as
uniquely qualified to prepare students for 21st-century citizenship.
However, a central argument made in this collection is that recommitting to traditional information literacy and rhetorical pedagogies is by itself an inadequate response to the problems posed
by “post-truth rhetoric” because such an approach fails to account for the structures that sustain
the creation, distribution, and reception of mis- and disinformation. Some of these structures were
explored by contributors to a 2017 special issue of Literacy in Composition Studies we edited on Literacy, Democracy, and Fake News: for example, the digital tools that enabled Macedonian teenagers
to monetize fake news stories (Craig); algorithms, bots, and other automated writing systems that
increase the circulation of disinformation (Laquintano and Vee); the political and media networks
that sponsor hard-right discourse against global higher education (Minnix); and, the affective dimensions of trolling rhetoric (Riche). What emerged from these contributions was an emphasis on
“network literacy”—whether technological, social, or personal—and the need to understand the infrastructure, platforms, ecologies, and relationships that determine how information and knowledge
is made and experienced. Literacy and Pedagogy in an Age of Misinformation and Disinformation expands on the work begun in the LiCS special issue by presenting a range of perspectives—from literacy professionals in higher education, K-12, journalism, information technology, and other fields—
for addressing mis- and disinformation in and beyond the classroom in ways that also interrogate
their underlying networks and structures.
The essays and interviews collected here further show how this networked understanding of
mis- and disinformation calls for both a renewed commitment to and expanded definitions of critical reading. One of the surprises in this collection is the urgency with which the authors here insist
that any classroom response to the era of fake news and disinformation center on the almost clichéd
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learning objective undergirding the humanities: critical thinking/analysis/literacy. While critical
thinking is one of those terms, like excellence or innovation, that often functions as an empty signifier
of virtue in academic discourse, the authors in this collection make a compelling case for reinvigorating the concept by rooting their explorations of critical ways of knowing in robust descriptions
of pedagogical approaches to the problems of truth and credibility. The critical ways of knowing described in this collection prompt students to imagine a writer/creator behind the text they encounter.
This becomes particularly crucial in digital textual environments in which the journey between the
composition of a text and the encounter of it by a reader is obscured by algorithms. As Drew Virtue
reminds us in his contribution to this volume, “[t]he way the internet works can make it difficult to
discern who is communicating what messages, as well as the motivations behind those messages”;
this was less the case when television was a primary tool in the dissemination of discourse about McCarthyism, an analogy that Virtue establishes in this chapter (“Historical Literacies: McCarthyism,
Edward R. Murrow, and the Television”). In many ways, the pedagogies here push students to re-animate the hidden author and to describe the intention of that entity as evidenced through the text.
The versions of critical reading we see in the chapters of this collection go further than other
models of rhetorical reading by forefronting the need for students to approach texts warily, aware
that the writers they are encountering can be motivated to confuse, obscure, and trick, and that
elements of a digital ecology—including algorithms, bots, trolls, and applications—might direct or
boost information based on economic or political motivations. Of course, anxiety about manipulation is as old as rhetorical studies, but contemporary pedagogical approaches to teaching reading
and writing frequently presume good faith on behalf of the reader and writer. As the authors in this
collection make clear, teachers must help students recognize that a critical reader does not take for
granted that the writers they encounter are seeking a fair exchange of ideas, that an idealized version
of a public sphere built on earnest communication for greater understanding and knowledge does
not—and indeed has not ever—existed. As Genevieve García de Müeller and Randall W. Monty warn
in this collection, “Fake news can be understood as bullshit because the speaker (or other source with
an assumed voice) is interested in influencing the reader but not interested in providing any actual
new or accurate information. In other words, the deception is both the means and the ends” (“‘Don’t
Give Me Bullshit’: Constructing a Framework of Response to Fake News”).
Contributors demonstrate that in addition to asking who the writer is and what their motives
are, we must ask: Is the writer intentionally trying to manipulate me? Melissa R. Sande and Christine
M. Battista’s chapter suggests that all too often, responses to digitally circulated texts are passive
and that students must learn to take a heightened skeptical approach,” building on Freierean critical consciousness, in which one must “carefully evaluate and thoughtfully interrogate truth-based
claims” (“Developing Critical Consciousness: Literary Theory, Process Pedagogy, and Information
Literacy”). And Angela Laflen offers a pedagogy that prompts students to recognize that quantitative
visuals “are the result of careful crafting” by people who “have chosen to use data in ethical or unethical ways in the interest of persuading an audience.” Laflen argues that teaching students to question quantitative information is a key element in information literacy (“Quantitative Literacy in the
Composition Classroom: Using Infographics Assignments to Teach Ethical and Effective Data Use”).
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The skepticism of these approaches is rooted in a process dependent on sustained information
literacy praxis, a foundation shared by many of our contributors. Practicing journalists and community literacy workers interviewed for the collection highlight the affective trade-offs in occupying
solely a position of suspicion, while simultaneously prompting us to attend more carefully to our
own emotional and affective responses to information as critical, generative tools (see, for examples,
the interviews with Joanna Geary and Jennifer Hofmann).
A central contention of the collection is that our literacy practices must adapt to take into account the material realities, challenges, and affordances of the technologies shaping information production, distribution, and reception, what John Trimbur calls “the total system of production” (213).
To equip readers to identify and respond to this kind of intentional deception, Eric Leake’s version of
civic literacy produces “critical citizens” trained to ask about and identify the human-created systems
of production and circulation that land certain kinds of texts in their social media feeds. Like the
other authors here, Leake wants readers to turn their attention to the intentionality that led to the
creation of the text they are encountering, focusing “not on what the story is but how it is and why
and for whom it is; focusing not on what the story is about but how it is about” (“The Multiple Live
of News Stories: Civic Literacies and Rhetorical Transformations”).
Without critically investigating the mechanisms by which information is shaped, manipulated,
and selectively shared or amplified, any critical reading and understanding will be inevitably decontextualized and thus potentially inaccurate. As Nicole Allensworth frames the issue in one of two
short praxis essays, “we have left a print-based culture and its editorial assurances far behind, for a
publishing model that employs algorithms, not editors. In this model, content is driven by clicks and
data-mining opportunities, not journalistic / humanist values like truth, independence, fairness, and
accountability” (“Keeping Truth Alive: Literacy, Libraries, and Strategies in an Age of Misinformation”). Since information bombards us through a range of devices, modalities, and settings, we can
no longer trust that others have done the hard work of verifying what we are seeing, just as we can no
longer trust that the words we see are shared with an intent to inform. We must look deeper.
A corollary question must thus be posed that focuses beyond author motives to technology itself: How does the technology that mediates my encounter with this text obscure or reveal the intentions behind the text? Sande and Battista suggest more generally that “Teaching students to become
aware of these unseen and often ‘unrecognized’ discursive power relations . . . is the key to developing
a sense of critical consciousness in young minds.” Joshua Daniel-Wariya, Tyler S. Branson, and James
Chase Sanchez specifically address the role software plays in disseminating fake news, arguing that
“fake news is generated, manipulated, distributed, accessed, and analyzed using particular software
applications with materials histoires that are significant to when, where, and how stores are received”
(“Making Software Visible in Rhetorical Approaches to Fake News”). Attending to these applications,
as well as to the way that software participates in creating illusions of credibility, demands a critical
software literacy, which the authors define as “a skeptical and reflective questioning of how software
filters the information users consume.” With perspectives from fields adjacent to composition, both
Michael Calore (Wired) and Joanna Geary (Twitter) echo the need to understand and use machine
intelligence within journalistic settings and social media environments, particularly since software
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makes most of our feeds “work.” However, both ultimately argue that while software is necessary in
sharing information in our networked, up-to-the-minute environments and useful in helping humans make a first pass at screening information for accuracy, humans have a crucial role to play in
verifying information and creating meaningful narratives out of infobytes. Insight into journalistic
literacy practices based in newsgathering in online environments, information verification, and digital forensics can inform literacy workers into the critical mindsets needed to understand and productively interact with digital information ecosystems. Librarians can be further allies in this work;
Allensworth shares a bevy of resources useful for problematizing search engine biases, the logical fallacies inherent in confirmation bias and selective attention behaviors so often fueled by technological
overwhelm. And our colleagues designing or delivering curricula in K-12 settings, represented here
by a praxis essay by Shannon M. Pella and interviews with Martee Schmitt-Lopez and Leyla Akincilar, can help us better understand and build on the literacy practices happening in K-12 classrooms.
Specifically, combining critical ways of investigating the intentionality behind a text with attention to the software literices that shape information sharing helps students, teachers, and society
members nurture the deliberative, reflective practices and pedagogies needed in our current moment. To this end, Thomas Girshin and Tyrell Stewart-Harris offer a pedagogy that contextualizes
Trump’s racist discourse in the ever-prevalent and frequently hidden racist and racialized discourse
of truth that pre-dates the founding of the republic (“Trump’s University: Argument and Pedagogy
in the ‘Post-Fact’ Era”). Shereen Inayatulla and Michael T. MacDonald unpack the colonizing logics
invoked in citizenship discourses—and in the related “ways in which the documents we require,
demand, circulate, and value in composition may be subject to colonizer logics of time and ‘order.’”
Like the other authors in this collection, Inayatulla and MacDonald point to critical literacy as a
way of responding to hidden ideologies “when we talk with students about the texts circulating in
their lives” (“Sans Papiers: Humanizing Documentation”). Like Drew Virtue, both Daniel-Wariya,
Branson, and Sanchez’s chapter and Inayatulla and MacDonald’s chapter remind us that the mis- and
disinformation that documents and authors perpetuate are current but not new; in Virtue’s words,
“the use of fake news, misinformation, or political propaganda is not new in itself but only in how
people distribute it using new technologies.”
The turn to a contemporary critical literacy evident in this collection is necessarily accompanied
by a renewed focus on student writing and student experiences. Laflen shares significant student
work as she walks us through how her students work to understand quantitative visuals ranging from
erroneous to misleading to unethical. By analyzing her students’ revisions of misleading infographics
as well as students’ own infographics, Laflen provides a model for how students and instructor can
partner in taking up the challenges inherent in understanding and presenting data and evidence
ethically. García de Müeller and Monty also focus on their students’ work, discussing the ways that
students in a lower-division composition course developed frameworks for evaluating credibility as
a product not just of a writer but of a text’s embeddedness in networks; and the ways that students in
an upper-division discourse analysis course created working definitions of newsworthiness that they
used to identify and assess fake news.
Students’ efforts to develop critical literacy are always mediated by the power relations and em-
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bodied practices of the classroom. Lava Asaad’s contribution to this collection considers the teacher’s
positionality, exploring what it means to be an Othered instructor in a resisting, “predominately
white” class where “[a] teacher’s racial identity collides with every socio-political aspect that they
encounter before entering the classroom.” Assad draws a parallel between these (in)visible socio-political aspects and the invisible decisions and intentions that underwrite texts circulated in digital
networks (“‘I Am a Refugee and I Am Okay’: Instructor Identity in Resisting Classrooms”). John
Sellers, in his interview, discusses resistance on a larger cultural and political scale, focusing in depth
on activist strategies for winning the story through techniques like meme warfare. Ultimately, the
attention contributors pay not only to hallmark concepts such as critical thinking, but to the larger
structures, relationships, and technologies that aid in the creation and circulation of mis- and disinformation, constitutes the primary argument of this collection.

The Collection’s Organization as Network
This collection brings together voices from diverse locations within—and outside of—the academy. By inviting literacy colleagues from sites including K-12 education, social media, activist organizations, and journalism to participate in this collection through interviews and short praxis essays,
we hope to create the kind of recursive, textured conversation needed for contemporary critical
literacy. The mix of genres, professions, and contexts represented in this collection creates a polyphonous interrogation of mis- and dis-information and creates opportunities for different kinds
of literacy workers to hear and learn from each other—a networked approach that echoes the patterns of information ecologies themselves. Through discussing how literacy professionals in other
spheres understand the affordances and challenges of networked literacy, software algorithms, and
the technological advances and practices that shape our world and sense of truth, we enhance our
understanding of the information literacies required in today’s world and classrooms.
For example, in their interviews, Michael Calore (Senior Editor at Wired) and Joanna Geary
(Director of Curation at Twitter) discuss credibility, authority, circulation, and bias in terms of larger
media ecosystems, where misinformation can inform everything from individual tweets and product reviews to larger systems involving deep fakes and meme warfare. Interviews with public activists, such as John Sellers, President of the Ruckus Society and Director and co-founder of the
Other98%—an online activist, anti-corporate, justice-oriented collective—and Jennifer Hofmann,
professional writer and creator of the Americans of Conscience Checklist—a researched list of actions
supporting democracy and social justice that reaches more than 75,000 people every week—reveal
how these activists think about literacy and rhetorical strategies that confront mis- and disinformation in our culture. Martee Lopez-Schmitt and Leyla Akincilar each speak to education’s confrontation of misinformation in K-12 contexts, including both specialized curricula (IB and ERWC programs) and EdTech, widening our understanding of how, when, and where our students are taught
to engage and counter mis- and disinformation. In praxis essays, Shannon M. Pella shares curricular
design expertise as she explores a specific curriculum she built for 12th graders on fake news, while
Nicole Allensworth considers pedagogies that address misinformation from an adjunct librarian’s
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standpoint, pointing readers to an arsenal of resources and highlighting the crucial instruction and
partnerships that can happen beyond the walls of composition classrooms.
As readers explore the various perspectives and strategies offered to understand and combat
disinformation, we hope they will notice the convergences and divergences that the collection’s network of ideas afford. For example, many of the essays and interviews point explicitly to how “software
invisibly structure[s]” our lives and work (Daniel-Wariya, Branson, and Sanchez) and to the accelerated speed of information circulation that demands different literacy tactics (Sellers). Such realities demand more generally that we actively integrate information and critical literacies and more
specifically that we more closely inspect our relationships with software and “fake news.” As Sande
and Battista write, “One could make the claim that our current media literacy crisis stems from a passified relationship to information in general.” Similarly, Daniel-Wariya, Branson, and Sanchez claim
that user interfaces are designed with the goal of obscuring how software works; for Laflen, part of
why infographics are effective at disseminating fake news is because users don’t fully understand how
they work. How we theorize today’s information ecosystem as either continuous or discontinuous
with the past (or perhaps a mixture of both), will in turn necessarily shape our response. García de
Müeller and Monty, along with Daniel-Wariya, Branson, and Sanchez, argue that there is something
unique about fake news in our moment, based especially on circulation factors. On the other hand,
Virtue argues that the role that broadcast news played in spreading the specter of McCarthyism in
the 1950s provides “historical context that helps articulate why the issue and consequences of fake
news are so very important,” and Girshin and Stewart-Harris posit that today’s dissemination of
information is better understood as an acceleration, not a break, with the past; and that students
need to understand that a version of mis- and disinformation—“systemic post-factualization”—has
“existed since the birth of the nation.”
Many of the essays propose that in response to the accelerated circulation and increased polarization of our current moment, educators must find ways to reanimate the connections between—
and students’ investment in—information literacy, critical literacy, process pedagogies, and literary
study. As Sande and Battista argue, “Cultivating an intersectional relationship between student and
text is . . . the first step in teaching students to care deeply about their own literacy.” Students must
be taught to slow down (Girshin and Stewart-Harris; Laflen), to practice rhetorical listening (Asaad;
Virtue), to reconsider relationships between claims and authority (García de Müeller and Monty;
Leake). One thing these approaches have in common is that they ask students to consider their own
literacy practices as part of larger networks of meaning. Inayatulla and MacDonald “advocate for an
affirming student-centered pedagogy that works to place texts within their larger contexts of production and circulation.” Girshin and Stewart-Harris suggest that students should develop “the framework to productively engage in ongoing political discourse by formulating their own theories of why
the current political moment exists as it does.” Asaad argues that we must “strategically awaken our
students’ habit of mind, to critically examine the validity and the credibility of information they are
bombarded with, and to carefully situate and maintain their own unique perspectives against the
engulfing circulation of misinformation.” Paying attention to that circulation, Leake says, “can help
students recognize systems of production and circulation, especially when their discoveries about
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the stories are shared with classmates for the potential of discovering larger patterns.”
Although we invite readers to experience the collection in any way that is useful to their own
pressing needs and contexts, we offer a few key pathways through the text for those readers who
might like to explore specific themes or interests. As in a tapestry, the threads we detail below necessarily rely on one another to portray an overall representation of how mis- and disinformation
function and the possibilities for literate response. Far from a silver bullet answer, the complexities of
critical literacy in our current moment and information landscape demand multifaceted “answers”
that shift depending on actors, contexts, purposes, and challenges. Spanning both macro global and
political perspectives and the concrete terrain of the classroom, each thread considers a specific set of
questions, arguments, and approaches helpful to instructors and literacy workers across disciplines
and sites. Below, we name four essential threads that emerge most urgently from the collection’s contributors and provide an overview of what readers may expect in exploring each particular pathway.

Thread: Understanding Mis- and Disinformation
Through a Network of Keywords
Before we can identify critical literacy practices that expose and address the problems inherent
in today’s media landscape, it’s necessary to first define what these problems are exactly and how they
take shape. Thus, one thread through this collection are those longer chapters, interviews, and praxis
essays that take up such definitional questions as: What constitutes misinformation and disinformation? How should we understand the relationship between these two seemingly related literacy practices? What other concepts beyond mis- and disinformation can we use to name disruptions—both
intentional and unintentional, and sometimes baked in—to the information literacy ecosystem?
Readers of this collection will find a range of key terms for describing mis- and dis-information,
including “fake news,” “bullshit,” “propaganda,” “post-truth,” and, of course, “misinformation,” and
“disinformation.” In many ways, the key terms are like different facets of a prism, illuminating the
state of communication in slightly different ways. Many authors explore the slipperiness of distinguishing between mis- and disinformation, including in student work. At the heart of the prism is
the extent to which there is an intention to deceive. Misinformation is the outlier term here, with
authors frequently using it to label authorial error or inaccuracies introduced for a range of nonmalicious reasons. For Joshua Daniel-Wariya, Tyler S. Branson, and James Chase Chavez in their essay,
“Making Software Visible in Rhetorical Approaches to Fake News,” fake news is “a story that, while
fabricated, presents itself and is received as a credible news story.” In her chapter, “I Am a Refugee
and I Am Ok: Instructor Identity in the Resisting Classrooms,” Lava Asaad reminds us that fake
news is a new name for an old problem. Virtue further shows us that fake news isn’t new; what is
new, he writes, is how fake news is distributed. Leake agrees, emphasizing the necessity of awareness
about the systems that produce and circulate fake news. The journalists and activists interviewed
in the collection are particularly quick to highlight willful deception, including for profit or power,
as a crucial difference between disinformation and misinformation (see Hofmann; Geary; Calore;
Sellers). Wired editor Michael Calore, in his interview, “From Product Review to Lack of Common
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Ground: How Mis and Disinformation Shape Our Wired World,” provides a useful refraction of this
attention to circulation, defining fake news as deliberately sensational stories engineered for page
views and ads.
In her interview, “Civic Literacies, Despair, and Hope: Our Current Information Moment Unfolding,” professional writer and Americans of Conscience creator Jennifer Hofmann links misinformation to sales, in similar fashion to Calore’s definition of fake news. Hofmann writes, “In my own
experience, misinformation is unintentional and disinformation is intentional. Misinformation sells
newspapers, sells subscriptions, sells ads. Or it’s shared through the grapevine. It’s worded in a way
that’s evocative so that people will read it or have an emotional response and at the same time see
the ads on the sidebar. But disinformation is more strategic; it’s more deliberate.” In the essay “Sans
Papiers: Humanizing Documentation,” Shereen Inayatulla and Michael T. MacDonald explore how
colonizing/er logics forward disinformation, dispossessing individuals to the right of self-determination. They write, “Knowledge, information and disinformation about [US borders] can shape our
understandings of citizenship as a concept, right, and lived experience. This knowledge works to
define and confine the ‘citizen’ as both a unit of measurement and a term defined often by negation.”
Thomas Girshin and Tyrell Stewart-Harris’s attention to “fact” and “post-fact” in their chapter,
“Trump’s University: Argument and Pedagogy in the ‘Post-Fact Era,’” resonates with Inayatulla and
MacDonald’s description of disinformation when they write that
the rhetorical standpoint that values are always constructed by and through communities
of speech suggests that we have never not been post-fact. With few exceptions, the history
of rhetoric is a couple-millennia-long discourse on the slipperiness and opacity of ‘facts.’ So
as writing professors we can ask students to complicate our current ‘post-fact’ moment, by
viewing it through the lens of rhetorical history to reveal the ways the discourse of truth has
been racialized since the colonial era.
Truth, ideology, and context also appear in “International Baccalaureate, Theories of
Knowledge, and Misinformation Spotting in the High School Classroom,” an interview with Martee
Lopez-Schmidt, Director of IB Programs at Capuchino High School in San Mateo, California: “And
so when we talk about a worldview, when we talk about how we build it, the idea of truth comes into
play with belief and with knowledge. Because if, again, if we’re saying that to know something means
that you have proof of it happening, what is the tension between knowing and believing?” Moreover,
different kinds of information require specific knowledge to understand their truth; Angela Laflen,
in her chapter, “Quantitative Literacy in the Composition Classroom: Using Infographics Assignments to Teach Ethical and Effective Data Use,” explores the particular literacies needed to understand and represent quantitative information ethically.
Perhaps the most charged key term for deceptive communication in the collection is propaganda, since it connotes a state-sponsored effort to deceive not only outsiders, but frequently also its own
citizens. Certainly, propaganda is a proper term for the misinformation campaign run by Russia to
confuse American voters leading up to the 2016 election. Perhaps because of lingering hopes that
“it can’t happen here,” American scholars, including many in this collection, have been reluctant to
label Trump and his administration’s efforts to confuse, deceive, and activate as propaganda, sticking
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to terms like mis- and dis-information and Trump’s own hobbyhorse, “fake news.” Perhaps not surprisingly, considering his attention to Joe McCarthy, Virtue equates fake news, misformation, and
“political propaganda.” Nicole Allensworth, in her essay, “Keeping Truth Alive: Literacy, Libraries,
and Strategies in an Age of Misinformation,” is one of the few other writers to invoke propaganda,
writing that “Every student now needs to understand the history, uses, and dangers of propaganda as
a kind of inoculation against the misinformation they encounter daily on the web.”
Teaching students to understand, analyze, and respond to individual acts of mis-information or
instances of fake news, then, is part of a solution, but two essays argue for a broader view that sees
misinformation in our current moment as symptomatic and generic. Genevieve García de Müeller
and Randall W. Monty, in “‘Don’t Give Me Bullshit’: Constructing a Framework of Response to Fake
News,” call for both an acknowledgment of the networks in which acts of mis- and dis-information
circulate and for a view of fake news more broadly as a genre, with conventions and logics that students can be taught to name and assess. In particular, García de Müeller and Monty call attention to
the “complexity of credibility in a contemporary era of instantaneous dissemination of information
and rapid-fire response” and ask students to understand that credibility is an effect of networks, not
only positionality. Thomas Girshin and Tyrell Stewart-Harris, in ”Trump’s University: Argument
and Pedagogy in the ‘Post-Fact Era,’” argue that both our “post-fact” era and Donald Trump’s place
within it are best understood as historical “signs”—not “causes”—of larger, racialized tensions and
discursive networks. Girshin and Stewart-Harris ask instructors to situate discussions of “post-fact”
discourse within a framework of racialized discourse that positions Europeans and their descendants
as truthful a priori, while simultaneously constructing marginalized and colonized citizens in a more
precarious relationship to truth that warrants an audience’s skepticism. Students must be taught, they
suggest, not only to respond to and intervene in acts of mis- and dis-information but to theorize
about those acts and to understand them in historical context.
Attending to the definitional nuances writers employ in the collection, particularly as connected
to their locations, positionality, and expertise, provides rich ground for both students and scholars of
our information landscape and its challenges and offers a central thread for readers to follow through
the collection.

Thread: Location and Perspective
A central emphasis of the collection considers our localized response to the mis- and disinformation swirling around us at rapid speeds. As teachers and literacy workers, with different bodies
in different kinds of institutions with different and diverse student populations or participants, how
do we act to acknowledge and confront fake news and its impact? How does our institutional positioning make some kinds of work more possible—or more crucial—than others? Spanning a range
of institutions from community colleges to small private colleges to large, urban universities; writing
from the middle of the US, the coasts, and our north and south borders; occupying tenured, adjunct,
and graduate student positionalities, the longer essays in this volume explore the impact of mis- and
disinformation on the literacy environments and practices of their given locations and their range
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of students.
Alongside scholarly research and pedagogical interventions, readers will find interviews with a
range of nonacademics encountering—and countering—mis- and disinformation in the spheres of
public and professional life. From efforts to change K-12 education to aid students in epistemology
and rhetorical awareness to identify misinformation, to insights from technology-based journalists
and a curator of circulation on Twitter, to workers directly facing disinformation challenges in educational technology, libraries, or through battles of “meme warfare,” the interviews that punctuate this
book diversify our understanding of the changes possible both within and outside of the classroom.
In each case, the interviewee’s or author’s particular context, location, and professional landscape is
highlighted to illustrate what “working against” mis/disinformation might look like across a range
of sectors. For example, interviewees Lopez-Schmitt and Akincilar identify their own positionalities
that guide their work with or on behalf of students, whether that means Akincilar advocating for
more POC on her team and using her own background as the daughter of a Turkish immigrant to
initiate greater diversity in teaching materials, or Lopez-Schmitt encouraging her Latinx students to
“disrupt the status quo” in all white spaces. Geary and Hofmann discuss the centrality of attending
to our personal values and affective reactions as we encounter mis- or disinformation; for Geary this
means using our emotional response “as a basis for questioning” reporting or information, while
Hofmann details using the values that connect to her lived experience as a lesbian, like equality, to
forge productive discourse with those who are swayed by disinformation. Understanding such literacy landscapes and interventions beyond academia is, we argue, crucial to our work in classrooms
aimed at investigating and acting upon our worlds through words.
In each of the longer essays, authors contextualize their pedagogical interventions with institutional context, teacher identity, and/or examples of student work in order to grapple with what it is
like to teach at this specific political and cultural moment at specific colleges/universities/locations.
Joshua Daniel-Wariya, Tyler S. Branson, and James Chase Sanchez, for example, consider their experiences “from a land-grant university to a public research university to a private liberal arts college
. . . extending already-existing relationships and/or reorienting the service components of our work
toward information literacy,” making evident that engaging with misinformation “will indeed require creativity and hard work on our parts.” Eric Leake presents his pedagogical initiative of tracking permutations of news stories within the context of a Hispanic Serving Institution (HSI) that
brings together politically and economically diverse students within a “blue-leaning area within a
red state.” Drawing on his background as a former journalist, Leake highlights circulation through
pedagogies that promote civic literacies within an expansive framework for what citizenship can
mean. Angela Laflen, who has long taught professional and technical writing, uses her expertise to
implement a rhetorical and visual quantitative-reasoning based curriculum in her FYC class, finding
that a deeper engagement with how data is collected, processed, visualized, and presented prompted
changes in both of her teaching specialities. Melissa R. Sande, a community college instructor, and
Christine M. Battista, an assistant professor at a career-oriented, private university, draw on the similarities their diverse student bodies share in order to critique the ways that information literacy has
been conceptualized as a skill and relegated to “one-shot” library sessions and FYC. Arguing instead
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that information literacy is most productively considered and taught as a process intent on promoting a Freirean critical consciousness, the authors use their experiences and initial assessments from
teaching feminist and ecocriticism literature classes to argue for extending information literacies
across the curriculum.
The contributions in this thread prompt readers to reflect critically on their different institutional contexts, as well as on their location within these contexts, so that they can successfully adapt to
their own situations the pedagogical responses to mis- and disinformation presented by the collection’s contributors.

Thread: The Rhetoric of Mis/Disinformation
The field of rhetoric, as both a scholarly enterprise and pedagogical praxis, has throughout its
long history offered frameworks for developing critical reading practices, understanding the situated nature of literacy, interrogating the dynamics between citizenship and literacy, and approaching
other concerns that animate the essays and interviews collected in this volume. The authors gathered
in this thread thus draw from rhetorical theory, both explicitly and implicitly, to examine questions
about the nature of and responses to mis- and disinformation. What rhetorical functions does fake
news perform and how? How does mis- and disinformation complicate our understanding of the
rhetorical situation and the methods we teach students for reading texts and addressing audiences,
especially now that audiences are mediated by algorithms and software? What rhetorical tools can be
used to contest mis- and disinformation?
Authors insist that rhetorical awareness today demands understanding not only the text but also
the methods of information circulation and distribution that allow readers to differentiate between
data streams and news. Rhetorical literacy in our current information ecology necessitates that we
work to become more literate in social media: its mechanics, how it is combating misinformation,
and who owns the news outlets we’re reading. From the perspective of technology journalism, Calore
reminds us of the engineered aspect of stories to generate sensationalism and clicks. Both Calore and
García de Müeller and Monty emphasize the bullshit motives of some information distributors/composers, as well as the ancillary skill of developing strategies for identifying bullshit and fact-checking.
García de Müeller and Monty explore the dimension of arhetorical practice that disinformation occupies, showing how they and their students theorized fake news as nonrational argumentation that
is uninterested in yet best contested through rhetoric.
Within classrooms, Sande and Battista explore how information literacy pedagogy, drawing on
both the process movement in writing studies and Paolo Freire’s concept of critical consciousness,
can be centralized in literature courses, while Pella excavates how to plan and scaffold rigorous and
relevant rhetorical analysis of sources and their evidence. However, looking closely at texts is not
enough, as Daniel-Wariya, Branson, and Chavez argue. A focus on software literacies must accompany our analysis of information and texts; these author write that “Software literacy is a pathway
toward learning how writing works to circulate discourse, and how software as writing impacts the
ways audiences view, understand, and respond to information.” In another extension, Hofmann and
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Geary expand our understanding of how the affective must also be understood as part of the rhetorical situation, since mis/disinformation work largely by stirring emotion and prompting reaction.
Recognizing and negotiating our own emotional reactions can be helpful not only in alerting us to
mis/disinformation, but also in helping us connect with others through shared values in ways that
can counter the effects of mis/disinformation. Finally, with an insider’s analysis of creating rhetorically striking content to “win the battle of the story,” Sellers details strategies in the playbook of a
primary currency of the day: memes.

Thread: Citizenship and Civic Literacy
As explored through the threads above, our theoretical understandings and definitions of misinformation and disinformation—as well as the literacy needs of those we collaborate with (be they
students or colleagues, friends, neighbors, or fellow activists)—are shaped by our own positions and
embodiments. Contributors to this collection call us to engage in a conversation about how citizenship, in particular, is invoked in calls to improved literacy education. Authors such as Inayatulla and
MacDonald, as well as Asaad, encourage us to think with more nuance about the logics of citizenship, including how we rethink what we mean by it. In their chapter, Inayatulla and MacDonald
combine personal narrative about migration and the documentation processes they have confronted
to interrogate the relationship between state and individual maintained through documentation,
extending this comparison to the college classroom and white-washed, empty calls for developing
“global citizens” through education. Inayatulla bridges her own experiences with misnaming as she
and her parents moved between countries, illustrating how the “time-travelling immigrant” and
their “papers . . . remain or become the keepers and arbiters of untranslatable literacy practices—untransposable and unknowable within the colonizer discourses used to exclude, shame, infantilize, or
police us.” Inayatulla uses this all-too-common instance to understand the skepticism and scrutiny
her black and brown students at York College in Queens, New York, face in terms of both their documentation and perceived literacy. MacDonald considers his work with refugees, first at a writing
center where refugees from Sudan were considered “extraordinary,” and later in his work at a large
state university near Detroit where the majority of his students can trace the histories of migration,
asylum, or immigration within their own family histories. Critiquing the ways that immigrant and
refugee stories and published texts have often been used to celebrate literacy myths of success or
returning, educated and with tools, to one’s homeland, MacDonald highlights the potentially “insidious attempts to disinform at the global level.” Ultimately, these authors argue that our practices
around documentation—often our students cannot exit our classes without showing their “papers”
as it were—should be examined for the ways they uphold colonizing “logics of time and order” so
that they may be revised and broadened beyond their “border il/logics” and static notions of what it
means to be a citizen.
Asaad explores similar questions in her chapter, which considers her positionality as a TA and a
Syrian refugee teaching in a politically “red state” at Middle Tennessee University, what she describes
as teaching “resisting students in a resisting culture.” Reviewing the limited ways that composition
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studies has theorized the embodied reality of an Othered teacher in a predominantly white classroom, Asaad explores the limits of objectivity, neutrality, and rhetorical listening given her particular
context, instead considering how non-traditional instructors might “become transformative agents
in laying bare how knowledge can be misused.” Asaad goes on to share her attempts, and the mixed
results with students, of attempting transnational investigation aimed at identifying how discourse
shapes reality and may come to be perceived as “sacred and unquestionable truths.”
Beyond the classroom, interviewees and praxis authors echo aspects of the relationships between citizens and institutions that need continual investment and scrutiny: trust and transparency (Calore), decontextualization (Akincilar), corporate bias and the undue influence of money on
politics (Sellers), the “socially constructed notions of authority that reproduce the language of the
dominant culture” (Allensworth), and the “value of evidence as not only an academic disposition
but also a social responsibility” (Pella). Hofmann explores misinformation’s current swing toward
dehumanization and fear, which create a range of responses in citizens from vitriol to withdrawing
from civic and political life. Ultimately, these contributors provide perspective and interventions
aimed at helping us all “be better thinkers, make better choices, [and] be part of a political world”
(Lopez-Schmitt).
Like the authors in this volume, the students considered in these pieces differ significantly in
their locations and lived experiences. Students are pursuing their education in community college
systems, R1 institutions, liberal arts institutions, 4-year state universities, across three HSIs and one
professional-oriented university. A range of courses are considered, in both lower and upper division
coursework, in composition, general education, and courses in the major. The conversations opened
up in this thread about citizenship, identity, and literacy are crucial to have with students and colleagues, both in and beyond the academy, with significant implications for pedagogy and how we
interact with and advocate for all of our students.

Conclusion
As a whole, this collection offers responses and solutions as direct responses to our current
moment with an eye toward how our literacy practices must change as we move forward. Through
providing examples of how we might take action within our specific classrooms and circles, alongside instances of documenting disciplinary and professional responses to our evolving information
landscape, we hope that this manuscript’s exploration of literacies (what do we need to know how to
do, now?), contexts for literate action (how do we understand this moment, now?), and pedagogies/
practices (how do we work with students, now? how do understand and perform citizenship, now?)
provides some pathways forward.
Specifically, in that the collection ranges from larger political, cultural, and intercultural landscapes to concrete assignments, resources, and lesson plans, we hope that readers experience the productive movement between theory and praxis. Indeed, understanding the literacies and pedagogies
that can support us in countering mis/disinformation demands this kind of multi-level attention and
movement. Further, such understandings and interventions always live outside of our classrooms;
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the interviews and praxis pieces remind us of the crucial ways that networked information circulates
not only through curricula and research sites, but also through journalism, social media, educational technology, systems, institutions. Our work within classrooms intersects with and can amplify
efforts made in other quarters. Making meaning together constitutes the very real human project,
the Freirean antidote perhaps, to disinformation’s goal of atomization, distraction, and obfuscation
aimed ultimately at division and dehumanization.
Thus, as we experience what one reader described as the kaleidoscopic effect of encountering the
ideas that this collection brings together, we hope that the differences and divergences in perspective prompt individual reflection about how definitions, practices, and pedagogies might be taken
up in specific locales. We have challenged our authors and interviewees to locate themselves within
their specific contexts not only to highlight how context and purpose must intersect, but to suggest
that readers take up similar definitional and pedagogical work with their own students and institutions. Recognizing and countering mis/disinformation necessarily extends across not only across
disciplines and grades, across institutional types, and through professional settings and affiliations;
it also demands ongoing efforts of attention so that we might shift and reactivate as informational
landscapes change.
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Making Software Visible in
Rhetorical Approaches to Fake News
Joshua Daniel-Wariya, Tyler S. Branson,
and James Chase Sanchez

A

s rhetoric and composition scholars, it is easy to assume we are adept at identifying
credible sources. After all, we teach it perhaps more than any academic discipline.
But it is a mistake to assume only “non-experts” are susceptible to fake news. Doing
so assumes literacy is merely skill acquisition and deemphasizes the role of the more invisible
components of literacy, like ideology and—as we posit in this essay—information access technology.
James Chase Sanchez, a co-author of this chapter, describes a moment in May 2017 when he browsed
his Twitter feed and viewed a video. In the short clip, Donald Trump speaks to a young black girl
who tells him, “You’re a disgrace to the world” (Bradley). The child backs away to take a picture of
Trump as he nervously leaves. The clip was shared by hundreds of thousands of people on social
media and appeared real (Bradley). Though Sanchez did not share the video, he certainly found it to
be plausible. Other friends and colleagues he considered intelligent and trustworthy had shared it,
and he saw nothing to indicate it might be untrue.
However, the video was indeed fake. Sanchez had viewed a clip from a new Comedy Central
program titled The President Show, where an actor dressed as Trump blurs the line between comedy
and the president’s real-life controversies (“You’re a Disgrace”). The video was shared as a real story
and spread to thousands of people who believed the scenario was plausible. Since the original video
tweet dropped the “Comedy Central” logo and made its origin unclear, many were duped by the
same story. Eventually, sites like Snopes and news organizations such as Vanity Fair, NY Mag, and
Huffington Post all released stories detailing exactly how this video was fake. Though this particular
video was fairly benign, it showcases how vulnerable we all are to “fake news.” While there are many
ways to define fake news, here we take it to refer to a story that, while fabricated, presents itself and
is received as a credible news story. Based on a person’s political ideologies, cultural perspectives,
biases, and the unconscious ways they interact with technology, anyone can be susceptible. In this
essay, we point to what we believe is an important and underexplored factor for how people fall for
fake news: the software applications used for its creation, distribution, and access.
As Sanchez’s anecdote underscores, fake news cuts across many demographics, political
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ideologies, and agendas, including those of the president himself. According to the digital Trump
Twitter Archive, Trump tweeted an astonishing 979 times between his election and January 8, 2021,
when Twitter permanently banned him from the platform, and his tweets illustrate how the term
itself has been co-opted for a range of political or propagandistic purposes (Brown). While Trump
makes frequent use of the term, the rhetorical context of that usage suggests a range of definitions. In
some instances, Trump refers to fake news similarly to the way we use the term in this piece, such as
his tweet from January 11, 2017: “Intelligence agencies should never have allowed this fake news to
‘leak’ into the public. One last shot at me. Are we living in Nazi Germany?” (Brown). Here, Trump is
referring to the infamous dossier from his trip to Moscow, and he uses fake news to mean a story that
is fake but presents itself as real. However, the difference in this usage is that Trump is unconcerned
with whether or not the dossier is true or false—its claims remain unverified—and is instead only
interested with the fact that he considers it fake. Other times, Trump uses the term to refer to any
news story that turned out to be incorrect, such as his January 28, 2017 tweet: “The failing @nytimes
has been wrong about me from the beginning. Said I would lose the primaries, then the general
election. FAKE NEWS!” (Brown). In this instance, opinion pieces and political analyses on news
platforms are deemed fake if they turned out to be wrong in their predictions. More commonly,
however, Trump uses the term to refer to news reports that utilize unnamed sources—“FAKE NEWS
media, which makes up stories and ‘sources,’ is far more effective than the discredited Democrats but they are fading fast!”—reports that are broadcast on “mainstream” platforms—“Don’t believe the
main stream (fake news) media. The White House is running VERY WELL. I inherited a MESS and
am in the process of fixing it”—or, his favorite, any news reports that are unfavorable to him— “Any
negative polls are fake news, just like the CNN, ABC, NBC polls in the election. Sorry, people want
border security and extreme vetting” (Brown).
So, while Hillary Clinton correctly described fake news as a “danger that must be addressed and
addressed quickly” (Schor) in the aftermath of the 2016 election, the problem of combating it is made
more complicated by the very different ways the term is used on different platforms and taken up
by people based on their existing beliefs. Likewise, efforts to combat it have emerged across several
fronts. Mark Zuckerberg wrote in December 2016 that his company, Facebook, has a “new kind of
responsibility” to vet fake news articles shared on its platform (Lomas). In the field of journalism,
one solution offered is called “The Trust Project,” an initiative of the Markkula Center for Applied
Ethics at Santa Clara University, which partners with media organizations to assign “trust indicators”
of reliability and ethical reporting. Moreover, advocacy groups like Media Literacy Now argue that
combating fake news requires instituting media literacy standards in high school curricula (Thomas).
And while rigorous media literacy standards are important, studies show that more and more
people are vulnerable to fake news. Stanford researchers claim fake news transcends age and
education level. Students from middle school, high school, and even college show what researchers
called a “dismaying” inability to differentiate between credible and fake news stories (Stanford).
However, as David Uberti from the Columbia Journalism Review has argued, more alarming is how
“social networks allow smut to hurtle through the public imagination—and into pizza parlors—at
breakneck speed. People at or near the top of the current administration have shared fake news
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casually, and it’s appearing in news organizations’ own programmatic ads.” While media literacy
could help students identify the people and intentions behind fake news, we argue that it is equally
important to think deeply about the software applications that enable information to flow into our
newsfeeds. Following Timothy Laquintano and Annette Vee’s argument that fake news “is only
one instantiation of a shift that literacy studies will need to reckon with to understand how people
encounter texts on an everyday basis: a shift to the reliance on computational and automated writing
systems to circulate texts and amplify their distribution” (43), we hope our contribution will enable
teachers to help their students reckon with how software applications are implicated in the ways both
news and fake news are delivered, remembered, and forgotten.
In Expressive Processing: Digital Fictions, Computer Games, and Software Studies, Noah WardripFruin states, “It is essential for our political future that people develop the ability to think critically
about software systems” (xii). Because rhetoric and composition already works to develop critical
awareness of a wide range of literacy practices, we contend that teachers and scholars are ideally
positioned to engage the essential work Wardrip-Fruin identifies. We propose that fake news makes
exigent the need for critical software literacy: a skeptical and reflective questioning of how software
filters the information users consume in order to help users, as stated in the introduction to this
book, “not take for granted that the writers they encounter are seeking a fair exchange of ideas”
(Introduction). Digital media theorists have argued that making visible the effects of software’s
ubiquity should become a central concern for humanities research in an emerging field Lev Manovich
has termed “software studies” (Language of New Media). To make software’s role in fake news visible,
we consider the well-known #PizzaGate story and analyze it with respect to particular features that
give it credibility, such as shares and likes. After discussing #PizzaGate, we suggest some effective
practices for helping people become more aware of the role software literacy plays in fake news, and
we point to university library guides as sites where rhetoric and composition teacher-scholars can
help implement these suggestions.
First, we review some of the major scholarship from software studies and make two claims
about how our own field can become more aware of software in order to address fake news: 1)
how the spread of personal computing was made possible by proliferating visual data through the
concealment of computer processes; and 2) how software is expressive through specific operational
logics that shape how audiences respond to digitized information. In making these claims, we
also want to emphasize what software literacy does not entail. Becoming software literate does
not require users know how to code. Being software literate does not require users to program or
design software. And being software literate does not require users to have expert knowledge of the
computer processes. What it does require is taking seriously just how important software is in our
daily lives, how it gains power and relevance through being “visibly invisible” (Chun), and how it
influences the ways audiences receive digital media generally. Being software literate means that
readers “approach [software applications] warily, aware that the writers they are encountering can be
motivated to confuse, obscure, and trick” (Introduction).
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Making #Pizzagate Possible:
Visible Invisibility and the Eliza Effect
The ubiquity of software cannot be overstated. Software appears in the GPS applications we use
to navigate unfamiliar towns, the applications we use for correspondence, or the course management
software we use to structure and deliver content to students. While there is no shortage of scholarship
describing the affordances of digital rhetorics (Ball; Bogost; Brooke) or the possibilities of networked
spaces (Jones; Murray; Rickert), we contend that addressing fake news should focus more specifically
on software because software applications embody and codify particular relations, motivations, and
intentions between individuals and larger power structures that are typically unseen by users. In
Lev Manovich’s landmark book Software Takes Command, he makes the case that while the creation
of software is a cultural achievement on par with the printing press, the history of its development
remains occluded:
None of the new media authoring and editing techniques we associate with computers
are simply a result of media “being digital.” The new ways of media access, distribution,
analysis, generation, and manipulation all come from software. Which also means that they
are the result of the particular choices made by individuals, companies, and consortiums
who develop software—media authoring and editing applications, compression codecs,
file formats, programming and scripting languages used to create interactive and dynamic
media such as PHP and JavaScript. (148)
We take Manovich’s claim to mean paying close attention to software and its ubiquity by definition
requires one to confront those “particular choices made by individuals, companies, and consortiums
who develop software” (148). While it is tempting to claim there is nothing particularly new about
fake news, we contend that its dependence on software makes it unique from more traditional forms
of propaganda, disinformation, and misinformation. In this collection, Drew Virtue shows how the
emerging technology of television heightened and amplified propagandistic messaging in unique
ways during McCarthyism; fake news is in many ways made possible by emergent software authoring
practices that often go unseen due to the simultaneous ubiquity and invisibility of software. Critical
software literacy makes clear that fake news is generated, manipulated, distributed, accessed, and
analyzed using particular software applications with material histories that are significant to when,
where, and how stories are received.
One critical move made by designers in the development of software has been to hide or
“blackbox” computer processes and replace them with visualizations. While that has made computers
more usable to the general public, it also obfuscates how and why software applications deliver
fake news to our screens. In Programmed Visions: Software and Memory, Wendy Hui Kyong Chun
describes a paradox of computers being less understood today even as they are more widely used than
ever. As computers were commodified and commercialized, a market-driven need emerged to make
computers more accessible to the average person. Software applications that automate underlying
computer processes play a central role in the commercialization of personal computing. They do this
by—using Chun’s terminology—making computerized information “visibly invisible” (10). In other
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words, computers generate tremendous amounts of information by simultaneously proliferating
visual data and concealing procedural data. The clearest way to understand this move is by tracing
the history of operating systems, the software that supports a computer’s most basic functions, such
as scheduling updates and managing memory. Operating systems in the 1980s required users to
know much more about how their computer worked than do contemporary operating systems. PC
DOS, for instance—while fairly simple—required users to know long lists of written commands to
perform basic functions such as saving and moving files. Contemporary operating systems, such
as macOS Sierra, can be operated by someone with virtually no knowledge of commands or how
the system operates. Working with computers has become more of a visual and less of a procedural
experience. The result of this move is that many computer processes are “blackboxed” to prevent
users from accidentally harming their systems.
The “visibly invisible” effect Chun describes can also be observed through changes to
programming languages, and such an example helps to illustrate how more people are able to use
computers today as a result of choices made by software engineers, even while knowing less than
previous users about how computers operate. The earliest computers required users to work with
the physical hardware of the machine to change its basic functions. As software entered the scene,
programmers could rely on machinic languages (think binary or hexadecimal) to use code in place
of interacting directly with hardware. Slightly higher-level programming includes things such as
assembly language (think BASIC or x86) that remove the user even further from the machine’s
operations, and high-level languages (think JAVA or C++) are so abstracted from the machine that a
person with a basic understanding of those languages can literally read them. As the way we interact
with computers comes to look more and more like everyday life—computer code that resembles
human language, “grabbing” content from a touch screen—computers become easier to access and
use. It also becomes easier to lose track of the computer processes that enable such access.
So what does all this mean for fake news? It means that fake news has emerged in an era where
more people are using computers than ever before, but the average computer user knows less about
how their machine works than at any point in the past. Software is deeply implicated in this fact. At
the same time, computer processes are now so fast that software seems to disappear. Chun claims
that “software emerged as a thing—as an iterable textual program—through an axiomatic process
of commercialization and commodification that has made code logos: a word conflated with and
substituting for action” (9). In other words, any “coding” we put into a computer—from swiping
left on our iPhone to entering a command to run a program—happens so quickly that one might
conflate it with the machine’s actions. This is not to suggest that using a touchscreen interface is some
new form of coding, but instead to explain how visual interfaces close the temporal gap between
procedure and action. For example, if someone were using an old computer system to locate a file
stored in its memory, they might have to manually input a command to tell the operating system
where to look for the file, then another command to tell the system what to do with the file (open
or delete, for instance). Now, a user might simply touch the screen of their device and point to file
itself (such as an image stored on the memory of an iPhone) and open or delete it based on which
part of the screen they touch. Those commands the user once had to manually enter are still being
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generated, but they are done through automation on the back end and concealed from the user.
This acceleration and ease of working with files is made possible through software applications, and
these same software applications make finding and sharing fake news easier and faster than ever
before. Therefore, if teachers are to help students adequately understand how fake news operates,
they must work to make software’s role in the ease and acceleration of its creation, distribution, and
access visible. However, as Chun states, this “is not a call to return to an age when one could see
and comprehend the actions of our computers. Those days are long gone” (92). Cultivating critical
awareness of the influences and effects of software on activities such as getting our news does not
mean that every user needs a nuanced understanding of code or the machine, or even that they can
necessarily conduct a deep analysis of any given application. But it does require, at minimum, that
we begin to see that software is present. Even taking the basic steps of asking oneself, “What kinds of
software are involved in delivering this content to my screen? Who made that software, and why?”
go a long way toward critiquing software and its products, such as fake news. As we have stated in
previous sections, any software has a specific material history that is bound up with the motivations
of both individuals and corporations. While software has been made to feel transparent through
commercialization, we must begin to see again in order to expose how those motivations deliver
news to our screens.
This brings us to our second main point in this section. By making software visible, teachers can
expose particular effects it has on audiences, or what Noah Wardrip-Fruin calls operational logics.
Operational logics describe emergent patterns between various elements in Wardrip-Fruin’s model
of digital media: data, the prefabricated media such as text and images; process, the procedures that
make software run; surface, what media users actually experience; interaction, the “change to a state
of the work . . . that comes from outside the work” (11); authors, the people who create digital media
with software; and audiences, the many people who share and consume digital media. According to
Wardrip-Fruin, these elements of digital media work together to create specific types of effects—
operational logics—on media users. These can take the form of assumptions or beliefs about how
computers work based on common ways they are used. The terms in Wardrip-Fruin’s model are
purposefully broad in order to account for a range of patterns they contain across the history of
computing. Interaction, for example, refers broadly to a change in the state of a work that comes from
outside the work in order to contain the myriad of ways users make changes to works on a computer
across different iterations of software. Interaction could therefore cover anything from manually
deleting a file through commands in the operating system, to editing an image in an early version of
Photoshop, to editing an image using only one’s right index finger with the Photos app on an iPhone.
For fake news, the most important operational logic is the Eliza Effect. Named after a Rogerian
Psychology Bot called Eliza, this operational logic refers to the tendency for humans to assume
complex processes beneath a computer program when its surface appears complex. According
to Wardrip-Fruin, “[w]hen a system is presented as intelligent and appears to exhibit intelligent
behavior, people have a disturbingly strong tendency to regard it as such” (33). While the software
application known as “Eliza” actually ran on a small handful of simple commands, users consistently
attributed to it deep complexity. As Wardrip-Fruin states,
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When we interact with a piece of software . . . we don’t get a clear picture of how it actually
operates internally. And Dr. Sagan and I were not alone regarding Eliza/Doctor, its audiences
often developed mistaken ideas about its internals. They assumed that since the surface
appearance of an interaction with the program could resemble something like a coherent
dialogue, internally the software must be complex. Some thought it must be something
close to the fictional HAL: a computer program intelligent enough to understand and
produce arbitrary human language. (31-32)
The Eliza Effect helps account for the power of fake news to trick even those versed in critically
analyzing sources. If we return to the anecdote from our introduction, where a fake video featuring
Donald Trump carried credibility for many, one can see the Eliza Effect influencing the credibility
assigned to sources based on assumptions regarding the complexity of their production. While most
people are aware that software applications such as web browsers customize the information in our
feeds based on aggregated data, few of us could explain the underlying processes that make such
customization possible. This lack of knowledge could lead a user to assume that the process for
delivering a video to their desktop is complex enough to “weed out” dubious content. Based on
our preconceived notion of complex computer processes, fake news can therefore be delivered to
our desktops with a kind of pre-packaged credibility. In other words, users may also assume an
exaggerated complexity for making such a fake video and think it simply would not be worth all that
effort to fabricate something so complicated. Moreover, they may also assume that the algorithms
software uses to customize their sources are so “smart” that any story that reaches their screen has
already been vetted by complex computer processes. For example, in Safiya Noble’s 2018 book, she
illustrates how Dillon Roof was convinced that a variety of white supremacist conspiracy theories
were true simply because they were on the first page of results returned from a search about “white
genocide” on Google (110-118). Even the simple belief that creating a fake news story and getting it
to trend on social media with the use of Twitter bots is complex might lead a user to believe trending
stories. While the effects of the Eliza Effect were perhaps not intended by software engineers, it is still
a result of those choices made by the pioneers of software: namely, to hide processes from general
users, which opens the possibility space for those users to then make assumptions about the shape
and complexity of such processes.
The assumptions generated by the Eliza Effect crumble with the slightest scrutiny. Therefore,
even the simple step of having users slow down and take notice of the software they use can be critical
for recognizing fake news. But slowing down is easier said than done, especially in an age where
conspiracy theories of the vilest ilk spread rapidly as legitimate interpretations of real events. Take,
for example, the infamous #PizzaGate story and the technological processes that made it potent. In
the following section, we analyze the rhetorical and technological components of #PizzaGate and
its consequences in an effort to make visible some elements of fake news that sometimes go unseen,
such as how software boosts ethos claims and enhances the viral spread of stories.
The scandal that came to be known as #PizzaGate involves the dubious claim that Hillary
Clinton was involved in a pedophilia ring at a Washington, DC pizza shop called Comet Ping Pong,
and while its premise is laughable, the rumor culminated frighteningly with a heavily armed man,
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Edgar Welch, shooting an AR-15 rifle multiple times into the Comet Ping Pong pizza shop. Though
there are competing timelines on how to mark the “beginning” of this story, many have pinpointed
its genesis in a single tweet. The Washington Post notes that someone with the Twitter handle @
DavidGoldbergNY first tweeted that new evidence in the Clinton email scandal “point to a pedophilia
ring and @HillaryClinton is at the center” on October 30, 2016 (Fisher et al.). A few important points
are noteworthy. First, there is no “David Goldberg” working for any news agency. He seems not
to exist outside of a Twitter handle. Second, by adding “NY” to the handle, Goldberg establishes
some faux credibility with a Twitter audience because, most of the time, officials associated with a
state or journalists associated with a region add state abbreviations to their handle. Therefore, the
first circulation of this fake story began with a tweet from an uncredible, anonymous source that
eventually attracted over 6,000 retweets and warranted even more “faves” and interactions. The ease
with which someone can use bots or fake profiles on Twitter plays a key role in the story’s credibility,
especially as the Eliza Effect means audiences tend to over attribute complexity to such processes.
The ease of distribution of a fake news story like this can create a digital trail of staggering range.
According to a Rolling Stone story, even after Welch’s arrest, “[i]t took the better part of a year (and
two teams of researchers) to sift through the digital trail. We found ordinary people, online activists,
bots, foreign agents and domestic political operatives” (Robb). While a user might reasonably
wonder, “Who has the time to fabricate something so complex? I’m seeing it everywhere,” software
applications like Twitter bots make that distribution easier than one would expect, especially when
the retweets of a bot are taken up and shared by social media users with large followings.
The story eventually found its way into different social media websites and fringe news
organizations. Websites like Reddit and 4chan spread the story, and it was eventually picked up by
Alex Jones and Infowars, with Jones claiming on his November 4 YouTube video, “When I think
about all the children Hillary Clinton has personally murdered and chopped up and raped, I have
zero fear standing up against her” (Fisher et al.). With these fringe sites promoting and spreading the
story, Comet Ping Pong eventually felt the real effects of fake news. James Alefantis, owner of Comet,
received threatening messages on social media the weekend before election day.
Approximately one week after the election, Jack Posobiec, a leader of a pro-Trump grassroots
organization, took matters into his own hands after obsessively reading online stories. He and an
unnamed friend went to the restaurant and spent forty-five minutes searching unsuccessfully for
secret hiding areas before being asked to leave. This incident inspired Edgar Welch to later enter
Comet and shoot three rounds inside the building. Welch, unable to find any hidden passages,
surrendered without incident. On March 24, 2017, Welch plead guilty to federal and city firearm and
assault charges with a four-year prison sentence (Hermann).
PizzaGate began in late October and virtually ended on December 4th, illustrating not only how
fast fake news spreads but also how fake news can have real consequences. Rhetorically, it might
be easy to understand the implications of this story and why it caught on so quickly. Outlandish
conspiracy theories are generally compelling to those with particular ideological biases. But outside
of the ethos appeals extending from the “@DavidGoldbergNY” Twitter account, we also see how
copia, or a copious amount of material, fueled this firestorm. Over a period of two months, #PizzaGate
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received thousands of mentions on Twitter, Facebook, 4chan, Reddit, and other online social media
and alternative news platforms. Popular outlets such as InfoWars and famous alt-right figures such
as Ben Swann promoted the conspiracy.
Therefore, for an uninformed reader, the evidence would appear abundant against Clinton and
Comet merely through the attention generated on social media. Moreover, the constant use of the
hashtag to describe the story built a level of “truth”—how could a story be dubious if its hashtag is
trending online? We see how conspiracy rhetoric hinges on making anything evidence (Aisch et al.).
For example, many commenters online argued that some of the language and pictures on the Comet
and nearby stores’ websites and menus were code for their child pornography ring. For instance,
“cheese pizza” stood for “child pornography.” However, when the businesses attempted to address
the concerns by removing the reported “code” or discussing them openly, new conspiracy theorists
argued that this was further evidence of truth. Bolstered by their digital support, propagators of
this story created a fail-safe for their own propositions: if one does not address the issue being
reported, it demonstrates guilt; however, if one tries to disclaim these reports or even acknowledge
the fake news claims, that also demonstrates guilt. Fake news stories such as #PizzaGate rely on these
rhetorical fallacies, and they exploit the affordances of software to generate, distribute, and discuss
the “evidence” for fake news.
What, then, does #PizzaGate tell us about fake news in general and the need for critical software
literacy in particular? For one, #PizzaGate provides a lens to see the reach of fake news stories.
The underpinnings of their genesis may be completely meritless, but interest builds so quickly that
interest itself functions as faux-credibility. Moreover, with regard to software literacy, if we think
back to our discussion of the Eliza Effect, we see that the way a story trends through the use of
hashtags and bots seems like such a complex technological function that—to someone who cannot
see the presence of software in the story’s distribution—#Pizzagate might just be crazy enough to
be true. Software allows unfounded knowledge to aggregate and, while some fake news stories are
satirical—like the Trump story from our introduction—others may end in brutal violence.
As we suggested in our introduction, one potential way to address this as scholars and teachers
of writing is to develop a set of effective practices for thinking through software literacy. Below
we propose two key suggestions for emphasizing ways to spot the software tools that fake news
stories utilize to go viral: university-library partnerships and more purposeful pedagogical practices.
Though we do not claim that these are by any means foolproof tools to distinguish fake news, we
think that these are good starting points.

Software Literacy through Cross-Institutional Partnerships
One way to implement best practices for software literacy is through partnerships with university
libraries. First Year Composition (FYC) reaches more students than perhaps any other course, and it
is also a place where issues of sourcing and credibility are discussed frequently. Since FYC programs
frequently partner with their university libraries, and since many university libraries either already
have or are in the processes of developing fake news guides for students, we believe these guides are
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a good place to implement some of the knowledge from software studies we have discussed in this
essay. However, current library guides that address fake news are significantly lacking in critical and
sustained discussions of software literacy. How frequently are such guides being made and used?
What kinds of suggestions do these guides make? How might they effectively incorporate software
literacy moving forward?
To answer these questions, we searched through schools in the Big 12 for online library guides
having to do with fake news. Of the ten schools in the conference, three schools, Oklahoma State,
Iowa State, and Baylor did not have any library guides dedicated to fake news that we could find.
Two others, the University of Texas (UT) and Texas Christian University, addressed fake news in a
fleeting or cursory way. For example, UT’s library guide “How to Spot Fake News” primarily links to
other sources: an infographic on spotting fake news, a PBS column on how librarians are helpful for
spotting fake news, and a list of popular fact-checking sites (“How to Spot Fake News”). Similarly,
TCU’s library guide, “Is it ‘Fake News’?”—housed in the “Presidential Power” library guide—contains
the statement, “to really understand what’s going on in our world it’s important that you’re getting
correct information from reliable sources,” and then links to the same handful of fact-checking
websites as UT (“Presidential Power”).
A few of the Big 12’s library guides situated fake news in terms of literacy. For example, the
University of Oklahoma library guide was called “News Literacy,” which it defined as “critical thinking
skills necessary to evaluate news publications for their credibility and reliability” and contained tabs
with resources for faculty and students and of course, fact-checking websites (“News Literacy”). The
University of Kansas defined their fake news library guide in terms of “Media Literacy” and included
similar resources for faculty and students (“Media Literacy”). At Kansas State, the library guide is
called “Breaking Your News Bubble,” and while it does not explicitly refer to literacy in its title, it
nevertheless situates fake news in terms of critically consuming and evaluating various kinds of news
media (“Breaking your News Bubble”).
Only two university library guides in the Big 12, Texas Tech University and West Virginia
University, dedicate entire library guides to fake news. At Texas Tech, the library guide is called
“Fake News, Misinformation, Propaganda, and Pseudoscience: Databases, Journals, and Articles.”
West Virginia’s library guide might be the only true “fake news” library guide, though; it includes
a headnote emphasizing the importance of being “skeptical of the news we consume” and a list of
resources for deciphering fake news stories, as well as heuristics for critically investigating potential
fake news stories. For instance, on the “Let’s check a claim” tab of West Virginia’s library guide, the
audience sees a screenshot from a dubious website claiming that the Earth is hollow (“Fake News”).
The image is marked up with arrows pointing to various aspects of the site that are red flags for fake
news, such as unreliable URLs, wild claims without evidence, and easily disprovable arguments.
And finally, Kansas State’s library guide mentioned technology briefly, touching on how algorithms
that collect users’ personal data can filter the news in potentially troublesome ways: “Such online
personalization is convenient when we’re shopping on Amazon,” it says, “but can be divisive and
polarizing when it comes to our news” (“Breaking your News Bubble”).
Overall, though, most of the Big 12 library guides on fake news were very similar, many of
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them linking to the same resources or making the same suggestions to students and faculty about
being diligent about finding reliable sources. For example, the University of Oklahoma, University of
Texas, University of Kansas, and West Virginia University all linked to the same infographic from
the International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA) on “How to Spot Fake
News.” Moreover, nearly every library guide linked to the same fact-checking websites like PolitiFact,
Snopes, and the Washington Post Fact-Checker. These suggestions reinforce a static definition of
literacy as skills-acquisition or that being duped by fake news is simply a byproduct of lazy research.
While we aren’t saying that we don’t need to be diligent in fact-checking and ensuring adequate
sourcing in the news we consume, we are saying that a software-based approach to fake news needs
a stronger presence on university library guides. For example, we found that only three university
library guides offer any resources having to do with technology. The University of Kansas library
guide, for example, offers a section called “Fact Checking Technology” with tips on reverse image
searching on Google and various video analysis tools (“Media Literacy”). The library guide at Kansas
State University offers tips on how to adjust social media settings to “address the order in which you
see new posts in your social media,” and the library guide at Texas Tech offers resources for browser
plug-ins that utilize technology to help students identify and critique fake news (“Breaking Your
News Bubble”; “Fake News, Misinformation, Propaganda, and Pseudoscience”). While promising,
we believe university library guides can benefit from even more concerted and sustained efforts to
prepare students for literacy based on software awareness and understanding. There is, of course,
no single or one-and-for-all model of what either literacy or software literacy entails, as literacy
practices change both across history and across contexts. In discussing effective literacy practices
pertaining to software as we find it today, we are attempting, as Miller and Leon write, to “bridge the
expanding gap between the literacies we teach and the ones our students enact” (11-12).

Cultivating Software Literacy through Purposeful Pedagogy
The classroom is a vital location for the development of critical software literacy, and we believe
the needed pedagogical practices involve not just renunciations of unreliable sources, but rather,
practices that ask students to look critically at the technologies they use to access information,
just as students would consider issues of genre as described in this collection by Genevieve García
de Müeller and Randall W. Monty. We suggest that writing classrooms take a little time to read
about the software applications they are using when they access news stories. For example, readings
from texts such as the books in the Software Studies series from MIT Press could be just as useful
in a writing classroom as traditional readings from prominent FYC textbooks. Moreover, for the
significant number of students who access news and information primarily on social media, we
believe writing teachers can also increase student understanding of fake news by supplementing
course readings on software-centric stories, such as the recent information breach of Facebook data
by the company Cambridge Analytica. Stakeholder analysis, a staple of writing pedagogy, is just as
useful for unpacking software. Who are the stakeholders in Facebook’s news feed algorithm, for
example? How and why is content delivered on that platform? Such questions and readings might
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help students begin thinking about the material and economic realities of the software applications
they use and, as the authors state in their introduction to this book, “to imagine a writer/creator
behind the [software application] they encounter” (“Introduction”).
Potential assignments that frontload critical software literacy might begin by having students
reflect on the social media sites they use to find news and ask them to question how these applications
potentially disseminate fake news through their algorithms. Instead of focusing on the mathematical
equations associated with these platforms, instructors could ask students to explore ways these sites
exploit fake news differently (such as through trending topics on Facebook and trending hashtags on
Twitter) and how understanding that the way information is circulated in each case should affect the
way we interact with each application. More recently, rhetorical studies of circulation might come in
handy for these kinds of activities. To put this another way, the field of rhetoric and writing studies
already knows a lot about how textual products circulate as well as how and in which rhetorical
contexts they are taken up and remembered at various sites, including anything from presidential
speeches to national libraries to public monuments and memorials. In this collection, Eric Leake’s
essay “The Multiple Lives of News Stories” certainly points in this direction, as he rightly offers an
assignment sequence focused on making students aware of how news stories are repurposed and
repacked across different news sites based on audience. Similarly, we believe that rhetoric and writing
teachers and scholars should both work to apply what they already know about the circulation of
texts to the role software plays and actively work to supplement what they know with emergent
knowledge in the relatively new area of software studies. Attending to the major role of software in
the fake news crisis requires us to attend to both audience and application, to both circulation and
subjective algorithms.
Potential projects that students and teachers can work on in the classroom have to do with the
subject of fake news itself. Downs and Wardle discourage teaching first year writing in terms of “how
to write in college” or as generalizable skills that govern how to write in general (553). Instead, they
encourage a writing about writing pedagogy, which asks students to study “the ways writing works
in the world and how the ‘tool’ of writing is used to mediate various activities” (Downs and Wardle
558). In a similar way, it is not too far off to suggest that software literacy is a pathway toward learning
how writing works to circulate discourse, and how software as writing impacts the ways audiences
view, understand, and respond to information. A recent Pew Research Report suggests that nearly
40% of people solely get their news online (and this is a growing group) (Mitchell et al.). Thus,
we believe that critical software pedagogy should revolve around the ways news is spread through
software applications as a way to engage students in how they perceive and interpret certain news
stories or adjudicate the veracity of what they read.
For example, students might create “news media tracking” projects, where they design research
investigations into their own media consumption. They might deliberately only read news using a
particular application for small stretches of time, tracking what news stories come onto their feed,
keeping note of the titles, authors, headlines, and positions, and then reflect on how the software
application influenced their interpretation of the news. This work could also transfer to group
discussions where students compare and contrast their experiences with their peers. Students
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could write about the degree to which they are being fed content by software, or the factors they
imagine that went into those decisions. An example of how software feeds people different versions
of information based on that person’s prior choices is the well-known “Blue Feed, Red Feed: See
Liberal Facebook and Conservative Facebook, Side by Side” comparison of the different types of
content Facebook shows users based on what the application knows about a user’s political leanings
(Keegan). What might students see if they created a “Facebook Feed” vs a “Snapchat Feed” for the
news stories they see? In a literal sense, this kind of comparison of the information they are fed by
software applications reveals what those applications know or presume to know about a student’s
interests or beliefs. Moreover, students could envision other ways software can help or hinder the
circulation and interpretation of information—since literacy, as we know, changes, as do the tools
and skills we develop to mediate knowledge. Such assignments could help students become more
aware of how the very applications they download on their phones determine what kinds of stories
they tend to see.
Finally, teachers should take time to reflect on the ways that software invisibly structures their
own work. While we should be more critical of our work and news outlets in comparison to students,
as Sanchez’s vignette at the beginning of this piece notes, all of us can fall prey to a fake news story.
Our critical literacy should not only lie with the ways we are fed news and information via software
applications; it should also apply to the way we use software in our pedagogy. How might our teaching
be affected by software algorithms? Does the work we do in the class change due to the software we
use? Perhaps the most apt way teachers can critically examine their pedagogical software practices
is through course management software or any software program they use to do their writing,
lesson planning, and so on. Teachers should make concentrated efforts to work often in different
applications—and work using analog mediums that don’t use software—and carefully reflect on how
their work changes based on which applications they use. Are there noticeable changes in how the
classroom functions or how information is displayed if they move from a software-based system
to an analog one? Not only can this practice help teachers become more aware of the specific ways
software creates and defines workable spaces for us, but it could also become pedagogical fodder in
the classroom itself. If a teacher notices a change in the way they teach through this process, they
could discuss its effects with students in order to highlight the importance of software literacy as an
everyday reflective practice.
Based on how vital we believe software literacy to be, we want to close by emphasizing that it is
critical for our field to develop robust practices for raising awareness of software’s role in the fake news
crisis, and to acknowledge that this work will likely look quite different for all of us depending on our
university context. The authors of this essay, for instance, work in very different institutional settings,
from a land-grant university to a public research university to a private liberal arts college. This
means that our students will have not only different kinds of preparation coming into the classroom
but also different levels of access and exposure to technology both at home and in their schools.
Likewise, our solutions will have to be adaptable to local contexts and circumstances and attend to
meeting our students where they are. Josh and Tyler, for instance, both work in writing program
administration and regularly partner with their university libraries on projects as it is, so extending
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that already-existing relationship to tackle fake news is a logical extension of their day-to-day work.
James, on the other hand, does not work in writing program administration and may better address
the issue at his institution through his service: organizing workshops or colloquia for other faculty
members to help them develop classroom practices attentive to software applications, for instance.
Though extending already-existing relationships and/or reorienting the service components of
our work toward information literacy will indeed require creativity and hard work on our parts,
understanding how our job titles and universities position us to act differently, we argue, is vital to
the future of our democracy. Moreover, our field is deeply invested in the type of knowledge that
makes us ideally positioned to act. By leveraging our positions to act in whatever way we can, we
believe students and teachers will be better equipped to question the next fake news story, whether it
is set in a pizza parlor or on our own campuses.
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Quantitative Literacy in the Composition Classroom:
Using Infographics Assignments to Teach
Ethical and Effective Data Use
Angela Laflen

I

n 2015, then-candidate-for-president Donald Trump tweeted an infographic on US crime
statistics (see Figure 1). This infographic, which combines fake data from a non-existent
source with racially charged imagery to argue that African Americans should be viewed as
perpetrators rather than as victims of violent crime, demonstrates the stakes of quantitative literacy
today. Although detecting and countering misinformation has always been challenging, increasingly,
the misinformation that individuals encounter takes the form of quantitative visuals combining data
displays with textual information and iconography to make succinct, persuasive arguments.
Misinformation presented via quantitative visuals can be particularly difficult for readers to detect
and combat because interpreting these arguments requires unpacking a complex combination of
statistical, visual, and textual expressions. Writing studies scholars are uniquely positioned to
consider how these texts are constructed and how they invent data to advance persuasive arguments,
and a growing body of work focuses on the rhetorical dimensions of quantitative arguments (e.g.,
Beveridge; Wolfe; Rutz and Grawe; Lutsky). This chapter contributes to that work by presenting
specific strategies for incorporating quantitative visuals in composition classrooms. It details three
infographics assignments of varying scope and sequence designed not only to prepare students to
read and produce data-driven arguments, but also to equip students with strategies to discern
between ethical and unethical uses of data so they can make persuasive arguments.
The ability to discern between ethical and unethical uses of data in quantitative visuals is
important for students as an academic skill and in order for them to participate as fully literate
members of democratic society. Quantitative visuals can be enormously effective at infusing
misinformation into public discourse, which has serious implications for democratic decisionmaking processes. As D. J. Flynn, Brendan Nyhan, and Jason Reifler explain, misinformation “can
distort policy debates and even affect the content of legislation itself ” (143). As an example, in this
volume, Shereen Inayatulla and Michael T. MacDonald discuss how misinformation has impacted
public debates around immigration as “humans who migrate by choice, by force, and by an ambiguity
in between have become subjects of competing, sometimes contradictory, knowledge.”
Today, misinformation spreads more quickly than ever before as “[f]ake news circulates through
botnet networks that use algorithms to profile users and feed them stories that fit their individual
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Figure 1. Example of an Infographic Disseminating Fake Data from a Fake Source (Greenburg).
biases” (Miller and Leon 10). Timothy Laquintano and Annette Vee point out that the widespread
dissemination of fake news stories online indicates the limitations of “many of the tenuous ways
we’ve learned to discern what’s true online” (46). Indeed, misinformation visualizations, like fake
news stories in general, “often emulate the look and titles of professional news sources,” so that “even
if a story has been shared a million times on social media, and if it is found on a website that looks
and sounds newsy, and if it is repeatedly linked from a popular hashtag, there’s no guarantee that it’s a
credible story” (Laquintano and Vee 46). The prevalence—and success—of quantitative visuals such
as the one shown in Figure 1 illustrates the importance of quantitative literacy, not only to prevent
individuals from being deceived by false visuals but also to prevent misinformation from skewing
significant public debates.
In 2004, Lynn Arthur Steen described quantitative literacy as a “uniquely modern blend of
arithmetic with complex reasoning” (3). More recently, Steen and a number of other quantitative
literacy advocates have stressed that the logical aspects of quantification, rather than the technical
aspects, are central to quantitative literacy. According to Steen, “QR is sophisticated reasoning
with elementary mathematics more than elementary reasoning with sophisticated mathematics”
(qtd. in Rutz and Grawe). For example, detecting the misuse of data in Figure 1 does not require
sophisticated mathematical skills or even thorough fact checking. The infographic does mimic some
of the attributes associated with credible data displays, such as the attribution of the data to a source
that sounds government-related, the use of the word “statistics” in the title (and the source’s name),
and the identification of a timeframe for the data reported. However, signs that the infographic was
suspect include the infographic’s claim to present data for 2015 though the year was not over, the
lack of a statement about the population from which the percentages are calculated, and the use of
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a racially charged image. In other words, recognizing that Figure 1 does not present data ethically
and warrants additional scrutiny does not require complicated mathematics. What it does require
are quantitative reasoning habits such as questioning the source of all data reported, understanding
how data are cleaned, processed, and organized to prepare for analysis, and recognizing how imagery
and text work with data to communicate meaning. It also requires an understanding of how such
arguments circulate in an online ecosystem comprised of “the variety of information that circulates
through networks” and “the interdependence between humans—subjects, researchers, sponsors—
and non-human-entities—data, information, algorithms, systems” (Craig 25). The widespread
dissemination of Figure 1 illustrates how fake news circulates through networks, as human and nonhuman actors facilitate the spread of misinformation visualizations with “the veneer of credibility,
aided by confirmation biases and easy mechanisms for sharing, and then magnified by popularity
algorithms” (Laquintano and Vee 46). Consequently, new approaches to evaluating information
are needed, something that Joshua Daniel Wariya, Tyler S. Branson, and James Chase Sanchez also
discuss in this volume when they argue that “rhetoric and writing teachers and scholars should both
work to apply what they already know about the circulation of texts to the role software plays and
actively work to supplement what they know with emergent knowledge in the relatively new area of
software studies.”
Certainly, in the context of online information ecosystems, it is not enough to migrate criteria
for evaluating print sources to networked information. As Thomas P. Miller and Adele Leon
explain, distinctions between primary and secondary sources and between sources subject or not
subject to peer review remain useful but are not sufficient for helping students assess the credibility
of networked information. They recommend that “[r]ather than continuing to assume a modern
rationalist standpoint on such models of knowledge in the making, we should expand our attention
to the symbolic dynamics of motivated cognition to consider how we can motivate students to slow
down and care enough to engage with others” (19). The importance of helping students to slow down
and care enough to engage is especially important in the case of quantitative visuals, which are often
credited with more authority than are other types of argument due to their affiliation with statistical
evidence. For example, Joanna Wolfe found that even composition and technical communication
textbooks generally treat quantitative arguments “as what the early rhetoricians referred to as
‘extrinsic’ or ‘inartistic’ proof ” (457). A rhetorical approach to quantitative visuals can help students
to slow down enough to recognize how quantitative arguments are invented to be persuasive.
Advocates for including quantitative literacy in composition instruction argue that quantitative
literacy has a place in composition courses because quantitative data and arguments are a key means
of persuasion and are increasingly prevalent in communications of all kinds as a characteristic of
the current era of “Big Data.” In 2014, Carol Rutz and Nathan D. Grawe argued that students need
practice using numbers in rhetorically effective ways to provide context, make evidence specific,
show change over time, and impart precision in language since “much of their experience with
numbers is limited to formal situations that require them to solve problems with correct answers”
(1). Yet, teaching quantitative literacy in composition courses can be challenging, not least because
quantitative arguments so often take the form of multimodal, digital texts such as infographics
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or other types of data visualizations. Equipping students to read and produce these kinds of texts
requires attending to technological literacy, multimodal literacy, and visual rhetoric, in addition to
dimensions of quantitative argument such as statistical expression.
My own decision to include quantitative visuals in composition courses of varying levels was
prompted, initially, by a curricular revision at the institution at which I taught at the time. Following
a revision of the entire core curriculum, including the required first-year writing course, writing
instructors were asked to develop first-year writing courses around one of four possible themes, one of
which was quantitative reasoning (the others were nature and environment, culture and community,
and identity and self). The inclusion of quantitative reasoning as one of the four available themes is
telling, indicating the growing acceptance of QR as a critical literacy skill that should be taught across
the curriculum, including in general education courses like first-year writing. Since I had long taught
upper-level professional writing courses that included data gathering and graphical representation,
I was interested in the possibility of including similar methods in my first-year writing course.
However, the research I conducted on quantitative literacy in preparation for revising my first-year
writing course led me subsequently to revise my approach in professional writing as well so that I
might make quantitative literacy, and especially quantitative visuals, more central to both types of
courses. I became aware of how much my own approach to teaching quantitative argument depended
on a dichotomy between true and false and, as a result, oversimplified the rhetorical situation in
which quantitative arguments operate. In particular, I was challenged by the work of Wolfe and
Aaron Beveridge, both of whom emphasize the importance of attending to how quantitative visuals
are invented. In 2010, Wolfe called for “a rhetorical education that examines how numbers are used
and invented in the service of argument at public, professional, and personal levels” (455). She also
emphasized that “students should have practice making their own arguments from quantitative data
… so they can see the role that invention plays” (455). More recently, Beveridge has proposed the
need for a more sophisticated rhetorical understanding of quantitative visuals. He suggests that rather
than only distinguishing deception from fact when it comes to statistical reasoning, compositionists
need to consider how all quantitative visuals are the result of choices made during data processing
and statistical analysis—in other words, how all quantitative arguments are invented.
Consequently, my own pedagogy of quantitative argument evolved as I worked to extend the
method that Beveridge outlines for understanding and analyzing the production of data visualizations
for classroom use. According to Beveridge,
Techne and data visualization are contingent upon the accessibility of: (1) The underlying
data, how it is collected, and how it is archived and accessed; (2) How the data is processed,
cleaned, and organized to prepare for analysis; (3) How the data is analyzed and visualized;
(4) How the analyses and visualizations are delivered to an audience.
Beveridge’s method is designed to illuminate how quantitative visuals present invented, persuasive
arguments, rather than representing “impenetrable and unquestionable forms of evidence.” I believe
this method is useful for teaching quantitative visuals in composition courses of all levels, and in
this essay, I use Beveridge’s framework to address concerns such as those expressed by both Rutz
and Grawe and Wolfe about the need for students to practice using numbers in rhetorically effective
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ways. I share examples of three infographics assignments that respond to this challenge. As the
assignments move from analysis of others’ infographics to creation of students’ own infographics,
they ask students to explore how all quantitative visuals present invented, persuasive arguments. At
the same time, they also equip students with strategies to discern between ethical and unethical uses
of data to make persuasive arguments.

Assignment 1: Analyzing Infographics
I begin by asking students to read and analyze infographics closely. Despite how commonplace
infographics are, students have usually not spent time adapting their reading strategies to these texts,
and they frequently lack experience in critically reading quantitative arguments as well. Consequently,
students need practice working with infographics to understand how these texts use and present data
to make persuasive arguments. This assignment can be adapted for shorter or longer periods of time
depending on course contexts. It could occur within a single class session or be expanded to fill a
course unit. I spend two class periods early in the semester on this assignment, and students receive
participation credit for their work.
Day 1: Rhetorical Analysis
I begin class by explaining Beveridge’s methodological framework, discussed above, to students.
I also talk with students about specific ways that data are manipulated in the process of being
visualized, such as discussed by data scientist Randy Olson, who recommends a three-step process
for questioning all quantitative visuals: 1) check the data source, 2) check the data alteration, and 3)
check the data presentation. Then, using Beveridge’s and Olson’s terminology and frameworks as a
guide, I ask small groups of students to examine a variety of infographics that I provide to them and
to answer the questions about each of the examples shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Rhetorical Analysis Questions for Infographics
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1

Data Source

Who conducted the study that this infographic is based on and why?

2

Data Alteration

How were the data manipulated from their raw form into the
visualization that we see? Are details about the data alteration
provided?

3

Data Analysis

What terms are central to the writer’s argument (quantitative and
otherwise)? How does the writer define the terms? Who would
disagree with the way the terms have been defined, and why? Would
the writer’s argument change if the definition of the term(s) changed;
if so, how?
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4

Data Presentation

Who is the audience for this infographic and what are they supposed
to do with this information? How do the data, images, and design
elements work together to draw the audience into feeling a particular
way about the topic of the infographic?

5

Data Presentation

What story does this infographic tell? What organizational pattern(s)
did the writer use to tell that story? How would using a different
organizational pattern change the argument?

As a whole class, we discuss their answers, and students begin to think more rhetorically and
critically about infographics. They quickly recognize that all of the infographics have shaped data
to tell a particular story but that some of the infographics use data in ways that are unethical and
noncredible, such as by fabricating a data source or presenting data in a way that skews them. They
also often observe that the same qualities that characterize credible, ethical academic scholarship
also characterize credible infographics, including clear and proper attribution and citation, context
for the evidence included, and details about how data were gathered and altered. My primary
goal for this discussion is to help students move past a simplistic understanding of quantitative
visuals as merely deceptive or factual so they recognize that all infographics make use of data to
support persuasive arguments. A second goal is to help students begin to recognize that though all
infographics manipulate data, some of these manipulations are more ethical than others.
Day 2: Digging into the Data
During the second class period I spend on this assignment, and following our discussion of
individual infographics, we look more closely at how each infographic uses data in order to identify
particular strategies that infographics’ creators employ to choose, alter, and present data. To this end,
we spend time creating categories into which we can place the different infographics we encounter.
The exact terms that students choose to refer to different classes of infographics is not as important
as their ability to use the questions from Table 1 to distinguish which choices the creators made were
ethical and which were not. My goal with this assignment is to give students additional practice in
analyzing quantitative visuals and to help them see how the rhetorical framework can help them
pinpoint what makes a particular infographic’s use of data credible or noncredible. Below I present
examples of infographics we have worked with in class in order to discuss how my students and I
have used the questions from Table 1 to distinguish between the ways that quantitative visuals use
data.
Data Source Issues
Students enjoy identifying samples in this class of infographic because most often they only
need to work through the first question from Table 1 to determine data source issues. Infographics
that students place in this category include those with fake data, a fake source, or a missing source.
I emphasize to my students that any infographic that does not identify a data source must be
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automatically rejected since it is impossible to assess the credibility of the source; this provides a
useful example of the importance of scholarly citation and attribution practices for students who
question their value as well. However, this principle is so well established that even infographics
using fabricated data will often include a data source to create a false sense of credibility. In the case
of Figure 1, for example, a source is credited that does not exist. It would be possible to extend this
activity to check the data presented in such infographics for accuracy, but in my courses, I want to
reinforce the importance of accurate and complete citation practices as a way to establish credibility
and the validity of data.
Data Alteration Issues
Infographics that use cherry-picked data, especially from multiple data sources, are more
difficult for students to identify. Nevertheless, the set of questions they use to analyze all the
infographics rhetorically has proven effective. For example, Figure 2 was published as part of an
online article that provides extensive details about the data sources and context for the data. This
detail about sources and context lends credibility to the infographic, though most students do clue in
to the use of multiple Wikipedia articles as data sources, which causes them to flag this infographic
for a closer look. Question 3 helps them investigate the term “mass shooting” more closely, and they
quickly recognize that what constitutes a “mass shooting” is subject to a variety of different definitions.
The combination of a contentious term and multiple data sources suggests to most students that the

Figure 2. Example of an Infographic with Data Source and Data Alteration Issues (Dykes).
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data included might be problematic, especially since the creator’s argument—that gun control is
ineffective since mass shootings skyrocketed during the Obama administration—is surprising.
Checking the original data sources more closely to answer Questions 2 and 3, students recognize
that the writer chose to define mass shootings differently for Obama than for the other presidents
included on the chart in order to inflate the numbers and support the argument that gun control is
ineffective. Consequently, most students agree that this infographic has altered the data too greatly
to be considered honest or credible.
Data Presentation Issues
The most common type of issue that students find in infographics is the use of visual tricks to
distort data in support of a particular argument. Sometimes, these distortions can be attributed to
errors in representing statistical information, but often they seem to be deliberate attempts to make
data support a particular argument (see Figure 3). For example, students agree that data in Figure 3
were deliberately distorted to support the argument. At first, students usually flag Figure 3 due to the
data source: a partisan pro-life lobbying group providing statistics about abortions. However, when

Figure 3. Example of an Infographic with Data Presentation Issues (Americans United for Life).
they dig further, they find that the statistics were acquired from Planned Parenthood through
its annual reports. Consequently, Questions 2, 4, and 5 are particularly helpful in analyzing this
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infographic. Students recognize that the chart includes no y-axis, which allowed the creators to
plot the change in number of procedures in order to make it appear that the number of abortions
performed by Planned Parenthood is far higher than the number of cancer screening and prevention
services. This infographic thus presents a completely misleading argument about abortion using
accurate data.
Ethical Uses of Data to Persuade
After recognizing how easily data sources, data alteration, and data presentation can be
manipulated in unethical ways, some students question whether it is ever possible to ethically
manipulate data for persuasive purposes. They inevitably question whether all data visualization is
misleading and should be rejected. This sentiment reflects what Wolfe has referred to as the “paradox”
around statistical evidence in general: “on one hand our culture tends to represent statistical evidence
as a type of ‘fact’ and therefore immune to the arts of rhetoric, but on the other hand we are deeply
aware and suspicious of the ability of statistics to be ‘cooked,’ ‘massaged,’ ‘spun,’ or otherwise
manipulated” (453). In the composition classroom, it is therefore important to spend time discussing
ethical uses of data to support persuasive arguments and analyzing examples of infographics that
present credible quantitative arguments in order to cultivate a rhetorical perspective on quantitative
visuals. Giving students the chance to rhetorically analyze credible, ethical infographics reinforces
that though all persuasive arguments are invented, some choices that writers make during the process
of invention are more ethical than others.
For example, Figure 4 argues that there is a partisan division in the types of science-related
accounts that politicians follow and that though Republican senators might be more active on Twitter
overall, they are much less likely to follow science-related accounts than are Democratic senators.
The data for this infographic came from a scholarly academic article in a peer-reviewed journal, and
the infographic uses a bubble chart to plot 1) science-related Twitter accounts followed by individual
politicians, 2) politician by party affiliation, 3) the Liberal-Conservative score for the senator, and
4) how many Twitter accounts the politician follows altogether (not only science-related accounts).
In discussing this and other infographics, we talk about how even credible infographics are
invented. The data are selected to support an argument; they are processed, cleaned, and organized
to make visualization possible; and they employ visual devices to make the argument easy for readers
to understand and even appealing to look at. For example, when working through the rhetorical
framework, Question 3 prompts students to question what qualified, and did not qualify, as a
science-related account for the purposes of the study on which Figure 4 is based. Question 2 leads
them to ask how the use of the log scale created the appearance of space between Democratic and
Republican senators. They also ask what the DW-Nominate measure is that was used to determine
individual senators’ ideological affiliation. Was a bubble chart the best graphical tool to represent
these data? How would the argument change if another type of graph had been used? Questions 4
and 5 help students consider the ratio of text to image in the infographic and what other text might
have been helpful in providing context for the data or argument. In the end, some students agree
with the argument presented in Figure 4, and others disagree. What I stress during our discussion is
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that people can reach different conclusions based on credible data; what is important is being able to
determine when data are credible in the first place.

Figure 4. Example of an Infographic Using Data to Make a Persuasive Argument (“The Senate’s
Scientific Divide”).
Through the two days that I spend on analyzing infographics with my students, my goals are
to help them think critically about information sources and the use of data to make persuasive
arguments and move beyond a simplistic notion of infographics (and other types of information)
as either deceptive or factual. This binary opposition has led to people putting too much faith in
supposedly “factual” quantitative visuals that in reality only present a particular interpretation
of data. Acknowledging that some uses of data are ethical and some are unethical, and providing
strategies students can use to determine how data are being used in specific texts, can help students
be confident that the infographics they use for their own personal, academic, or professional research
are using data in ethical ways. Additionally, such strategies provide a necessary starting point for
students’ own ability to invent persuasive quantitative visuals.
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Assignment 2: Revise the Infographic
This two-week assignment follows the in-class work on rhetorical analysis, and it is graded for
completion. For this assignment, I ask students to revise one of the infographics we discussed during
the Analyzing Infographics Assignment (to extend this assignment, students could be asked to
analyze an unfamiliar infographic). I use this activity to reinforce ethical academic research methods,
to discuss visual rhetoric in more detail, to introduce an infographics creation program, and to give
students practice creating data displays in a low-stakes activity.
To revise their infographics, students conduct the research necessary to find credible data to
use (or corroborate the data included in the original infographic) and redesign the data display as
needed either to ensure that the infographic uses data ethically or to change its original argument.
Their goal is to present credible data in an ethical way in their revised infographic. Then they write
a reflection comparing the original infographic and their revision to consider the choices they made
in revising the infographic and how the message of the infographic changed.
Step 1: Visual Rhetoric
During the Analyzing Infographic Assignment, I discuss visual rhetoric in terms of data
presentation. During Assignment 2, I spend more time delineating specific aspects of the visual
mode that impact data presentation in infographics. Marissa Sandoval Lamb, Jenna Sheffield, and
Kristin Winet have discussed the problem of rhetorical illiteracy with regard to visual rhetoric and
design, and they suggest that infographics assignments included in composition courses are valuable
for allowing students to practice visual rhetoric, design, and writing. Lamb, Sheffield, and Winet have
adapted Charles Hill’s pedaogy of visual rhetoric for their infographics assignments; they stress the
importance of helping students to see images as cultural artifacts and as rhetorical constructs and to
appreciate the visual aspects of written texts. I introduce my students to visual rhetoric by sharing
these concepts with students and situating our class discussion of the visual mode in the context
of invention. Our previous work analyzing how quantitative arguments are invented as persuasive
arguments helps my students to recognize how infographics’ creators use visual elements of these
texts to make their arguments as appealing and persuasive as possible. I also provide them with more
specific vocabulary to discuss the visual mode and in particular the visual aspects of written text,
using language such as that recommended by Kristin Arola, Jennifer Sheppard, and Cheryl Ball in
Writer/Designer: A Guide to Making Multimodal Projects, who explain the visual mode in terms of
color, layout, style, size, and perspective (6).
Following this introduction and discussion, I ask students to analyze the visual elements of the
infographic they are revising in more detail and how these elements contribute to the persuasiveness
of the infographic. I also ask them to brainstorm changes they would like to make to their infographic
in terms of color, layout, style size, and perspective in order to make the argument more persuasive
and/or appealing to its audience.
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Step 2: Infographics Creation
Lamb, Sheffield, and Winet recommend using free, web-based, drag-and-drop infographic
creation programs, such as Piktochart, to create infographics in composition courses, since these
are easy for students to experiment with and master, allowing them to move quickly from “being
analyzers of visuals to composers.” This is a goal I share, since I want students to move from analyzing
quanitative visuals to composing them as easily as possible. Consequently, I encourage students to
use Piktochart for their infographics’ assignments, and I spend about 20 minutes in class showing
them the features of Piktochart, such as how to add and delete blocks, insert text boxes and images,
and modify colors and fonts.
The majority of this class time is spent showing students how to use Piktochart’s chart creation
features and giving them opportunities to create and modify charts and graphs. I provide students
with a sample population table that they input into the Piktochart graph creation tool, and then they
experiment with different chart types (pie charts, bar graphs, line charts). We share our results as a
class and talk about which chart type best allows for a comparison of data, which is best at showing
change over time, and so on. Based on this basic understanding of Piktochart’s capabilities and chartcreation features, students then brainstorm ideas for revising the data displays from the infographic
they are revising.
Step 3: Revision and Reflection
Figure 5 represents a student revision of Figure 3, the misleading infographic about Planned
Parenthood services.1 Along with their revisions, students submitted one-page reflections detailing
the changes they made to the original infographic, the purpose of these changes, and their own
evaluation of the success of their revision. The creator of Figure 5 decided to retain the original
argument and purpose from Figure 3 but to attribute the data to their original source and correct
the data display by adding a y-axis. She also decided to break the dual-line chart from Figure 5 into
two separate line charts, one charting abortion services over time and the other charting cancer
screenings and prevention services over time. Visually, she chose to use a red background for her
infographic since that is the color that the original infographic used for the abortion line (in contrast
to a pink line representing cancer screenings and prevention services). She explained that the red
background color expressed a sense of danger and warning that she felt made the infographic’s
argument more persuasive as well. This student judged her revision to be much more effective than
the original. She did express that it turned out to be a little more “boring” visually than she had
originally wanted, but that given the time she had to work on it, she felt her attention to color, text
size, and data presentation was adequate.
Though students’ revised infographics are often relatively simple in design and content, they
demonstrate students’ experiments using visual rhetoric and data displays to make a persuasive
argument. Being able to compare the choices that different students make to invent their quantitative
visuals also helps them to recognize the extent to which these arguments are designed and use data
to be persuasive. Most importantly, after working through the process of researching credible data
and creating data displays themselves, students appreciate that data can be used ethically while still
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serving persuasive ends.

Figure 5. Sample Student Infographic Revising Figure 3. Source: Chaney, Megan. “Planned
Parenthood Federation of America: Abortions Up… Life-Saving Procedures Down.” Fall 2016.
Marist College, NY. Class Assignment.

Assignment 3: Producing Infographics
This unit-long assignment asks students to create a research infographic that makes a quantitative
argument. I have used this assignment in both introductory writing courses and professional writing
courses, and it takes the place of one research essay or report-writing assignment. The goal of the
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infographic is for students to tell their own data story, putting statistical data in context so that
they are meaningful to a target audience. In introductory courses, this target audience is the class.
In professional writing courses, this audience is usually a local community non-profit organization
with which the class is partnering throughout the semester. This assignment, which is graded for
content and design, asks students to demonstrate their rhetorical and technical knowledge of visual
rhetoric and quantitative arguments, developed through Assignments 1 and 2. Students complete
several process activities as part of this project, and while the research infographic is the culmination
of the unit, the process activities provide important opportunities for developing, practicing, and
demonstrating rhetorical awareness of quantitative visuals.
Assignment Goals and Objectives
This assignment was originally designed for and taught to students in a technical writing course
as a means of including quantitative arguments in the course, but I have since adapted and taught it
more frequently in a first-year composition course. This assignment achieves curricular goals related
to stating an argument clearly and succinctly, organizing an argument, evaluating research sources,
designing meaningful data displays, citing sources properly, and using visual rhetoric.
Unit Components
Component 1: Rhetorical Strategy. The first component of this unit is the rhetorical strategy in
which students analyze the rhetorical situation for their infographic and plan their document (though
they may make changes later as needed). In their rhetorical strategy, they describe the audience
for their infographic in as much detail as possible including the size and geographic distribution,
the composition of the audience, the level of understanding, the expectations and preferences, and
the probable reaction. They also describe their purpose for creating the infographic and choosing
the topic they will work with. They generate a list of tasks that the writing situation requires: what
research they need to conduct, what sections for the infographic they need to compose, who will
review their infographic, and what revisions and editing they plan to complete. They outline specific
page layout and design attributes for the infographic, based on their own aesthetic style as well as the
audience’s needs and their purpose.
Component 2: Data Displays. The second component of this unit is creation of data displays. The
purpose of creating data displays is for students to gain experience creating their own effective, ethical
graphs, and charts. Here all students explore quantitative visuals while continuing to practice using
Piktochart and creating charts, building on their work in the Revising an Infographic assignment.
Workshopping and receiving instructor feedback on students’ data displays prior to their inclusion
in the research infographic helps students to catch errors they have made in data alteration and
presentation.
Figure 6 demonstrates the kinds of errors that students frequently make in their data displays.
Figure 6 reported data in an erroneous way. This student pulled data from a University of Virginia
study on leading causes of mortality among college students. He incorrectly reported the mortality
rates as percentages of the total population of college students rather than percentages of the students
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who died from the study population. As a result, his numbers are completely inaccurate; he states
that 6.18 percent of all college students die from suicide, while the study population was limited to
1.6 million students from 157 four-year colleges. Of this population, only 254 students died. Of the
254 students who died, 6.18 percent of these deaths were due to suicide (approximately 16 deaths).
The other percentages included in this data display are similarly erroneous. Any argument that the
student made in his research infographic based on this inaccurate use of data would necessarily
inflate and incorrectly assess the issue of college student mortality, so catching this kind of data
analysis error early is important.

Figure 6. Sample Student Data Display with Inaccurate Data. Source: Robbins, Joseph. “The
University of Virginia’s Study of the Leading Causes of Death Among College Students.” Spring 2015.
Marist College, NY. Class Assignment.
Component 3: Research Infographic. The most significant component of this unit is the research
infographic. The research infographic should conform to the genre conventions of infographics, and
it should include data displays to develop a quantitative argument: in other words, to tell a story with
data. The data should not be extraneous to the argument the student makes but should shape that
argument. Students are encouraged to choose topics for their infographics that engage them and
about which they really care.
I do not specify a size for the infographic since being able to adjust the size to accommodate the
information included is a feature of infographics, and I don’t require students to submit hard copies
but instead ask them to submit jpeg or pdf files for grading since infographics are generally created to
be published and viewed online. Students receive peer and instructor feedback on their infographicsin-progress. We workshop these in class just as we do every paper they write, using the rhetorical
analysis questions for infographics to guide our feedback.
Component 4: Reflective Essay. Students submit a reflective analysis of their infographic along with
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their final infographics. In this analysis, they explain their choices in terms of content, arrangement,
and design and consider how their decisions reflect the material we studied throughout the semester
related to infographics, visual rhetoric, and quantitative arguments. I ask them to evaluate the
success of their infographic and whether they think it provides a meaningful context for the data they
present. I also ask them to reflect on the experience of arguing in this multimodal genre compared
to their other traditional essays and reports and how their choices as a writer were broadened and/or
constrained by the form of the infographic.
Despite the challenges of juggling several different kinds of skills and information for the
infographic project, my students have responded to it enthusiastically and report enjoying the
process of creating the infographic. They describe it as an assignment that is relevant to them, that
they feel gives them valuable practice making multimodal arguments, and that helps them think
about making arguments in a new way.
Assessing Students’ Quantitative Visuals
Responding to students’ infographics gives instructors the chance to consider how successfully
students navigated the choices available to them in inventing and presenting their quantitative
arguments. Because most students have less experience composing quantitative, visual arguments
than they do traditional academic arguments, they are not always aware of how readers will interpret
these texts. As Mary E. Hocks writes, “[T]hrough designing digital documents and then testing to
determine how people see and read them, our students develop an awareness of themselves as active
producers of knowledge in their discipline or profession and as agents in the world around them”
(205, emphasis added). Ideally, students receive feedback on their infographics from multiple readers
and at multiple times throughout the project.
In my course, students receive feedback from me and their classmates on early versions of their
infographics and then again after they have a chance to revise. In responding to student infographics,
it is important to ensure that students have not introduced any quantification errors (as in Figure 6)
that undermine their arguments; however, it is equally helpful to focus on how students invented the
persuasive arguments they present. As Beveridge explains, “for many exploratory data analyses, there
are no ‘right’ answers to the questions of which layout or color method is more appropriate —which
is another reason why data visualizations are as rhetorical as they are quantitative.” Responding
to student infographics is thus primarily about discussing the choices they made to present their
arguments and whether these choices are more or less ethical and persuasive. I refer back to the
rhetorical analysis questions and categories from the Analyzing Infographics Assignment in my
feedback, discussing how students have chosen, altered, and presented data. In the Student Examples
section below, I include three student infographics along with a brief discussion of how I responded
to these projects.
Student Examples
The following examples of research infographics illustrate the variety of students’ understandings
of the assignment and its underlying concepts of visual rhetoric, data display, the infographic genre,
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and their sense of audience. The three examples were created by technical writing students for a
community partner, Mental Health America of Dutchess County (MHADC) in Poughkeepsie, New
York. These students were asked to create an infographic the organization could use to raise awareness
in the public about The Living Room at Mel’s Place, a daytime homeless shelter operated by MHADC.

Figure 7. Sample Student Final Research Infographic. Source: Alvarez, Brianna. “A Safe Haven from
Sexual Assault.” Spring 2016. Marist College, NY. Class Assignment.
Figure 7 demonstrates how a student stated a clear and compelling argument that she failed to
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develop with credible, relevant evidence. Although the student included five different data displays
in the infographic, the central argument, that “Daytime shelters like the Living Room at Mel’s Place
can help reduce sexual assault among homeless individuals,” is not supported by the evidence.
Instead of documenting a decline in sexual assault among homeless people due to the availability
of daytime shelters, the student included statistics related to sexual assault in general, the homeless
population in the United States, sexual assault among homeless people, and the poverty rate in
Dutchess County. These statistics bear no obvious connection to one another since they do not focus
on a single population or draw from a consistent data set. Instead, data are drawn from a variety of
websites, some of which, such as MHADC, are credible, while others are more difficult to find online.
Overall, this infographic does not tell a coherent data story about sexual assault and homelessness.
It implies that a relationship exists, but the reader is left to interpret what the data mean without
enough direction from the writer.
Visually, the infographic is more successful. The student used the color palette provided by
the client, though the dark blue background paired with very small white (sometimes italicized)
fonts makes reading difficult. Information on the top half of the infographic, in particular, is wellbalanced, and the student created two pictograms that clearly illustrate data related to sexual assault.
The bottom half of the infographic is more text-heavy, and the font, a very small Times New Roman,
is particularly difficult to read clearly. Altogether the infographic gives the impression of including
too much information. In my feedback I encouraged the student to develop her argument based on
data she was able to find and to ensure that every element she included on the infographic clearly
supported that argument.
Figure 8 is a more visually appealing and sophisticated infographic that focuses on a fuller
range of services offered by Mel’s Place. Visually, this infographic is the most successful of the
three examples. This student used the color palette provided by the client, and her primarily white
background with black text makes reading easier than the text in Figure 7. She also made effective
use of fonts, drawing the reader’s attention to specific information by employing bold fonts and
sparingly using a blue font to highlight an important number. Additionally, she used repeated shapes
to give her infographic visual consistency and to build her argument.
The argument presented in this infographic is not entirely clear, however. It is stated most clearly
at the bottom of the infographic as “With your help, Mel’s Place can help more people succeed by
improving and saving the lives of more people in our community.” It is easy to overlook a main
argument added to the bottom of an infographic, especially since in this case the font does not stand
out. Numerical information related to the numbers of homeless individuals in Dutchess County and
those living in poverty, along with data about how many individuals Mel’s Place served in the previous
year, do help support this argument, but as in Figure 7, this infographic also includes data for the US
that do not seem to directly relate to the argument about Mel’s Place. The student did a good job of
creating data displays that are easy to read, clearly explained, and visually appealing. She included
data collected from credible government and non-profit agency sources. The pie chart seems
extraneous to the student’s larger argument, though. In my feedback on this infographic, I indicated
the student’s success in designing an appealing infographic and presenting credible data in an ethical
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way. I advised her that the main argument should be made easier to identify and that she should omit
data unrelated to the larger argument she wanted to make.

Figure 8. Sample Student Final Research Infographic. Source: Abato, Catherine. “Welcome to Mel’s
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Place.” Spring 2016. Marist College, NY. Class Assignment.
Figure 9 represents the most rhetorically sophisticated infographic of the three. In this example,
the student argues that it is cost-effective and humane to fund daytime shelters, using a large headline
at the top to appeal directly to readers and invite them to identify personally with the message. The
student presents statistical evidence drawn from credible government and non-profit organization
sources for her argument by contrasting the costs associated with sheltering homeless people in the

Figure 9. Sample Student Final Research Infographic. Source: Johnson, Emma. “Welcome to the
Living Room at Mel’s Place.” Spring 2016. Marist College, NY. Class Assignment.
US versus the costs associated with having them on the streets. She also includes statistics provided
by the client, including how the organization spends its budget and what the population size is for
the community in which the organization works. Visually, she used the concept of the Living Room
to contrast homelessness and having shelter, comparing the realistic photograph of the couch sitting
on the sidewalk to the photograph provided by the client depicting couches available at Mel’s Place.
In this way, she invited the audience into the Living Room itself, helping the audience to picture
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the place they are being asked to support and contrasting this to the image of life on the street. She
also created more sophisticated data displays, not only graphing data but also putting these data in
context when she illustrates how many people in Dutchess County are homeless in terms of how
many school buses this group would fill. Though she also included data for the entire United States
and not only the local community, she focused throughout on the issue of costs, and she did indicate
how much money Mel’s Place spent on specific services.
As an argument, Figure 9 is more rhetorically savvy than the other two in its use of visual and
quantitative resources to support the central argument. It is less visually polished than Figure 8,
however, and the presentation of data related to how Mel’s Place spends money needs additional
work. This data display appears crowded and is not properly labeled. It is not clear, for example,
during what time period this money was spent. In my feedback, I offered specific recommendations
for strengthening this final data display and improving the visual dimension of the infographic, while
acknowledging that the student succeeded in many ways at developing a compelling data story.

Conclusion
Through the assignments described above I have attempted to translate current work in rhetoric
and composition on quantitative argument and data visualization for classroom use. I take seriously
the calls by Wolfe and Lutz and Grawe, among others, to provide more opportunities for students
to practice analyzing and composing quantitative arguments in order to enhance their rhetorical
education. In the era of Big Data, when more information is presented numerically than ever
before, and much of this information comes packaged in slick visuals, quantitative literacy requires
attending to a wide array of issues including visual rhetoric, quantitative reasoning, and information
literacy. Composition instructors are well situated to help students recognize the extent to which the
quantitative visuals they encounter are invented to persuade audiences. A rhetorical approach to
quantitative visuals can allow even introductory students to appreciate how the arguments that these
texts present are the result of careful crafting and to determine when infographics’ creators have
chosen to use data in ethical or unethical ways in the interest of persuading an audience.
This approach also promotes the kind of “slow thinking” that scholars such as Miller and Leon
and Lester L. Faigley suggest is key to “focused deliberative effort—the sort of effort involved in
slowing down to systematically examine the credibility of sources, the reliability of a writer, and the
verifiability of a claim” (Miller and Leon 14). The click-and-go literacies of networked information
ecosystems, through which infographics most commonly circulate, do not provide space for such
deliberation. Including genres such as infographics in composition courses and taking time to help
students learn how the quantitative arguments these texts invent are designed to persuade audiences
and circulate through online networks is one step in bridging “the expanding gap between the
literacies we teach and the ones our students enact” (Miller and Leon 11-12).
Nevertheless, I also recognize that there are ongoing challenges to adding quantitative visuals
to composition instruction, not least of which is that the curriculum is already packed. In my
composition courses, I have found that providing opportunities to analyze and produce infographics
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helps my students to practice quantitative reasoning skills while still emphasizing foundational
writing skills. The assignments I have described grow in complexity and depth, building on one
another and requiring only the use of a free, web-based infographic creation program. Each of
them can also be adapted for use in a wide variety of composition courses and can be lengthened
or shortened depending on specific course goals. Perhaps most importantly, adding infographics to
my writing courses has allowed me to give my students opportunities to play and experiment with
quantitative arguments and in doing so to move beyond notions of quantitative arguments as always
only correct or incorrect, deceptive or factual. In other words, students can learn to recognize the
role of rhetoric in constructing these texts and the arguments they present and can begin to adopt the
quantitative reasoning habits that QR scholars stress are necessary for literate citizens to participate
in public, professional, and personal discussions informed by data.
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Notes
1. All student examples included in this article have been used with the students’ permission,
and I have changed their names.
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4

Civic Literacies, Despair, and Hope:
Our Current Information Moment Unfolding
An interview with Jennifer Hofmann, professional writer and creator
of the Americans of Conscience Checklist
Tara Lockhart and Jennifer Hofmann

In this interview, a professional writer, social media strategist, and activist discusses mis- and disinformation
in journalism, arguing that finding common ground can combat the dehumanization, fear tactics, and lack
of empathy that have too often characterized politics and information-sharing in recent years.
Tara Lockhart: Welcome, Jennifer Hofmann! I’m a huge fan of the checklist. It’s really important work,
and I’m delighted that you have found a way to make that your life’s work. Let’s start with that: please tell
us a little bit about yourself, your work, and your professional standpoint; then we’ll move into talking
about misinformation and disinformation; we’ll conclude by talking about how the climate around information has changed and about literacy and activism.
Jennifer Hofmann: I’m a professional writer, and I’ve created the Americans of Conscience Checklist
[https://americansofconscience.com/], through which I, along with the collaboration of fifty volunteers,
create citizen actions for people who value democracy, regardless of party. I am also a social media strategist and a website content creator, so in addition to creating the checklist, I manage the Facebook accounts and websites for different clients around the country. Because I’m a social media strategist, I think
that that’s actually where I encounter the bulk of misinformation. I tend to think of it as an old school
video game where you only have one button, and your task is to shoot down the misinformation as fast
as possible: it sounds like this—Pew! Pew! Pew!
Lockhart: I love that image! From your professional standpoint, would you distinguish between mis- and
disinformation? How would you define those?
Hofmann: I think they are different. In my own experience, misinformation is unintentional, and disinformation is intentional. Misinformation sells newspapers, sells subscriptions, sells ads; or it’s shared
through the grapevine. It’s worded in a way that’s evocative so that people will read it or have an emotional
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response and at the same time see the ads on the sidebar. But disinformation is more strategic; it’s
more deliberate.
I’m one of those nerdy social media people who read the entire Mueller indictments of the different
Russian companies that were involved in the campaign to compromise our democracy and our trust
in our institutions. Those tactics were so deliberate. I mean, it was one of the most brilliant social media strategies that I’ve ever seen—and I’ve written many—so to me disinformation has a particular
agenda and a particular outcome in mind.
Lockhart: Can you talk to me a little bit about how, in your different roles of both creating the checklist and working on social media strategy and web content, you’ve used particular strategies to identify and counter—or in your words, shoot down—that misinformation or disinformation?
Hofmann: When it comes to finding sources for the checklist, I’m often referencing credible, paid
journalism. I have a lot of peers that balk at paywalls, but in my opinion the paywall is the litmus
test for credibility. If it doesn’t have a paywall, then there’s another mechanism by which that organization is getting paid. That means I have a healthy skepticism about free journalism and reporting. Generally, I use a website called Media Bias/Factcheck [www.mediabiasfactcheck.com—also a
chrome extension], which is a decent resource to look up the publication that you’re reading and see
what bias it has. It looks at terminology used to provoke a response or be a dogwhistle to a particular
part of the population.
I would add that we often apply George Lakoff ’s recommendations about saying what an issue IS
rather than what it is not. For example, misinformation persists about voting security because people
continue to refer to “voter fraud”—even when it’s a proven non-issue. I saw a well-known national
voting organization post a list of 10 myths about voter fraud. It’s subtle, but in referencing this twoword term, they’re solidifying the misperception that it exists—when it doesn’t. Ideas need to be as
clear as possible. Be pro-voting instead. Be about restoring the right to vote. Be about ballot access.
All of these are better than rehashing myths.
Lockhart: Does that mean it conducts some actual language analysis and rhetorical analysis about
that terminology?
Hofmann: Yes. That way I know that if I’m reading something that is regarded as science, at least I
can look at it from that angle. Another strategy is that I often avoid using as a source anything from
the opinion section. Although sometimes opinion pieces are really illuminating about a particular
person or a particular group’s experience, oftentimes there are unsupported conclusions or unsupported angles that can be misleading.
As an example, I was reading an article in The Guardian about the impact of Brexit on the Republic of
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Ireland, and at the end of this insightful, balanced article that looked at both sides of the equation was
this little jab: a backstabbing sentence that was complete opinion. It was really disrespectful of one
of the groups discussed in the article, and that’s the stuff that really gets me mad, because otherwise
the article was fine.
Lockhart: Do you think that casts a shadow on that kind of journalism for you, or why does it get
you fired up?
Hofmann: Well, it gets me fired up because I’m fine with reading an article that is balanced journalism even if it doesn’t represent my worldview or what my core values are. However, when it presents
itself as an unbiased article but then throws in an editorial comment at the end, it’s like you’re either
editorializing or you’re presenting unbiased journalism the best you can. It makes me mad when
something presents itself as journalism instead of editorialism. I’m a purist.
Lockhart: I want to ask you a sort of ideological question related to that. I’m wondering how a field
like journalism thinks about truth, or the values that are shared in that field, and if there is any difference in those values given the multiple hats that you wear? Are those values different between
journalism or curating of resources that you do for the checklist, versus something like social media
strategy?
Hofmann: I don’t think it’s terribly different. I tend to run pretty honest; I still have to live with myself
at the end of the day. To me if you’re going to use a source, it’s important to use one that is doing their
best to hold themselves to a high standard. That means that their sources are primary, not secondary;
it means that they’re quoting their sources rather than summarizing what the source says; it means
that they’re integrating relevant data, statistics, or research that is well supported research—not a
sample size of ten. To me, I have pretty high standards about “truth.” I think like someone who has
done some statistics; I think like someone who understands what a good sample size is and what
credible research looks like. Even though we live in an age when people have “opinions” about science, science can still present itself convincingly because of the strategies that those data come from.
The strategies are far more supported and well regarded than opinions are.
For example, I take for granted that if a field of science does a survey or an experiment and the number of people who are subjects within that experiment or that survey is low, it’s predictable that you
are going to get questionable results. The larger the sample size, or the more time an experiment has
been run and attained similar data, the more trustworthy that is, and that’s established as a standard
across disciplines, across cultures. The findings achieved through those methods are generally considered true. And someone’s opinion doesn’t negate that.
There are some great quotes out there that 98% of scientists believe that the climate is changing as a
result of human activity. If you’re a thinker, if you understand how science works, you know that the
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2% that don’t believe the climate is changing are not really that respected, because they’re not using
the same standard. Even if you don’t understand all of the mathematical stuff behind it, the important thing is to know enough about different types of science to realize that there are strategies that
are well regarded and others that are not.
Similarly, take the issue of how many people say that polls are biased. If you read the fine print, you
will actually see what strategy was used and what margin of error it’s given. If the margin of error is
too large, people disregard the science, and justifiably, because it’s not considered rigorous enough.
To answer the question, then, truth exists. Is it perfect? No. Is there a hard and fast truth? Probably
not. But there are likelihoods. Most scientists will say that you can only disprove something, not
prove it. But even the likelihood of proving something can be greater or lesser. It gets pretty abstract,
and I think most people that either aren’t taught to think this way or don’t have any exposure to this
kind of worldview, kind of brush it off as elitist, snobbish, too academic. But we have to find our
common understanding about things somehow, and I don’t think opinion is strong enough.
Lockhart: Given that you’ve been writing professionally for eleven years, I want to hear your thoughts
about whether you think the spread of misinformation and disinformation has gotten worse, and
what factors might be driving those changes from your perspective?
Hofmann: Yes, it continues to get worse—especially as the Trump administration created its own
false and inciting narratives that many citizens ran with and used to justify harassment and violence.
One thing that I come back to again and again is that when we look at the strategies that dictators
around the world use to gain what appears to be popular support, we can see their deliberate decisions play out around whether things are true or credible, especially when people with the most
influence are playing on people’s fears.
We can see that happening in Russia, we can see that happening all over Europe, we can see it happening in the US; we see it especially around the issue of immigration, for instance, but also around
all issues. Taking the issue of immigration as a focus for a minute, humanity has encountered that
problem many, many, many times. When you’ve got a new group of people coming into a place that’s
established and settled and homogenous, there’s a tightening—there’s a fear that arises that the way of
life will change. A lot of the messaging we see now, especially in the United States, is around lack of
acceptance of people immigrating to the United States. There is now much more acceptance of hate
messages, there’s much more condoning of—especially from the president and his cabinet—a lack of
acceptance of people who are different, even people who have been here for a couple of generations.
There are blatant displays of white power symbols; it’s truly disturbing.
When you play on people’s fears, that exposes the underbelly of a culture. It condones those messages being more visible, and it makes it normalized, even though it’s definitely not normal. What I
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see happening in terms of a trend in the last ten years—especially when you think of Congress, for
example—is just the lack of collaboration and the vilification of “the other.” I remember seeing, about
fifteen years ago, a Republican National Convention event in which one of the speakers referred to
the Democratic Party as the enemy. And I remember thinking, even at the time, before all of the stuff
that’s happening in our culture now, that that was a truly disturbing word choice. Because if you see
your neighbor as your enemy, you’re not going to seek to collaborate with them. And democracy
requires collaboration.
Lockhart: Yes, I think this is a really interesting way of connecting what we see in the political and
cultural climates bubbling to the surface. If the rhetoric is fear-based, that’s going to necessarily color
how information is shared and perceived and interpreted.
Hofmann: Exactly. I’m a big fan of Dr. John Gottman, who has done a lot of research around what
makes marriages work or survive; he’s able to predict divorce within five minutes of watching a couple argue about something. He uses science to substantiate this: he looks at heart rate, blood pressure,
and the amount of moisture on skin that captures stress response. He combines behavioral analysis
with physiological information.
One of the four behaviors that he says predicts divorce is contempt. To me, the misinformation that
I see is just dripping with contempt for the other, whoever the other is. I think that when you have
that sort of contempt, that misinformation feeds off of that kind of hostility. Suddenly it dehumanizes
your neighbor rather than you just disagreeing with your neighbor. That’s the sort of trend I see, and
it’s truly disturbing, because I think, oh my god, where are we going as a country? If in relationships
it predicts divorce, what does it mean for society?
As for misinformation, I’m on Twitter all the time; I’m on Facebook all the time. I see a lot of commentary that is dripping with contempt for another person, and it makes the leap to dehumanize
people. For example, statements such as “Hillary should go to prison” skip the step of having to
provide support, and instead go right to our most fearful beliefs. They skip the logic and go right to
conspiracy theories.
Lockhart: How then has this bled into your work? I mean, your work is largely shaped by this context, so how do you do your work in the face of this? How do you keep advocating for expertise,
support, logic, those kinds of things?
Hofmann: I’m a lifelong student of psychology. I really think a lot about the words that I use and the
word choices that I make, in my writing for my clients as well as my work with the checklist. There
are some words that will trigger our fight or flight response. Some words make us feel calmer and
safer.
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Especially around activism, if I want to engage people, I’m going to choose words that make them
less fearful and more empowered. That means that when I introduce ideas, or introduce concepts,
I’m going to be choosing words that make people feel informed, rather than terrified or enraged.
You know, it’s one thing to be angry and use that anger for action; it’s another thing to be so enraged
that people withdraw. We’re not equipped to feel rage all the time; it’s meant to be episodic and not
constant. For me, it’s really about choosing words that are informative, without being overwhelming.
Lockhart: That’s one thing I appreciate in the checklist. I can see exactly what you’re talking about,
and thinking about, when I’m reading the checklist. There’s talk about self-care, talk about kind of
pacing yourself, talk about stepping back when you need to; there’s a clear acknowledgement that
activism work is going to go on, and we’re in it for the long haul, so it’s not going to do any good to
become so overwhelmed or so burnt out that you can no longer engage. I think that really resonates
with a lot of activist work: that it can be really challenging and painful and draining and acknowledging that—having some patience with that, and some self-care—is really important. I see those activist
principles in your work, and I love how you’re describing that rhetorically, in the way that it speaks to
this very different climate that we’re facing in which people are making the opposite rhetorical decision in terms of trying to make people fearful and scared and worried and anxious, and encouraging
them to act on those impulses.
Hofmann: Exactly. I think cumulatively, those strategies cause people to withdraw. I often think a lot
about what Nazi Germany was like in the years leading up to that regime. People got complacent,
people got overwhelmed, people got scared; and no one is useful if they’re in fight-flight or freeze
mode. They’re not useful to the movement; they’re not useful to their democracy.
But even with the actions that I’m writing, I think a lot about how I frame things so that people are
informed and act. Every now and then my editor will rein me in a bit, because I’ll use something
really triggering or pokey because I’m really upset about it. In general, though, I really do think a
lot about what words are going to freak people out, and I don’t use them because they’re a form of
editorializing.
Lockhart: I think that’s an important connection, actually. I wonder if this also connects to how
some people think about the narrowing of common ground we are experiencing in our society. I’m
thinking about what you were talking about in terms of how we understand truth or your examples
of how we understand science: that there are certain kinds of baselines that we agree to as a society.
That if we have certain kinds of evidence, that that is moving closer towards truth.
We can also think about this narrowing of common ground in terms of some of the cultural fracturing we’re seeing in terms of race, in terms of the political partisanship we now have. It seems like
we’re losing touch with our neighbors, or anyone who’s different than us; we’re in our social media
bubbles. Any of those phenomena where we don’t have larger values or shared social fabric to draw
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upon.
Hofmann: All of those things are on my mind. Anecdotally, I had a really interesting conversation
with a friend of mine who has been a lifelong Republican; he’s totally progressive, but a Republican.
He told me, “I’m really fed up with my party, and I’m thinking about becoming a Democrat, but on
the other hand, I have a really hard time with identity politics.”
Now, “identity politics,” as you probably know, is a phrase that Republicans use to minimize otherness: anybody who’s not white, straight, and male. It’s a shorthand expression that is intended to
silence anyone who’s different. I get really mad when people use this phrase—so I had to take a deep
breath in this conversation—but I said, “I’m curious if you would like to know what it’s like to be a
part of that group.” I think that question surprised him—he said, “Sure!”
So I just explained, you know I’m a lesbian, and legally I can be denied housing because I’m gay. He
looked at me like a deer in the headlights and said, “No you can’t!” My response was, “I absolutely
can; it’s not a federally protected status.” It was hard for him to believe that I could be evicted or denied housing, but after we talked it was like a light had gone off for him. I went on to explain that I
could also be legitimately fired from any job because I’m gay. His wife, who was listening in on the
conversation, said “No” in disbelief. I explained that, similarly, the reason was that sexual identity
was not a federally protected status.
This exchange allowed me to say: “I want you to know that when you talk about identity politics,
you’re actually talking about me. I think your intention is to create simplicity in working toward
equality. But until I’m equal, I have to keep speaking up about what it’s like to be gay.” His response
was, “Well, you deserve equality. You deserve to be treated equally. I totally get it. I never thought
about this before.”
It was one of those moments where we came together, and where we saw eye to eye was on our values.
We both believe in equality. He was chafing at the term “identity politics,” but when I framed it as
“I’m not equal yet, and I need to keep advocating for my equality,” he agreed. And that’s where the
common ground was: we agree on our values.
Lockhart: I think that reframing is crucial. I think, also being willing to have that conversation instead of walking away from it, as you might have wanted to do, is crucial. I think that within those
personal relationships, it’s much more difficult for him to perhaps say something like “I don’t really
care as much about the fact that you’re not equal,” given the relationship that you have.
Hofmann: Yes, for me the common ground was about the fact that we might disagree on policy, but
we can agree on the value. We can agree on values like respecting people who serve our country,
even if we disagree on how that looks in terms of policy. I don’t think everybody is prepared to have
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those kinds of conversations, but if they are, talking about values is often a place where people can
find common ground. People may argue about facts or argue about statistics, but they’ll agree on
the underlying value. That’s why I use the word neighbor in the checklist; people understand being a
good neighbor.
Here’s another example: I had a conversation with a Republican man in upstate New York who was
totally pro-Obamacare because his neighbor had breast cancer and they couldn’t afford treatment.
He was almost in tears as he told me that it was just wrong, that she was a good person and she deserved to have medical care without it ruining her financially. He understood what it meant to look
out for your neighbor. He understood what it meant to be safe and free from financial ruin. When
we can find that common ground the policy stuff matters less—but it does mean having to see our
neighbors as humans.
Lockhart: That makes me think about the strategy we see in your checklist at times, and that we
also see in coverage like Dave Pell’s NextDraft [nextdraft.com]. That is, taking moments to have Feel
Good Friday kind of news to build or access those connections or to just give us a respite of sorts. Do
you think that has become more important?
Hofmann: I really do. I’m sure you’ve heard of Better Angels [https://www.thebetterangelssociety.
org/]—an organization that facilitates bipartisan conversation. There’s another group called Bridging
Our Divide [https://www.bridgingourdivide.org/] that’s based in Portland. Both of these groups are
doing the same kinds of things. I participated in a Bridging Our Divide event recently, and it’s really
heartening when we can see that we do have a lot more in common than we might think.
Just to illustrate, at this event I was on a panel as the moderate Democrat, along with a far-left Democrat, two Republicans (one moderate and one far-right), and a middle-of-the-road panelist. I found
myself nodding in agreement with the far-right guy; some of what he said I totally agreed with. The
moderate Republican was talking about his lifelong passion for helping the homeless, an issue I connected with as well. Conversations like these help us see how people can defy labels, and that is so
heartening to me. I think those conversations are more crucial than ever.
Lockhart: This part of our conversation makes me wonder if there is anything you want to say about
your affective relationship to your work, given the misinformation and disinformation that you come
up against and how you work against those patterns in terms of the checklist.
Hofmann: I think that anything that we can do to support credible reporting is really the best thing
that we can be doing for democracy. It concerns me when the President makes anti-media or anti-journalist statements. Such resistance to credible journalism is threatening to our democracy.
Anti-journalism rhetoric also makes people mistrust our institutions. Because I know that Russia’s
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intent is to make us mistrust our institutions, I really call out my progressive peers if they’re saying
something like “that paper’s a rag.” I counter with “actually, you need to be paying for that rag, because it’s a bastion of our democracy to be supporting journalism.” It’s too easy to repeat those things
that we hear: that journalists are awful, and they’re biased, and the like. So, I am often calling out my
own friends to be more mindful about that anti-journalism bias.
Lockhart: Yes, I want to talk a bit more about that kind of practical literacy activism. Part of this book
project is to think through how the literacy landscape has changed, including becoming more networked, driven by a faster speed of information, and with algorithms generating and curating how
we see information. You and I have been talking a bit so far about ways that misinformation, and
systems of disinformation, can aim to tap into our vulnerabilities or our fear.
From your perspective, then, what are the key practices, perspectives, or approaches that people in
our democracy need in such a climate? That might include literacy resources that people aren’t often
taught in schools or haven’t encountered in their schooling.
Hofmann: As a pertinent aside, my niece Laura is fourteen, and I asked her to do a little research
project on how to how to avoid Russian propaganda, and it’s published on the checklist website
[https://americansofconscience.com/8-ways-avoid-russian-propaganda/]. She loves to research, so
I asked her if she’d be willing to do a little research to come up with eight things that people could
do to avoid propaganda online. She texted her response to me, saying, “Sure, we’re covering this in
school.” And I thought, “Oh, my God, that’s fantastic—I feel so much better about the world knowing
my middle-school-aged niece is learning this stuff in school.”
Personally, if I read something that causes that kind of visceral response, my first step is to check the
sources. Another discipline that I encourage for my volunteers is to read past the headlines, since
headlines are evocative and a lot of people just take the headline’s word for it, even though headlines
are often aimed to be click bait. Even credible sources do this. For example, The Washington Post has
incredible reporting, but their headlines are sometimes really click-baity. And it causes a visceral
response. I like their reporting, but I don’t always agree with their strategies in terms of how they title
their columns.
Lockhart: Yes, so how do we teach students to engage in these practices? How do we teach them to
recognize and reflect on those moments when they have that visceral response?
Hofmann: It’s such an important question. I think that more importantly, students learn when they
care. If it’s possible to tie these unethical, manipulative practices to an issue they care about (suppressing the youth vote, for example), they become more relevant. There are also good resources
about how to recognize troll and bot accounts that misinform the public. It’s possible to gamify
reporting these accounts on social media as a motivation to be more thoughtful rather than passive
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in online spaces.
Speaking more broadly, I can also offer some of what I do personally as a partial answer. One strategy
that I employ is to use Google to look for a topic; then I click the “news option” and read all the various headlines. This search gives me all different kinds of papers, not just the ones I prefer: I’ll still get
The Intercept article, or I’ll still get Breitbart—those will appear in my results. For me, especially if I’m
looking for an article about a very specific thing, I can see all the different ways that the same piece of
news is written about from just looking at the titles. Then I can go to a source that actually has a better reputation as being more even or more centrist, like The Associated Press or The New York Times.
I think underneath your question, we circle back to “How can we get people to care?” A lot of people
know there is misinformation but for some reason don’t really care. That’s the part that concerns me,
because I don’t know how to get people to care. It’s one thing to know the strategy, it’s another thing
to know the motivation behind it. I don’t think that we’re taught to look critically.
Lockhart: I agree that caring, being curious, is a central challenge. Are there other ideas or strategies
that come to mind in practicing the critical “looking” you’re thinking about?
Hofmann: One of the websites that I mentioned I use is Media Bias/Fact Check. I like this better
than that diagram that went around that’s got all of the different publications in a grid; I think that
that glossed over some important differences. The other thing that I think is useful is asking key
questions: what does this publication get out of publishing this article? And how does this publication make its money? Does it make its money by selling advertising; does it make its money by
pointing you to a different page for each of the twenty-one best hacks for your kitchen? If that’s the
case, chances are pretty good that they’re selling advertising that way: they’re getting you to click to
twenty-one pages, and half of those have an ad on them or an ad in the sidebar.
Those questions of “how does this company make its money?” and “who owns this publication?” are
crucial. That’s a key strategy I use in finding the publications that have the fewest conflicts of interest.
Additionally, I think it’s important to cross reference. I find it really fascinating to see what foreign
papers say about events in the US. I’ll read papers out of London, Dublin, occasionally Australia, but
certainly most English-speaking papers. I will occasionally read, like, Le Monde, which is a moderate
French paper.
Lockhart: All of these strategies are helpful, and I especially like the idea of skimming down how one
news item is covered across the whole spectrum. We’ve all heard a lot about the challenge of reading
news in a bubble, which means you’re not seeing the range of how something is covered. With this
strategy, you have a little more context, and then you can dig in deeper from there.
Hofmann: Yes, I will occasionally take a screenshot of the different headlines that I see on a particular
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search and post it to Facebook as a graphic. People always get a rise out of that; people like it, they
click on it, and they comment on it because it’s so surprising how differently things are presented.
I like this kind of awareness-raising. For example, I have friends who are very politically active, but
they tell me that they get all their news from Facebook. Even one of the suggestions that my niece
Laura made was to not get news from social media—go straight to the publication. Visit their homepage or even subscribe: subscribe to the actual printed version so that you can read it, underline it,
think about it, or go back to it to read again. I’m very old school; I’m not ashamed of that. I subscribe
to several printed newspapers because of how it enables me to interact with information in a different
way.
Lockhart: That brings me to your thoughts and resources on dealing with the proliferation of bots—
key actors in spreading misinformation and disinformation.
Hofmann: We did a limerick contest on how to recognize trolls and bots on my Twitter account, and
it was pretty hilarious. A few ideas that came up are good things to look out for:
• Uneven proportions of following/followers (especially if they are following significantly
more people than follow them in return).
• They have no image, or no background image (on Twitter, in particular).
• They are being really persuasive or trying to “bait” you.
• Trolls also comment on highly popular posts, adding blatantly contrarian views just to get
a rise out of people.
Any of these signs means they are bots: you report them. Shoot them down and get them out of your
feed! But, and this is important I think, a lot of people just block; I think it’s important to report and
block. I’m glad that some social media platforms are starting to get more strategies for tracking and
removing fake accounts.
Nevertheless, if you find someone who is just harping on the same thing over and over again, in the
same thread, or often in the comment sections of articles online, that’s a troll. Russia is spending $1.5
million dollars per month to jam our culture, to jam our democracy. Trolls are present. And they
have to be native English speakers in order to even get the job.
Trolls basically take the fractures that are already present in our culture and amplify them. Fractures
around race, around guns, around abortion, whether to wear a mask during a pandemic: they amplify all the things that people disagree about and explode them beyond the norm. A test I use on
myself: if I really feel pissed off, it’s probably a troll.
In terms of resources that can be helpful, one tool called TinEye [tineye.com] allows you to take an
image and find out if it’s being used on other people’s accounts. This is helpful because often bots will
find a random photo online and use that as their account photo. Another tool is called BotOMeter,
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which can analyze a twitter account and assess how likely it is to be a bot; it skims your Twitter and
Facebook accounts and tell you how many bots are following you [https://botometer.iuni.iu.edu/#!/].
Lockhart: I have one last question, and it’s a vital one: what role does diversity have to play in recognizing, combating, and calling out misinformation and disinformation?
Hofmann: When I think about this question, I think of the strategy that we’re using on the checklist.
We follow well over one hundred groups on Twitter that are on the frontlines of activism around
the different types of equality that we are speaking up for: ability and gender and race and religion;
people who are inspiring Americans around voting and voter disenfranchisement; we’re following
minority groups, we’re following grassroots groups. And I think more than anything, I take it on as a
very important responsibility as a white person to amplify those groups and what they’re advocating
for.
I’m only activated because of the outcome of an election and my sense of justice, but those groups
have been around for decades advocating for their rights, advocating for equality, advocating for
fairness and equal rights representation—whether it’s in the media or politics or whatever arena. I
have a responsibility to be amplifying the priorities and perspectives of those groups who have been
on the front lines for 40 years. They know what works for their community; they know what’s right
for them; they know what fairness looks like; they know what their truth is. That’s really important
to me. Engaging with that, even when I’ve put my foot in my mouth, has brought me much closer
to the kind of world I want to live in—the kind of country I want to live in—where I’m speaking up
alongside my peers who are fighting for their own rights.
Lockhart: I couldn’t echo that more. Before we go, any last words of wisdom?
Hofmann: The one last thing I’d encourage other people to do is to slow down their consumption of
information, however that might look. Whether it means you take a day off from media, or you leave
the TV off for a day, or you switch to reading instead of watching the news, using some slowness
around the way that you engage information is probably the best defense against misinformation and
disinformation. We don’t really do leisure much in our culture anymore, but I’d encourage folks to
be a renegade and consume news leisurely! This can help bring some mindfulness to engaging with
news, providing time to think about it, instead of just being a sponge.
Lockhart: I love that advice. It’s been such a pleasure to talk with you, and that’s a great note to end
on. Thank you for your work on the Americans of Conscience Checklist, and I’m hopeful that your
niece Laura’s generation is going to save our world.
Hofmann: Me too! Thank you for doing this, I think this project is really timely, important, and
relevant.
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The Multiple Lives of News Stories:
Civic Literacies and Rhetorical Transformations
Eric Leake

T

he news was sensational. An electrical worker in Ohio had stumbled upon a dozen
boxes of completed ballots sitting in the back of a truck before election day, each ballot
registering a vote for Hillary Clinton and the rest of the Democrat ticket. The seemingly
authentic story was published on the now-defunct Christian Times Newspaper website under the
headline “BREAKING: ‘Tens of Thousands’ of Fraudulent Clinton Votes Found in Ohio Warehouse.”
Two images published with the story added credibility. One is of a man, identified as Randall Prince,
standing in the back of a moving truck beside stacks of large black plastic boxes marked “BALLOT
BOX.” The second is of an “Official General Election Ballot” with the bubbles filled in next to the
Democrat candidates. The ballot is clearly a sample, as a large “SAMPLE” is stamped diagonally
across it. The image is introduced with the disclaimer, “Christian Times Newspaper has not yet been
able to obtain a photocopy of one of the ballots found inside the box, but an affiliate in Ohio passed
along a replica of what was found” (C. Harris). In case the implication of the story is not sufficiently
clear, it concludes: “With this find, however, it now appears that Clinton and the Democrat Party
planned on stealing the state on Election Day, making any campaigning there now a waste of time”
(C. Harris).
The Ohio ballots story ricocheted across social media and the wider Internet. The New York
Times, which months later identified and interviewed the author of the story, Cameron Harris, cites
web tracking site CrowdTangle in crediting the story as having been shared with more than six million
people. The Times calls it “a fake news masterpiece” (Shane). Stories such as this highlight challenges
in literacy education with serious civic implications. In this chapter, I argue that composition should
reengage its democratic purposes in promoting civic literacies, which are fundamentally tied to
academic literacies and news literacies. I begin by reviewing the civic purposes of literacy instruction
and its relation to academic writing. I then outline a series of assignments designed to help students
develop critical media literacy skills suited to an age of misinformation and disinformation. The
assignments prompt students to trace rhetorical transformations in the multiple lives of news stories,
such as the Ohio ballots story, as they are rewritten for different occasions, sites, audiences, and
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purposes. These assignments illustrate pedagogical strategies to promote critical media literacies
based upon rhetorical education. In teaching the multiple lives of news stories, the emphasis is on
following the transformations, circulations, and identifications of a story as it travels from site to
site. This approach combines resources from fact-checking instruction with a greater rhetorical
understanding of the ways and significance of how stories travel. To advance literacy instruction in
the ways detailed here not only helps students recognize and respond to online news stories but also
strengthens their rhetorical awareness and underscores the ethical and civic commitments that are
necessarily involved in writing.

The Need for Civic Literacies
Although civic literacies have a deep history in composition instruction, their importance is
not always foregrounded in considerations of the aims and means of teaching writing. Echoing the
ancient Greeks, Alan France identifies the traditional role of rhetoric as “enabling participatory
democracy” (595). He is dismayed at the increasing corporatization and commodification of
rhetoric. “It is the flight from politics—the privatization of rhetoric—that I find most distressing in
the discursive practices of composition studies in general,” France writes in a critique that is more
than two decades old but remains relevant (595). He faults a lack of concern for public discourse and
the public good, once the primary concerns of rhetorical study, for this flight from politics. While
strong interest in civic literacies is evident in service-learning and community literacy approaches,
an emphasis on careerism remains prevalent, as when the corporate demand for writing skills is used
as an argument for the teaching of writing. We also see profiteering demonstrated in the rhetorical
abilities of Macedonian teenagers and their AdSense work, as detailed in Jacob W. Craig’s article in
the Literacy, Democracy, and Fake News special issue of Literacy in Composition Studies. A return to
the importance of civic literacies offers a purpose for writing instruction that extends beyond the
individual while simultaneously cultivating individual skills.
The public benefits of education in the development of a well-informed citizenry are a
foundational rationale for public education, as often cited in the mission statements of universities.
Teresa Grettano cites Cary Nelson, with references to Thomas Jefferson and John Dewey, in arguing
that “[h]umanities education is the foundation of a critical democratic citizenry … and that our job
as educators—and in English in particular—is to help students critically look at public language
and discourse” (71). Donald Lazere likewise argues that the humanities and particularly English are
ideally suited for the development of critical citizenship because of their attention to “basic reading
and research skills (including an introduction to locating and evaluating sources of information on
public affairs, in periodicals, books, and reports), the critical insights of literature and literary theory,
the analytic tools of logic, argumentative rhetoric, and general semantics” (Reading 12). To the skills
identified by Lazere, we might add locating and evaluating posts on Internet forums and social
media, particularly those fashioned as news, with an awareness of who these posts target and how
they circulate. Although we cannot expect students to become critical media and news consumers
through one semester in a course, we can help them develop the literacy and rhetorical habits that
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would lead to such civic engagement. Melissa R. Sande and Christine M. Battista further argue in this
collection that information literacy should extend across the curriculum and must be taught “as a
writing process and not a singular skill.” Part of the key would be in making connections for students,
so that critical academic literacy skills translate to critical media literacy skills and the reverse. In
emphasizing civic literacies, I look to foundations of the discipline as applied to contemporary
discourse environments.
Civic literacies are not only civic. They overlap significantly with mainstream academic
literacies, allowing each to support the other. Amy J. Wan shows that teaching literacy practices for
good citizenship has historically included many other educational aims, such as teaching people
to be good producers, good employees, and good union members, all under the umbrella of good
citizenship. We need then to be specific in what we are teaching when we teach civic literacies,
particularly in the university. Civic literacy, as defined by Lazere, involves “mainly the application
of more or less traditional elements of academic discourse toward the development of critical
citizenship” (Reading xii). Lazere views the rhetorical skills of academic discourse as nonexclusive to
academic discourse and shared with critical citizenship. A civic orientation of writing courses evades
concerns about composition serving merely as service courses to other disciplines or as individual
training in professional writing for careers that students have not yet identified. The cultivation of
civic literacies lends academic discourse purpose through the development of critical citizenship as
a process of inquiry. Academic discourse and education more broadly, then, are put in the service of
citizenship and greater democratic participation in the form of critical news consumption.
Citizenship long has been is a primary rationale for public education and particularly for literacy
instruction, as Wan observes. She details how “literacy training is a form of citizen-making” (13).
The meaning of “citizenship” exceeds its legal basis as recognition or membership in a government
to include cultural citizenship and the residents, workers, undocumented immigrants, international
students and others who “also make up the fabric of the nation” (Wan 2). Wan notes that as a capacious
term, “citizenship” allows for many different formations of what citizenship means and what makes
a good citizen depending upon who is teaching, who is learning, and the educational context.
While citizenship may be evoked as an unquestioned positive goal, Wan demonstrates that literacy
instruction in the name of citizenship has been tied more to economic motivations than critical
public participation (19). Furthermore, the promise of equal standing aligned with participatory
citizenship often is not accessible for all students. As Wan writes, “Enhancing participation does
not necessarily mean enhancing equality, yet literacy skills and associated participation skills often
perpetuate the illusion of equality” (26). Wan urges us to consider the terms of literate participation
in citizenship: What counts as participation? What is effective? How does it uphold a particular
idea of citizenship? Who gets to participate and who is denied access to what types of citizenship?
(26) Shereen Inayatulla and Michael T. MacDonald likewise call in this collection for interrogating
“citizenship” for its reliance on documentation and colonizer logics. One thing educators can do is be
more specific in what they are teaching in the name of citizenship, and how and why they are doing
so, in order to “think about the habits of citizenship being cultivated through our practices” (Wan
15). The habits I advocate for here are the critical consumption and response to news sites and stories
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as encountered in digital spaces so that students may be better informed and prepared to participate
in discussions of public issues.
News sites and stories are well suited to investigation in composition courses, as they tend to
be written for familiar audiences and to speak to civic issues. Contemporary concerns about fake
news and the decline of journalism further suggest the media as a site of investigation. Fears of
the degradation of news media are longstanding; as Drew Virtue establishes in this collection, “the
distribution of fake news for political purposes is not new.” Writing during the dominance of network
news, Lazere laments that mass media induces “predominantly conservative attitudes, not in the
sense of a reasoned conservative ideology but in the sense of an uncritical conformity that reinforces
the social status quo and precludes oppositional consciousness” (“Literacy” 237). The concern now
is social media, which Bruce McComiskey faults for “exponentially increase[ing] the problems of
misinformation and narrow-mindedness” (19). McComiskey continues, “For an ever-growing
number of people who get their information online, social media platforms both feed content that
viewers already agree with and encourage ideological social grouping, limiting encounters with
different ideas that may challenge settled beliefs” (19). In recent political movements, particularly
those fomented online, we have witnessed not the cultivation of reasoned ideology but a more basic
mobilization of division and group identifications as news is consumed in filter bubbles.
At issue now is not so much an unwillingness to question authority but a readiness to flatten all
authority, to make no distinctions among claims to authority, so that news from The New York Times
appears to be as legitimate, or even less so, as news from the Christian Times Newspaper. Operating
here is a kind of ideological conformity, as readers are less willing to question anything that supports
their view, their political affiliations, or their opinion community. McComiskey identifies this as
part of the triumph of ethos and pathos at the expense logos, a key feature of “post-truth rhetoric”
(20). The need now is not only for readers to question authority, and to distinguish among claims to
authority, but also to question authoritarianism. That is easy enough to advocate but challenging to
put into practice in a writing classroom, which is where pedagogical strategies of implementation
and assignment design enter.

Teaching Rhetorical Transformations,
Circulations, and Identifications
Many organizations are trying to get a handle on fake news and are offering means of intervention.
Facebook, for example, partnered with fact-checkers at the Poynter Institute to develop a feature that
allows users to flag “disputed” news (Guynn). Fact-checking sites such as Snopes have circulated
guides on how to spot fake news. The American Association of Retired Persons (AARP) advises
readers to “consider the source,” “consult the experts,” and “check to see if anyone else is reporting the
same thing.” The International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA) similarly
advises readers to check the supporting sources for an article, research the author, read beyond the
headline, consider how the reader’s own beliefs and biases might affect their judgement, and consult
a librarian or a fact-checking site. As Jacob Craig demonstrates, many of these guides are built upon
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literacy practices associated with print. They do not fully prepare students for encountering sources
online, but they can be useful as primers instructing students on the ways of researching sources.
Checking facts and investigating sources should be part of how we teach reading and research in
contemporary writing courses. To that end, Mike Caulfield offers an excellent resource in his opensource textbook, Web Literacy for Student Fact-Checkers. Despite the applicability of these guides,
however, the problem of how to address misinformation effectively through literacy instruction
remains. The pedagogical approach presented here adds rhetorical considerations to existing factchecking guides so that fact-checking becomes a rhetorical exercise that understands stories as
purposefully targeting particular audiences, and it asks students to write in response to these stories.
The prevalence of disinformation and misinformation presents an opportunity to reconsider our
writing pedagogies and their purposes as they are practiced in the classroom.
Rationale for Analyzing the Circulation of Stories
One promising existing means of intervention, as advocated by John Trimbur, is through
attention to delivery and circulation. Although Trimbur’s article “Composition and the Circulation
of Writing” predates contemporary concerns about fake news, I update and make extensive use of it
here, since the underlying rhetorical and pedagogical concerns remain relevant. Trimbur wants to
“redefine delivery—and to understand the circulation of writing—in terms of the unfinished work
of democratic revolutions to expand public forums and popular participation in civic life” (191). The
Internet was supposed to deliver on the part of expanding participation, and it has in some ways,
as many people now enjoy greater access to information. It has not lived up to democratic ideals,
however, as forums are dominated by clickbait, bots (see Laquintano and Vee), and false information.
In summing up his argument, Trimbur writes,
To my mind, delivery can no longer be thought of simply as a technical aspect of public
discourse. It must be seen also as ethical and political—a democratic aspiration to devise
delivery systems that circulate ideas, information, opinions, and knowledge and thereby
expand the public forums in which people can deliberate on the issues of the day. (190)
These references to delivery systems for writing and public forums for deliberation recall the
earlier promises of the Internet. The suggestion of investigating those systems remains helpful.
Trimbur describes an assignment sequence he developed in which students tracked the circulation
and “rhetorical transformations” of writings about a scientific discovery as a “passage of forms,”
first in a science report, then as mainstream news, as advice columns, and finally as patent and legal
writings (213). He states that his goal in the assignment “is to show students how the rhetorical
transformations that take place between the various specimens of writing make up a total system
of production” (213). Likewise, the fake news that circulates across social media is part of a “total
system of production” that seeks rewards through political power and through clicks and advertising
revenues. Sometimes the stories start as legitimate news that is transformed and rewritten for
different audiences and purposes, and sometimes they start simply as fake news, composed out
of available materials to resonate with available audiences, as in the Ohio ballots story. Trimbur’s
focus on systems of production is reflected in current emphasis on networked literacies (Craig;
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Laquintano and Vee). The trick is to look beyond the individual rhetorical event and more deeply
into the recurring rhetorical dynamics, contexts, and systems. Students need to learn not only how to
think of a single particular piece of fake news, not only how to debunk one bogus story, but to better
understand the systems that produce bogus stories, how those stories are taken up and circulate, and
how they speak to their audiences. Attending to the circulation of stories can help students recognize
systems of production and circulation, especially when their discoveries about the stories are shared
with classmates for the potential of discovering larger patterns. Students can apply this improved
awareness upon their next initial encounter with fake news. These are important rhetorical skills for
the practice of civic literacies.
I had in mind Trimbur’s ideas of “rhetorical transformations” and the “total system of production”
in developing a series of assignments on the multiple lives of news stories. The sequence I describe here
is only one possible way of working toward goals of civic literacies. Such goals require a progression
of assignments that allow students to acquire tools in tracking the permutations of stories so that
they might develop a greater understanding of how a story and stories circulate. I have used these
assignments in teaching first-year writing at Texas State University, a large public institution between
Austin and San Antonio in a blue-leaning area of a red state. The university’s student population
is majority-minority with more than half identifying as non-white (“University Demographics”).
It is federally designated a Hispanic-Serving Institution with thirty-seven percent of the student
population identifying as Hispanic during the fall 2018 semester (“University Demographics”).
Additionally, the university has been targeted by white supremacist groups that have posted fliers
and racist propaganda on campus, especially following the 2016 election. I mention this because
the political issues that capture public attention, most notably those concerning immigration, are
quite personal for many of my students. Although they seem to want to talk about public issues,
many students are understandably wary of sharing their own positions, concerns, and experiences.
There also are many students who come from rural parts of the state and have much more politically
conservative backgrounds and views. I have understood my role as instructor as creating a space
where students feel supported in asking questions and sharing their views and experiences, to the
degree that they want to do so. Like many institutions, Texas State’s mission statement cites values such
as respect, compassion, civility, diversity, and the public good, values I refer to in class. As an assistant
professor, I felt supported institutionally in engaging political issues in the classroom so long as those
engagements were based in critical literacy, rhetoric, and writing. My main institutional constraint
has been in finding ways to adapt news and media literacies curricula within the programmatic
requirements of first-year writing courses. I teach habits of civic and media literacy informed by
my experiences as a former journalist, which I acknowledge in class. In doing so I employ my
personal experiences pedagogically to normalize journalists and to speak about the production of
news stories. (For a fuller account of instructor identity in the classroom, see Lava Asaad’s chapter
in this collection.) I try to use my cultural and institutional authority to create a space for voices
and perspectives that may be silenced in other areas of public discourse. I always am working to
support the classroom community and students who may feel vulnerable or marginalized, which is
something the university is working on as well. My pedagogical approach is far from perfect, and
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I could go on about its advantages and limitations. I do think, however, that when done effectively,
teaching toward media and news literacies can help create a positive classroom community where
students feel empowered to critically engage public issues.
Following Moves and Images
I begin by asking students to track an individual move in the circulation of a story. We use
Joseph Harris’s Rewriting: How to Do Things with Texts for how it describes what writers do with
texts. The moves detailed there are helpful for all kinds of writing in various networks, academic and
elsewhere. One of the moves Harris identifies, for example, is “forwarding,” and so I ask students
to find and link to an example of where they see a news story being forwarded in another post on
another site. They are asked to comment upon what is lost, gained, or altered, or what remains the
same, in that forwarding. They do the same with “countering.” Students generally can locate earlier
or later iterations of a story through references in the story itself or a Google search. Library access
to Lexis-Nexis to search media publications also has been useful. As it is forwarded, the story tends
to be recast, repositioned, re-contextualized, or otherwise rewritten in a way that somewhat changes
its meaning. As should be clear here, the idea of a story that we work with is not simply a discrete
text but a short narrative or bit of information—such as the fake Ohio ballots story—that remains
essentially the same as the details of the story change. This tracking the moves of a story is similar
to the process Caulfield describes: to “go upstream” to look for the original source in fact-checking.
Many of the techniques Caulfield describes, such as using Google search filters and checking other
fact-checking sties, would be equally helpful here. As students begin to track the moves of a story
and how the story is changed in each permutation, even if only in publication time and context, they
should begin to better understand how stories circulate.
Images are also part of stories as they circulate. Students are asked to write a short analysis
of a picture, graphic, chart, or other visual in relation to a news story or opinion piece. They are
told to consider how the visual affects their reading of the story and how their reading of the story
affects their interpretation of the visual. I have used selections from Errol Morris’s Believing is Seeing
(Observations on the Mysteries of Photography), which was developed from a series of columns in
The New York Times, to help students interrogate how truth claims are attributed to photographs.
Students might also search the history of an image using Google image search, as described by
Caulfield. If they were to search the image associated with the Ohio ballots story, they might find
links to sites debunking the story or possibly the original source of the associated image, a 2015
election news photograph from Birmingham, England.
Analyzing Language and Audiences
As students follow the circulation and transformation of a news story, they also are instructed
to attend to the importance of language in how the story is rewritten and how it offers sites of
identification for readers. Thomas P. Miller and Adele Leon suggest that rhetoric and composition
might apply lessons from social psychology in understanding authoritarian appeals. To give an
example of such an application, studies show that the inclusion of moral-emotional language helps
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Twitter messages spread (Brady et al.). Students could be briefed on this research so that they might
use it in their analysis of the moral-emotional appeal of stories. As Joanna Geary suggests in this
collection, students could be asked to attend to their own emotional reactions, because, “Normally, if
something is untrue, it’s untrue because it is attempting to stimulate someone’s emotional responses
in some way.” Likewise, in Moral Politics: How Liberals and Conservatives Think, George Lakoff
provides useful materials to help students understand important language differences in how issues
are framed in terms of values and metaphors. In an age of disinformation, critical participants in
online forums need also to be aware of how “dog whistles” and other forms of coded language work to
signal affiliations. Propaganda, as defined by Jason Stanley, is characterized in part through the ways
that it uses the language of democracy to undercut democracies, as is clear on some forums. Stanley
writes that “masking the undemocratic nature of a state with democratic vocabulary is an existential
threat to a democratic regime” (11). He suggests, however, that language and discourse also are part
of the corrective to this problem, crediting civic rhetoric with the ability to “repair flawed ideologies,
potentially restoring the possibility of self-knowledge and democratic deliberation” (5). Students are
taught to scrutinize the purposeful use of language and its implications.
Students also should consider the audience of a particular permutation of a story. This mode of
analysis builds upon a closer reading of the language, visuals, and individual iterations and general
lifespan of a story. When talking with The New York Times, for example, the author of the Ohio
ballots story says he knew the story would take off, that it would confirm all of the suspicions of
voters who did not trust Clinton or the media and the election system. “‘I had a theory when I sat
down to write it,’” Cameron Harris says (C. Harris qtd. in Shane). “‘Given the severe distrust of
the media among Trump supporters, anything that parroted Trump’s talking points people would
click. Trump was saying ‘rigged election, rigged election.’ People were predisposed to believe Hillary
Clinton could not win except by cheating’” (C. Harris qtd. in Shane). There is a definite rhetorical
savvy on Cameron Harris’s part. He is practicing persuasion in the modes of identifications, such as
that articulated by Kenneth Burke when he describes “a general body of identifications that owe their
convincingness much more to trivial repetition and dull daily reënforcement than to exceptional
rhetorical skill” (26). These identifications are prime rhetorical concerns and can be conspicuous in
online forums. They work through repetition. Students might look for those repetitions as the stories
speak to the habits and values of particular audiences. One of the possible assignments Trimbur
endorses is a microethnography in which students are enmeshed in a discourse community and
report out on how texts within that community are received, commented upon, and circulated, all
of which requires close attention to the language, beliefs, and values of a particular audience. Digital
domains make such analysis even easier as they are widely accessible and textually mediated. Work
in identifying audiences in detailed ways may also help students pop their own filter bubbles as they
encounter other perspectives and appreciate how stories affect other readers.
A related civic literacy goal in following the multiple lives of news stories is the promotion of
ethical discourse practices. Ethical positions are always inherently connected to writing positions, as
John Duffy contends. He argues, “To teach writing is by definition to teach ethics; more specifically
it is to teach what I will call ‘ethical dispositions,’ or the communicative practices of honesty,
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accountability, compassion, intellectual courage, and others” (213). Researching and fact-checking
stories promote honesty and accountability. To attend to the ways stories affect people in their daily
lives and how they affect the larger public is to cultivate a sense of compassion and connection to
others. There are responsibilities inherent in partaking in public discourse. A reader who uncritically
forwards the Ohio ballots story is complicit in promoting its falsehoods. Duffy notes that negative
opinions on the quality of American political discourse prevail, and this predates the 2016 election.
He writes with regret that rhetoric and composition has not had greater influence in these areas,
despite the values espoused in the discipline: “The principles we teach are largely absent from the
public square, and our conceptions of rhetoric as a method of inquiry and community building
seem so much folklore, appealing mythologies that have little purchase in the worlds beyond our
classrooms” (211). A pedagogy of civic literacies and instruction in attention to the multiple lives of
news stories is one way we might work to address this problem.
Widening Perspectives
My assignment sequence culminates in an essay in which students bring together the multiple
moves they have analyzed in a story as it has been forwarded; countered; paired with images; and
rewritten to appeal to particular audiences, such as through emotional language and metaphors. In
the description for that assignment, students are asked to
[f]ollow the multiple lives of a news story through social media and other sites. Note
how the story changes and is rewritten as it passes from site to site, and note the uses and
limitations of each iteration. This will require researching and analyzing multiple versions
of the story. Your analysis might include the moves discussed by Harris and should attend
to rhetorical considerations such as author, audience, purpose, context, and language. You
may conclude with your own take on the story or what you think it teaches us about media,
writing, and society. (Leake)
The assignment is intended to do many things. I hope to help students see publications as not
only discrete events but as moments in the lifespan of a story as it goes from site to site and is shared
and reworked for different audiences and purposes. Journalism professor Jeff Jarvis describes news
ecosystems and how every publishing event captures a moment in the lifespan of a story. Comparing
the traditional news publishing model to contemporary modes of delivery, Jarvis writes, “The notion
that news comes in and stories go out—text and photos come in and paper goes out—is an artifact
of the means of production and distribution, of course. Now a story never begins and it never ends.”
Each publication or post is, in Jarvis’s words, “merely a blip on the line, a stage in a process, for that
process continues after publication.” Jarvis is concerned with more official news outlets, but the same
continuous view applies elsewhere in circulations. In the case of the Ohio ballots story, a key moment
is the publication of the story on the Christian Times Newspaper site, although the story could be
tracked back further to allegations that Clinton would rig the election. The story is published and
picked up and shared across social media. It accumulates authority with shares and is repurposed
and re-contextualized each time a comment is added or the story appears in links and alongside
other stories. As it travels, the story begins to attract attention from authorities and fact-checkers
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who rebuke it and in doing so become part of the larger story. Finally, The New York Times reframes
the story, this time in identifying and interviewing the author as part of their coverage of the fake
news phenomenon and its political effects. Students following the multiple lives of a story would
be looking for those moments of transformation and trying to see how the story itself circulated,
was rewritten, worked with other stories, and was delivered. They might then be able to see the
rhetorical effects of the story as not the product of any particular publication but as accumulated
across rhetorical events, across the moments. This is in line with Carolyn D. Rude’s suggestion that
rhetorical analysis include “vision beyond the single document” (273). In looking beyond the single
moment, students also might be better able to view the news and social media as operating within a
larger ecosystem of sites, links, publications, and audiences.
Rhetorical attention to the circulation of news stories cannot be developed through just one
assignment; it is a regular emphasis of my first-year writing courses that focus on civic literacies.
I require students to check in with and read The New York Times and at least one other news site
daily. Early in the semester, we discuss what it means to follow the news and how people do so by
skimming headlines and reading the opening paragraphs of those stories that interest them, reading
some until the end. As they read the news and peruse social media and other sites, students begin
to follow stories and notice circulations. Each class session begins with a short discussion of what
stories students have been following or have read recently. I ask the students to tell me where they
encountered the story, how it was presented, and who the intended audience seemed to be. We give
special attention to word choice and images, sometimes pulling the story up on the class projector to
analyze it together. One challenge of these discussions, and of this assignment sequence in general,
is in focusing not on what the story is but how it is and why and for whom it is; focusing not on what
the story is about but how it is about it. With practice in class discussions and writing assignments,
students are able to make this shift. Discussing the news to open each class session is also intended
to give students practice in talking about the news with people who have views and experiences that
might differ from their own. Discussing the news is a valuable rhetorical skill best developed through
practice, such as around the dinner table, with friends, or in a college writing classroom.
This kind of work requires students to develop rhetorical skills that contribute not only to civic
literacies but also academic literacies. As McComiskey argues, “Rhetoric and composition have had
the tools to combat post-truth rhetoric for years” (38). The assignments detailed here are designed
to build upon those tools and, finally, to invite students to offer their own take on the story as they
share their work with their classmates or elsewhere. I hope students become more aware of the
ways writing circulates, the writing moves made on social media and across the Internet, and the
rhetorical possibilities and restraints encountered in the multiple lives of news stories. My experience
is that many students are unaware of the news and the public discourses that surround them. They
sometimes rely on information by means like osmosis, what Jarvis identifies as an expectation that
“if the news is important, it will find me.” Unfortunately, the news that finds them is often the news
that others push to them. I teach with a concern for civic literacies so that students might be more
critically aware of how knowledge is created and circulated through writing for civic purposes and
so that they might more actively engage with news. Like Lazere and McComiskey, I do not see these
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issues as avoidable. Students are already implicated in what is happening in civic discourse and the
rise of post-truth rhetoric. I hope that in writing about the news and public discourse, students may
be more willing and able not only to question authority but to evaluate it, to open up other positions
for response, and to question authoritarianism where they encounter it, in resistance to a passive
model of media consumption.

Unease with Politically-Engaged Literacies
In a hyper-politicized environment, I understand concerns that civic literacies risk politicizing
the classroom. Rhetoric and composition has dealt with these concerns for some time, although
they seem a bit different at the moment when a majority of polled Republicans think colleges and
universities have a negative effect on the country (Savransky). It is important to acknowledge those
concerns. One response traditionally has been to teach the conflicts. Such a strategy, however, risks
contributing to a problematic belief of false equivalencies. Lazere argues that the responsibility and
need to raise the level of civic discourse is non-partisan because everybody, regardless of political
position, has an interest in the health of our democracy. Another response is to advocate clearly
for the cultivation of civic literacy habits and positions in the reading and writing practices of our
courses. “I believe that citizen building, including enhancing our collective sense of ownership of
the public sphere, is an appropriate academic goal, one that involves not only the pursuit but also
the generation of truth,” Elizabeth Ervin argues (411). The value of “citizen building” is articulated
in the mission statements of many of our institutions and in many of the foundational philosophies
of rhetoric and composition. A curriculum that encourages non-passive relationships to the media
is also a curriculum that openly acknowledges the role of politics and ideology in how meaning
constructed, circulated, delivered, and to what ends.
There are of course limitations to a pedagogy that advances civic literacy. There are institutional
constraints that may hinder such a pedagogy, and civic literacy is not the only purpose for
composition. It is a critical one, however, and worth considering as a point of return when scholars
and instructors wonder what we might do to help improve the quality of public discourse. Many of
the skills promoted in a pedagogy of civic literacies, specifically critical media literacies, align nicely
with well-established academic literacy: considering audiences, determining purposes, analyzing
language, evaluating sources, researching arguments, including multi-modal awareness, and
partaking in larger conversations. We see this, for example, in the moves of Rewriting—forwarding,
countering, taking an approach—as categories of analysis and as rhetorical instructions (J. Harris).
These moves both describe the rewriting of news stories and detail how to make moves in academic
writing, further connecting the civic and the academic. By following the multiple lives of news stories,
students are empowered to read and critically respond to those stories. Following stories across sites
and instances of rewriting makes the cumulative changes in the stories more salient. The writing
assignments that support this work may happen in a multitude of fashions and are easily adapted
to academic and civic ends. I am curious about what kind of writing classroom Cameron Harris,
the author of the Ohio ballots story, experienced. I certainly do not blame his writing instructor
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for any of his ethical transgressions, and he clearly is an adept writer with an understanding of his
medium and audience and an eye for opportunities. I like to think, however, that a classroom with
greater attention to the significance of civic literacies and an emphasis on ethical commitments of
writing might possibly have helped put such rhetorical talent to more positive ends, or at least have
empowered more of his audience and peers to see through the disinformation.
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6

Trump’s University: Argument
and Pedagogy in the “Post-Fact Era”
Thomas Girshin and Tyrell Stewart-Harris

About a decade ago, Princeton professors and friends Cornel West and Robert George began
to collaborate on a freshman seminar, “Great Books: Ideas and Arguments.” West is a prominent
scholar of democracy and self-identified Leftist, while George is an accomplished theologian and
conservative. Their political differences shouldn’t be overstated—George is not Ann Coulter—but
in the midst of the 2016 presidential election, the kind of genuine dialogue their seminar reflects
inspired us to teach a similar course, one that would ask students to weigh contrasting points of view,
read and reflect slowly and deeply on compelling arguments, and formulate their own opinions with
nuance. So, in 2016, as Donald J. Trump made the unbelievable move from Republican candidate to
nominee to president, we developed and co-taught an Honors Seminar at Ithaca College, which in a
nod to West and George we called “Great Debates in Writing and Film.”
Trump’s success created a difficult space—and continues to do so—in courses focused on
writing and argument. Where students could once be told that their use of language needed to be
clear, concise, and follow grammatical regularity, or that their arguments need to come from a place
of logic and evidence, the president is an omnipresent reminder that for some this just is not true.
It may be tempting for our students to believe that the old rules no longer apply, that truth is always
relative, and that courses focused on logical argument and clear writing are now a complete waste
of time. It is easy to understand where these students are coming from as, given the Trump-related
news saturation in the US media, it is easy to think the inauguration of Donald Trump ushered
in a complete break from the history that precedes it. While there is no denying that the Trump
administration is marked by a troubling public relations platform that uses lies and attacks on the
“mainstream media” to distract from—or bait the public into support of—its fostering of overt
racism, increased US military aggression, and violent deregulation of the corporate enterprise, what
we attempt to highlight for students in our respective argumentation courses is that the Trump
presidency’s relation to the truth is actually a continuation and even amplification of recent history
rather than a break from it.
So, as we struggled with these challenges in our Honors class, we looked for the most effective
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ways to topicalize Trump, that is, to emphasize that he is not himself a foundational problem in
American politics, but instead that he is a direct result of larger systems of racism and privilege that
our students can easily overlook. The “network literacy” which emerges as a major principle of this
collection—or “the need to understand the infrastructure, platforms, ecologies, and relationships
that determine how information and knowledge is made and experienced,” as the editors explain in
the Introduction—informed our approach to Trump as symptomatic of a deeply racialized “postfact” era. We wanted the class to provide students with an opportunity to step back from the heat of
debating pro and con, to slow down and build the literacy strategies to look for symptoms and the
causes of those symptoms. As writing professors, we are uniquely suited to engage our students in
examination of these systems because of rhetoric’s longstanding attention to the distinction between
cause and sign. Moreover, the rhetorical standpoint that values are always constructed by and
through communities of speech suggests that we have never not been post-fact. With few exceptions,
the history of rhetoric is a couple-millennia-long discourse on the slipperiness and opacity of “facts.”
As writing professors we can ask students to complicate our current “post-fact” moment by viewing
it through the lens of rhetorical history to reveal the ways the discourse of truth has been racialized
since the colonial era.
Keith Gilyard outlines this history in his essay “Higher Learning: Composition’s Racialized
Reflection.” Gilyard argues that the construction of racial categories served to make social and
economic inequity appear natural—corresponding with claims of racial hierarchy. Compounding the
fraught rhetoric of citizenship Shereen Inayatulla and Michael T. MacDonald identify elsewhere in
this collection, this racial hierarchy consequently works to imbue the narratives of white Europeans
with greater influence. Given this longstanding history, and Trump’s growing list of deception
and disinformation aside, we can unveil the underlayment of US political rhetoric as a two-tiered
relationship to truth in which white Europeans and their descendants are seen as automatically valid
producers of truth, while the truths produced by the descendants of the colonized are automatically
viewed with confusion and/or skepticism. Walter Mignolo calls this global divide of knowledge
coloniality, evidence of the ways colonization affected not just geographies and bodies but also the
discourse of truth. And so, we view it as our responsibility to facilitate our students’ learning through
this context, which reveals that when Trump talks, even when he lies, he brings this historical privilege
of truth to bear on his speech. Viewed in the context of such an epistemological landscape, which
places people of color into an infinite state of deferral and (pre) development, the “postfaktisch”
nature of Trump’s rhetoric is revealed. As a white man in power, he doesn’t need facts; his statements
have rhetorical force without them, as evidenced by Trump’s carrying 58% of white voters, and only
8% of black voters.
Indeed, the perception that Trump somehow represents a break from convention that
inaugurates the new post-fact era is only possible in a racist neoliberal orthodoxy in which individual
actors are responsible for their own status. This bootstraps mentality is, not coincidentally, the very
worldview that glorifies Trump as a self-made man, a brilliant business strategist, and a top-notch
maker of deals. The view that Trump embodies the mythical self-made man was not uncommon in
our classroom. Even when students and professor alike are shocked and saddened by the election of
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someone they mostly agree is a bigoted misogynist, there is nevertheless an underlying assumption
that Trump earned his victory, that Trump represents success in the world of business, that he is, to
borrow his words, “a winner,” and a businessman uniquely qualified to defeat Hillary Clinton and
“drain the swamp.” This assumption is perhaps unstated, and it is perhaps begrudging, but it is there
nevertheless.
The reality, contrary to conventional thought, is far more insidious, and it is evident not only
in the everyday fallout of the Trump presidency but also in Trump’s rhetoric itself. Conventional
thought holds that Trump was victorious because he was convincing to a resurgent body of bluecollar voters, who, uneducated and media illiterate, were easily persuaded by a series of assertions
ranging from loose interpretation of fact to omission to all-out lies and fake news. But this view can
only hold by turning away from the vast body of evidence that shows that Trump’s victory represents
in no way a new era of politics, but rather a continuation of the same racist foundations that have
dominated US politics since its founding. Compare, for example, Trump’s revilement of Mexicans
during his campaign with similar remarks made at the 1928 Congressional Hearings on Western
Hemisphere Immigration. First Trump:
When Mexico sends its people, they’re not sending their best. They’re not sending you.
They’re not sending you. They’re sending people that have lots of problems, and they’re
bringing those problems with us (sic). They’re bringing drugs. They’re bringing crime.
They’re rapists. (Staff)
And here is Dr. Roy Garis, of Vanderbilt University, arguing in support of the 1928 bill:
Their minds run to nothing higher than animal functions—eat, sleep, and sexual debauchery.
In every huddle of Mexican shacks one meets the same idleness, hordes of hungry dogs, and
filthy children with faces plastered with flies, disease, lice, human filth, stench, promiscuous
fornication, bastardly, lounging, apathetic peons and lazy squaws, beans and dried fruit,
liquor, general squalor, and envy and hatred of the gringo. These people sleep by day and
prowl by night like coyotes, stealing anything they can get their hands on, no matter how
useless to them it may be. Nothing left outside is safe unless padlocked or chained down.
Yet there are Americans clamoring for more of these human swine to be brought over from
Mexico. (qtd. in Villanueva 657)
What we see here is that Trump’s statements are shorter and rely more on inference (“problems”)
than direct “evidence” of the savage nature of Mexicans because his statements are founded upon the
very ideas put forth by Garis—ideas already ingrained in our cultural consciousness. In the example
from Garis, we see an attempt to “scientifically prove” the inferiority of Mexicans, but Trump can
just refer to it as if it were common sense. There is no attempt at providing evidence (no matter
how problematic)—only naked assertion. To borrow from Villanueva, “racism runs deep” (650),
deep enough to remain sufficiently shrouded from scrutiny to serve as a commonplace of public
discourse. Thus, to suggest that Trump is a political innovator, the catalyst for if not the cause of this
transformation of the political scene, is to misconstrue Trump’s victory for something other than
what it is, another triumph of racism in US politics.
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Cause Versus Sign: Topicalizing Trump
We used a rhetorical lens to bring this history to bear on our study of argument in our Honors
course. The problem we were responding to is that when we focus solely on Trump, when classes are
devoted to critique of his administration’s actions, policies, and tweets, we risk reducing the racism
that has been the unknown known of US politics from the beginning to one man, unwittingly giving
students the impression that Trump is the cause of racist deception in US politics. The reality, of
course, is that Trump is a sign of this larger underlying phenomenon, not its cause. An argument
from sign, unlike an argument from cause, is an argument that suggests two phenomena are linked
in a relationship of correspondence. The occurrence of one phenomenon predicts the existence of
the other. If we as educators overlook this distinction, diving into a cathartic pool of laments over
Trump without first providing the conceptual framework necessary to fit these phenomena into
a larger narrative, we isolate the phenomena as causal, rather than a symptom or sign of a larger
historical pattern. Students are thus left with the misconception that things would be “all better” if
Trump were simply out of office, that racism was all but taken care of before Trump, and that this
kind of opportunistic utilization of racism in politics is a relatively new phenomenon. Students lose
the opportunity to better understand our political reality, and as teachers of writing and rhetoric,
we lose for our students the opportunity to gain critical reasoning as a praxis. In essence, we want
students to understand that the Trump presidency is not the cause of American problems but rather
the effect of systemic post-factualization regarding race, religion, and economics that have existed
since the birth of the nation.
To help students develop this critical reasoning praxis and navigate their own thoughts and
discourses surrounding Trump’s presidency and its countless impacts on society, then, we avoid
Trump as a topic the first few weeks of the semester. Instead, we focus on providing students with
the contextual knowledge that would make a deeper discussion of Trump’s presidency successful.
We adapt our approach from Laura Greenfield and Karen Rowan, who argue in “Beyond the ‘Week
Twelve Approach’: Toward a Critical Pedagogy for Antiracist Tutor Education,” that topics such as
racism, sexism, and homophobia be brought up immediately so that the students are not surprised
when the topics arise in class and so that they can develop an understanding of how these topics
intersect with seemingly apolitical and impersonal topics such as housing policy or tutor training.
When it comes to Trump, we are making a seemingly but not actually oppositional suggestion—
to wait until the critical foundations have been laid. While at first it may seem like we are arguing
against their approach, we are actually making a compatible argument. Trump is not as foundational
to society as racism or sexism. He is a symptom of these elements in our society: his status, business
empire, and presidential appointment are a direct result of sexism, racism, xenophobia, and a host
of other social issues. Thus, Trump is best treated as a “topic” through which these phenomena can
be analyzed. Essentially, delaying the focus on Trump until later in the semester, and after students
have had a chance to build contextual knowledge, will lead students to appropriately historicize the
“post-fact” era and to build the literacy skills—such as the ability to distinguish between symptom
and cause—necessary to recognize and produce nuanced, engaged arguments. Such an approach
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also avoids one of the common pitfalls of a course in writing and rhetoric that draws significantly
on political content, wherein the instructors can be seen as politically biased or proselytizing their
political views. By giving the students opportunities to analyze issues that cut across political
viewpoints, such as racism and sexism, before engaging any overtly political content, students are
positioned to make well-reasoned arguments about the political content themselves.

How We Approached Trump in Our Class
The class in which we tried this approach was an upper level Honors elective, “Great Debates
in Writing and Film,” which we co-taught at Ithaca College, a Carnegie classified M1 university
in upstate New York. The student body in 2016 was comprised of 4315 White, 460 Hispanic/
Latino, 328 Black, and 216 Asian students. The class was significantly whiter and less diverse than
the college overall with only one student of color out of 16 total. Honors courses at Ithaca College
are made up of all classes—in any subject—that are taught within the Honors Program, a minor
without a discipline. They are distinct from any department-sponsored honors classes (e.g., Honors
in English), and bear the HNRS prefix. Like West and George’s class, our class deliberately undercut
the notion of the “Great” or eternal and universal text. On the contrary, the syllabus presented texts
that destabilized and animated the history of debate by continually posing and then undermining a
succession of epistemologies. For example, early texts such as excerpts from Crowley and Hawhee’s
Ancient Rhetorics for Contemporary Students and Nietzsche’s “Truth and Falsity in an Ultramoral
Sense” assumed an idealized and ahistoric public sphere as the context for rhetorical action. This
was useful for presenting our students with some of the basic elements and principles of rhetoric.
We followed these texts, however, with works like an excerpt from Sheryll Cashin’s Place, Not Race,
and the episode “Debateable” from the podcast Radiolab, which present a messier, more historicized
public sphere. We deliberately introduce the role of race in the construction not only of ethos, but
also of the epistemological grounds of rhetoric themselves. To what extent, we ask, does racism
comprise the unknown known of the rhetorical situation, overdetermining the potential utterances
by allowing and denying access on the basis of race? Consider, for example, how Republican Senators
repeatedly “cut off ” Senator Kamala Harris’s questioning of Jeff Sessions when he was a candidate
for Attorney General (Stafford and LoBianzo), compared with how Trump was praised for calling
football players “sons of bitches” (Graham). Political decorum does not hold up as a rationale for
this discrepancy, but race certainly might. In other words, following Greenfield and Rowan, we use
race to complicate the study of rhetoric from the beginning, to present some of the fundamental
questions of rhetoric, rather than a content area onto which students apply rhetorical concepts.
Moreover, and here our course differed significantly from West and George’s, while at times
we modeled debate for the students, most of the time we attempted to move the center of the
debate from the front of the room to the students by posing questions and engaging them in small
group work. Students in the class were, for the most part, highly engaged, and driven by an ideal of
education “for its own sake.” On the first day of class we asked the students why they chose to pursue
an Honors minor, and the most common answer was the promise they believed it held for interesting
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conversations about “big ideas” and questions that weren’t covered as part of their majors (which for
their part ran the gamut from physical therapy to music education to physics). Students’ stated desire
to engage in conversation bore out in class, with most students participating in discussion every class
to greater or lesser extents.
We drew on critical race theory and rhetorical theory simultaneously to teach our students about
the social-epistemic nature of rhetoric, thus undermining the very dichotomy between appearance
(doxa) and reality (episteme). Drawing on texts such as Gorgias’ “Encomium of Helen,” Chideya’s
Don’t Believe the Hype: Still Fighting Cultural Misinformation about African Americans, and O’Neil’s
Weapons of Math Destruction: How Big Data Increases Inequality and Threatens Democracy, we began
by exploring the rhetorical and political nature of the so-called fact. We undermined it. We asked
students to question whether or not such a thing as a fact can be said to exist—anywhere or at any
time.
We began by pointing students to the subjectivity of perception, and although there are many
texts that would serve as an example, we started students off with W.E.B. Du Bois’s description of
poor whites in reconstruction America because of the way it ties subjective perception directly to
race:
It must be remembered that the white group of laborers, while they received a low wage,
were compensated in part by a sort of public and psychological wage. They were given
public deference and titles of courtesy because they were white. They were admitted freely
with all classes of white people to public functions, public parks, and the best schools. The
police were drawn from their ranks, and the courts, dependent upon their votes, treated
them with such leniency as to encourage lawlessness. Their vote selected public officials,
and while this had small effect upon the economic situation, it had great effect upon their
personal treatment and the deference shown them. White schoolhouses were the best in the
community, and conspicuously placed, and they cost anywhere from twice to ten times as
much per capita as the colored schools. The newspapers specialized on news that flattered
the poor whites and almost utterly ignored the Negro except in crime and ridicule. On the
other hand, in the same way, the Negro was subject to public insult; was afraid of mobs; was
liable to the jibes of children and the unreasoning fears of white women; and was compelled
almost continuously to submit to various badges of inferiority. The result of this was that the
wages of both classes could be kept low, the whites fearing to be supplanted by Negro labor,
the Negroes always being threatened by the substitution of white labor. (700-701)
Opening a course with these passages is helpful because it causes students to consider the
ideological origins of the white race and the ways that whiteness is directly tied to the labor market
and the creation and maintenance of anti-black ideology. The idea of “psychological wage” is also a
simple but productive metaphor for students, who often take to the idea of “being paid in complements
or social favors” even if they choose not to agree with Du Bois’s argument. Giving students a concept
they can manipulate even if they are unable to agree with the larger theory also provides us with
the opportunity to introduce the notion of ethical argumentation, which we do—drawing on John
Muckelbauer’s The Future of Invention: Rhetoric, Postmodernism, and the Problem of Change—giving
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students opportunities to discuss moving beyond argumentation as a zero-sum game with winners
and losers, and toward argument as cooperation and discovery, where interlocutors are challenging
each other’s ideas as a way of creating new variations in human knowledge. Moreover, Du Bois’s
text offers students a chance to wrestle with the idea that race, fear, and labor are all in a symbiotic
relationship, and offers them an opportunity to draw parallels between the 1860s, the 1930s (when
Du Bois was writing), and the contemporary era.
The most important aspect of Du Bois’s passage, for students, is that it provides an entry point
into the role that language plays in the construction of societal norms and behaviors. We build on
Du Bois with texts that help students dig deeper into the rhetorical constructions of normalcy. For
instance, Nietzsche’s “Truth and Falsity in an Ultramoral Sense” asks about the nature of truth:
What therefore is truth? A mobile army of metaphors, metonymies, and anthropomorphisms:
in short, a sum of human relations which became poetically and rhetorically intensified,
metamorphosed, adorned, and after long usage seems to a nation fixed, canonic, and
binding; truths are illusions about which one has forgotten that they are illusions; worn
out metaphors which have become powerless to affect the senses; coins which have their
obverse effaced and now are no longer of account as coins but merely as metal. (694)
Here Nietzsche argues that truth is directly tied to the frequency and duration of which certain
words and phrases are used. The more a phrase is used, the more natural and self-evident it becomes.
For Nietzsche, the power of language is the ability to create truth through repetition and time. This
passage is important in the development of students’ ability to critique Trump because it destabilizes
language and provides an opportunity for students to begin questioning the ideas and classifications
that they take for granted. Also, when we finally get to addressing Trump, Nietzsche provides a
framework for helping students to make sense of how so many could support Trump’s often vague
and outlandish claims.
As a way of helping students to further decipher and apply Nietzsche’s argument, we assigned the
first few chapters of George Lakoff and Mark Johnson’s Metaphors We Live By. Of all these chapters,
we placed emphasis on the section covering argument as war and the fifth chapter, which focuses on
how metaphors are connected to cultural coherence. What this text offers students is an opportunity
to see the connection between certain phrases or words and the ability to navigate social situations.
Without understanding the reciprocal nature of language and culture or society, students would be
unable to fully grasp how the Trump presidency is an expression or result of American history and
cultural norms.
By this point in the semester, students have become increasingly comfortable with the rhetorical
nature of what they understand to be normal. While they may have been skeptical of Du Bois’s
analysis of the white working class and the creation of the white race as something defined as having
more rights than blacks, the follow up readings from Nietzsche and Lakoff and Johnson have gotten
them engaged in playing with the theoretical framework surrounding Du Bois’s ideas. This is also the
point where we begin to introduce works that are more explicitly critical of the contemporary era’s
metaphors. Specifically, we point toward Barbara and Karen Fields introduction to Racecraft: The
Soul of Inequality in American Life. Near the middle of their introduction, Fields & Fields accurately
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summarize the ideas we have been pushing students toward: “From very early on, Americans wove
racist concepts into a public language about inequality that made ‘black’ the virtual equivalent
of ‘poor’ and ‘lower class,’ thus creating a distinctive idiom that has no parallel in other Western
democracies” (11). By indirectly explaining the connection among psychological wages, metaphor,
and racism, this text helps our students to discover for themselves the connection between Du Bois
and the other texts and begin to experiment with these ideas in relation to current politics. This text
is foundational, then, in helping students to make the transition from repeating critiques of society
they may have picked up from political pundits or family members to beginning to create their own
critiques and thoughts.
Additionally, since Fields and Fields have their own argument about racecraft, the book’s focus,
students also have a model for how to begin using the tools provided in the course to create their
own arguments about contemporary politics. For instance, after providing their own definitions of
race and racism based on their earlier statements about the connection between “black” and “poor,”
Fields and Fields state:
Distinct from race and racism, racecraft does not refer to groups or to ideas about groups’
traits, however odd both may appear in close-up. It refers instead to mental terrain and
to pervasive belief. Like physical terrain, racecraft exists objectively; it has topographical
features that Americans regularly navigate, and we cannot readily stop traversing it. Unlike
physical terrain, racecraft originates not in nature but in human action and imagination; it
can exist in no other way. (18)
This passage illustrates to students that Fields and Fields are using concepts and research
from the past to make new arguments. Even if students are initially confused by “racecraft,” they
can understand that the authors are demonstrating a way for them to make new arguments about
commonplace topics, a literacy skill they can build on as they grapple with these ideas in their own
projects. By demonstrating a connection among race, racism, language, and the shared imagination
that created witchcraft during the 1600s, Fields and Fields’s piece not only stimulates classroom
dialogue but also invites students to make arguments drawing on their connections between the
course readings and “texts” they may encounter outside the classroom.

In Context: What Difference does Trump Make?
Only at this point in the semester, when we had given students the critical tools they need to
effectively analyze Trump as a topic, did we turn to the current political situation and the inauguration
of Trump. In our class, because students had already worked to analyze some of the causes of the
political issues of which Trump is a marker, students did not exhibit “resistance,” or offer objection
to our presentation of Trump as an object of study. From this position, we asked, what difference
does Trump make? How do Trump’s rhetorical actions change public deliberation? How do they
affect access to public fora? We raised the issue of increased racist rhetoric from the White House,
which actively incites hate speech and racially motivated crime across the country, asking students to
analyze Trump’s argument that Black Lives Matter protests lead to increased violence against police.
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Students can, in response to this, not only summarize parallel historical examples but also draw on
works like Fields and Fields as models for their counterarguments. Were we to teach the course again,
we could point to incidents ranging from physical assaults against Muslim women to the events in
Charlottesville to bomb threats in synagogues. We might point out that the Southern Poverty Law
Center (SPLC), which has been tracking what it calls a “national outbreak of hate” following the
election of Trump, documented 867 cases of racially motivated “harassment and intimidation” in just
the first ten days following Trump’s election (Werner-Winslow). We could add that ThinkProgress
has maintained a similar study, relying on news and police reports and its own investigations instead
of voluntary reports as the SPLC used, which documents 261 hate incidents between November
9, 2016 and February 9, 2017 (Jenkins). We might suggest that the more public presence of antiimmigrant and white nationalist sentiment, with “Build the Wall” becoming a national rally cry of
Trump’s base and a major Alt-Right convention taking over a major public-private building in our
nation’s capital, has also had a significant impact on our political landscape.
But then students could respond that, from the perspective of the history of rhetoric, Trump
changes little. Yes, we had a president who allegedly sought help from a foreign government—
Russia—to win his election. So did Richard Nixon, who tried to undermine the Paris peace talks,
and Bill Clinton, whose 1996 campaign received contributions from China. Yes, we had a president
who has completely dismissed the line between public service and private enterprise, often using the
power of the presidency to funnel money to one of his many properties or to secure a more favorable
business deal (S.M.; Kumar; Venook). But Trump is hardly the first politician whose politics were
tied to their purse. Students might point to Andrew Jackson, who as an Army commander made his
fortune coercing Native Americans from their land and then buying the plots at substantial discounts.
Students would be right in raising these objections. They would be right to point out that Trump
is only a symptom of a larger historical phenomenon, and thus but one topic in a class on rhetoric
and argument. What is more pertinent to the aims of the class, they might suggest, is whether Trump
has caused any kind of a shift in the rhetorical landscape of US and global politics, or if he is rather
simply the latest example of a longstanding trend.
We argue, then, that Trump has not fundamentally changed the public presumption that truth
is situated but has rather continued its racist precedents. Moreover, Trump has introduced greater
ambiguity about the values of public debate by overlaying and often displacing the rhetoric of the
political sphere with the rhetoric of corporate hyper-individualism. As Christian Fuchs argues in
“Donald Trump: A Critical Theory-Perspective on Authoritarian Capitalism,” “Trump is a brand.
Trump is a strategy. Trump is entertainment. Trump is a spectacle. Trump is politics. Trump is the
instrumentalisation of everything surrounding him. Trump is the absolute commodification of the
self. Donald Trump made a career by branding and selling himself ” (48-49).
By injecting such hyper-individualist values, long operative in corporate capitalism, Trump
introduced greater ambiguity into political discourse, making it less clear to participants which
set of values— those of corporate capitalism or those of civics—were primary. A principle of
argumentation is that disagreement requires a base of agreement. No argument can proceed unless
the parties involved in the argument can agree on a few things, among them what is being argued
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about, what counts as an argument, what counts as evidence, that they wish to engage in argument,
and so on. Trump’s ethos of a bombastic billionaire—so different from the traditional ethos of the
public servant—injects greater ambiguity into political argumentation, making it more difficult for
participants to understand what has and what has not been agreed to. There are many examples
when presidential candidates in the primaries, for example, seemed at a loss as to how to respond
to some of Trump’s insults. At the same time, the viewing public is not confused because Trump is
drawing on values readily available in corporate capitalism with which the viewing public is already
familiar. Instead, many viewers see these insults as Trump’s having “won” the debate. Indeed, the
white supremacist, patriarchal, corporate ethos entrenched in Trump’s persona itself becomes the
unspoken content of the debate.
This is evident even in the primaries, but it was put in dramatic relief when Trump was pitted
against Hillary Clinton, who emerged as the paradigmatic public servant. Clinton’s campaign saw this
opportunity to showcase the differences between the two candidates early on, choosing to emphasize
that Trump is “unfit” to serve as president, does not have the character of the public servant. That
Trump was successful without needing to fashion himself as a “presidential” candidate suggests a
continuation of the aggressive, white supremacist, patriarchal, individualistic, anti-establishment
habits and consciousnesses that dominate the national spotlight anytime the “natural order” (Jim
Crow, white male presidents, etc.) is threatened. This had a noticeable effect on the level of discourse
during the primary and general campaigns, with name-calling and bragging often taking the place of
substantive debate because Trump’s rhetorical presence ensured that debate was no longer required.
Given this trend, it is important to provide our students with the critical skills they need to
make measured decisions about their political reality. We must give students the tools to adequately
and critically analyze their political reality, to allow them to see Trump as an example of Perelman’s
liaisons of coexistence, a symptom of the racist foundations of US politics. We must provide them
enough of the foundations of rhetoric and argumentation so that they can understand that while
knowledge is not rooted in any universal truth, neither can we say that there is no such thing as
knowledge, that every opinion is equally valid, replacing the notion of the public sphere with a
Roman amphitheater. We must give our students histories and counterhistories of US politics, so that
they can see how racism has played a formative role there from the beginning—even as the fight for
civil rights and equity has been there. We must not, with Stanley Fish, subscribe to the myth that the
classroom is a politics-free zone, the liberal arts ideal of learning for its own sake. But neither must
we reduce our classroom to a political soapbox where any opinion is valued so long as it mirrors the
assumed political values of the professor. Rather, we must create space for our students to develop
their own political literacies that will allow them to emerge as effective and self-aware political actors.
We must prepare them as such to be capable of making distinctions in uncertainty—in other words,
to be rhetoricians who search not for an always elusive Truth, but rather examine and reinvent the
shared ground that constitutes a rhetorical exchange.
What we hope this chapter illustrates is that the best way to bring Trump into the classroom is
to examine the historical context that continues to make his rhetoric successful in gathering political
support. Such an approach includes providing students with the language necessary to name and
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rename the political trends they see developing around them. By topicalizing Trump as a symptom
of longstanding racism, students develop the literacy skills necessary to analyze any political moment
in its historical context, and to evaluate the arguments and assertions they will encounter throughout
their daily lives. In essence, what we found most successful in our course was giving students the
framework to productively engage in ongoing political discourse by formulating their own theories
of why the current political moment exists as it does.
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7

Misinformation, Disinformation, and the Twitter-Sphere
An interview with Joanna Geary,
Senior Director of Curation, Twitter
Tara Lockhart and Joanna Geary

In this interview, a prominent journalist and social media leader discusses current trends in
disinformation, machine learning/AI, corroboration of truth, and the tools that professional journalists
(and educators) can use in our changing media landscape.
Tara Lockhart: Welcome, Joanna Geary. I know that you’ve had a long career in news, particularly at
the intersection of technology and journalism. Currently you are the Senior Director of Curation at
Twitter, leading a global team; previously your journalistic career spanned both The Birmingham Post
and The Guardian. You are also the founder of Hacks/Hackers London, part of a global movement
of journalists and technologists. I love the way this group frames its mission: “Our members work
with code, build tools for news-gathering, start companies, write and record stories, crunch data,
break news, subvert distribution, study audiences, share knowledge, chase baddies, and chat.” I love
sharing knowledge, but chasing baddies is really where it’s at.
Before we get started, I also want to let readers interested in how curation is different from moderation know that they can check out Joanna’s full answer and further resources on Twitter (pinned
to @JoannaG). The short version: curation does the opposite of moderation; instead of taking down
content, curation pulls meaningful, useful content to the top (the tools Explore tab and @TwitterMoments can help you see curated content). Interestingly, Joanna addresses the difference in content
provided by algorithms in her pinned Tweet about curation and her role at Twitter, writing:
Complex heuristics and machine learning algos have a hugely important part to play in
how content is distributed on any social media platform. They always will. Unlike humans
they can scale really well and social feeds wouldn’t work without them. But some important
things—e.g., choosing things that explain (and don’t just provide a hot take about) what’s
happening; compiling a narrative; judging the impact of a conversation; deciding the ethi-
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cal/cultural context of a Tweet—are still better done by skilled humans. Our work is always
going to be a mix of algorithms and humans—an ongoing assessment and balancing between precision and recall needs.
Joanna, it’s so nice to chat with you. I’d love to begin by hearing what informs your current work, or
what has informed your history of that work around misinformation and disinformation. How have
you encountered both in your professional career?
Joanna Geary: A real inflection point for me happened around 2012. My background was as a traditional newspaper reporter who found value in doing news gathering on social media pretty early on.
One of the stories I worked on early in my career was the 2007 mass shooting at Virginia Tech. As a
result of being the young person in the newsroom who was familiar with social media, I ended up
going down that track for my career. I ended up heading up the social and community teams at The
Guardian in the United Kingdom.
It started around this time that there was video and imagery appearing on the Internet that wasn’t
necessarily what people thought it was. There were hoaxes, for example. People were being increasingly called out. There began to be much more of a conversation around fakery on the Internet. I was
really concerned about this trend in general, and I was also concerned that we should have some sort
of capability within The Guardian of specialists who could use open source investigation tools to help
them to gauge the authenticity of content. This prompted me to begin working with Claire Wardle,
a researcher and journalism trainer, who went on to start First Draft (https://firstdraftnews.org/),
which is a very well-known organization focused on misinformation in journalism.
Lockhart: Yes, First Draft has some great resources for teaching both introductory concepts about
information and ethics, as well as specific, global research that might aid teachers in the disciplines
(as an example, First Draft has a few case studies on mis/disinformation around vaccines in countries
like the Philippines and Pakistan).
Geary: Yes, developing educational tools like this is key. That was our first step as well: to develop an
online training course. Actually, I asked Claire if she could develop an online training course, and
she said yes. And then she did all the work, for not enough money, to deliver this training course for
The Guardian. The goals were focused on trying to figure out when something didn’t ring true with
the imagery, what metadata you could use: just trying to expand people’s toolkit to help them look at
content on the Internet critically
I guess that was the big inflection point where my involvement came from: developing from “I’m
kind of interested in this stuff or kind of aware of this stuff ” to “this is really important, and I should
formalize it into a skill set.”
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Lockhart: From your current perspective as Director of Curation, what has changed over the last five
years in terms of tools that are available or new challenges that have come up?
Geary: There are certainly new challenges. I would say that a lot of the tools are not dissimilar. In
the past five years, there have been some that are useful in terms of checking images, and some techniques have improved. I think actually the most useful thing has been the wider awareness within
the journalism community of fakery, and it being much more of a specialty to be the one who can
corroborate content online or use content online to corroborate sources’ stories.
For example, Malachy Browne, who is at The New York Times, has been working very closely with
Rukmini Callimachi, their correspondent who follows ISIS. He works on vetting open-source information to corroborate or to disprove stories.
Lockhart: Yes, I’m pulling up his bio, and it provides a perfect example of what you’re talking about.
Here’s the description of his work/division:
Visual Investigations is a new form of explanatory and accountability journalism being pioneered at The Times. It combines traditional reporting with more advanced digital forensics
that may include collecting and analyzing cell phone videos, satellite pictures and other
imagery, social media posts, police scanner audio, and 3-D reconstructions of crime scenes.
Geary: Malachy came from an organization called Storyful (https://storyful.com/), which generated
many people who have this skill set to support their journalism. Having more people with this training has really helped. But we need more! There are many more collaborative projects and tools out
there now that help journalists to share information.
Lockhart: It’s interesting to see these genealogies of training that emerge as information ecologies
become more complex and varied in their motives. I didn’t know about Storyful as such a training
ground; they have some terrific resources on their webpage, including a 16-page whitepaper on mis/
disinformation and lots of resources about understanding social media.
Geary: To your point about complexity, the challenges now are that mis- and disinformation campaigns are much more coordinated. I think that’s a primary concern, and of course the technology
that can be used for disinformation purposes continues to develop. Just as journalists are becoming
more savvy, those coordinating disinformation campaigns also continue to become more savvy, particularly through developing strategies for how they communicate and how they organize. Anyways,
it’s an arms race. It’s complicated.
Currently, there’s technology that now provides the ability to generate a video showing someone who
was never present or part of that video. It’s frankly terrifying. There are a lot of questions around new
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technology that can reconstruct lifelike video and imagery in a way that will make it very hard to
distinguish what’s true and what’s not.
Although obviously video and imagery can be used for misinformation, from a journalistic perspective video or images are actually really useful because they give you clues, since they still have to
show physical space and the people involved. But if you could recreate that image or video using a
computer, that’s where it gets really scary.
Most of this conversation is around “deep fakes”: artificial intelligence that can synthesize a human
being and superimpose that image into videos. You might be able to see a politician at a dodgy party
that they shouldn’t have been at—because they weren’t at it. Deep fake technology provides a way of
being able to place them there. Challenges like those around manipulated media continue to come
down the line and are really difficult to combat.
Lockhart: That is terrifying. It makes me want to ask you, given these realities, from your vantage
point, what are the key practices, perspectives, and approaches that people need in this climate? And
if there’s a way to think about how that connects with schooling or educational experiences—where
people can be exposed to how to think or create content or, you know, view content in such a way
that they are not being taken advantage of—what ideas come to your mind?
Geary: This is a very complex question, first of all because the obvious answer is to be more suspicious. However, the emotional response tied to taking a suspicious approach all the time is also
problematic, since it can result in believing nothing.
Instead, the one thing I would really, really hope we could teach people to do more is to take the emotion out of disputed stories; to learn to recognize their own emotional reactions to them and to use
that as a basis for questioning. Normally, if something is untrue, it’s untrue because it is attempting
to stimulate someone’s emotional responses in some way. We are all biased by the nature of being
human. We cannot absorb all information, all viewpoints, and all concepts of empathy all in one go
at any one time; we’re not God.
We have to learn to select our responses, identify and lift up that knowledge: to be able to, in an unemotional way, stand aside from it and question it—question our reactions to things. I think before
even thinking about the information, or an approach to that information, we need to have a better
understanding of how we ourselves react to information. It is much more about our own emotional
response system than it is about information.
Lockhart: That makes a lot of sense to me, and it connects quite a bit to what Jennifer Hofmann told
us about using her own emotional responses to discern if something is propaganda or clickbait. She
gave us some strategies that she uses (see Hofmann, this collection).
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If you were imagining a primer on how to do that, perhaps questions to use to recognize that in yourself and kind of pull yourself out of that moment, what would those questions sound like?
Geary: Oh, that’s really interesting. My approach would always be to go to a website that you know
holds different viewpoints to yourself. Then consider: How does that make you feel? Can you describe the feelings that you feel? What response does it make you want to have? The first step seems
to be to learn to articulate that response.
Then I think it’s to try and put that emotion in a box. Read the article again. Are there any lines in that
article that you can now see that aren’t related to emotion, or could be accurate or not accurate? It’s
difficult to explain, but it’s the attempt to read the article again, trying to be disassociated from that
emotion and asking yourself how that changes your perception of the article. What sort of research
would you want to do as a result of that exercise? What are your real questions?
Lastly, I would recommend flipping this activity and doing the same thing with a source you trust.
See what happens when you try this with your favorite news brand. Trying to see the results through
this perspective is a strategy I use often. It’s a sort of cognitive behavioral therapy approach that allows us to pay attention to the emotional responses we get wrong or those that are prompted by misor disinformation. We need to learn how to put our own responses in a box. Give it a day. Become
familiar with how we respond and understand how it affects our daily lives.
Lockhart: That’s super helpful, Joanna. I know that you are running off to lead an all-hands meeting
with your team around the world, so I want to thank you for hopping on to share a bit of your experience, perspective, and strategy.
I know I’m excited to dig in more deeply to some of the tools you’ve mentioned, starting perhaps
with the training kits and courses at First Draft, which have both broadly aimed digital literacy resources and quite specific resources for journalists and information verifiers (https://firstdraftnews.
org/training/). Storyful also has interesting white papers on mis/disinformation and social media in
their Thought Leadership section: https://storyful.com/resources/thought-leadership/.
Finally, I know our readers might be interested in the ways that journalism activist organizations like
First Draft are helping citizens around the world think about, recognize, and combat mis- and disinformation in response to the #infodemic caused by the coronavirus. There are many resources for
journalists, students, and the public alike, and even a subscription email list about disinformation. A
first stop might be this public guide to navigating the coronavirus pandemic: https://firstdraftnews.
org/latest/too-much-coronavirus-information-well-help-you-separate-the-helpful-from-the-harmful/.
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Toward Valuing Evidence:
Designing Curriculum for K-12 Students and Beyond
Shannon M. Pella

L

earning to value evidence from an early age may be the best way to interrupt the spread
of mis/disinformation. K-12 teachers play a leading role in guiding and inspiring children
and adolescents to critically examine the claims they confront in school and in the world.
The College and Career Readiness Descriptors of the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) explain
that when students value evidence they “cite specific evidence when offering an oral or written
interpretation of a text. They use relevant evidence when supporting their own points in writing and
speaking, making their reasoning clear to the reader or listener, and they constructively evaluate
others’ use of evidence” (Common Core, “Students”). In the CCSS, valuing evidence begins in
kindergarten as students begin to unpack authors’ reasoning in the texts that they encounter. The
skills required to analyze claims and the evidence used to support them are nurtured throughout
the reading standards and writing standards through and beyond students’ senior year in high
school. For example, Figure 1 shows some of the performance expectations for students as they value
evidence in reading and writing throughout their K-12 English language arts education.
These are only a sampling of the CCSS progression from kindergarten through high school,
which describe student learning and performance outcomes associated with valuing evidence.
Valuing evidence is also a critical aspect of the CCSS for Speaking and Listening, the CCSS for
Mathematics, and the CCSS for Literacy across disciplines, as well as the Next Generation Science
Standards, all of which are the basis for teaching and curriculum design in most US K-12 schools. To
value evidence, one must also be self- aware, and engaged in the process of becoming critically
conscious. In other words, recognizing our own inclination to believe or disbelieve information
because it fits with preconceptions and beliefs is confirmation bias. Checking our own confirmation
bias is a critical aspect of valuing evidence and developing media literacy. Online survival skills
outlined by Nicole Allensworth in this volume include practicing self-awareness, especially when
undocumented or questionable claims serve your own belief systems. Allensworth suggests that
“when a piece of information that you encounter elicits strong feelings, remember to practice self-
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awareness around manipulation.” It is fundamental for teachers to promote self-awareness in tandem
with a developing critical consciousness from a young age. Melissa R. Sande and Christine M. Battista
in their contribution to this collection argue, “Critical consciousness is particularly concerned with
the combination of reflective action and critical theorizing”; both are necessary components for

Figure 1. Valuing Evidence: A Sampling of Common Core State Standards, English Language Arts.
identifying and critiquing mis/disinformation. Sande and Battista further explain a process pedagogy,
which is developed through the “synchronous work of evaluating information, revising, assessing,
and revisiting writing through self-reflexive analysis, peer commentary and professor feedback.” In
this way, students are taught not only to evaluate the evidence presented in the information that they
encounter when reading, but also in their own thinking, speaking, and writing.
The CCSS are clear: a goal for college and career readiness is to value evidence. The challenge for
K-12 educators is to select, adapt, design, and use curriculum that engages students in developing
the self-awareness and the critical consciousness that is necessary for valuing evidence, determining
the credibility of sources, and negotiating the appropriateness of the evidence used in multimedia
and print texts. Furthermore, teaching kids the value of evidence is often at odds with the most active
communication platforms in our society, which generate a barrage of opinions masked as objective
truths that contain little if any credible evidence, with the expectation that the reader will not value
evidence and therefore will accept the contents of the messages and pass them on.
These challenges provide an opportunity. The blitz of misinformation spread on social media
presents a timely opportunity for K-12 educators to use examples of real and fake news, memes,
infographics, and other genre representations in the media, to develop lessons across the grades
and disciplines. This work must engage students in critical thinking, analysis, and cognitive rigor.
John Sellers in this volume suggests, “there needs to be less teaching to the test—less obedience,
less standardization, less focus on ‘the answer’—and more enhancement of creativity, awareness of
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multiple stories or perspectives, critique.” The curricula that teachers design should inspire more
than one interpretation, and make room for dialogue, debate, and respectful disagreement. The
activities in school should prepare young people to engage in media-literate behavior and discourses
as they negotiate mis/disinformation in various spaces in their lives.
In 2017, I was provided such an opportunity when I was invited to design curriculum for the
Expository Reading and Writing Course (ERWC) of the California State University. The ERWC is a
college preparatory, rhetoric-based English language arts course for grades seven to twelve designed
to develop academic literacy (advanced proficiency in rhetorical and analytical reading, writing, and
thinking). A key goal for the ERWC curricula includes building rhetorical literacy: the effective use
of language, developed by engaging in reading and thinking practices to identify and understand
the rhetorical situation of texts. In 2018-2019, 95,266 grade-twelve students across 638 California
schools were enrolled in courses where the ERWC curriculum is either the only or primary English
12 curriculum. These numbers have grown since 2019, as new ERWC modules have been developed
and made available to teachers in grades nine through twelve. The module that I was invited to
create, and which is now available to ERWC trained teachers, is one of many new modules aligned
to the Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts as well as the California English
Language Development (ELD) Standards.
Given my task to develop curricula and my interest in creating an opportunity to encourage
students to value evidence, I began by speaking to English teachers and teacher candidates across the
disciplines about the challenges they face in the climate of mis/disinformation. Teachers shared their
concerns that their students were over-reliant on social media for news and information. Teachers
also worried about their students’ immersion in a virtual world of trolls and both blatant and subtle
forms of cyber bullying. Many teachers described what seemed like a battle against their students’
inclination to believe, without questioning, what they saw or heard in the media. English teachers
especially noted that the hardest problems to tackle were the claims that sounded authentic but were
supported by faulty evidence or no evidence at all. Based on the realities that educators encounter
in the classroom and the CCSS, I developed the module Fake News and Bias in Reporting to disrupt
the acceptance of fake news and to promote the value of evidence. The module is centered on the
following essential questions:
• Who is responsible for fact-checking the news and preventing the spread of mis/
disinformation?
• Are the technology companies like Facebook and Google that provide the platform for
spreading information responsible?
• What about news media outlets like CNN or Fox News?
• To what extent are consumers responsible for fact-checking news and information?
• What specifically should be done, how, and by whom?
To develop the module, I drew upon the backwards design principles illustrated in The
Understanding by Design Guide to Creating High-Quality Units by Grant Wiggins and Jay McTighe.
In the process of backwards planning, Wiggins and McTighe suggest starting curriculum design
with the end in mind and following a three-step process: 1) determine the desired outcomes, 2)
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design the assessment evidence that will be used to assess students’ performance toward the desired
outcomes, and 3) plan the learning experiences that will support students to demonstrate their
learning and achieve the desired outcomes. The backwards design process invites teachers to plan
lessons aligned to essential questions, which are, according to Wiggins and McTighe, the hard-toanswer inquiries that students need to read about, discuss, and grapple with in order to achieve
enduring understandings: long-term transferable knowledge and skills.

Figure 2. Backwards Planning: A Backwards Design Process Drawn from the Steps Outlined by
Wiggins and Mctighe.
The CCSS and California ELD standards are useful for K-12 teachers to determine the first
step—the desired outcomes—because the standards are clear and concise and describe students’
performance. The second step—designing assessment evidence of student learning—and the third
step—planning learning experiences that support students to perform the assessments—should be
clearly connected and aligned to the desired outcomes or content standards. The Understanding by
Design principles of curriculum design are further enhanced by the Rigor and Relevance Framework
outlined by Willard R. Daggett of the International Center for Leadership in Education. The Rigor and
Relevance Framework serves as a complementary set of design principles for creating curriculum.
According to Daggett, a high degree of rigor includes high cognitive demand, problem solving, and
critical thinking that challenge students to think and perform innovative tasks. Relevance is the
authentic real-world application of students’ thinking work. The Rigor and Relevance framework
suggests that curriculum and instructional design should include both cognitive rigor and relevance.
This way, students are engaging in thoughtful analysis; critical thinking; and, the active, creative
application of the concepts in the curriculum. Thus, the Rigor and Relevance Framework in tandem
with the Understanding by Design backwards planning process guided my curriculum design for the
ERWC module analyzing the issue of fake news.
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What might it look like to use these principles in tandem? I’ll walk through some of my thinking
as I developed the ERWC fake news module. My first step, in the spirit of backwards planning, was to
ask: What are the desired outcomes? What should students know? Understand? Do? What enduring
understandings are desired? I selected the desired outcomes in alignment with the 12th-grade CCSS
for English language arts: “Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics
or texts, using valid reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence” (Common Core, “English
Language Arts”). Additionally, I wanted to address another set of desired outcomes that include the
12th-grade CCSS, “Gather relevant information from multiple authoritative print and digital sources,
using advanced searches effectively . . . identify false statements and fallacious reasoning” (Common
Core, “English Language Arts”). These desired outcomes promote two enduring understandings:
the value of evidence and the skills and dispositions needed to critique and analyze the credibility
of claims. Furthermore, the learning goals are both rigorous and relevant as they engage students in
demanding cognitive tasks for authentic and real-world purposes.
The second step was to design assessment evidence, so I asked myself, how will I know if students
have achieved the desired outcomes? How will I evaluate student performance fairly and consistently?
In response to these questions, I created the final performance task assessment and rubric containing
the success criteria. Specifically, at the end of the module, as their final culminating performance task,
students write an opinion-editorial (op-ed) to argue a position using evidence from credible sources.
This performance task is cognitively rigorous, as students respond to essential questions, negotiate
ideas, and synthesize evidence from a wide variety of texts to support their positions. The task is
relevant in its real-world application because the issue is current, of high interest to society, and the
op-ed is an authentic genre and venue for presenting arguments to the public. The rubric included
argument writing success criteria: a clear and well-articulated claim; introduction of counterclaims
and rebuttals, supported by appropriate, well-selected, credible evidence; with reasoning that
demonstrates critical thinking, analysis, and creative problem solving.
My final steps in designing the module were to create rigorous and relevant learning experiences
that support students to perform on the assessments and demonstrate their progression toward the
desired outcomes. I asked myself these questions: Now that I know where students are going (desired
outcomes) and how I will assess whether they got there (assessment evidence), how will I help them
to get there (learning experiences)? What knowledge and skills do they need in order to perform the
assessment effectively and achieve the desired outcomes? Specifically, what learning experiences can
I provide that will support my students in distinguishing between credible and faulty arguments and
ultimately valuing evidence? How can I make these learning experiences rigorous and relevant? To
these ends, I designed activities for students to learn how to determine the credibility of sources and
grow their ability to gather and cite credible evidence to support a position. In order to plan both
rigorous and relevant learning experiences, I selected several current and authentic texts from NPR,
The Los Angeles Times, The Washington Post, The Christian Science Monitor, the PBS News Hour,
PolitiFact, and Smithsonian.com. All of the texts provide information and evidence to support any
position the students might take in preparation for writing their op-ed. Several texts suggest that
media and technology companies should take responsibility for stopping the spread of fake news,
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and other texts illustrate ways that consumers can fact-check the news.
Each module text provides an opportunity for students to analyze the evidence and reasoning of
the author, as well as to collect their own evidence for their op-ed. Because this module is centered
on issues in the media, it was also important for the module to include multi-media texts. I included
videos, podcasts, and websites for students to learn from and practice fact-checking. Some of the
websites students visit in the module include abcnews.com, abcnews.com.co, yournewswire.com, cnn.
com, snopes.com, politifact.com, and TinEye (tineye.com) to conduct a reverse image search. The
module includes “Try It” activities,” in which students are presented with instances of both real and
fake news and information, and they learn how to identify mis/disinformation by trying out some
of the methods that professional fact-checkers use (see Jennifer Hofmann and Joanna Geary in this
volume). These activities are high interest, authentic, and relevant to the lives of students.
In the process of wrapping up the module, I revisited the overarching design principles: I pored
back over the lessons and activities of the module to make sure that there was a balance of rigor
and relevance. I created opportunities where the students, not the teacher, were doing the critical
thinking and creative work, and the teacher was more a “guide on the side” than a “sage on the
stage.” I checked to make sure I created opportunities for students to engage in extended academic
discourse, separate facts from opinions, understand bias, and think critically about what they see
in social media and media in general in order to distinguish between what is fact and evidencebased and what is not. I also revisited the congruences among the desired outcomes, the assessment
evidence, and the learning experiences to make sure they are all aligned to and in support of each
other.
The grade-twelve ERWC fake news module was made available to ERWC-trained teachers in
the fall of 2018. However, no curriculum is complete until practicing teachers adapt it and make it
come alive in their classrooms. During the 2018-2019 academic year, I was invited to join a group
of English teachers, grades nine through twelve, who were collaborating to learn to teach the new
ERWC modules that are aligned to the English Language Development standards, including the fake
news module. Through their close collaboration, participating teachers identified three instructional
foci for the academic year, all of which support students in valuing evidence:
1. Teaching students to integrate source material (textual evidence) into their writing.
2. The close and careful analytic reading of source material and vocabulary.
3. Supporting students to engage in respectful academic discussions focused on evidence.
This team of teachers agreed that in order for their students to select credible and appropriate
evidence from the texts they were assigned, and explain how that evidence supports their positions,
students have to fully comprehend the evidence and the source material as a whole. Even more
fundamentally, students must value evidence. Therefore, the teachers’ goals for collaboration focused
on engaging students in close and careful reading and on discussing the validity of claims and the
credibility of the supporting evidence used in each of the texts that they read, with attention to new
and unfamiliar vocabulary. Research on the impact of this teacher collaboration on student learning
outcomes suggested a positive relationship. Findings illustrated how the shared teaching practices
engaged students in valuing evidence and promoted improved student learning outcomes (Pella).
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Through my close engagement with these teachers as they analyzed each of the ERWC modules;
unpacked and adapted the desired outcomes; tailored the assessment evidence and further developed,
scaffolded, and extended the learning experiences to suit their specific students, I recognized ways to
further enhance the fake news module.
In the following year, 2019-2020, I had the unique opportunity to co-teach the grade-twelve fake
news module in three senior English classes. I spent five weeks with the teacher, doing a demonstration
lesson in his first period class, co-teaching in his second period class, and observing him teach the
third period class. Because the issue of fake news is dynamic, we updated to then-current videos
and texts to include short video clips of members of Congress interviewing Mark Zuckerberg, CEO
of Facebook, about Facebook’s fact-checking policies for political ads. We added several new texts
taking varying positions on the issue of whether or not social media companies should fact-check
political ads; and we designed various ways to scaffold the viewing, reading, writing, and discussion
of these new additions. Teachers using this module will have to continue to update it, as the issue
of fake news and dis/misinformation continues to morph. Nonetheless, throughout the five weeks,
students were highly engaged in the activities and very interested in the topics of fake news and
media literacy. Students’ culminating task at the end of the module was to argue, by writing an op-ed
in response to the prompt: To what extent are news media and technology companies responsible
for fact-checking information and to what extent are consumers responsible? Who should do what
and how?
In the class of high school seniors where I co-taught the module, the overwhelming majority
of students argued that even though corporations should be held somewhat accountable for mis/
disinformation and fake news, consumers themselves are primarily responsible for limiting the
spread of fake news by engaging in the same practices as professional fact-checkers. Students argued
that fake news is a serious problem, which should be primarily solved by consumers, who most
students argue, should engage in fact checking for themselves. The majority of students’ essays
illustrated that students do hold media and technology companies responsible for fact-checking, yet
students argued that these companies can’t be trusted and are not reliable to be solely responsible
for fact-checking. Instead, most students argued that although technology companies and the media
share the responsibility for preventing the spread of mis/disinformation, consumers bear the most
responsibility.
Their essays suggest that these students value evidence; they want to know whether or not the
information they read on social media and other forms of media is factual. However, they mistrust
the media and technology companies to screen information effectively, so they argue that the best
way to make sure the information that they consume is factual is to do the fact-checking themselves.
Unfortunately, just a couple of months after these high school seniors studied and wrote about
fake news, the country shut down, and they lost their final semester of high school in response
to the COVID-19 pandemic. The pandemic, in tandem with the murder of George Floyd by
Minnesota police and the response by the Black Lives Matter movement for racial and social justice,
captured the news cycle for months. The class of 2020, like all of the country and world, became
immediately dependent on facts, truth, and accuracy in reporting. The world was confronted with
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an unprecedented need for the government, media, and all layers of society—international, national,
statewide, and local—to present accurate, scientifically researched, and evidence-based information
and not leave fact-checking to individuals.
I would argue that if we had the chance to ask these students the same question three months
later, many of them might argue that fact-checking should not only be the pursuit of concerned
individuals but a social imperative for the public good. Teachers using this module today have a
whole new set of materials to add to the module about fake news, facts, and mis/disinformation
during a global pandemic. I encourage all teachers using the fake news module, or similar materials
of their own design, to add current examples of facts and mis/disinformation provided by various
entities reporting or sharing information about movements for racial and social justice and engage
students in evaluating not only the credibility of such information but the positive and negative
impacts of sharing mis/disinformation on society.
Teaching the value of evidence is clearly in the K-12 CCSS for English Language Arts and
other subjects, but it is up to teachers and school communities to prioritize the development of
curriculum to support it. All teachers, including university faculty, can engage the principles of
backwards planning, infused with rigor and relevance, to foreground the value of evidence as not
only an academic disposition but also a social responsibility. It is in everyone’s best interests not to
grow new generations of young people with what I see as a growing fake news fatigue: the exhaustion
from so much mis/disinformation that they mistrust all forms of media and information whether it
is factual or not. A promising way to interrupt the development of fake news fatigue is for teachers
at all academic levels to design curricula that encourage students to value evidence, evaluate the
credibility of claims and sources, and separate fact from opinion. Furthermore, from a young age, all
members of society must insist that media, technology companies, government, and private industry
have a social and moral imperative to do the same.
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Historical Literacies:
McCarthyism, Edward R. Murrow, and the Television
Drew Virtue

You had to live through the times to know how fearful—indeed, terrorized—
people were about speaking their minds. The cold war with Russia, the threat of
a hot war with China, security programs and loyalty oaths—all had cowed the
citizens of the most powerful nation on earth into keeping their minds closed and
their mouths shut. The Senate of the United States, in order not to appear Red,
chose to be yellow. It was the Age of McCarthyism. Edward R. Murrow helped
bring it to an end.
—Joseph Wershba, CBS journalist and friend of Murrow
(Wershba)
The emergence of “fake news” in the 2010s has challenged the way citizens perceive and use
information literacy—especially in relation to the Internet and social media. However, the use of
fake news, misinformation, or political propaganda is not new in itself but only in how people
distribute it using new technologies. For example, Senator Joseph McCarthy, Edward R. Murrow,
and the emergence of television during the 1950s signify a moment that provides historical context
for our understanding of today’s fake news. Additionally, the analysis of this historical moment may
provide further insights in how to combat misinformation as well as stress the importance for critical
literacy—especially as it pertains to navigating digital environments.
Even in its contemporary sense, the term “fake news” has existed for well over a decade. Since
Robert Greenwald released his documentary Outfoxed, questioning the validity of Fox News’ slogan
“Fair and Balanced,” conservative groups have called out liberals for bending facts to further their
left-leaning agendas, and shows like The Daily Show and The Colbert Report have made a business
out of satirizing the accuracy of news stories, journalists, news anchors, and others. However, people
seemed to become more aware of fake news during the 2016 presidential election in the United
States.1 While polarizing ideologies among citizens during the 2016 presidential election may have
motivated a small group of people to create and spread fake news, users on the Internet and social
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media, in a sense, “weaponized” fake news in a manner that affected the outcomes and perceptions of the
United States’ political and social environment. But technology’s role in the distribution of fake news is
not a new development since technology has historically played a role in shaping the temperament of the
US before, especially regarding the evolution of the television.
Paul Achter argues that television, and technology in general, elicits strong emotional responses from
audiences and that “utopian visions [of television or technology] compete in a dynamic with dystopian
narratives” (308). Ideally, technology can function as a tool promoting equity among people; however,
that same technology may be used to create a new order of “haves” and “have-nots” among others. In
the 1950s for example, people saw the television as a democratizing force. People would be able to access
the new medium of television without “the tedious diligence of book learning” (Doherty 2). Not only
would the television be able to communicate to a broader audience, but television could function within
politics by removing the barriers between politicians and their constituents. However, similar to previous
communication technologies, a select group of individuals were responsible for the content that aired on
televisions. Television could remove barriers between politicians and their constituents, but there were
new “gatekeepers” that affected how content was created and how it was consumed. As a result, different
stakeholders controlled the television as a communication medium that allowed them to control what
audiences were hearing and seeing, which in turn created new power dynamics.
Today, a similar situation is occurring with the Internet and social media rather than television. On
one hand, the Internet has also been described as a utopian environment that would foster equity by
allowing everyone to consume and produce content. While this may be true to the extent that everyone
can publish content, shifting power dynamics affect what content is most likely to be seen and consumed,
especially in terms of filters, algorithms, privacy, access, finances, and search engine optimization, among
others. For example, companies that predate the Internet already have an established name, have the
finances to market their content, have professional programmers to design their websites and host them
on paid domains, and already have “followers” that came before their digital presence. Compare that
situation to an individual who is the sole person working on the design and content, who can only host
content on a free or low-cost platform, and who has little to no following before the creation of the digital
content. The companies with all those extra resources have a higher likelihood of their content being seen
and consumed compared to content that is created by one individual with considerably fewer resources.2
Despite the differences between an established company and an individual with limited resources starting
a blog, the Internet represents a new communication technology that has again contributed to new
distributions of power compared to previous communication technologies like the television or radio.
The way the Internet works can make it difficult to discern who is communicating what messages,
as well as the motivations behind those messages. In looking at fake news on the Internet, Katharina
Borchert describes how “[m]isinformation is a complex problem with roots in technology, cognitive
science, economics, and literacy.” However, the idea of fake news is not novel in itself and has often
appeared in conjunction with previous forms of communication technologies. In the remainder of this
chapter, I describe how the use of the Internet and the rise of fake news relates to the emergence of
television and McCarthyism and provides a detailed analysis of McCarthyism in relation to television.
Finally, I offer one method for how rhetorical listening, as a means of critical analysis, can be used in
conjunction with critical literacy to potentially combat fake news.
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Historical Context
While the television was introduced in New York during the 1939 World’s Fair, it took a number
of years for it to enter into mainstream culture. Through 1960, Thomas Doherty describes the initial
eras of television as “an embryonic term of gestation (1939 to 1945), infant steps (1946 to 1950), [and]
adolescent growing pains (1951 to 1960)” (3). From 1939-1945, there was little growth in the market
for televisions, predominantly because of World War II. By 1949, only one out of ten American
homes owned a television. By 1959, however, nine out of every ten homes owned a television (4). The
era of McCarthyism coincides with Doherty’s description of television’s “adolescent growing pains,”
and the television played a pivotal role in helping spread McCarthy’s message to a national audience.
On November 16, 1953, President Truman offered a definition of McCarthyism, describing it as
the corruption of truth, the abandonment of our historical devotion to fair play. It is the
abandonment of the due process of law. It is the use of the Big Lie and the unfounded
accusation against any citizen in the name of Americanism and security. It is the rise to
power of the demagogue who lives on untruth; it is the spread of fear and the destruction of
faith in every level of our society. (Doherty 14-15)
It is important to note that there is no mention of television or technology in Truman’s definition.
Instead, television merely functioned as a vehicle to circulate propaganda tied to McCarthyism to a
broader audience.
In addition to the time it took for televisions to become mainstream, television was so new that
it took network owners, broadcasters, politicians, and others time to learn how to use it effectively.
By the 1950s, various groups had learned how to use the television to their advantage. Television
relied primarily on two things to become the most dominant form of communication. First, it
reached a broad audience. Although media like newspapers, magazines, and books were prevalent,
they required more education and time to consume the information within their pages. Second,
television was affecting audiences in new ways; print media and the radio were readily accessible, but
the combination of image, sound, and text induced new kinds of responses in terms of emotions and
entertainment. However, while audiences perceived a new sense of “truth” in that they were watching
events unfold before their eyes, “very subtly and unconsciously there was a compensating narrowing
in scope, in adventurousness on the part of the network, in terms of what could, [or] would be said”
(Halberstam 138). Ultimately, certain individuals were beginning to find ways to use television to
control and dictate what was being said and perceived by audiences.
Censorship and Control of Television
The question of how or why television became a medium tainted with politics that limited free
speech and targeted specific individuals is a difficult one to answer. Ultimately, the combination of
government officials, network executives, and corporate sponsors formed a unique environment that
made the control of communication via the television difficult to achieve and sustain. But one reason
there were so many parties interested in controlling television was the fact that America was going
through a culture war. Carol Stabile describes how
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[it] took a culture war of unprecedented proportions—a war that brought together forces of
industry, white supremacy, and government—to still the voices of protest and opposition to
Cold War politics of gender, race, and class. By this war’s end, images of interracial solidarity,
working women, and even the presence of people of color in television programming
became evidence of heresy. (123)
Hazel Scott and Jean Muir exemplify the contention of gender and race, and how television
was positioned as a tool of power in the 1950s. Scott and Muir were actresses targeted by the anticommunist publication Red Channels for being communist sympathizers. Despite any evidence
that Scott or Muir had communist ties, the inclusion of their names in Red Channels led to both of
them being blacklisted by television executives. However, the real reason that Scott and Muir were
blacklisted was because they were “politically active career women who had close ties to the NAACP,
as well as husbands who were prominent liberal politicians” (Stabile 113). Scott and Muir were
blocked from obtaining employment in Hollywood, which set an ominous precedent for anyone who
veered too far left in their politics and ideologies. While entertainment programs faced a number of
challenges, television journalists had to deal with another set of challenges uniquely targeted towards
the control and distribution of “news.”
In describing the state of televised journalism, David Halberstam argued that the majority of
Americans did not have a foundation of knowledge through which to accurately critique the news
content they were watching. Essentially, content, specifically as it dealt with politics or world news,
was well beyond the purview of the average American, even as many individuals thought they
understood everything that was going on. Doherty describes how in 1956, ABC’s John Daly thought
that television would be “the death of demagoguery, false prophets, and phonies” because viewers
would be able to discern when politicians were speaking the truth (82). In this regard, “[j]ust as
starry-eyed educators envisioned a prime-time lineup of Shakespearean drama and classical music
to uplift the masses, the same optimists doted on the promise of a polis energized and enlightened by
television” (Doherty 82). This is perhaps nowhere more apparent than with the emergence of Senator
Joseph McCarthy. The rise of McCarthy was one of the moments that led to the many issues regarding
the regulation of content on television because it was difficult to discern “the lines between properly
political censorship—this is, restrictions on content and personnel attributable to the pressures of
McCarthyism—and a broader kind of cultural censorship—restrictions based on considerations of
commerce, morality, or taste” (Doherty 61).
McCarthy and McCarthyism
While Senator McCarthy may have been the public face of McCarthyism and the fight against
communism, the original campaign against communism was organized by J. Edgar Hoover, the
director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation between 1935 and 1972 (Zeiger). McCarthy only
became a central figure in the 1950s after delivering a speech to the Republican Women’s Club of
Wheeling, West Virginia (Doherty; Halberstam; Zeiger). Within this speech, he claimed to have a list
of 205 names affiliated with the US State Department that had some connection with communism.
Despite claims to possession of these names, McCarthy never released the list to the public, and the
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number of names on it varied depending on when and where McCarthy was speaking. Another
event took place later that same year that spread additional fear among the public and further fueled
McCarthyism: the publication on June 22, 1950, of Red Channels: The Report of Communist Influence
in Radio and Television, which included a list of entertainers sympathetic to communism. What
became known as “blacklisting” resulted in writers, directors, and on-air talent being removed from
the television industry (Doherty; Halberstam; Stabile; Zeiger). While McCarthy was more interested
in targeting government personnel, the individuals behind Red Channels focused on members of
broadcasting within television. Between McCarthy’s list and the Red Channels publication, the term
McCarthyism became synonymous with “public leveling accusations of disloyalty, subversion, or
treason with little regard for evidence, or for protection of civil liberties” (Alwood 135). The effects
of McCarthyism were wide reaching and severe. Doherty notes that by giving so much airtime to
McCarthy, television networks had bestowed him with “near presidential status” (94).
McCarthy’s role as a senator would have limited his power and reach; however, his frequent
appearances on television showed how this new medium provided significant power to the few
individuals who were able to gain access to it. Rather than combat McCarthyism or the blacklisting
phenomena, television networks and executives frequently chose to forfeit battles rather than risk
financial consequences with their corporate sponsors. Dan Jenkins from the Hollywood Reporter
commented on this point, stating, “It’s getting so a man can’t express an intelligently honest opinion
these days without being accused of just about everything in the book, all of it bad and most of
it utterly stupid” (qtd. in Doherty 63). While even McCarthy’s own party and political allies were
becoming aware that his claims were completely false and even dangerous, they failed to act because
McCarthy’s tactics worked—for a time, they functioned as a rhetorical strategy that silenced
opposition and resulted in political success. However, the extent of McCarthy’s success eventually
began to fade, especially after his appearance on Edward R. Murrow’s show See It Now.
A Counter to McCarthyism: Edward R. Murrow and See It Now
Edward R. Murrow was a talented journalist who became a prominent war correspondent
during World War II and one of the first televised news broadcasters in the 1950s. Yet a lot of his
success stemmed from his unique origin before television and his ability to adapt to new technologies.
Murrow was born in North Carolina amongst a blue-collar community, and his big break into
broadcasting occurred during World War II. Stationed in London and throughout Europe, Murrow
was one of the first and most prominent news reporters to deliver up-to-date news about the war to
the United States (Edwards). As Halberstam points out,
the speed with which Murrow could report back to America had the same lightning force.
Murrow’s voice symbolized the shrinking of the world; what affected Europe now affected
the United States, and intuitively the masses of Americans knew this, knew they were bound
to events in Europe. (42)
In addition to reporting from a London rooftop during the Blitz, Murrow was also charting new
territory on how radio technology could be used. Radio broadcasting, especially for news purposes,
was so new that there were few rules, expectations, or norms put into place regarding how a radio
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program should be structured. Consequently, Murrow had few restraints on his work and, to some
extent, helped create the norms for radio broadcasting (Halberstam). After World War II, Murrow
had gained such a prominent reputation that he had a unique sense of celebrity power, which he used
as he began working in another new type of technology, television.
Beginning in 1951, Murrow, along with Fred W. Friendly, produced the television news show
See It Now. During the course of its seven-year run, See It Now “set the standards of journalistic
fairness and objectivity that initially defined the form, presenting reports based on evidence and
facts without resorting to staged or reconstructed events, which had been common in newsreels and
on radio programs” (Zeiger 83). However, it was a combination of multiple elements that made the
show so successful. First, Murrow already had an established reputation as a trusted news reporter.
This in combination with his professionalism and a talented production team was significant to
the show’s success (Zeiger). Second, Murrow had a unique relationship with William S. Paley, then
the president of CBS. Murrow and Paley befriended each other during World War II, and, for a
time, this friendship provided Murrow with a unique kind of freedom for controlling the content
of his program. Third, Murrow also hosted the show Person to Person, which provided more mass
appeal and ratings success for CBS. Asked why Murrow hosted a show he did not care for, a friend
responded, “he did the show he hated in order to do the show he loved” (Halberstam 140). Finally,
just like radio, television was new, and Murrow and his team were again helping create the norms for
the genre, and they did this by relying on storytelling and narrative:
The form See It Now pioneered transformed television newsgathering and reporting
practices, simplifying and clarifying complex social and political issues by focusing on
what Murrow called “small stories” and ordinary people. That’s not to say Murrow ignored
experts and official comments, but as Alexander Kendrick, one of “Murrow’s Boys,” said, See
It Now emphasized “human beings affected by events, rather than [focusing] on the events
themselves.” (Zeiger 83-84)
All of the components that lead to Murrow’s success were vital because they gave him the capital
to pursue controversial topics, which included addressing Senator McCarthy and McCarthyism.
McCarthyism had created a national environment of fear, using censoring to limit free thought
and expression (Doherty). While Murrow played a prominent role in combatting and ultimately
ending McCarthyism, Murrow also noted that he should have done something sooner. Murrow and
See It Now opposed McCarthyism on three separate occasions. First, Murrow hosted a show on
October 20, 1953 about Milo Radulovich. While this show never directly addressed McCarthyism, it
focused on Radulovich, who was a 26-year-old reserve officer who was asked to resign his commission
because his family had been targeted as communist sympathizers (Zeiger).
The second show aired on March 9, 1954 and specifically targeted Senator Joseph McCarthy.
This show was unique for a number of reasons. Up to this point, there were few individuals who
had decided to or legitimately could take on McCarthy directly. Because of this, McCarthy was in a
position in which
[h]e made his charges and went on to his next charges, and objective journalists were
considerate enough not to bother him with his record, with what he had said the week, or
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month, or year before. What was most desperately needed was to report on McCarthy in
context, to bring some perspective to a long course of events and charges. (Halberstam 141)
While few journalists chose to confront McCarthy, Murrow’s combination of celebrity and close
relationship with his boss, Paley, provided him with a unique level of capital.3 Murrow and his team
were able to produce the show without any of their superiors viewing it prior to being aired to the
general public (Halberstam). By focusing the episode on McCarthy, Murrow was able to analyze
McCarthy’s own speeches and demonstrate how McCarthy’s claims were often erroneous or how
McCarthy had contradicted himself on multiple occasions.
After the episode focusing on McCarthyism, Murrow invited McCarthy to respond on an
episode of See It Now airing on April 6, 1954. While McCarthy used this time to reiterate the need
to fight communism and attacked Murrow for being a sympathizer, McCarthy’s power in the nation
and in his own political party were beginning to wane, and other reporters began attacking him and
McCarthyism (Doherty).

Technology’s Effects on How We Communicate
Three key differences stand out between how television and the Internet have been used to help
spread fake news as a means to misinform people, bolster propaganda, and manipulate changes
in politics or ideologies. Ultimately, television and the Internet function very differently in the
dissemination of news, the amount of news that is available, and the control or “filters” put in place
to dictate what people see.
Television in the 1950s differed significantly from what we think of as television today. In its
infancy, television included only a few networks, which resulted in a small number of individuals
who published or disseminated news. The small number of networks also limited the amount of
access that non-network individuals like McCarthy had to speak to audiences. Consequently, this
group of individuals who had access to appearing on television had a unique power in their ability to
communicate with large audiences, but their visibility also made them bigger targets. Yet in today’s
environment, anyone can publish or disseminate news on the Internet. Because of the sheer amount
of content on the Internet, most individuals who publish information online typically cannot amass
a large audience unless their messages go viral. However, the lack of larger audiences also means
that individuals who post content on the Web can potentially retain anonymity and are targeted less
often. There are some exceptions to this, such as celebrities or politicians who have thousands of
followers on social media. By posting or sharing content, celebrities and politicians have a direct line
with a significant audience of followers. But similar to 1950s television, celebrities and politicians can
quickly become subject to political targeting. There are several examples of celebrities or politicians
being targeted immediately after posting content online (e.g., Roseanne Barr’s tweet regarding
Valerie Jarrett or grammatical errors in President Trump’s tweets) to celebrities and politicians who
have their digital histories scoured for problematic content (e.g., James Gunn’s tweets from over a
decade ago to Major League Baseball players Sean Newcomb and Josh Hader’s racist/homophobic
tweets). The consequences vary for these targeted attacks, including public ridicule or being fired,
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forced to resign, or enrolled in mandatory sensitivity training programs.
An additional area in which 1950s television and today’s Internet differ is in the amount of
information people can produce using them. Although television (and radio) gave the 1950s the
means to communicate information from across the world in a timely manner, there was still a finite
amount of information available to the public. General audiences in the United States were limited to
a few television networks in which news was only a part of each network’s operation. Because of this,
Americans viewed news that was often limited in regard to its breadth of coverage and most likely
focused more on news that was seen as relevant to a mass audience. Today, the Internet includes
new environments in which information seems infinite and a quick query on a search engine can
provide thousands, if not millions, of search results. Likewise, the quality or quantity of information
on a given topic can vary from having an entire website devoted to it (that could include text, audio,
still images, or videos) to consisting of a single tweet limited to 280 characters. (In this collection,
“From Product Review to Lack of Common Ground: How Mis- and Disinformation Shape our
Wired World” illustrates the breadth of content on the Internet with a perfect example of writing
about Microsoft in the 1980s versus the 2010s, especially in regard to how the number of writers, the
level of skill among writers, and the variety of platforms has changed dramatically in contemporary
times.)
Another difference between the amount of information available in 1950s television versus the
Internet during the 2010s are the ways in which information is “filtered.” The limited amount of news
coverage in the 1950s was controlled by a small number of individuals. While rating systems existed
for television in the 1950s, there was little consensus on which rating system to accept as a standard
as well as the level of accuracy of any rating system. Television viewers’ viewing habits had limited
impact on what content appeared on television stations. In fact, letters mailed in by viewers were in
some ways the best method for network executives to gauge how viewers rated a television network’s
content. Consequently, the most important factors in deciding what content to show was often
limited to decisions made by corporate executives and advertisement sponsors—and how it related
to monetary outcomes. In looking at today’s culture of who controls content, one of the primary
tools that affect what we see on the Internet are complex, proprietary algorithms rather than network
executives. Algorithms and bots are employed to dictate what people see on search engines, social
media platforms, advertisements, and tools like Google Now, among others (Laquintano and Vee).
However, while today’s content on the Internet is affected by algorithms and bots (which in turn
affect monetary outcomes), users still have more control in “filtering” the content they consume.
Users can filter content by using tools that allow them to follow certain groups or products (e.g.,
RSS feeds, following content on social media, setting up alerts on websites, etc.), joining groups
that only consist of like-minded people (e.g., following a group’s Facebook or Instagram page or
blocking/unfriending people that hold different views), or by filtering content on sites using tools
like hashtags or advanced search functions. Today’s technology has several tools that allow users
to “control” what they view online, but users’ level of control is determined by their knowledge
of the Internet. Comparatively, a user who has a very limited understanding of how the Internet
works will have an experience influenced by larger systemic controls (i.e., a user sees what Google,
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Facebook, or other prominent internet companies want them to see). Ultimately, the differences
in technology between the 1950s television and the 2010s Internet represent the most significant
differences between McCarthyism and today’s issue of fake news.
The Importance of New Literacies
A significant difference in combatting the fake news of McCarthyism versus today’s fake news
seems to be the actors/agents who are responsible for solving the problem. In the 1950s, prominent
individuals like Edward R. Murrow seemed to have a significant responsibility for denouncing
McCarthyism and showing mass audiences how McCarthy employed disinformation. In the 2010s,
individual users seem expected to be responsible for discerning “fake” versus “real” news, despite
the implementation of new tools and algorithms to do the work of detecting fake news for them. As
Thomas P. Mackey and Trudi E. Jacobson point out,
The information society has transformed into an interactive social network of collaborative
developers, authors, editors, and consumers. This is a fundamental change from one-way
modalities such as print, television, film, radio, and advertising to the multiple pathways
available online and through mobile devices, such as Facebook, Wordpress, YouTube,
Pinterest, and Google, in an expansive social network. (45)
Ultimately, the “collaborative” nature of the Internet comes with its own set of problems as well
as possibilities. The collaborative environment attempts (and in some ways succeeds) to establish
a more equitable balance of power, but it also necessitates that users become more reflective on
how they use the Internet and how aspects of the Internet, like fake news and disinformation, affect
their daily lives. This section examines the ways in which we as a society are already addressing
the problem of fake news by promoting new literacies in a variety of environments. In addition to
showing how we are already combatting fake news, I conclude by arguing for the need to highlight
the potential for focusing on rhetorical listening in tandem with new literacies to combat fake news.
Perhaps the most prominent step in solving the issue of fake news is making people aware of
it, and many individuals, groups, and corporations have already begun that process. Fake news has
become a part of our cultural lexicon and with it has been a renewed focus on literacy as it relates to
technology. However, terms related to technological literacies are somewhat slippery: digital literacy,
cyber literacy, Web literacy, e-literacy, multimodal literacy, twenty-first-century literacy, as well as
others. Despite the numerous types of literacy related to technology, scholars and organizations have
frequently addressed the need to evaluate material on the Internet (Gurak; Reinhardt and Isbell).
Writing from a broader perspective, Laura J. Gurak suggests that “[u]nless people become familiar
with the social, rhetorical, and political features of digital communication, they will be led into
cyberspace with only a limited understanding of both the power and the problems of this technology”
(11). Gurak continues by describing how a critical technological literacy relies on “people’s ability to
understand, criticize, and make judgments about a technology’s interactions with, and effects on,
culture” (13). While Gurak was not addressing fake news, she was well aware of how technology,
especially new technologies, could be abused for ulterior motives.
Stuart A. Selber adopts a similar point of view when critically examining technology. Selber
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describes how students need to be taught to question technology by thinking about “What is lost as
well as gained? Who profits? Who is left behind and for what reasons? What is privileged in terms of
literacy and learning and cultural capital?” (81). As is the case with Gurak, Selber is not addressing
fake news, but his ideas argue that technology does not automatically lead to more equity and positive
change. Instead, the “virtues” of technology are limited by the individuals who create it as well as by
how individuals choose to use it. Literacy then, as it relates to technology, should work to employ a
critical means of analysis and judgment rather than function as a basic “skill” (Buckingham).
To a large extent, the idea of acquiring and practicing new types of literacies seems to place the
onus on the individual, which is problematic at best. Literate individuals may be able to successfully
navigate fake news, but this does little to address the problem on a larger scale. I would argue that
developing a critical literacy and awareness to fake news is merely the first step in combatting fake
news—albeit a long, slow step that leads to a greater societal response. For example, in spring 2018,
a significant number of users banded together to create a #DeleteFacebook movement. While
#DeleteFacebook movements are not new, the scale of this particular movement was unprecedented.
Facebook announced that Cambridge Analytica had violated its privacy agreement and had
collected protected information from approximately eighty-seven million Facebook users (also see
in this collection “Making Software Visible in Rhetorical Approaches to Fake News” and how the
authors discuss the Facebook and Cambridge Analytica privacy breach from the perspective of the
“material and economic realities” of software). In response, a significant number of users deleted
their accounts. Additionally, and perhaps more importantly, a number of prominent businesses
also deleted their Facebook pages, including Mozilla, Pep Boys, SpaceX and Tesla, Playboy, Sonos,
and others.4 This #DeleteFacebook movement was not only about Cambridge Analytica but also
about all of the coverage regarding how Facebook has been entangled with the issue of fake news.
Users and businesses choosing to abstain from using select websites and apps is the next step in
combatting fake news. Several individuals and businesses banded together to demonstrate to
Facebook that the company was not doing enough to combat fake news and protect its users’ privacy.
The #DeleteFacebook movement hurt Facebook’s image and most likely cost them money through
the loss of ad revenues.
While we are only in the beginning of the next phase of combatting fake news, I believe that
literacy serves as an important first step in building awareness. From here, I predict that more
individuals, groups, and businesses will band together to produce more dramatic action like the
most recent #DeleteFacebook movement. And from that point, ideally, this societal action will force
internet companies to do more to combat fake news or users will simply choose to “opt out” in such
a way that companies like Facebook will have to reform or lose relevance in a competitive internet
environment. To this effect, I think we can already see users becoming more aware and pushing
companies to reexamine how they are dealing with fake news. With Facebook, various stakeholders
are exerting greater scrutiny not only to the news that is present on Facebook’s website but also
to how the website functions. Government officials have investigated Facebook, scholars have
researched and written about Facebook, and several users have moved away from Facebook or at
least become more critical in how they understand and use it. Facebook may be the most prominent
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example, but I would speculate that the pressure it has faced as a company has led other internet
companies to rethink how they operate in today’s environment so they do not become the next
Facebook. While this situation may not serve as a solution to stop all fake news in the future, it does
create an environment in which multiple agents now have a stake in stopping the spread of fake news.
And although the motives for preventing the spread of fake news may differ, the responsibility has
shifted solely from the user to also include the media, government entities, and internet companies
among others.
We, as literacy scholars, should also continue to research how the emergence of fake news and
misinformation came about. I would argue that the prominence of fake news is in part due to, as
well as has contributed to, a growing polarization of political and ideological beliefs in our country,
similar to the times of McCarthyism (“Civic Literacies, Despair, and Hope: Our Current Information
Moment Unfolding” in this collection discusses a tangential point in how different groups are
becoming more divided based on fear and “othering”). If this is the case, rhetorical listening may
provide an additional step in working to combat fake news. Krista Ratcliffe describes rhetorical
listening as a “stance of openness that a person may choose to assume in relation to any person, text,
or culture” (1); she details the many difficulties and challenges of listening rhetorically, but she also
argues that “rhetorical listening has the potential to identify troubled identifications and to negotiate
them, with the goal being to generate more productive discourses, whether these discourses be
narratives or arguments, whether they be in academic journals or over the dinner table” (46).
Although Ratcliffe’s idea of rhetorical listening seems to stand in opposition to critical literacy,
I believe that rhetorical listening and critical literacy can and should work in tandem. Individuals
should employ critical literacy as a first step when encountering news, stories, and ideas on the
Internet. In this role, critical literacy’s purpose is not to stop communication but primarily to
separate the noise of fake news from attempts at genuine conversation. As the authors of “‘Don’t
Give Me Bullshit’: Constructing a Framework of Response to Fake News” state, “Fake news claims
are uninterested in facilitating dialogic or debate.” Consequently, I believe fake news limits the kind
of rhetorical listening that Ratcliffe describes as the ability to “identify troubled identifications,” and
that critical literacy can help get us to the point in which we engage with a person or group’s sincere
thoughts, ideas, and feelings. The second step of meaningful communication then relies on rhetorical
listening to extend us beyond an immediate reactionary mindset to one of listening and, hopefully, a
better sense of understanding. Often, it seems that individuals communicate on the Internet through
the use of broad claims without attention to the necessary evidence or context to support those
claims. Part of these broad claims that lack evidence seems based on the infrastructure of internet
platforms (e.g., it can be somewhat challenging to compose and/or read a detailed argument through
the Facebook News Feed or impossible to post a detailed argument directly into a tweet on Twitter).
If there are detailed posts, many users skim through the content or simply read article titles without
taking the time to pay attention to the details or nuances of different arguments. In both of these
cases, the structure and interfaces of internet environments may inhibit the act of rhetorical listening.
But then the responsibility falls to individual users to take the time to engage in Ratcliffe’s ideas of
rhetorical listening—a process that could include responding to posts with questions rather than
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counter-claims, taking the time to read content from various websites (i.e., websites with content that
may differ from a user’s traditional beliefs), or simply refusing to contribute to bullying or flaming
behaviors online. In this way, individuals may get closer to discussing ideas and issues without falling
prey to the oversimplification of arguments or viewpoints to conservative versus liberal or democratic
versus republican. This kind of rhetorical listening and open communication, while a lofty goal, may
be the best way to prevent events similar to 1950s McCarthyism or the 2010s issue of fake news.

Conclusions
In looking at McCarthyism and the emergence of the television as a case study, I hope I have
offered some insights into how we perceive and handle fake news today. Perhaps the biggest takeaway
is simply to know that the distribution of fake news for political purposes is not new. And while
McCarthy’s use of fake or exaggerated news had significant consequences, Edward R. Murrow and
See It Now, among others, served as a kind of course correction. In 2016, the proliferation of fake
news had significant effects on the 2016 presidential election; however, the discourse surrounding
fake news for the past four years could ideally function as a similar course-correcting maneuver
as the United States heads into the upcoming 2020 presidential election. At the same time, the
differences between the television and the Internet may impact how we are able to combat fake news.
First, McCarthyism occurred on a national scale while politics and the Internet in the 2010s take
place on a global scale, a point that drastically increases the number of individuals and countries who
can affect the amount, spread, and consumption of fake news. Second, the Internet is more complex
as a communications tool compared to the television, especially television from the 1950s. While
television from the 1950s had a finite number of channels with a predominantly one-way mode of
communication, the Internet contains an infinite amount of content that contains an equally infinite
number of nuances in how it is used to communicate with users.
As a university instructor, I appreciate how Edward R. Murrow and See It Now serve as a model
for why liberal studies are so important. Mackey and Jacobson describe how “news travels quickly and
is often unfiltered without the editorial review and analysis of traditional news organizations” (98).
Murrow represented a kind of filter and arguably served as a “teacher” to help viewers understand
the context surrounding issues rather than explicitly directing them to take a stance on the issue
itself. Ultimately, I believe that Murrow achieved what Rachel Elizabeth Scott has described as a way
to help the general public “ascertain the social and cultural frameworks in which . . . information
was created and understand the implications of that context” (129). I believe that what Murrow was
trying to achieve mirrors the goals of a liberal studies education and that it is imperative that teachers
continue this type of work and champion the value of a liberal studies education not only to students,
but ultimately to society.
In discussing the role of television and McCarthyism, Doherty has described the television as
“[p]urveyor of sedative pabulum, facilitator of the blacklist, handmaiden to McCarthyism, the small
screen abetted moral cowardice, retarded intellectual growth, and smothered resistance” (2). The
Internet may play a similar role with today’s issue of fake news; however, we have much more agency
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today in how we read, produce, share, and respond to news—whether it be real or fake. And while
McCarthyism, Murrow, and the television may differ in regard to the effects of technology and the
distribution of power, they also provide historical context that helps articulate why the issue and
consequences of fake news are so very important.
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Notes
1. Looking at Google Trends, the term “fake news” saw a sharp increase as a search term between
November 13-19, 2016. Since then, “fake news” has been much more prevalent than it had ever been
from January 2004 through October 2016.
2. However, there are exceptions in which individuals or small groups can have profound effects
in digital environments. Craig details how teenagers in Macedonia created fake news that went viral
by understanding how the infrastructures between Google, WordPress, and Facebook could be
manipulated for monetary gain.
3. While Murrow was allowed to do the show on McCarthy, Murrow and Friendly, his coproducer, had to purchase their own advertisement of the episode because CBS did not want to
jeopardize any corporate sponsors.
4. As of June 2019, all of the listed companies have recreated their Facebook pages with the
exception of Mozilla. Mozilla kept its Facebook page; however, Mozilla has a pause sign as its banner
and has not posted since 3/22/18—a post that details why it is “taking a break from Facebook.”
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“I am a Refugee and I am OK”:
Instructor Identity in Resisting Classrooms
Lava Asaad

I

imagine that most students, on their first day in our composition classes, formulate their
own viewpoints on the identity of the instructor, viewpoints that sometimes propel them to
ask personal questions. My graduate school advisor had told me to anticipate this, and I was
and am mentally prepared for their inquiries. The questions students ask—sometimes but not always
out of curiosity—almost always begin with “Where are you from?” and then continue with questions
like “Are you a citizen?”, “Can you vote?”, “Are you on a student visa?” I listen, perplexed, gazing on
the twenty or so students in front of me, always reminding myself that I might be the only Syrian they
will ever meet. I debate whether I should answer their questions, and more often than not I end up
giving them answers: “I am from Syria,” “I am not a citizen,” “No, I cannot vote.” I evade their questions
about my visa, which is a Temporary Protected Status, but I always assure them that I entered the
country as a student, meaning legally. I tell them that I am a PhD student in English and a teaching
assistant. Dead silence falls on the room as I lay bare my nationality; it is a silence filled with more
questions, but classroom decorum often prohibits further investigation into the teacher. Reactions to
these first encounters have been various. Sometimes a student asks to be relocated to another class
without providing a substantial reason. At other times, like during the time of the 2016 presidential
election, male students will offer to escort me to my car for safety. As echoed in Shereen Inayatulla
and Michael T. MacDonald’s chapter in this collection, “Sans Papiers: Humanizing Documentation,”
I too am undoubtedly aware that my identity triggers a certain reaction in the classroom, and thus I
am propelled to understand my evolving teaching persona.
Since narratives of international graduate students whose liminal positions become more
intensified in teaching writing have not been discussed in first-year composition (FYC) experience,
in this chapter I draw on my personal experience in classrooms to reconsider the ways that theories of
embodiment and transnational pedagogies intersect with my particular position as an international
graduate teaching assistant of writing. Towards the end of the chapter, I discuss a few writing
assignments that reflect the way I approach differences in my classrooms to illustrate what I mean
by reconsidering performative and transnational approaches to literacy to include the embodied
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instructor. I understand that my experience is my own, but it is fair to generalize at this juncture that
most instructors during our troubling times have felt, in one way or another, the need to reevaluate
their identity in their classrooms.

“The Personal Is Political”
To situate my personal experience within a pedagogical trajectory, it is necessary to lay out the
geopolitical context of my institution and its student body. At my institution (a third-tier research
institution in Tennessee with a class size of 20 students), the pedagogical approaches in writing
classes were mainly targeted to be apolitical; at least this was true when it came to powerless teaching
assistants who are always reminded of their contingent position in the university. For better or for
worse, silence was the easy option, chosen by some instructors and students alike. When I tried to
have my class discuss a timely political issue, students would come up to me after class to explain why
they preferred to be silent and not to share their opinions. Universities, at least the ones where I have
taught, are no longer a place for freedom of speech. Students have learned how to become reticent
and disengaged. Our classrooms have become so apathetic to important matters in our society.
This may have resulted from policing the self, wrongly determining that certain issues cannot be
discussed on campus, such as when one of my students openly told me that he was not going to talk
about politics in class. This apathy could also, unfortunately, be the result of lack of motivation in
confronting bigger socio-political problems. When we keep our heads down, firmly planted in the
composition pedagogies that we are told are best practice, we are allowing such problems to grow.
The more I accept and embrace my identity as a nontraditional teacher (traditional as in white,
male, and heterosexual), the more my assignments reflect what I envision literacy should look like
in FYC. Initially, I was left to tiptoe my way through politics. Therefore, I took it upon myself to see
my responsibility, as an instructor, to carefully approach these sensitive issues with a set of ideas that
promote critical thinking instead of sounding dogmatic. My identity, in a way, delivered a message to
my students that of course I would be far Left. My pedagogical approach had to reflect the intricacies
and the power of circulating certain knowledges that could have profound sociopolitical magnitudes.
First-year writing, in this sense, has the daunting responsibility to address the misuse of knowledge
and learning on a larger societal scale. I have come to realize that I cannot engage students in a
significant dialogue if they wish to be silent for fear of offending other students. Nevertheless, in
case it is an issue of apathy, I remodeled my assignments to inspire students to widen their circles
of interest beyond their immediate necessities. I would argue that it is due time for instructors to
envision novel ways for expanding what is considered important writing and arguing techniques,
i.e. neutral rhetoric. Failure to do so might entrench the center of power that deems some sorts
of knowledge as inefficient or less important than others, than the arguments and topics that are
expected in writing classrooms.
How can literacy be taught in a resisting classroom? The nature of instruction in a writing
classroom is inseparable from that classroom’s location, state-wise and urban-wise, the other
students present in the class, the instructor, and the prevailing political climate at any given time. For
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example, it was no surprise to me when a student blamed Afghanis for misfortunes that befell their
country, starting with the Soviet Union and including the US invasion; that because of tribalism,
they cannot run their state by themselves. This simple anecdote of misinformation is one of many
examples where students resist evaluating the sources of their information. I am using “resisting”
here not in its positive meaning as circulated in social media. Rather, I am using it in the sense of
students who challenge literacy, or misuse it, for their own pre-constructed ideologies. The matter is
definitely not made easier when the instructor of literacy and writing is the unfamiliar Other. In an
era of fake news (i.e., fallacious arguments and logical fallacies), biased sources, and informational
chaos, it is becoming more difficult for students to discern subjective from objective viewpoints
(see more on fake news by Genevieve García de Müeller and Randall W. Monty). It is also easy and
possible to be entrenched in ideological belief systems and to find “credible” sources that seem to
prove to the students that they are correct.
However, discussing sensitive issues with my students has not always been fruitful. For instance,
one of my students made the argument that the United States is a free country where people are
free to do whatever they want. Upon further nudging him to elaborate on his point, he gave an
example of how people from “terrorist religions” are allowed to practice their faith in the United
States although they pose a national threat. As a nontraditional instructor, or any kind of instructor,
I was not prepared for this response. My position as a learning facilitator was intersected with larger
political and religious issues wherein more discussion on the topic would have created a greater
clash between the student’s ideologies and those I held as an “objective” teacher. What worried me
the most was that none of the other students seemed willing to reject the student’s comment. The
potential tension in this discussion was averted when, finally, another student timidly made a point
to dispute the free country fallacy. This student noted that the US is not a free country and that one
cannot do whatever they believe in, then referred to the kneeling incident during the NFL national
anthem controversy. While I much appreciated this student’s attempt to propose a counterargument,
the effect was that the allegation against the “terrorist religion” was bypassed. Was I practicing selfefficacy at that moment? Was there a hierarchical power in the room where I, the teacher, had to
be silenced in favor of “dialogue” or for fear of having situations develop out of control? Would my
position have been different if I were white? I grapple with these questions, hoping to find satisfying
answers.
Irrevocably, the strange body and identity of the instructor is a physical reminder that may be
used to increase students’ awareness to use writing as a medium for self-expression and exploration
of the culture of the Other. However, teaching writing can be re-channeled into making classrooms
an environment of different identities, diverse cultural beliefs, and contesting political views. One
way to approach this transformation is to religiously endorse critical literacy in order to shape
critically literate students who are aware of their positions in the world and cognizant of how
language can construct and deconstruct ideologies. The best result of introducing critical literacy is
when we see “students probe who benefits and who suffers, how did it come to be this way, what are
the alternatives, and how can we make things more just?” (Christensen 17). Only then can students
perceive prejudice and misleading information in texts, social media, commercials, and pop culture.
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Composition theories have slightly acknowledged the fact that students sometimes lack interest in
arguing about issues if they are not affecting their immediate lifestyles and needs.
As I show later on in this chapter, transnational and embodiment pedagogies have the ability
to highlight these necessary critical skills. The instructor’s responsibility, now more than ever, is to
address misinformation in a creative way, targeting students’ vulnerability without being accusatory.

Embodiment Pedagogy for Nontraditional Teachers
Recent transnational approaches in writing classrooms certainly can combat rising sociopolitical prejudices and help students explore more novel ways to look at literacy and knowledge.
Suresh Canagarajah, Bruce Horner, and Min-Zhan Lu, among others, have endorsed issues of
translingualism and transnational approaches in writing classrooms. Transnational theories correlate
with embodiment pedagogies, especially for nontraditional identities. Narratives of embodiment
have gained attention in composition studies, acknowledging the fact that different bodies have
different ways of disseminating knowledge about writing. Denis Carlson, Cheryl L. Johnson,
Shirley Wilson Logan, Katherine Mayberry and many others have studied the impact of teachers’
identities in classrooms. Minority teachers often are drawn to theories against whiteness, normative
heterosexuality, and sometimes against English (or leaning towards theories of a globalized English
in a multicultural and multilingual world), to build a professional teaching persona in class that
does not collide with their various identities. Edward Hahn’s article on “Embodied Censorship,” for
example, accurately articulates the dilemma in FYC revolving around the discourse of whiteness.
Mary Louise Pratt’s idea of the contact zone has been adopted in composition theories where two
sides meet, and clash, for the sake of reaching the higher truth of difference and knowledge variety.
Inevitably, the trianglular relationship among the teacher, the students, and the pedagogy or
knowledge circulated in the class intertwines, however agreeably or contrarily. Thinking about this
unavoidable triangle, I find examples of instructors who celebrate their identity and emphasize the
importance of presenting it as a way of expanding literacy to the students, encouraging but also
challenging. For instance, Johanna Atwood cites examples where instructors use their embodiment
to disseminate literacy: “I reveal my personality, my way of thinking about things, my way of
explaining things, my way of loving literature and the people in it, my sense of values, my sense of
humor . . . I am increasingly convinced that revealing myself is the most important thing I do as a
teacher” (Beidler, quoted in Atwood 128).
This kind of emphasis is often difficult to assume for nontraditional teachers who are presumed
by students to uphold normative standards of knowledge and “truth.” These teachers might draw on
active listening as yet another embodied practice to aid them in introducing an unfamiliar stance
on sensitive issues, especially if their students have resisting ideologies concerning the matter. In
this case, teachers are encouraged to practice rhetorical listening as it “signifies a stance of openness
that a person may choose to assume in relation to . . . cross-cultural exchange” (Ratcliffe 1). My own
students’ openness is predicated on my readiness and willingness to listen attentively to their points.
Only with active listening am I able to formulate a counterargument that engages intellectually and
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reasonably, not emotionally, with their argument.
Perhaps the most important theory of embodiment, one that helps expand a more cohesive
transnational pedagogy, is Karen Kopelson’s idea of “performative pedagogy” as a strategy to resolve
the conflicting ideologies in classrooms where students expect a teacher to be neutral on certain
issues, not realizing that knowledge and the “truth” are at danger of being neutralized as well. While
the premise of her argument at the beginning might at the surface seem not to be aligned with
transnational pedagogy, Kopelson addresses the challenges and the limitations of her own theory
towards the end, aptly pointing out how performing neutrality “can become a rhetorically savvy,
politically responsive and responsible pedagogical tactic that actually enhances students’ engagement
with difference and that minimizes their resistance to difference in the process” (118). Possessing an
identity like mine, I became instantly aware that I cannot perform neutrality nor is it expected of me
to do so. When I try to refrain from voicing my opinion on certain issues, my students usually pose
questions to me like this: “as a non-white, female, and foreigner, what do you think of [x]?” I am
expected to have a different opinion because I am different, perhaps.
Kopelson is also well aware of how retreating to performative neutrality “deprives students of
opportunities for encounters with the ‘other’ and for the understanding and transformation that
these encounters might yield” (139). Nontraditional types of literacy instruction, in which students
do not expect to be introduced to such issues as diversity, the danger of centralizing power in a
Euro-American context, and the absent yet very present issues of racism in the twenty first century,
would be sacrificed in the name of neutrality that encourages students to leave such matters at the
door before entering the classroom. With the hope of finding answers, Kopelson concludes her
article with seminal questions that reverberate more loudly in an age where reliable facts are at stake:
“How might we speak, as whom might we speak, so that students listen?” (142) Undoubtedly these
questions resonate with every writing instructor, but they have a deeper effect for nontraditional
teachers whose identity might affect how students approach literacy in general.
The racial difference for these instructors is a clear marker of their identity, often politicized in
classrooms. More widely, I would argue that the teacher’s identity vis à vis political issues has become
an uneasy topic to engage with. The racial identity of the writing instructor has been a discussed
topic since early composition theories. In her study of scholarly rhetoric on race since 1990, Jennifer
Clary-Lemon explores how the instructor’s racial identity has been approached and negotiated
regarding teaching composition and argumentative writing. To begin with, racial rhetorics have
loosely defined race so that it often refers only to African Americans, although more recently we see
inclusion of Latinx people. The terminologies used in composition studies have also undergone a
major shift where instead of using race theories, terms like “‘minority,’ ‘marginalized groups,’ ‘highrisk,’ ‘colonized,’ underprivileged,’” have been favored (374). These terminologies obscure more
than reveal identities, and they in no way include these “groups” in wider circles of inclusion. Is
the nontraditional teacher, an inefficient term I have been using so far, difficult to represent? By
identifying a group—in this case teachers—as marginalized or minority, are we risking the fact
that we are emphasizing the superiority of the white majority as being the traditional and normal
representative of literacy? Is it a stretch to quote Slavoj Žižek when he asserts that “We feel free
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because we lack the very language to articulate our unfreedom?” (2). Inventing new terminologies
to showcase an example of inclusion and diversification has led more composition theorists to
use terms like “culture,” “multiculturalism,” “difference,” and “diversity” (Clary-Lemon 374). Most
certainly, these terminologies have erupted to acknowledge the differences in our classrooms when
the racial makeup of our students has become more diverse.
Being a nontraditional writing instructor, and in order to understand how my students approach
the space of unfamiliarity I occupy in classrooms, I find myself naturally gravitating towards scholars
who have grappled with similar issues, such as Nirmal Puwar in his “Space Invaders,” where the
idea of maintaining or passing as the “universal human” is an unrealistic idea since it suggests that
only certain bodies can assume this universality, as male and white (56). More recently, Sara Ahmed
has also criticized the inclusion of diversity for the sake of diversity in academic institutions where
it has been used as a “description” for faculty (12). Nontraditional instructors do feel like space
invaders, especially in writing classrooms where ideologies and opinions are tossed around and
when resisting students feel more mistrustful of what their teacher stands for as being too foreign,
too liberal perhaps, and—as it has been put to me personally—more critical of certain aspects of the
United States.
A teacher’s racial identity collides with every socio-political aspect that they encounter before
entering the classroom. Separating the outside world from the class environment has been proven
inefficient, if not harmful. As mentioned earlier, instructors are likely, as are their students, to walk
into the classroom with preconceived ideas. Although avoiding this type of thinking might be
difficult to achieve, it is also not enough to claim that the facilitator of learning, the teacher, should
assume objectivity on certain matters. More than ever, in our highly politicized age, objectivity turns
into acquiescing to certain silencing discourses. Consequently, a teacher’s identity should not be
compromised for the greater good. Nontraditional identity markers should be endorsed as sites of
positive disruption of banal neutrality. What follows in the next section is an elaboration on ways in
which these markers push the transnational and embodiment discourses forward.

Existing Pedagogical Approaches
and Ways to Deviate from Them
One way to critically combat misinformation that students read and adopt from networked
sources is to address the plight of fake news, a concept we hear a lot about but rarely address with our
students. My approach is similar to what Christopher Minnix writes about in ‘“Globalist Scumbags,’”
where there has been an urgency for globalizing university curricula, knowledge, and ways of
interaction. Whereas Minnix examines the global turn in higher education, I expand the argument
to include FYC classes. Similarly, Jacob Craig explains how outdated models of teaching students
how to evaluate credible sources are insufficient. For example, whether an article is peer reviewed or
not does not adequately show the credibility of the circulated information. Too often, teachers focus
on discerning and evaluating information in printed forms, leaving students to figure things out by
themselves when it comes to networked sources (24-25). Furthermore, David Riche explains how
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rhetorical vulnerability affects how we use language and how language affects us (85). Riche redefines
vulnerability not necessarily as a “position of precarious exposure, but also as a basic condition for
social connection, political existence, ethical engagement, and even rhetorical responsiveness” (85).
In endorsing my own pedagogical vulnerability as a nontraditional teacher, I extend this practice to
my students, who might also consider themselves vulnerable in our classrooms. As a nontraditional
teacher, I have become fully aware of how my teaching pedagogy can affect my students and how, for
this case, I am capable of showing my students how language is never benign in an age where fake
news and trolls have become the main source of communication.
Most importantly, it is essential to combat prejudices and numerous silencing discourses in
classrooms in order to empower nontraditional instructors to reflect on students who feel silenced
or underrepresented. Patrick M. Jenlink proposes a pedagogy of identity that he defines as “not
about engaging only the positionality of our students or teaching[;] it is also about understanding
the nature of teacher educators’ own identities as they have and are emerging within and between
different social, cultural, political, and spatial discourses and practices” (257). He further suggests
inclusion of a pedagogy of recognition that entails the teacher to acknowledge his or her identity
as visible and worthy of recognition for those who see it as invisible and less important. Including
real change in our teaching pedagogy inherently entails appreciation of the self, a characteristic
often lacking, or difficult to maintain, within a hostile environment, such as that which seems to be
prevailing in the United States. Thus, nontraditional teachers, rather than being perpetuators of the
status quo, can become transformative agents in laying bare how knowledge can be misused and how
the nontraditional identities of teachers and students should be acknowledged and voiced.
How can one achieve this level of teacher identity empowerment without risking the silencing of
students’ ideologies, even if they are resistant ones? The clear and fast answer for this question would
be through practicing dialogic pedagogy, hailed by Paulo Freire in his Pedagogy of the Oppressed, in
which he proposes “problem-posing education,” in which teachers do not perceive themselves as the
sole owners of truth and knowledge, as a frame of work that is oppositional to banking education:
Problem-posing education sets itself the task of demythologizing. Banking education
resists dialogue; problem-posing education regards dialogue as indispensable to the act of
cognition which unveils reality. Banking education treats students as objects of assistance;
problem-posing education makes them critical thinkers. (83)
Problem-posing instructional technique has its own merits in classrooms. For example,
when asked if I am on a student visa or a citizen, I engage students in a Socratic manner with
other questions pertaining to their knowledge of immigration policies in the United States. I find
this exercise helpful as they try to see the different kinds of visas and status for immigrants and
nonimmigrants. I ask them to do a little bit of research on why a status like TPS exists in the first
place and what countries, such as those under environmental or political duress, are eligible for it.
More recently, our discussions extend to the exploration of why some people, like Haitians, might
be at risk of losing TPS and how their case can be similar or different to that of DACA immigrants. I
believe that engaging in these issues informs students of the wider political conditions that we often
hear of but know little about. Looking back, these experiences were challenging, yet they started
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conversations about issues that a lot of my students would not have imagined to be vital. Through
following “problem-posing” methods, I helped my students to realize, maybe uncomfortably, that
they might need to think critically and more knowledgably about certain topics before making hasty
and misinformed generalizations.

Readapting Transnational Pedagogy
In order to dismantle privileged knowledge, I rely on a transnational pedagogy without overtly
labeling it as such for the students. Tailoring some assignments that require students to broaden
their definition of some concept should not be strictly categorized as a globally-oriented practice.
A transnational approach has multiple advantages and usages. Rebecca Lorimer Leonard, Kate
Vieira, and Morris Young assert that writing in itself is a technique to achieve a transnational
influence: “Writing, in other words, shapes and is shaped by transnational lived experiences and
the infrastructures that govern transnational mobility” (VI). Lorimer Leonard, Vieira, and Young
suggest that there is an urgency to show students that when teachers have a transnational pedagogy
this does not mean that the spheres of knowledge or the geographical spaces are to stay far, distant,
and remote from western knowledge. They affirm that “movement” also occurs in writing essays,
not just movement across borders (VII). It is pertinent to approach students with transnational
pedagogy not as an end in itself, but as a way to affect change on the local level and on the way
students approach writing about any subject: “analysis of movement and of traces of that movement
that animate even local sites of everyday literate practice” (VIII).
I always teach my students that we are not studying different parts of the world as a way to
“know” them; instead we are crossing the borders of knowledge in hope to benefit from different
literacies that other cultures have. To help students understand this perspective, I designed a writing
assignment that pushes students to familiarize themselves with different types of knowledge and
traditions around the world, anywhere except for the United States (beyond the western center of
knowledge). The contact zones that I am hoping will emerge from assigning this paper are in the
research and in the writing that the students do. Here, for instance, is part of the assignment that I
designed for the expository writing course I taught at my institution:
In this assignment, you will choose a cultural habit or a ritual from any country in the
world. You will search for certain activities or habits that some societies follow. Tell us if
you found the ritual/habit in a movie, a documentary, a book, or during a visit you made
to that country. Your tone mustn’t be condescending. You have to start with explaining
the habit, the people who practice it, the history it comes with it, and why do you think
it is interesting—remain objective. Explain how it enriches the society. The traditions or
rituals don’t need to be recent; it can be an old tradition. At some point in the paper, you
should make comparisons between your traditions and the one you are researching. How is
it different or similar to some of the practices we have in the US culture?
One of the requirements of this assignment is to watch how we use language when we talk about
other cultures and how it can be derogatory even if the student’s intention is benign.
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This assignment comes at the end of the semester. Students also prepare a PowerPoint
presentation on the same topic as part of their demonstration oral and rhetorical capacity and
fluency. At this point of the semester, we would have read “Shooting an Elephant” by George Orwell
and “Body Ritual Among the Nacirema” by Horace Miner. In reading both of these essays, students
are exposed to the power of language, especially when it comes to describing unfamiliar contexts
or cultural habits. Students are able to comprehend why Orwell’s narrator describes the Burmese as
“evil-spirited little beasts” and how that reflects the narrator’s complex attitudes towards imperialism.
Similarly, Miner’s anthropological essay educates students on how prejudicial language can be, even
when the speaker does not share the sentiments expressed in their statements. Having prepared for
the cultural habit writing assignment by reading these texts, students usually enjoy writing this paper.
I have had a mix of both good and not-so-good papers in response to this assignment. For example,
some students can comprehend how cultures differ from their own without passing judgments or
considering the Other weird or nonsensical. For them, the key outcome from this assignment is that
research means expanding one’s horizon of knowledge and the ability to write about issues without
having a ready-made set of ideologies.
In a different course, Argumentative and Research Writing, I continue with the same transnational
approach adopted in Expository Writing. Since students are expected to do more research-oriented
assignments, the course is dedicated to analyzing the process of forming a discourse about certain
truths, or what has been passed down as the truth. Students are always amazed how “fake news” and
“fake truths” are just new terminologies for old concepts. Maintaining a certain truth implies certain
power structures. Here is the assignment sheet on how to deconstruct certain “truths”:
Discourse is a form of narrative that constructs certain kinds of knowledge. We have, for
example, political, religious, academic, economic discourses. Cross-cultural discourse
can entail narratives shaped to define a certain culture. Since this has been the theme
of our class, try to understand the situation of your country’s history. Was it a colony or
an empire? Discourse can be a rhetorical tool to justify certain actions and events. What
kinds of rhetorical discourses have your country endured? Was it the one generating the
discourse? Or was it subjugated under negative narratives? These discourses can pass as an
actual reality, where in fact it is purely imaginative. The biased narrative of a country can
include gender, class, politics, or religion. These kinds of narratives have been employed in
literature, in political tracts, news, memoires, and paintings. Nowadays, adding to the list,
pop culture is a main place where discourse is woven about certain countries.
Choose one example of constructed discourse, either a story, a painting, a film, cartoons,
letters, memoires, novels, poems, plays…etc., and explain the implications of the narrative
and what ends does it serve. Who is in charge of the narrative and what do they hope to
accomplish through it? The constructed discourse does not have to be negative.
This is usually the first assignment in the semester that students work on. To prepare them for
this assignment, I give examples of discourse that have a story or have for so long been perceived as a
“truth.” For example, I show students a painting by the French Orientalist painter Eugène Delacroix,
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Women of Algiers in their Apartment, which depicts the stereotypical image of Arab women as being
dismissive or lustful. Another example is a cartoon from the 1850s entitled the “Know-Nothings”
accusing Irish and German immigrants of negatively affecting the elections, as they are portrayed
being drunk and reckless all the time. Usually these kinds of examples instigate a fruitful discussion
on the nature of representation in its myriad forms, whether in pictures, art, or through language.
Sometimes, students point out how they can now perceive certain discourses in our modern times
through trying to trace back why certain stereotypes exist in the first place. The process and the habit
of mind that I am trying to instill in my students is to question some of the issues that have been
maintained as sacred and unquestionable truths.
The two assignments that I have shared here are just examples of what proved to be beneficial
and thought-provoking work in my classrooms. The point that I would like to emphasize is that these
strategies worked for me, they reflected my identity, and they introduced a new way of engaging
with the Other through reading and writing. Luckily, the writing I get back from my students for
these assignments often gives me hope that expanding the circle of knowledge is a worthy endeavor.
Some of my students make a note to me that the minority authors and writers I assign in my class
outnumber white authors, to which I reply that the world is vast and full of non-white people, and
it would be unnatural not to strike a balance in showing different kinds of knowledge and literacy.
It is not enough to throw in one nontraditional voice in one’s syllabus as doing our part of having
a “transnational approach.” I have found ways to reconcile my identity in the classroom, where
my difference as a nontraditional teacher is understood in wider contexts. It has been a constant
effort, but a very rewarding one, to have my course documents reflect my identity in a way that
can also introduce new types of literacies that benefit the new millennium. In the abovementioned
examples, I emphasize diversity with a purpose. The transnational scope of my assignments situates
students in multifaceted aspects of producing and sustaining knowledge. The purpose for adopting
a transnational approach that emphasizes an embodied identity is to strategically awaken our
students’ habits of mind, to critically examine the validity and the credibility of information they
are bombarded with, and to carefully situate and maintain their own unique perspectives against the
engulfing circulation of misinformation.
It is our duty in writing classrooms to exert change through language and objectively driven
arguments. It is our mission to turn our “safe space” classrooms into spaces of empowering justice
and preventing biased narratives from taking over spaces of knowledge. Our syllabi and assignments
should reflect our students’ lives and their concerns in order to show them how language can be
their tool in dismantling privilege in its multiple manifestations. If we fail to create these spaces and
deploy this liberating pedagogy, then we will manufacture mere upholders of the status quo who fail
to question their world not only because they do not know how, but also because they do not see
why they should. If progress and equality are true goals of education and society writ large, then we
cannot afford for that to happen.
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From Product Review to Lack of Common Ground:
How Mis- and Disinformation Shape Our Wired World
An interview with Michael Calore, Senior Editor, Wired
Tara Lockhart and Michael Calore

A long-time journalist explores the challenges and techniques to ethical and effective reporting on the
“new beat” of technology, including building trust with readers through transparency and representing
diverse perspectives, as well as the importance of cultivating an awareness of both the political and
financial dimensions of news ownership.
Tara Lockhart: Welcome! Let’s start by telling us a bit about your work and how you encounter
misinformation and disinformation in your work.
Michael Calore: I am a senior editor at Wired; we are a mainstream publication that appears in print
and on video channels like YouTube, and we have our own Wired channel for Roku TV. I also work
on the Web; Wired has a giant presence on the Web—it’s bigger than the print presence. We are part
of Condé Nast, which is a large publishing house based in New York. They run a lot of magazines:
men’s and women’s fashion, travel magazines, food magazines, and some current events magazines.
Wired is part of a group of magazines that are about news and technology. My job as an editor is
basically to get writers onto stories that we think are important: they report them out and file to me,
and I work with them to make the story ready to publish on the Internet. Part of that involves factchecking.
In terms of how we encounter misinformation in our work, let me give a few examples. When you
write about a company, and you want to explain what the company does to a mainstream audience,
usually what you do when reporting it is to ask the people at the company to describe what they do
and how their technology works. They will then offer you an explanation of how their technology
works that may or may not be totally accurate. One of the things you have to do, as a reporter who
writes about technology, is to be adept enough to know when they are feeding you a line of bullshit
or whether they’re actually telling you what they do. Sometimes with a lot of stuff in Silicon Valley—
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things like cryptocurrency or quantum computing—the concepts are so esoteric and so new to us as
intellectual content that we tend to take what people tell us at face value. Now, that is one part of our
job that is particularly difficult because we have to go and learn about the things that we’re reporting
on as we’re reporting so that when we write the story we’re giving people accurate information. Our
researchers and our fact-checkers help with that of course.
Another thing to consider is when you call the source to comment on a story, or when somebody
comes to you as a source with a story, you do have to do a little bit of mental calculus to weigh
whether or not that person is telling the truth. If it’s somebody who comes to you with a story, and
they are a whistleblower, they may have a bone to pick with the company or with the people that
they’re telling you are doing bad things, so you have to weigh that. Or, if you call a source to get
a comment on an academic study—perhaps you call another academic to ask for a comment on a
study—they may tell you things that surprise you. However, if they’re giving you bad information
on that call, you wouldn’t know because they’re an academic and they’re an expert. And purportedly
experts don’t guess about anything; they just know. You do have to weigh that as well. What is a
person’s motivation for talking to a journalist? That’s a question that we have to ask often.
What I’ve just described is the reporting side. On the product side, my job is to write about consumer
products and to edit stories about consumer products, so I see a lot of demos. A company will come
here to show their product: they put it on the table, they tell me about how the product works,
and I’ll ask very specific questions about how the product is working. Often, they won’t answer
those questions because it’s a proprietary secret, and they don’t want you or any of their competitors
knowing.
Now, it could be that the company is faking the demo and is giving you some sort of smoke and
mirrors presentation, so that when you go to write the story, you just write it without asking any
hard questions. That’s something that is not that prevalent, but we have seen it before in the world of
products coverage. For example, this company called 3D Robotics over at Berkeley was found to be
faking the capabilities of its new drone in a demo for journalists. In that case, journalists went to the
company, they went up on the roof, they watched the drone fly around, the company showed them all
the fancy stuff the drone can do, and everybody went home and wrote their story. And later it came
out that that company was faking their demos. But like I said, that’s pretty rare.
Lockhart: That’s so interesting; I would never think about that happening. What tools or critical
strategies do you use to try to discern that—to make sure that to the best of your ability you’re not
writing a review about a demo that’s been faked?
Calore: Well, part of it is just that you have to be cut out for the job. I mean part of being a journalist
is always being skeptical. There’s a reason that journalists get reputations for being bullies because
people do not like being asked very pointed questions that insinuate that that person is maybe lying
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or glossing over some greater truth. That is a journalist’s job. To ask those pointed questions, to get
in there and say, “Now when you say the thing is going from here to here, tell me exactly what you
mean.” The person who’s answering that question is going to get frustrated and wonder, “Do I really
have to tell you that? This is the thing I’ve spent the last three years on: of course it works.” Part of the
job is just having the intestinal fortitude to question people like that, on the phone or to their face.
There are a lot of people in this business who don’t have that gene in their body; so they can’t really
do that, which is not to say that they’re not good journalists, but just that there’s a certain type of
journalism that they are less cut out for.
Another part of it is having those types of people around you: for example, having researchers who
will question those things in a fact-check process. A lot of times a researcher will ask those questions
if the reporter did not ask them, or they’ll ask the source that we’re reporting on to back up what they
said in an interview. You also have smart editors around you, and other reporters—your peers in the
office. If you’re a freelancer, you work with an editor; if you’re a staff writer, you have other people
on the team whom you can bounce ideas off of. For example, we have a lot of cross-disciplinary
knowledge here at Wired. We’re often writing about products that have a strong science angle, so
when we write about that product, we have the science desk read it to make sure that nothing seems
fishy to them. We use a lot of institutional knowledge and institutional checks and balances.
Aside from that, you can also get some sense that maybe a person is not telling the truth based
on their pedigree. What else have they done? Have they been involved in products that are kind
of shady? Who are the investors: are the investors people who typically do very strong vetting of
companies they invest in, or are they a fly-by-night angel investor? You can do some of that digging
because that stuff is usually public, or at least found out easily.
Lockhart: I think what you’ve just been talking about leads into a contextual question: from the
world of journalism, how would you describe the fundamental values around truth, facts, and
disseminating information?
Calore: There’s an old saying, and I can’t remember who it is, so you’ll have to forgive me, but it’s this:
any fact worth checking is worth checking twice. Or even the saying “if his mother says she loves him,
you have to check.” Essentially, the point is that doubling down on your research is the best way to be
safe, so that’s one standard that we always try to adhere to. We do backreads of each other’s work, and
we have a team of researchers here who fact-check our biggest stories—they don’t fact-check every
story, but they always fact-check our biggest stories. We also have in-house lawyers. That’s pretty
standard across larger newsrooms or journalism brands; you’ll find that they’ll have researchers and
lawyers who will read things. You have to know the difference between what constitutes libel versus
what constitutes slander; those are very important things to know.
Beyond that, there are handbooks; we encourage everybody to read them. But mostly the standards
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are enforced by the publication itself and by the people around it, by the lawyers, and by the
researchers. What it comes down to is that the reader has to trust you. They have to trust you to not
be biased; they have to trust that you’re doing accurate reporting and that you’re not making things
up or making sources up, and that you’re not getting facts wrong. That really comes with time and
experience. If a journalism institution wins awards—not just the Pulitzer, but the journalism awards
from the Society of Professional Journalists—particularly awards for investigative reporting, that
raises the credibility of the publication. That makes it something that, in the public’s eye, is a more
credible institution. And really that’s the most important way to ensure that your readers know you
can deliver an accurate piece of journalism; it’s a way that you can show your bona fides.
That gets us into the topic of bias. A lot of people, as you know, will say that The New York Times is
biased or Fox News is biased. It’s really interesting because there’s no distinct measure for bias. The
only thing that we have to measure bias is that the perception of bias is just as damaging as actual
bias.
That’s something that we deal with all the time. In our space, one example is with regard to someone
who is very anti-Apple. A lot of people hate Apple, they hate iPhones, they hate that the public loves
iPhones and that the iPhone is successful; there may be people who just don’t like Apple because
they manufacture everything in China. Those views are perfectly fine. However, if such people read a
story that we write about Apple, it doesn’t really matter whether or not that story has anything wrong
with it. From that position they may see it as bad journalism because it’s saying something about
Apple. If they see something complimentary, they might think that we are a bad outlet because we’ve
written something complimentary.
Lockhart: Yes, I think you’re now getting into the ways that we have difficulty changing our minds,
and phenomena like confirmation bias. Can you talk a little bit about how our current climate—
political and cultural—has heightened those issues or affected your work?
Calore: Sure. I don’t report on politics, I don’t report on Capitol Hill or the White House. But I do
know that for the people here at Wired who do, it’s extraordinarily difficult for them to write anything
and not have it come across as biased towards the left. This is primarily because of the way that
facts were disseminated by the Trump administration, the way that facts were bent by the former
administration, and the way that they sort of move the ball and hide the ball and then try to distract
people. That’s tactical, and if you’re somebody who works in that environment and sees it happening,
it’s easy to see it.
For example, if you’re a reporter who’s reporting on shenanigans in the White House or legislation
moving through Congress—and you’re there every day, you know these people, and you know how
the system operates—it’s very easy for you to take a step back and write an explanatory piece about
how it operates. Somebody who is completely unfamiliar with what’s going on is going to read
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that and see you as somebody who is biased against the administration because you’ve described
unconventional tactics or tactics that are destructive or harmful in some cases. If in your writing you
call those tactics out as such and show your sourcing, it’s still not going to get past that person. Really
what we’re fighting against in that regard, in covering politics in particular, is a lack of understanding
and a lack of education among most people who don’t follow this stuff day to day, which is most
Americans, frankly. I think that there is a level of understanding of how government works and how
politicians use tactics in order to get their way, but the deeper you go, the fewer people understand
it. That’s really a difficult learning curve to get past.
As far as other types of reporting that are not politics, particularly with regard to product coverage,
we’re critics. What we engage in is criticism: there’s a new thing in the world, we try it, we play with it,
we tell you what we thought of it, and we tell you whether or not it’s worth your money—should you
buy it or should you not buy it. That means sometimes we’re going to be very complimentary about
things. If that happens, we almost universally get a raft of comments from readers saying things like,
“How much did they pay you for this—you guys never have a bad word to say about this company.”
We get a lot of stuff like that, which is really difficult for me to deal with. If you look at my side of
it, I get to try 800 different versions of the same thing; I feel like I am qualified to tell you which
thing is the best. Now, you may not agree with that; but the only way that we can have an objective
argument about it is if you also try those 800 things, and then we come up with our own conclusions
and we debate it. So those kinds of comments feel really one sided. And that then comes back to the
issue of trust. If you’re going to do some sort of criticism, you have to publish a lot, you have to try
everything, you have to really know your stuff. And you have to show that you know your stuff in
order for people to take your opinion seriously.
There’s a lot of just dismissing opinions out there. And honestly, I think it’s fine.People get very, very
emotional about the work that we do, not only in this room, but our readers get very emotional about
it. We make people angry, we make people happy—that human element always plays a part in how
our stories are perceived and what is perceived as true.
Lockhart: Have you perceived a shift in terms of the amount of distrust or dismissing of opinions or
anything like that?
Calore: Yes, I have. Particularly in technology journalism, which is a very, very young beat. The first
personal technology journalists were in the late 1970s and early 1980s. There were a lot of people
who were really instrumental in shaping what technology journalism looks like: Walt Mossberg,
John Markoff, and Steven Levy, who works here and is my colleague. With the advent of the Internet,
more publications, including mainstream publications, were able to put a technology reporter on
staff, because they had a new outlet where there was a built-in audience: if you are reading news on
the Internet, you want to read news about the Internet. And then there was an explosion in the mid
2000s with blogs and publications like TechCrunch, GigaOM, NewTeeVee, Engadget, and Gizmodo,
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where it became a much more rich, varied, and robust beat.
By comparison, if you were a reporter writing about Microsoft in the late 1980s, you had a couple
hundred people that you were competing with for stories; if you are writing on Microsoft in 2010
or 2015, you now had tens of thousands of people competing for stories. With that advance comes
people who are much more skilled and people who are much less skilled: people who are more easily
manipulated, people who are far less easily manipulated; and people who don’t do any reporting
at all but just rewrite what they read elsewhere. That’s actually been one of the biggest problems:
the rewriting of stories going around the Internet. For example, say Publication X has a headline
about a new camera, they get picked up on Reddit and Facebook, and their version of the story
gets distributed everywhere . . . but they never actually saw the camera, or talked to the people who
made the camera, or did any reporting. Maybe if they’re nice, they link to another publication that
originally reported it; in the blog era, we call that re-blogging. There’s a lot of people who learn that
as an instinct. And in the current climate, with everybody competing for advertising dollars and
competing for audience engagement, you’re required as reporters to write more and more stories per
day. There are some people working in some tech publications who have quotas to write as many as
five, six, seven stories per day. Now, if that’s your quota, then you’re going to write every story that
you can think of. And sometimes that means rewriting the work somebody else did. These are people
who are generally honest—they’re just trying to inform their audience and just trying to keep their
jobs—so most are not doing anything that’s unethical. Because they’re linking back, they’re offering
credit, right?
However, that instinct sort of came into vogue ten years ago, and that instinct has remained in the
industry. So many people’s idea of a news story is going out and rewriting five other news stories and
going home. In internet news in particular, there is a demonstrable lack of reporting in a lot of work.
There are stories that are one source: just one person is interviewed without another person’s account,
or any additional voice, maybe a skeptical voice, in that story. We see more and more stories with that
style of writing. I think that’s a problem. I think that it’s hard because I’m in my early 40s, and I started
reporting by telephone and by going to see the thing I’m reporting on. Now, you don’t have to pick up
a telephone at all. You don’t have to go see the thing. You can just watch the thing on the Internet, you
can read what somebody else wrote, you can write an email or have a text exchange with someone.
This often leads to missing a lot of the nuance: you don’t get a chance to hear interesting information,
you may not get a chance to follow up on the questions that are most important to you or to your
readers, and you don’t get to do a thorough fact-check with the person. Those are all things that end
up harming journalism, and they’re all becoming more and more prevalent.
Lockhart: I want to make some connections between what you’ve said you encounter in your work,
and more broad ideas about literacy and the kinds of literacy that can really serve people in this
cultural climate. Whether that’s students practicing reading, writing, fact-checking; researching; or
just people engaging with information—whether it’s a product review, or any kind of information
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they encounter, especially maybe on the Web. What ideas do you have about that? What’s needed?
What are the challenges?
Calore: I think the biggest challenge, obviously, is that we have been trained to view data streams
like Facebook and Twitter as news. When something comes across the transom—you read a tweet,
you see a Facebook post—your brain automatically thinks “this is News” and you believe that
information. That’s a problem. We know that’s a problem; it’s connected to the whole concept of “fake
news.” By fake news, I don’t mean stories that are made to explain opinions. Instead, I mean stories
that are written deliberately to be sensational, usually written by people in other parts of the world
and published for an audience that’s different from them: stories loaded up with keywords, loaded
up with conspiracy theories; stories that are engineered to get people to click on them so that the
publication where they appear can earn ad dollars from Google and Facebook. Those stories are only
written to get you to look at a story so that they can make a buck. With the advent of that in 2016, it
was a real gut check, I think, particularly for the American public because it ended up influencing
an election. But it also served as a really important balance to how people were viewing social media
at the time.
I don’t think things are much better now. People whom we love and admire and respect are still falling
for stories that are just generated to make a dollar and have no grounding. I do think that we need
to be a lot more literate about our social media. I don’t know how we do that. Honestly, I think the
hearings that happened in 2018 with Zuckerberg, Jack Dorsey, and Sheryl Sandberg explaining very
publicly—with the world’s eye trained on them—some of the mechanics of how these things work,
how they’re combating misinformation, and how important it is for us to evolve and understand
what is happening; I think that’s a big step. People might now question a little bit more whether
they’re talking to a bot on Twitter or whether the story they click on Facebook is actually true.
The other thing is that there is such a rapid proliferation of news outlets that a key goal is for us
to know who owns each one and who’s running each one. Think of the example of news coming
across on Facebook that seems like it’s a local paper—say it seems like it’s originating from Lincoln,
Nebraska. But actually, the link in the name has nothing to do with Nebraska; it has to do with
Abraham Lincoln. And it’s actually being run by somebody in Argentina.
Lockhart: This makes me think about some of the work that we’ve been researching in my field,
network literacy and algorithmic literacy—trying to help people learn about information that is
engineered in the ways you’re describing and how information circulates in ways that are much
different than how we used to think about information circulating (over the phone, or through a
printed newspaper, etc.).
My question is, then, how can we start to build that kind of capacity? How can we as individuals learn
and be attuned to what technology leaders like Dorsey are talking about in those hearings and be
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thinking more on those multiple levels? Something beyond questions like: is this a website that ends
in .edu or .gov? Or what we used to think of as “looking for bias” or finding “an accurate source”?
It seems like there are many, many more levels now; different kinds of literacy and thinking seem
required.
Calore: I honestly think that we should be using machine intelligence to solve this problem. I mean,
yes, it’s an imperfect solution, but it could go a long way. You can write computer programs that
could look at a bunch of signals in a story that’s being shared on a platform: things like the headline,
the URL structure, the ad servers that are delivering ads on that page, the links that story points to,
the names of the people who are being cited, and whether or not those people have a history in your
database. Then you can start to separate things into buckets if you use machine intelligence; this story
has problems, this story seems fine. Right now, what we’re using is engagement: are people clicking
on it? If the answer’s yes, then it gets shared. And that definitely has to change.
Lockhart: That’s really interesting because if the measure is engagement, then it’s susceptible to all
those things that come with engagement: confirmation bias, wanting to hear what you already believe,
being shaped by whatever circle or bubble that you’re in, right? How can we break out of that? Do you
know anyone who is starting to do this—using machine intelligence—in terms of assessing veracity,
or potentially problematic veracity?
Calore: I know that there are people using machine intelligence for things like enforcing niceness and
stepping on trolls; you hear people complaining about their post getting flagged because it had this
coordinate or this image in it. In terms of vetting news, we’re further behind. One example that Jack
Dorsey was talking about recently is called the News Literacy Project (https://newslit.org/), which
might be helpful for teachers and your readers.
Lockhart: From your perspective, what’s exciting about using machine intelligence, or why does that
feel like the right path to pursue and put more energy into; what role does journalism have to play?
Calore: I think it’s both exciting to me, and a potential problem, to consider removing humans from
the equation when deciding whether or not something is true. However, I do think it would make a
very good primary screening tool. There are things that can appear hidden to the reader of a news
story, maybe a false news story; there are elements that would probably stay hidden to the reader that
a machine would instead pick up. For example, machines can match the fact that a story has the same
sourcing that is used in an article in X publication; we know a lot about that publication and that its
reporting or sourcing is usually false so we should be more skeptical with this story.
Machine intelligence can thus do a lot of that quick background work that you need to complete in
order to check if something’s factual or check its “truthiness.” I’m excited about that. It would make
it a little bit easier for humans to go in and decide what is right or wrong. I think this is especially
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important when you’ve got a giant platform that reaches a billion people and things get shared and
can very, very quickly get spread before somebody is able to look at it and see if it’s actually true or
not. An example of using humans to do this work is when Facebook had trending topics; they hired
a bunch of journalists to go through all the news being shared on Facebook to find things that were
the good versions of those topics and post them up. What happened is they ended up picking a lot
of liberal publications and not a lot of conservative publications. Facebook got in trouble for that,
which caused them to go “hands off ” on news, and that then opened the door for fake news to come
to Facebook. That’s something that I think Silicon Valley is very eager not to see repeated; I think the
platforms are a little hesitant to go too deep into that sort of system.
Also, Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act talks about platforms not being held liable
or responsible for the things that people post on them. If a platform is going to claim immunity to
hate speech, then they also can’t do a hardcore vetting of things that are published on their platform
in light of that section. That’s a weird riddle. I think that the laws will eventually be rewritten to
allow this or platforms will be able to come up with a system that works where they can still claim
protections for things like hate speech, but they can also claim that they’re doing due diligence to the
accuracy of the things that are being shared as “news.”
Lockhart: It sounds like we’re going through a crucible kind of process, a fine-tuning process to figure
out what’s going to work. But I like the idea of primary screening, especially to make networked
information more immediately visible for consumers.
Calore: Yes, I’m thinking too about including diverse perspectives, as well as negotiating with people
who believe that they are being silenced, or that they’re being misrepresented by the media when in
fact they’re not. Ultimately, so much of this goes back to trust. It’s important for publications to have
an ongoing dialogue with their readership. I think Wired does a really good job at this; The New York
Times does a really good job with this as well. People may not agree with everything that they do, but
if they publish a story that feels wrong—not inaccurate per se, but it’s not representing the full story,
or there are people and motivations being left out that a reporter just didn’t catch—the publication
is very forthcoming. They will often say, “Our readers have pointed this out, we recognize that we
made a mistake, and we’re going to do our best to include everybody else’s voice the next time we talk
about this; and also, we’re going to talk about it more right now so we can include those voices.” A lot
of publications will do that, and I think that’s crucial for building trust with your readers, especially
when re-establishing trust after people have been maligned, even if you’re somebody who read that
story and didn’t really see anything wrong with it.
Lockhart: Right, it might open up your own perspective a little bit more. You might think, “Oh,
that didn’t occur to me, but I guess maybe I should think about this being a narrower kind of story.”
I was thinking about that earlier on when you were talking about product reviews and the person
who doesn’t necessarily trust that your opinion hasn’t been paid for. It made me think about the
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importance of making your process and methods and criteria all present so someone can see the
work that went into it and know what is shaping it.
Calore: Yes, if you read The Wirecutter, that’s what they do. Even their section headers are named
things like “how we picked” and “why you should trust us.” I think that transparency is really
important. I had a conversation with Jacqui Cheng, the outgoing editor-in-chief of The Wirecutter,
a couple of years ago and I asked her, “Why is it so important for you to show your work?” She said
that she couldn’t imagine trusting a product reviews website where that wasn’t done. And I think
that’s something that people are demanding more, and because there are sites like Wirecutter who are
leading the way, it will happen more and more.
By way of conclusion then, I think when we’re talking about literacy and skills that readers need to
have, evolutions like these go a long way towards making better practices reality. People now know
what they should be looking for when they’re reading a review, or what types of questions they
should be asking when they’re looking into a writer and whether they can trust that writer. That
awareness—demanding content that shows the work, asking for what they need as readers in order
to be able to trust reporting—is key, and something we all have a responsibility to build on.
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“Don’t Give Me Bullshit”:
Constructing a Framework of Response to Fake News
Genevieve García de Müeller and Randall W. Monty

Preamble

I

n the days and weeks following the tumultuous 2016 United States presidential election,
the country was rife with responses of jubilation, disbelief, and distress. It was apparent
that a critical point had been reached, “a complete break from the history that precedes it”
(Girshin and Stewart-Harris, this volume), although what that point was remained unclear. Most of
the responses to the election grappled with what exactly had just happened, proposing a rationale for
why it happened, and forming an explanation of what it meant. Adjacent to the election and these
reactions is the concept of fake news, a sort of pseudo-response concept and act. Fake news is not a
good faith response. Although not relegated to just conservative spaces, fake news in many cases is
at once racialized violence and an appeal to conservative ideals rather than facts. In response to the
emergence of fake news as a mainstream rhetorical trope, we, like many writing faculty across the
country, found ourselves embedding into our courses ways for students to resist fake news, using
the theoretical framework of bullshit. In our specific courses, we offer a system for helping students
to civically engage in political discussions and actions in truthful and socially just ways (Pennycook
et al). In the following pages, we consider, in an era of alternative facts as a key positioning tactic
in the highest political office, how do concepts like rhetoric, agency, and credibility matter when
constructing writing pedagogy?
Drawing on two course designs—one for first-year writing and one for an upper-division
rhetoric, composition, and literacy studies course taken by English majors and other students—this
chapter addresses the fundamental question of fake news in three ways: identifying a theoretical
problem, issuing a call for action, and recommending an act of reflection. First, by using scholarship
on the rhetoric of bullshit, we define fake news and provide a framework of inquiry evaluating the
credibility of secondary sources. Then we describe two courses that offered spaces for students to
identify, dismantle, and resist fake news. Finally, we consider why and how writing studies should
deal with, theorize, and navigate fake news in the writing classroom.
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When a rhetor invokes the concept of fake news or alternative facts, they abhor any rhetorical
response embedded in logic or critical thought—meaning that when a person talks bullshit, they get
bullshit in return. Fake news has been defined as “a deliberate attempt to get people to react to one’s
misinformation” (McIntyre 109) or “last-ditch efforts to save an order of legitimacy and meaning
that is breaking down” (Kotsko 115). People who invoke fake news seem to be doing something
either malicious or desperate. Fake news claims are uninterested in facilitating dialogue or debate;
people who propagate fake news are enacting an anti-democratic form of demagoguery designed
to spread propaganda, conspiracy theories, and misinformation (Mercieca; Roberts-Miller). At the
same time, fake news can be understood as a rhetorical device, a strategy employed to achieve a
certain type of reaction. Such is the paradox of fake news, a certain kind of bullshit: it demands a
response, but does nothing to warrant one, and thus it necessarily rejects any response. In the current
moment, however, many composition instructors feel compelled to respond through social media
engagement, scholarly inquiry, and thematic course design. One way to theorize our way through
this paradox is to define what fake news is and provide a framework through which to respond.
By using theories on the rhetoric of bullshit, composition instructors may become more adept at
constructing these frames of reference and resistance.
The systematic marketization of public education via outsourcing of services to educational
technology companies, corporate sponsorships of academic programs, framing education as training
for job skills, and the positioning of students as customers, combined with social media algorithms
creating online echo chambers, has resulted in an environment where people in the US seem lessequipped to critically assess and thoughtfully react to differing perspectives (Nussbaum). Given all
of these factors that seem intent on disrupting, obfuscating, and deceiving well-meaning seekers
of information, it is increasingly necessary that we prepare students to be critical consumers and
composers of discourse, both in public and academic contexts.
Throughout the special issue of Literacy in Composition Studies themed “Literacy, Democracy,
and Fake News,” contributing authors repeat the need for pedagogical approaches specifically
designed to help students develop critical literacies suitable for evaluating information encountered
on social media and through online networks (Miller and Leon). As a response, in this chapter, we
illustrate frameworks of analysis to identify fake news and bullshit, providing pathways for students
to navigate an oversaturated content-driven media environment and make political choices based
on facts and evidence. A fundamental aspect of this intellectual work involves helping students
understand where information originates, how it is presented (Laflen, this volume), and through
which means it reaches its various audiences (Daniel-Wariya, Branson, and Sanchez, this volume).
Before we illustrate two ways to introduce a critical literacy of source evaluation in the writing
classroom, we define fake news using a framework and theory of bullshit.

Defining Fake News
In this section, we draw on multiple theoretical foundations to define and work towards a
framework of fake news. Because of the fluidity of fake news in terms of form and functions, we find
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it necessary to approach fake news as a theory of rhetoric, rather than as a genre or a set of features.
Theorizing our way through fake news has been a fundamental aspect of this work. We reference
intersecting theories of bullshit as a function of social encounters, conspiracy bullshit, pseudoprofound bullshit, and framework discourse analysis as a means of constructing this theoretical
framework and creating a working baseline definition. In short, via this theoretical grappling, fake
news can be understood as discourse that is insincerely packaged and presented as newsworthy,
insightful, or informative for the purpose of obscuring, obfuscating, and misleading audiences, and
of flattening “distinctions among claims to authority” (Leake, this volume). Most often, it is lies or
misdirection packaged and presented as objective truth. Typically, fake news is composed and shared
by agents seeking primarily to reinforce their own beliefs but also to gain political advantage, receive
monetary payment, or simply troll1 others (Riche). Importantly, there is a recognizable distinction
between fake news—which intends to deceive—and news, reporting, or opinion that happens to
be (or is later proved to be) factually incorrect. Similarly, it is necessary to draw a line between fake
news, as we’re investigating it, and broken political promises. Finally, fake news of the variety we’re
interested in almost always seeks to have a political influence, such as in the case of the 2016 US
presidential election, and to influence the results of a democratic process.2
A productive definition of fake news is less concerned with identifying or labeling which news
or news sources are fake—that’s what fact checkers (and, presumably, journalists) do. Instead, we are
interested in approaching fake news as a rhetorical device in and of itself, its utterance the beginning
and end of the presumably invoked or entered-into debate. In this way, “fake news” is not strictly
a comment on the verifiability or validity of the accuracy of a source’s claims; rather it functions
as a synecdoche for the entirety of the source. Characterizing a particular story, report, or idea as
“fake news” is an attempt to brand the targeted source as not only inaccurate in the specificallycited instance, but as necessarily biased and perpetually operating under false or misinformed
pretenses. The source that is accused of being fake shouldn’t be taken on its own terms, as it is
evidence that the entire operation is faulty. Consequently, the validity or truthfulness of the story
or instance is immaterial to this kind of assertion. Thought of in rhetorical terms, fake news is
perhaps best understood as arhetorical, a slightly modified concept of Aristotle’s alogos, something
that Debra Hawhee defines as “without reference to rationality,” that “is nonrational (as opposed to
irrational)” (13-14). Along similar lines, James Rushing Daniel defines “antirhetorical rhetoric” as
a sort of tautology that “manufactures the appearance of neutrality” and places dissent outside the
parameters of argument, while Patricia Roberts-Miller notes that irrational argument is an indicator
of demagoguery.
When we say that fake news is arhetorical, we’re not saying that it is not rhetorical, we’re saying
that fake news has no consideration for rhetoric. However, to provide an equally arhetorical response
to fake news, or not to respond at all, would be to fall into fake news’s trap. Fake news, both a
phenomenon of misinformation and a rhetorical strategy, can have harmful effects on the lived
material lives of people, and those with the least power within a given society are positioned to
suffer the most. Therefore, conflating arhetorical-ness for inconsequentiality is a mistake. Instead,
just as Aristotle positioned logos as an appropriate response to logos, we’re positioning rhetoric as an
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appropriate response to the arhetorical, to fake news.
In contemporary parlance, fake news is related to bullshit, but it is not only bullshit. Harry G.
Frankfurt encompassed bullshit as a sort of anti-craft phoniness where the bullshitter is decidedly
“trying to get away with something” untruthful (or at least insincere) relating to topics that people
would generally not feel comfortable speaking openly about (2). This is why, according to Frankfurt,
“politics, are replete with instances of bullshit so unmitigated that [it] can serve among the most
indisputable and classic paradigms of the concept” (6). As an indicator of both form and function,
discussions of politics are prevalent in contemporary contexts, particularly in conversations taking
place across social media spaces.
Bullshit and fake news have much in common. Therefore, applying James Fredal’s framework
of “taurascatic” rhetoric, the study of bullshit can be useful for interpreting and analyzing fake news
because, like rhetoric itself, taurascatic analysis is concerned with political and semantic interactions.
Furthermore, “An understanding of rhetoric will help in the analysis of bullshit—its distinctive
qualities and its types—and, more to the point, an analysis of bullshit will clarify the identifying
features of rhetoric” (243). A taurascatic approach to fake news will emphasize the role of response,
both in terms of how fake news functions as response and of how individuals can respond to fake
news.
An important distinction is that bullshit is not anti-truth, it is atruthful—it is so disinterested
in achieving a semblance of factual or verifiable truth that accuracy is rendered as entirely outside
the framework. Fake news can be understood as bullshit because the speaker or media outlet is
interested in influencing the reader but not interested in providing any new or accurate information.
In other words, the deception is both the means and the ends.
Investigating how power, in both rhetoric and bullshit, operates as a negotiable function of the
interaction between speaker and audience, Fredal defines “bullshit as a function of social encounters”
wherein
one party in an encounter feels superior enough (in position, authority, or rhetorical skill,
for example) to dispense with the rituals of cooperative interaction, leading the other to feel
treated without due deference; when one participant in an exchange appears to have been
undeservedly slighted; or when one side of a dialogue is unjustly disregarded. (253, 256)
Because of this power imbalance, an audience might not even be aware that they are being bullshitted.
Similar to how Frankfurt recognizes bullshit as atruthful, Fredal’s focus on interactions of
unequal power positions bullshit as adiscursive. In doing so, he differentiates bullshit from rhetoric: “If
bullshit is one-sided discourse, and arises in encounters characterized by the perception of arrogance
and insult, then rhetoric must be defined as discourse that affords due regard to all participants in an
encounter and all perspectives in a dialogue or discourse, particularly the non-dominant positions
most likely to go unheard” (256). In other words, rhetoric at least tries to get things right.
Roberts-Miller introduced how racist white nationalist/supremacist groups and their audiences
use a certain kind of “conspiracy bullshit” in order to make and support claims. The strategic approach
detailed by Roberts-Miller confirms group and individual biases through a tautological process that
consists of three characteristics: (1) the lack of substantiating evidence is viewed as confirmation for
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their original claims, (2) evidence that is disconfirmed by traditionally reliable sources is viewed as
further proof of the evidence’s validity, and (3) the bullshitter will simply find new evidence whenever
the original evidence is substantially disproven. As is the nature of bullshit, these characteristics are
acoherent. They are constituted of arguments that are not beholden to any sort of recognizable logic
or consistency, but, as Roberts-Miller shows, whose only purposes are to meet their influencing goals
for certain audiences: “The ideal audience of this data does not exactly understand how it relates to
the claims . . . but does understand that it signifies the identity of the ingroup—that the rhetor who
presents the data is trustworthy because he or she has performed ingroup identity” (466).
Gordon Pennycook et al. reconcile the contradiction that attempts to define bullshit end up
sounding like more bullshit. Focusing specifically on pseudo-profound bullshit, “which consists of
seemingly impressive assertions that are presented as true and meaningful but are actually vacuous”
these researchers conducted a quartet of scaffolded studies that assessed and scaled individual’s
receptivity to this particular kind of bullshit (549). In this way, pseudo-profound bullshit can be
understood as sort of aepistemological, in that it “it attempts to impress rather than to inform; to be
engaging rather than instructive” (550). Pseudo-profound bullshit is disinterested in sincere attempts
at making or discovering meaning. Ultimately, Pennycook et al.’s research led to the articulation of
specific detection strategies, such as conflict detection, analytic and reflective thinking, avoidance
of ontological confusion, critical reflection of epistemologically suspect beliefs, and reflective openmindedness.
Like Pennycook et al., Gee works on a method of reflective open mindedness via what he terms
Framework Discourse Analysis (FDA). He embeds FDA at an intersection of the Quine-Duhem
Thesis, Karl R. Popper, and Abdolkarim Soroush. According to Gee, the Quine-Duhem thesis states,
“while we can never be sure a given isolated claim is true, we can hope that, over time, our theories
come closer and closer to the truth in the sense that they make better and better predictions and
offer deeper and more inclusive explanations of phenomena” (344). Gee claims that Popper wants
to “make participants in [a] debate more aware of their own theories and practices in ways that
might improve them and allow, in the future, for their convergence, to some extent, with currently
conflicting theories” (345) Summarizing Saroush, Gee says that arguments “should be aimed not at
conversion, but at reflection on our own frameworks and those of others” (345). The point then of
debate and argumentation is to get closer to a truth via collective efforts. Rather than seeking looking
out, we are looking in. The responsibility of “debaters” and “arguers” is to allow critique to be a means
of self-reflection and growth. In this way, true debate lacks ego.
Paradoxically, as these authors allude to, there may be benefits to bullshit, such as signaling
shared values, easing anxiety among speakers, and building in-group identities. However, when
employed as a rhetorical trope in order to deceive or misdirect, bullshit has dangerous implications.
Therefore, students (or other consumers of popular and news media) need to be prepared to evaluate
and assess information that they encounter, including fake news and those who circulate it. Fake
news, like bullshit, is most effective when employed by those benefitting from systemic or material
power in order to persuade or control those with less power. Within real world contexts, fake news
evokes a response in spite of its arhetorical-ness. Therefore, it is incumbent upon students of rhetoric
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to be prepared to respond, to sincerely made claims as well as to fake news and bullshit, in academic,
professional, and social contexts. With this as a goal, the audience for responses to fake news are not
exclusively (or perhaps at all) the bullshitters. Rather, that audience is those who are impacted by the
bullshitter.
By using the above theoretical frameworks, we created two courses centered on providing a
space for students to identify, define, and resist fake news. In the following section, we outline the
structure, content, and rationale for these courses.

Course Design and Rationale
Building primarily on Monika Bednarek and Helen Caple’s critical discourse analysis framework
of interrogating news values, the pedagogical projects described here develop ways to evaluate and
navigate fake news by examining it in terms of structure and impact while showing practical strategies
to use in composition classrooms that have become the front line for resistance. We combine our
approach with Pennycook et al.’s strategy of open mindfulness, which states a reflexive open mind is
non-critical and therefore more susceptible to bullshit, whereas a reflective open mind is more able
to detect a seemingly truthful lie. We provide a critical strategy for deconstructing fake news, helping
student readers to better navigate between fact and fiction.
We constructed our two courses, a lower-division composition course taught by Monty and
an upper-division discourse analysis course taught by García de Müeller, independently, using
similar texts but divergent approaches. Since both courses were offered within the same institutional
context—as part of a rhetoric, composition, and literacy program at a large, public, Hispanic Serving
Institution in the US/Mexico border region of the Rio Grande Valley—a comparative study made
thematic and logistical sense. However, it was not until after devising the thematic framework for
our respective classes that we realized how much they shared with each other and with other courses
being developed by colleagues at other institutions. Students and publics from and around our shared
institutional context are more likely to be negatively impacted by Trump’s bullshit, which “is centered
on the preservation of a conception of American identity rooted in whiteness, masculinity, and
heteronormativity” (Steudeman, “Demagoguery” 8) and its concurrent argument that the United
States “needed protection from the hyper-masculinized image of the male Latino criminal entering
our country” (Wingard 45). According to the course syllabus for Monty’s lower-division comp
course, the focus was to “develop thoughtful questions of inquiry, find supporting resources related
to our self-selected topics, analyze and vet those sources for credibility and usefulness, compose
informed arguments in our writing, and reflect on our own praxes.” Students in this class investigated
instances of fake news and social media trends that pertained to their emerging areas of disciplinary
interest and to those instances where the popular message contradicted expert or scholarly positions,
in particular. Correspondingly, García de Müeller’s upper-division course used the theme of fake
news as a way to teach discourse analysis as a model for navigating media and calling for action.
Student writing on the Internet shapes students’ views of audience, which in turn shapes
whether they take the position of persuader or inquirer. Rik Hunter argues, “With the development
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of new writing technologies, allowing for new kinds of texts and new kinds of relations between
readers and writers, come new literacies and new literate identities” (19). Examinations of these new
literacies are lacking “a consideration of author and audience and writer and reader beyond either/
or positions, i.e., writing-about or responding-to frameworks” (Hunter 21). Our courses, therefore,
required students to explicitly outline their frameworks of response to internet discourse including
how students determined which discourse was worthy of response.
As Gee argues, focusing on argument as a means of testing self-ideological frameworks of
meaning, and meaning making, rather than persuasion or conversion allows for discussions from
diametrically opposing viewpoints to be productive and generative. The implication of such a
reflective orientated argumentation is asking, “What will it take to make me admit I am wrong?”
Or perhaps better yet, “What will I do if I am wrong?” These two questions were the central focus
of all student inquiry in each of these courses, as they prime students to critically examine their
own processes of evaluating information they’re receiving and creating meaning in their own
writing while also creating a scenario where the impulse to use bullshit is minimized. If the point
of argumentation is self-reflection and collaboration then bullshit would not be a useful rhetorical
tool. In other words, reflective questions such as these can potentially help students limit their
own bullshit. Next, we explain how each course was constructed in terms of theme, assignments,
reflections, and constructed collaborative framework.
First-Year Writing: Source Evaluations through Everyday Worknets
Monty based his first-year writing class assignment sequence on meeting a set of three objectives
that divided the semester into three unofficial units. The first objective was to introduce and interrogate
terms like “fake news” and “gaslighting” that had recently gained increased usage in popular
discourse, an approach that Jacob W. Craig characterizes as helping students to develop “necessary
literacies to discern the credibility of information found online” (25). Second, students synthesized
concepts of social media use (Buck), textisms (Grace et al), and worknet theory (Mueller) in order
to develop individual frameworks for coding their everyday and academic reading and writing. The
third objective consisted of identifying potentials for transfer between students’ everyday mobile and
online reading and writing practices and their academic work, specifically for evaluating credibility
in secondary sources. Together, these objectives comprised a theme for the course of investigating
the complexity of credibility in a contemporary era of instantaneous dissemination of information
and rapid-fire response.
As a way to prime their thinking for the course theme, students began the semester by reading
two popular news pieces that challenged the credibility of sources they might otherwise consider
to be trustworthy: the Office of the President of the United States and the internet search engine
Google. These articles had received prominent circulation across social media in the months after the
2016 US presidential election: “Donald Trump Is Gaslighting America” from the online magazine
Teen Vogue (Duca), and “Google, Democracy and the Truth about Internet Search,” written for the
British news website The Guardian (Cadwalladr). Students read these articles alongside sources
like the Stanford History Education Group’s report on students’ abilities to judge the credibility
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of information of online sources (Wineburg et al) and Bethany Davila’s study of indexicality as it
relates to standard language ideologies, racial privilege, and assumptions of intelligence; these
readings helped to establish the need for strategies for evaluating credibility as both an academic
and everyday area of need. Collaborating in small groups, students identified features such as author
title, publication name, topic, and language as traditional markers of credibility or trustworthiness in
popular media. However, having been primed by the assigned readings, students decided that these
traditional markers were insufficient when taken on their own. From there, the class developed the
following guiding question: What aspects of writing would make a writer or speaker more credible?
In order to begin answering this question, students next examined their own everyday writing
practices. Our definition for everyday writing drew from William I. Wolff ’s catalogue of “what
counts as writing” and accounted for practices such as texting, social media use, list making,
journaling/blogging, gaming-related discourse (e.g., walkthroughs, in-game chats), as well as other
writing projects they worked on for non-academic purposes (e.g., posters for sorority fundraisers
or presentations for their church group). Starting during class time but continuing on their own,
students collected data of their everyday writing in the form screen grabs with annotations. We
took our rationale for using students’ everyday writing in the composition classroom from Elisabeth
H. Buck, who suggests that social media users regularly make rhetorical choices with regards to
audience, exigence, constraints, and form. Students submitted everyday writing data once or twice
each week via the course learning management system. In the annotations, students commented
on their own credibility as writers and readers, often pointing to how savvy use of language and
metadiscursive characters could contribute to an individual’s ethos. Similarly, students suggested that
knowing when to post or share content on certain platforms, demonstrating a grasp of kairos, would
also mark someone as trustworthy.
After collecting data of their everyday writing, students coded their data according to a framework
based on three concepts: the rhetorical situation (as described by Buck), “textisms” (Grace et al), and
worknet pedagogy (Mueller). Building on similar theories presented by Marylin Cooper and Bruno
Latour, Derek Mueller’s approach calls for readers to identify citation phases, “aspects of sources that
. . . may illuminate promising possibilities for further inquiry.” Mueller identifies four such phases:
semantic (shared “high frequency and load bearing” vocabulary), bibliographic (source references
and citations), affinity-based (professional and personal connections, such as collaboration and
mentorship), and choric (“serendipitous and coincidental events occurring at or near (in place and
time) the source’s development”). Applying this concept to their everyday writing practices, students
were able to see how the credibility of a writer (themselves) comes not only from the source itself, but
from its interconnectedness within and across networks.
For the initial step of the coding process, students coded their everyday writing according
to audience, exigence, constraints. For instance, if another user was tagged in the data, then their
username was coded as “audience.” Next, students identified textisms in their everyday writing, such
as their use of internet slang, acronyms and initialisms, emoji and gifs, tagging of other users, and
use of other metadiscursive characters ($, %, *, etc.). Finally, students coded their data (using shapes
and highlights) according to each type of worknet they identified, such as highlighting slang terms to
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indicate semantic worknets, or annotating the timestamp to indicate that the tweet was posted while
the student was stuck at home due to seasonal flooding.
Some data were coded multiple times. For instance, according to Katherine Deluca, across
social media, hashtags demonstrate interconnectedness across groups and networks both technically
(by auto-generating clickable hyperlinks) and semantically (by utilizing certain terms that could
be searched and show shared interest). Similarly, links are used by the writer to provide or share
evidence of a claim, often from something considered to be a reputable source on the given topic.
Both hashtags and links can be viewed as rhetorical moves employed by the reader to show that the
ideas they were sharing are not only their own, but representative of a larger shared belief.
Students then applied this framework to analyze their own academic writing (typically a sample
from their previous English 1301 course, but some students used work from their other concurrent
classes) for comparable markers of credibility. For example, in the same way that students identified
“textisms” in their everyday writing, they recognized the function of “academicisms,” for lack of a
better portmanteau, in their writing for their college courses. In these cases, correct use of disciplinary
language would mark a writer as knowledgeable on a certain topic, while formal language use could
mark them as a serious writer. In both cases, these features of writing situated student writers within
larger networks of identification and meaning making. In both everyday and academic writing, a
writer becomes credible when they can demonstrate that their ideas build upon and are connected
to others’ ideas, which themselves can be similarly vetted (see Table 1).
Table 1. Framework of Credibility and Trustworthiness in Student Writing
Concept

Everyday writing evidence/
examples

Academic writing evidence/
examples

audience

social media platform (what’s
appropriate/ideal of Twitter is
different from Facebook), tagging
other users, internet slang, hashtags

disciplinary vocabulary, tone
and style of writing, intended
publication

constraints

character count, privacy settings,
data limits, mobile network access

mode (almost always had to be in
traditional essay format), students
expected to write about content
they were learning for the first time

exigence

timestamp, strategic posting to
ensure visibility

interest in topic, “filling in the
gaps,” instructor’s expectations,
assignment due date

textisms

internet slang, acronyms and
initialisms, emoji and gifs, tagging
of other users, metadiscursive
characters ($, %, *, etc.)

“academicisms,” disciplinary
vocabulary and jargon, formal
language
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semantic

internet slang, hashtags,
translanguaging

“academicisms,” disciplinary
vocabulary and jargon, formal
language, words/phrases used in
class by their professor

bibliographic

hyperlinks, tagging other users,
profiles

quotes, citations, reference lists

affinity-based

followers/friends/groups, tagging
other users, locations, listing
workplaces/employers, photos

instructor, program, university,
classmates/friends/tutors who
provided feedback

choric

timestamp (to determine what else
what happening at the same time),
locations, photos, post content

local weather, major news events,
movies, whatever was going on in
the world/the students life while
they were writing

In their individual reflective writing, students theorized about how the discrete concepts named
in Table 1 work together and inform each other to create networks of information: social, professional,
academic. Next, through whole group discussions, the class established that each network can
be understood as having its own rhetorical functions. Then, through the process of mapping out
their sources and articulating their interconnectedness, students established two positive trends:
the emphasis on worknet caused students to more conscientiously articulate in their writing how
their own ideas drew from or built on previous scholarship, and in demonstrating how their work
was connected to the worknet, students were able to stake a more authoritative claim for their own
credibility as writers.
Finally, students reaffirmed that citations and references to other established sources significantly
impacted how credible they assessed a source to be. Therefore, they concluded, showing where ideas
came from and providing evidence that could be checked, was a distinguishing feature for credible
writing. Students read essays by Lauren Duca and Carole Cadwalladr, although neither writing
for scholarly publications, which demonstrated work-netted credibility by incorporating links to
support the claims made in their articles, some of which were to scholarly sources. Conversely, by
applying concepts of Mueller’s worknet phases as a heuristic for analyzing other secondary sources
they found online, students were more equipped to identify and critique claims that were not
substantially supported, that were self-referential in their citations (that is, groups of sources that
only cited each other as evidence), and that relied on tautological arguments—indicators that the
arguments presented in those sources were bullshit.
Through systematic analyses of various forms of written discourse, including their own,
students were able to develop what Hunter calls a “hybrid literate identity,” a complex identification
that positions students as “readers-as-writers” who are better able to cut through some of the bullshit
and to critically read and participate in both scholarly and public conversations. Returning to Craig,
developing “a critical understanding of the nature of networks” can amplify awareness of “the
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rhetorical possibilities of researching, writing, and distributing information online” (37). By learning
how information is disseminated and created through different kinds of networks, students can learn
to incorporate those rhetorical strategies into their own writing.
Upper-Division Course: Discourse Analysis and Navigating Social Networks of Fake News
García de Müeller divided her upper-division discourse analysis course into three units: defining
fake news, analyzing fake news, and responding to fake news. Each section centered on ways to
use Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) as a mechanism for theorizing fake news, with the goal of
analyzing the processes of meaning making in networks of language. Fake news media served as our
main network and our artifact for analysis.
In order to facilitate a discussion on fake news and its relation to bias, on the first day of class,
García de Müeller had students take one test of their choosing from the Harvard Implicit Bias Online
Study. Tests on the site ask the participant to view a series of pictures and respond by placing them
into a category. For example, the Native American bias test asks participants to say if a picture is a
white American or a Native American. The Old versus Young test has participants choose whether
a picture is positive or negative. Students took the test of their choice and did not share their results,
nor did they reveal which test they took. Instead, the class as a whole discussed what they learned
about their own biases and how this information might be helpful when reading news stories. The
bias tests were not used as a metric for whether students held biases, but rather as a way to selfreflect and think about how unconscious bias determines how a person understands news stories.
Furthermore, through these discussions, the class enacted a process of “reflective awareness of
rhetorical vulnerability,” as articulated by David Riche, which can help students develop a sense of
“what it means to be affected by the communicative actions of others” (91).
During the first unit, students created definitions of key terms and concepts that explained
newsworthiness, news strategies, and news values with the aim of looking for patterns in how news
creators construct and spread effective fake news. Using terms culled from Bednarek and Caple, the
class decided that audience proximity, timeliness, negativity, and novelty make an event newsworthy,
valuable, and consumable. The more features an article had, the more newsworthy it was and therefore
the more popular and consumable. The class then looked for usage of these features as newsworthy
strategies in articles gathered from the Washington Post, The New York Times, Breitbart, Fox News,
and local news stations. They measured popularity and consumption by searching for the article in
the Facebook search bar and counting how many times it was shared, reacted to, and commented on.
The search was limited to people who had set their privacy settings to public, so although the search
was not comprehensive it gave the class a good metric for how popular an article was compared to
how many features of newsworthiness it contained. In general, we found that when an article had all
four newsworthy features it was popular on social media.
Now that the class had a working definition of newsworthiness and a way to measure popularity,
unit two consisted of constructing a list of questions to ask while analyzing news artifacts with the
goal of defining fake news (see Table 2). The questions were constructed from Pennycook et al’s,
Fredal’s, and Frankfurt’s work on defining deception, lies, and bullshit. Students were particularly
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interested in how reader bias could be targeted through pseudo-profound bullshit and atruthfulness.
This interest was the key focus when writing questions we could ask ourselves during analysis. After
writing these questions with the aim to interrogate media for atruthfulness, we looked for common
themes and decided to categorize the questions into four topics: reliability, appeals and evidence,
perspectives and audience, and language choices.
Table 2. FDA-ANA Questions for Analysis

Through a comparative analysis of articles using the questions from Table 2, the class decided
that fake news is discourse coming from one viewpoint without evidence, with only partial evidence,
or with evidence that misdirects. Fake news ignores all other viewpoints and centers the speaker or
writer as the expert without any justification and usually based solely on the ego of the person or
persons speaking. Often, the credibility of the speaker is centered even if speaking in opposition to
someone who would normally be considered an expert on that topic. The class considered including
the feature that many fake news writers frame articles in a negative way but ultimately determined
that was not a universal strategy. The chart below shows the final process decided by students.
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Figure 1. Image of Process for Responding to Fake News.
Students found what they determined to be fake news articles on Breitbart, Fox News, and in
the op-ed section of The New York Times. We debated whether op-eds should be considered fake
news, but the class decided that if an op-ed uses fake evidence to make a point, even if that point is
framed as an opinion, then it should be included. Students could not find any examples of fake news
in the Washington Post. The class then intersected newsworthiness and the definition of fake news by
asking: “How do writers make fake news consumable and popular?”
Seeking answers to this question was the focus of unit three, which centered on ways to process,
react to, and respond to fake news. First, the class tracked fake news articles on social media and
found that fake news that was angled negatively towards an opponent was more likely to be shared,
whereas positive fake news was less likely to be popular. By mid-semester, the class had collaboratively
put together what we termed Framework Discourse Analysis for Analyzing News Articles (FDAANA) (Table 2). Using Gee’s concept of Framework Discourse Analysis (FDA), which focuses on
understanding the frameworks of meaning making of persons who oppose your viewpoints, students
determined that there are five effective strategies to combat the impact of fake news (see Figure 1): 1)
Explain the difference between a fact and an opinion. 2) Make the bias of the writer clear. 3) Clearly
state what the consequences are of believing an argument. 4) Compare and contrast consequences.
5) Focus on impact not intent. Students determined that responding to fake news required all five
steps and that during a response often had to repeat steps several times. Figure 1 shows this process.
We found that although the process might begin with explaining the difference between fact and
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opinion and end with focusing on impact rather than intent, most often students would go to any
step when needed.
Gee calls for FDA to be used to create “a better understanding of [our] own framework, learn
better ways to argue for it and explicate what it means, face new questions, and discover what parts of
[someone else’s] framework might not be working well for their own purposes, values, and their own
good and the good of others” (365). Gee’s focus on goodwill and collaboration while maintaining
truth and self-conviction allowed for a framework that at once condemned fake news but also
considered differences of opinion and opportunities for epistemological intersections. In class
and in online spaces, students practiced the FDA-ANA process of identifying, analyzing, and then
responding to fake news. During these practice sessions, students would find an article, determine
it was fake news using the above matrix, and then give presentations on how to respond to it. Many
times, students took these responses to online spaces like their personal Facebook pages and the
comment sections of articles. Students reported that when using our action plan by engaging online
with folks who believed the fake news, they experienced less contentious arguments. Students did not
believe they changed anyone’s mind, but they did have civil conversations. Although this is anecdotal
evidence, students had positive online interactions with people they were diametrically opposed to,
and therefore, further research needs to be done to test the effectiveness of this strategy.

Closing Thoughts
Recent trends in political discourse, news media, and social media show a disturbing shift away
from the thoughtful evaluation of sources for their accuracy and credibility. These trends, and their
potential deleterious impacts on college level writers, are the crisis. Even if one does not see the
election of Donald Trump to be the complete and unmitigated disaster that it is, the increasing
influence of willful misinformation—both in public and academic sectors—undoubtedly requires
careful and deliberate responses from instructors of rhetoric and composition.
Ever since the 2016 US presidential election, teachers of rhetoric and composition have
felt compelled to respond to this crisis of deliberation and credibility in both their public and
academic lives. However, in order to respect those who have suffered materially from the current
political conditions, we’re choosing not to frame our responses as potential silver linings but as
opportunities to learn and improve, particularly in those areas where our pedagogies may have been
counterproductive to objectives of social justice (Steudeman, “Rethinking). When in a moment of
crisis, as many of us found ourselves after the election, it is important to reconsider our practices and
link our scholarship to our teaching (Barouch and Ommen; Gentile). Positioned as responses to a
critical moment of political and cultural exigence, the courses and built theories we have described
in this chapter seek to meet these calls. Based on our experiences with these two courses, we close by
offering what we think are significant findings and what we think other writing instructors interested
in teaching courses on credibility and fake news should consider.
By using the same theoretical framework of fake news, grounded in the rhetoric of bullshit in
our separate courses, we found some common concepts and themes emerged. One was the idea
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of grounding the work in the students’ lived experiences. In García de Müeller’s class, students
investigated political topics of personal interest, while Monty’s students identified rhetorical writing
strategies already present in their everyday writing practices. Grounding in these ways allowed
students to enter into the course topics and discussions from familiar positions, which in turn
allowed them to see how their work in the class would have direct impacts on their lives as students
and as public citizens.
Another common theme was the focus on credibility as a rhetorical strategy in conversation
with the rhetoric of bullshit. By framing fake news as an ideology rather than a form or function,
both courses centered on an interrogation of ethos in a much more complicated way than connecting
ethos to expertise and professional position. In Monty’s first-year writing course, students had
discussions about what happens when a position previously seen as expert, such as the presidency,
can no longer be defined in that way. This conversation in turn led to analyzing what ethos was and
how to incorporate it in ways beyond positionality. García de Müeller’s course had a similar theme;
however, students considered ethos as embedded in linguistic frameworks. The ethos, or in this case
truthfulness, of a news organization was determined by how that organization framed their articles.
Just because the 2016 US presidential election is a settled matter (at least in terms of its
outcome), it does not mean that issues of credibility and evidence are any less exigent for college
writing instructors intent on helping students become critical and literate readers and writers. In
fact, we both are teaching these courses again. As we do, we offer three potential modifications we
seek to implement, which could also serve as scaffolding points for other instructors.
First would be to address the politics of the course head on. Looking back, García de Müeller
did a much better job of this than Monty did, at least in terms of opening class dialogues that were
explicitly political in nature. This may partially be because as García de Müeller’s upper-division
students were comparatively more involved with the political climate and conversations taking
place around them. At the same time, Monty’s students seemed less lodged into their pre-existing
ideologies as our first-year writing students tended to be open to conflicting viewpoints. In either
context, forefronting a rhetoric course as a political space can ideally lead to more honest and
equitable conversations throughout the term.
Second, García de Müeller’s course, although focused on politics, did not necessarily focus on
explicit work on social justice and civic engagement; however, these themes emerged organically,
with many students saying how they would implement the FDA-ANA after the course finished. In
fact, in many of the final presentations, students laid out their plan of action post-course; however,
this may have been a result of the kind of student who wanted to take the course. In future courses, it
will be important to use the fake news framework as a means to investigate themes of social justice.
Third would be addressing the issue of volume. Students in Monty’s first-year writing class
seemed somewhat preoccupied with how many sources were needed, both for forming a credible
argument as well as for meeting assignment requirements. There was a sentiment that more is better.
However, as is often demonstrated in popular media, privileging quantity can be another kind of
bullshit, a way to overwhelm the audience and distract from the argument itself. Because there is
no specific number of references that definitively marks a source as credible, teaching students to be
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discerning evaluators of how much can be as important as what kind. As a starting point, we would
once again recommend creating a working definition of fake news grounded in theory and moving
away from the binary or pro/con positionings found in some classrooms in favor of triangulated
sourcing for arguments.
During the 2016 US presidential campaign season, a clichéd line developed that Trump’s
supporters take him “seriously but not literally,” whereas those resisting his bullshit mistakenly did the
opposite. This recalls Harry G. Frankfurt, who asserts that bullshit relies “upon a general recognition
that what he expresses or says is not to be understood as being what he means wholeheartedly or
believes unequivocally to be true” (9). In other words, by Frankfurt’s definition at least, Trump’s own
supporters know that their hero is a bullshitter and treasure this as a means of power and control.
Unfortunately, fake news, including that propagated by Trump, has plenty of support and
“evidence” in online spaces, which further complicates the work of writing instructors. Fake news—
like credible argument—relies on the rhetorical notion that networks create, or at least contribute
to, credibility. In short, because something is online and available, widely shared, and supports
an opinion, it is trustworthy. This seemingly innocuous, but ultimately, dangerous reasoning has
become a go-to strategy for the so-called alt-right.3 Historically, when employed by governments,
this approach has been known as propaganda. Now, the existence of propaganda does not discredit
the rhetorical functions network, but, as demonstrated above, theoretically it does place it as
something outside of rhetoric. If rhetoric is interested in response, then fake news—both the news
item itself and its invocation as a slur—must be understood as arhetorical. When the tag of “fake
news” is invoked and applied to discredit something the speaker wants their audience to believe,
it is synonymous with bullshit. It is then incumbent upon teachers of writing, literacy, research,
and rhetoric, to develop the tools and pedagogies for helping students to become critical readers,
evaluators, and responders to discourses bent on deception and manipulation.
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Notes
1. Lauri Goodling defines trolling as directed, instagatory interruptions of “opposition’s social
media ‘conversations’ to correct or clarify or counter points.”
2. Reporting on the actual impact that fake news had on the 2016 US presidential election varies
(Gentzkow; Meyers; Parkinson).
3. Southern Poverty Law Center defines the alt-right “a set of far-right ideologies, groups
and individuals whose core belief is that ‘white identity’ is under attack by multicultural forces
using ‘political correctness’ and ‘social justice’ to undermine white people and ‘their’ civilization”
(Southern).
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Diversity and Inclusive Text:
Ed Tech and Misinformation Challenges in Schools
An interview with Leyla Akincilar,
Product Designer, Goalbook
Tara Lockhart and Leyla Akincilar

A former urban teacher and principal now working in educational design and technology discusses
designing curricula for equitable and differentiated learning, including: how the information landscape
– particularly issues of (lack of) representation – shapes decision-making, specific anti-bias efforts, and
the challenges teachers face in helping students discern the quality of information in digital landscapes.
Tara Lockhart: Welcome Leyla Akincilar. We’re excited to talk with someone in the world of education
technology, which is connected to, but also outside of, academia. Can we start by hearing about your
history in education?
Leyla Akincilar: Of course. Right before coming to Goalbook, I taught 7th and 8th grade English at KIPP
Bayview Academy, in San Francisco, for eight years. KIPP is a system of free, public charter schools
committed to teaching diverse students. I also served as assistant principal there for three years.
Prior to that, I taught middle school English for four years in Los Angeles Unified School District
(LAUSD). In both roles, I did quite a bit of curricular design and at KIPP there was an emphasis
on individualized instruction geared toward helping all students succeed. So that background in
curricular work led me to Goalbook.
Lockhart: Yes, tell us about Goalbook and your role there now.
Akincilar: I’ve worked at Goalbook for the last five years. My role began as the ELA (English Language
Arts) content manager, which included leading a team of part-time content contributors, from a
variety of educational backgrounds and expertise, around the country. My role has since evolved to
product designer. As a designer, I follow the design thinking process to identify a user pain point,
conduct user research, and then design solutions that are reflected in our product. The coolest part
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of this role is that through the user research process, I speak to hundreds of educators across the
country so I can truly empathize with their challenges. This has been particularly interesting during
distance learning. I was inspired—at times moved to tears—by how quickly teachers adapted and
how worried they were about their students’ well-being.
A bit more about Goalbook. Goalbook is both a software platform for teachers and a professional
development program. We offer two tools. Our primary tool is Toolkit, which supports the creation
and implementation of standard-aligned, compliant IEP (individualized education plan) goals for
students with learning disabilities or other health impairments. Our content is supported by the
UDL (Universal Design for Learning) framework. This approach provides more equitable access
to learning in a variety of subjects and domains. Toolkit provides research-based resources and
strategies to support instructional objectives for students pre-K-12 in seventeen different subject
areas.
Our other tool is called Pathways, which provides Common Core aligned assessments, resources, and
strategies to support instructional needs for general and special educators. Again, one of our primary
goals is helping teachers understand the standards and what they can look like through the practice
stages and at mastery; this understanding then helps them teach to all students and where those
students are in their learning instead of “teaching to the middle.” Our focus is on demystifying the
standards teachers are asked to work towards, and in deepening teachers’ repertoire of instructional
strategies. We believe in continuous professional development for teachers, and provide resources
both online and through in-person development sessions.
In both parts of Goalbook, our central goals are improving instructional practice, supporting
standards-based assessment, and differentiating instruction. We partner with over 600 districts
across 45 states.
Tara Lockhart: Yes, can you tell us more about the work you’re doing to gather meaningful content
for use in the schools and how that work has been impacted by misinformation?
Akincilar: Of course. One dimension of our work is finding and curating searchable practice passages
that teachers can use with their students. Often my team is editing those passages to be under 500
words so that they are more flexible for in-class use. As we’re editing, we need to be mindful of not
unintentionally falling into misinforming via the editing process: have we shifted the meaning of the
passage? We are very attentive to the issue of misinformation on the content production/editing side.
In terms of managing people, this can sometimes be a challenge. The assumption is that we’ve hired
people with some content and interpretive expertise, who understand enough about any given
passage that they aren’t decontextualizing or omitting too much. Of course, this isn’t always the
case, and all of us will sometimes err too far in one direction, so we need to be attuned to that in an
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ongoing way. I’d say the biggest danger is working with people who haven’t necessarily questioned
their own biases, so they are not as open or as aware of how their selection or editing practices might
be misrepresenting a text or forwarding only a certain set of values.1
Lockhart: This is probably a somewhat familiar conundrum to many writing teachers who are always
thinking about text selection and contextualizing, right?
Akincilar: Definitely. I draw on my own teaching background all the time. In terms of managing
others doing this work, though, I’m also working at the more systemic level. For example, if I have
a team member who finds a source or passage that’s problematic in some way, it’s my responsibility
to add to or adjust our overall guidelines for selecting/reviewing passages to ensure greater quality
moving forward. A big issue in our work is decontextualization. Particularly when we’re working
with historical, or even contemporary, passages that are highly charged, we have a responsibility to
ensure that we are not misinforming student-readers or creating unintended negative consequences.
This awareness guides me in terms of managing my team; it helps us create responsible excerpts, as
well as additional materials that teachers can use to re-contextualize information.
Lockhart: How do those systemic changes you implement then impact the curricula and support
you’re providing to teachers?
Akincilar: That’s a good question. A key tradeoff, or balance, that we strive to strike is between the
teaching or support side and the technology side. In terms of the example I just shared, providing
robust passages that have an anti-bias orientation and are contextualized through both how we’ve
excerpted and through supporting teaching documents needs to be balanced with how we use software
to make those passages searchable, so teachers can find what will work best for their particular class,
a particular standard, etc. My team focuses on the content side of that equation. We are finding or
creating material that is high interest and aligned to the standards, while simultaneously paying
attention to the length of the passage, the lexile levels, how well it can stand alone and be understood
(i.e., not misrepresent the larger work), and whether or not it requires outside knowledge. This last
factor of outside knowledge, or sometimes idiomatic language, is important as we anticipate a range
of learners, including English Language Learners. Then we make this content available through
search functionality.
We’ve started also creating original content. We began by focusing at the K-2 levels with the specific
goal of having more inclusive content. We needed high interest material with a lower range of lexile
levels that was also much more diverse; the easiest way, we found, to achieve all of these goals was to
create the content ourselves. That’s something we are continuing to work on.
Lockhart: That leads us to talk a bit more about the technological side of education practices and
information literacies. What are you noticing or working on from your vantage point?
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Akincilar: The educational landscape is always a little bit behind in terms of responding to digital
changes and technology. One example has been how slowly the Common Core standards have been
to really integrate digital literacies and attend to the spread of mis- and disinformation. That has
begun to change over the last few years with states like New York and Massachusetts updating their
standards this year. Other states—like Texas and Ohio—have been updating, but have not yet focused
on emphasizing digital literacies. This needs to happen since students find most of the information
they are using in their own reading and research online, if it isn’t given to them by a teacher. Right
now, there is too much onus on teachers to figure out how to work with students to ascertain the
quality of information within digital environments; more of that onus needs to shift both to the
standards and to curricular design.2
Specifically, standards need to be fleshed out to help teach students the kinds of high-level discernment
now needed to weed out mis- or disinformation. As importantly, since we teach within a context of
standardized assessment, those assessments also need to shift for this to happen downstream, as it
were. If curricula often work backwards from assessments, assessments have a crucial role to play
in terms of emphasizing information and digital information literacy skills. My hope would be that
institutions that create high-stakes testing respond to the need to concentrate on digital literacy skills.
Since those tests dictate which skills are most critical, then adding those skills to tests will highlight
their importance. Teacher induction programs also have a huge role to play; however, within the
context of national teacher shortages, particularly in high-poverty areas and now with the pandemic,
training along these lines becomes both more crucial and more difficult.
Lockhart: Yes, thinking about how we are bound or shaped by the larger systems of education (like
standardized assessment) is so crucial. Along similar lines of attending to larger structures that
impact education, I know diversity in education is something you are passionate about, emerging
from your experience as an educator within highly diverse, urban schools. What are the implications
or connections you see between diversity and inclusion and mis- or disinformation?
Akincilar: I’ve spearheaded substantial initiatives to create a body of anti-bias literature and resources
around that literature that support teachers. Essentially, we are looking for sources we can pull from
that can be trusted to be doing this work; are there sources that are reliably fact-checking, as well as
checking their own biases and being up front about their interests or perspectives? In creating this
body of resources, it also means that we are sifting through our back catalogue and pulling biased
sources, as well as looking holistically at what we are missing: which perspectives and positionalities
are not adequately represented? Are we regularly checking in about our own biases as a company, as
former ELA educators who might be overly biased towards what we enjoyed teaching (or were taught),
and as individuals to make sure we are not sedimenting patterns of exclusion or over-representation
in our catalogue? I think about this work as proactively working against misinformation in terms of
misrepresenting what or who is important and “heard” in our society.
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The fact that we have a predominantly white (and predominately female) editorial team makes
challenging each other even more important.
Lockhart: Yes, I love that this is work you are specifically championing in terms of both workplace
culture and educational resources. What’s next as you continue this work? Where would you like to
see things heading?
Akincilar: Most of our effort is in professional development, which makes sense to me as a former
teacher. The expectations for teachers are so high, and within a shifting landscape (technologically,
as well as with COVID19 and more online learning) those expectations can become really
overwhelming. Our founder began the company with the idea of supporting students with IEPs—
attending to students who had specific educational needs and helping teachers understand and feel
like they had the resources to meet those needs. Extending a UDL approach to general education
needs to continue to grow, I think.
There’s also a lot more work to do in terms of teachers understanding and leveraging how standards
are vertically aligned across the grades. In the case of mis- and disinformation, for example, how and
when are students introduced to the strategies they need to find, evaluate, and use information, and
how do we intentionally build practice and knowledge across the grades to deepen those strategies
and their use?
Last, there’s so much more education needs to do to further social justice, and it is crucial to make
sure educators are part of the solution and not the problem of spreading misinformation. Starting in
2017, our entire product team has engaged in in-house professional development we call “Just and
Equitable Classrooms.” In these sessions, we each take on topics related to that theme and do a deep
dive to share with the team. Our goal is to learn more about how we can take that learning and apply
it to different aspects of the product. Some of the key issues we have focused on, which I encourage
other educators to continue making progress towards as well, include:
• Using anti-ableist language throughout the curriculum, especially in professional
development materials that frame teachers’ work and in UDL materials (for example,
revising any and all deficit-based language)
• Spreading inclusive language beyond the ELA curriculum, for instance, in math content
• Promoting greater diversity in all texts, especially children’s literature
A big part of doing this work is also just diversifying the educational workforce. When I attend job
fairs to hire for Goalbook, the demographic is almost entirely 25-30-year-old white women; for some
time, our content contributor team did not have a single person of color in the ELA division. That
needs to change. We’re committed to improving our sourcing to ensure we have a more diverse pool
of candidates. At every level, we need to be supporting the widest possible range of people to do this
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work, since it impacts our next generation, our workforce, and our larger culture.
Lockhart: Right on, Leyla; I couldn’t agree more. Thank you so much for your time and perspective.
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Notes
1. Since this interview, and in light of making Goalbook’s public commitment to the Black
Lives Matter movement, we have returned to the examination of our passage collection. While we’ve
always been tracking representation of protagonists in our collection and striving for diversity, we are
in our first phases of a deeper examination of how all our content provides windows and mirrors for
students. Interested readers can read our founders’ BLM and anti-racist commitment statement here:
https://medium.com/innovative-instruction/a-commitment-to-antiracism-9ecb8d69aa9c.
2. Since this interview, twenty of the fifty US states have revised their standards, some revising
just slightly from Common Core and others taking significantly different approaches.
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Developing Critical Consciousness:
Literary Theory, Process Pedagogy, and Information Literacy
Melissa R. Sande and Christine M. Battista

With societal well-being so dependent on how its citizens find, review, and use
information, institutions must help students become information literate, in the
fullest sense of the term.
– David Breneman (qtd. in Breivik)

I

n an October 5, 2016 article in Politico about a vice-presidential debate, Jack Shafer wrote
that “[a]nytime a network microphone is live, disinformation can pour into the nation’s
living rooms” and “in campaign 2016 . . . disinformation efforts have become rampant”
(1). Shafer’s observation speaks to the issue of dis/misinformation that has plagued educators with
the rise of the alt-right and through the election and into the presidency of Donald Trump, with
“alternative facts” becoming a popular term in the American cultural imaginary. A plethora of essays
on combating fake news and teaching students how to recognize it have appeared in The Chronicle of
Higher Ed, Inside Higher Ed, and others. As part of its 2016 Presidential Inauguration Week, a panel
held at the University of Mary Washington was titled “Higher Education in the Disinformation Age:
Can America’s public liberal arts universities restore critical thinking and civility in public discourse?”
These examples bring to light the urgency of recognizing critical thinking, civility in public discourse,
distinguishing disinformation, as well as information literacy. This chapter focuses on developing
critical consciousness in students by layering reflective processes of analysis and revision to teach
students how to simultaneously challenge and reflect on the ever-shifting meaning of historicity.
The larger implication of our argument about how to develop critical consciousness is that such a
process not only makes students information literate—in that they can effectively locate, understand,
and evaluate source information—but that this process can combat fake news and disinformation,
thus initiating a more liberatory pedagogy that encourages responsible thoughtfulness and critical
questioning. We emphasize the importance of three key terms in opening up a student’s critical
aptitude from within the classroom: critical consciousness, information literacy, and process
pedagogy—or a strong emphasis on the process of writing and rewriting as it includes sourcing
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and assessing information. We borrow from Paulo Freire’s definition of critical consciousness but
locate this concept in our political present, building upon critical consciousness as the heightened
skeptical approach one takes in assessing information in order to carefully evaluate and thoughtfully
interrogate truth-based claims.
According to Freire, critical consciousness is a way of achieving an in-depth understanding and
reading of the world and recognition of contradictions, or “apprehend[ing] the objective data of . . .
reality (as well as the ties that link one datum to another) through reflection—not by reflex” (3). This
leads to, as Freire emphasizes, “a deepened consciousness” in which students can “apprehend that
situation as an historical reality susceptible to transformation” (85). We are, in particular, interested
in Freire’s emphasis on the combination of analyzing component parts in order to devise solutions,
and the role reflection plays in dictating strategy. Critical consciousness is particularly concerned
with the combination of reflective action and critical theorizing.
In our adaptive version of process pedagogy, critical consciousness is developed through the
commensurate synchronous work of evaluating information, revising, assessing, and revisiting
writing through self-reflexive analyses, peer commentary, and professor feedback.1 We describe a
pedagogy anchored by a scaffolded process of information literacy (IL) through which a learner
achieves competence in digesting and using information through ongoing formative feedback
during the writing and revision processes. Because IL is the understanding of how information is
shaped, valued, and then communicated, this process of teaching forefronts the reflective finding of
information. The reflective piece is especially important here, as, in connecting to Freire, it functions
as the mode through which information is found, evaluated, and used. Transformation comes from
reflecting and intervening. As students reflect on their processes, we teach them to actively seek and
build their own intervention or original space in which to create new knowledge, perspectives, or
arguments. Therefore, our process model moves from students working on a micro-level (to define
and understand terms), to working with historical and background elements, to understanding the
cultural and social level, and lastly to evaluating current research and integrating all previous levels
(or working on a macro-level).
When educators talk about combating fake news or disinformation, we are talking about
successfully teaching IL. Information literacy, as has been stated in various contexts since the
emergence of the term in the 1970s, is an essential part of a well-informed twenty-first century
citizenry,2 and we argue that the concomitant, intersectional relationship between the three key
activities of self-reflexive analyses, peer commentary, and professor feedback are essential for
producing critically-minded students. In this chapter, we seek, through an engagement with
composition, literature, and literary theory, to explore, in the current cultural and political moment,
how to more comprehensively address and reinforce IL as a writing process and not a singular skill.
Our IL process model may be used in advanced literature classes, extending beyond the
composition course where it is typically relegated. In this chapter, we compare the teaching of IL
within an ecocritical literature course for non-English majors at a small, private university to the
teaching of IL in a course focusing on contemporary literature with a feminist lens for English majors
at a larger public two-year institution. We highlight the marked improvement in our layered IL
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approaches, which centralize theoretical analysis, socio-historical context, and researched arguments,
examining how the distinction between skill and process is central to our argument. Reflection, as
integral to Freire’s definition of critical consciousness, can bridge the teaching of information literacy
as a skill to a process.
As literature professors, we are typically separated from rhetoric and composition scholarship
(especially as it applies to IL research); however, in our respective institutions, we each teach both
composition and upper-level literature seminars. The composition class is not only about writing; it
is sometimes the singular source of teaching of IL, now a staple general education outcome at most
colleges and universities and the root of the mis/disinformation onslaught. Despite the differences
in our institutions (an open community college and a private, career-oriented four-year university),
we have noticed the same issues concerning mis/disinformation: students often do not question the
information they receive (they are passive receivers) and because the curriculum within both of our
institutions treats IL as a skill, students often lack the means to adequately question and critically
assess sources. We cannot assume students are equipped with the critical skills necessary to navigate
an increasingly flooded and oppressive, dis-informative media climate.
If IL is about source culling and assessment, critical thinking, and evaluation, or even, as we
will explore further, the development of what Freire terms critical consciousness, it is more aptly
described and taught as a process that centralizes reflection than the skill that we too often treat it as.
By process, we mean to not only invoke reflection as Freire does, but layered steps in which students
build upon and revise work from earlier stages. Treating IL as a skill has caused, as Margaret Artman,
Erica Frisicaro-Pawlowski, and Robert Monge have stated, the common practice of “limit[ing]
lessons in information literacy to ‘one-shot’ library instruction sessions” (93). This is indicative not
only of IL’s categorization as a skill and not a process, but of a neglected skill at that.3 However,
as Diane VanderPol, Jeanne M. Brown, and Patricia Iannuzzi have argued, IL allows students “to
determine the nature of information needed to solve a problem, find targeted information and
evaluate its reliability and usefulness, apply and analyze information to create new knowledge” and,
perhaps most importantly, “function with an understanding of the ethical and financial contexts
of their information use” (12). Process theory allows us to rethink the skills approach to IL. For
example, integrating aspects of process theory would make peer-response and instructor feedback
an essential part of learning IL, forcing students to confront their biases and actively revise their
missteps throughout their research.4
For Freire, the use of reflective action and critical theorizing of a process prevents one from
being a passive recipient of knowledge. Freire addresses how process is vital to engagement with the
world, especially when it comes to absorbing and processing information:
As men amplify their power to perceive and respond to suggestions and questions arising in
their context, and increase their capacity to enter into dialogue with not only other men but
with their world, they become “transitive.” Their interests and concerns now extend beyond
the simple vital sphere. Transitivity of consciousness makes man “permeable.” (13-14)
Freire’s insistence that transformation is born of being in dialogue with others furthers the
significance of consistent peer and instructor feedback throughout the research and writing process.
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Further, transformation also comes from reflection and intervention, integral pieces to sourcing,
assessing, and then implementing information in one’s writing. This chapter reclaims process theory
as it functions as an effective model for centering IL in literature classrooms in a critical political
moment. Indeed, we suggest revisiting process pedagogy—and therefore centralizing student voices
and texts—as a means of combating the current onslaught of mis/disinformation. The question that
this chapter seeks to answer is: how can process pedagogy be used to combat fake news, skewed,
or disinformation? We assert that a process writing model is still serviceable to composition (and
significantly, English and literature, as exemplified in this chapter) classrooms in other ways.
Conceptualizing writing as a process emphasizes active, critical engagement.
Shifting away from the process model, scholars have argued for an approach that eschews a
uniform process through which IL is taught and implemented. Deeply informed by poststructuralism,
post-process theory argues that teaching writing as a system is impossible because “writing is
public; writing is interpretive; and writing is situated” (Kent, qtd. in Breuch 133). While we agree
that writing is culturally, socially, and historically “situated” and “interpretive,” we argue that several
elements of the process model are useful to IL, especially given the need for students to navigate the
current climate of American media and politics—ever-changing and increasingly complex. Process
can also be extended to other disciplines outside of first-year writing, as we will address later in this
chapter with specific upper-level literature and theory classes.5 Teaching students to understand the
myriad ways in which texts are shaped by contemporary discursive formations helps connect them
to the process of literacy while showing them how to become more thoughtful, critical consumers
of information.
Treating IL as a process in which, to draw on Freire, students enter into dialogue with information
and each other as they reflect on said information and thereby become transitive requires that IL be
taught beyond the first-year. We suggest that IL be “integrated into multiple, contextual classroom
sessions”—not just composition and not just as a means of assisting students with the procedures
associated with paper-writing (Artman, Frisicaro-Pawlowski, and Monge 93). Information literacy
must be extended into other classes and disciplines. After all, IL “is a critical element of the skills
needed to become an informed, productive citizen, able to take an active role in one’s community”
(McMillan and O’Neil 31). To combat misinformation effectively and prepare students for the
obligations of citizenship, educators must focus on and teach the importance of IL to students, who,
in seeing it treated as a skill taught in a single class period spent in the library, find it “only useful or
valuable if tied to that well-worn (and ill-formed) genre, the academic research paper” (Artman, et
al. 96). Extending its relevance and emphasizing process will change the way students view and use
IL.
Our IL process model is a layered approach to research with built-in peer-review and reflection
activities. As we have argued, reflection is part of what differentiates the process model from others
and is the means to, by Freire’s definition, the actualization of critical consciousness in students. The
layers of our model are broad enough that they may be adopted for disciplines besides literature or
English Studies. A basic outline of the model includes:
• General: This includes initial defining of terms (importantly from multiple sources),
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•

•

•

language/jargon, places, and people associated with a text or topic. This is the most basic
level of research and gives instructors an opportunity to demonstrate effective use of
Google, Google Scholar, and other heavily-relied upon (and riddled with pitfalls) internet
search engines. This first phase then leads to a short reflection exercise on being critical
of internet sources (in this first step, by comparing and contrasting differences in the
information obtained from multiple places) and asking students to rhetorically analyze
their bibliographies for social and political bias.
Background/Historical: This phase asks students to build upon initial research (which may
have been revised after the short rhetorical analysis was completed) to develop a historical
context. At this stage, peer-review is introduced. Students also use this phase to investigate
how to confirm the factuality of all sources.
Cultural and Social: This phase is a more in-depth and specific approach that still relies
on the phases before it. In a literature course, this allows students to explore more specific
elements of a text. Peer-feedback can be used at this stage as well.
Current Research: This is the most nuanced level. This is the gathering and assessing of the
most up-to-date research on a text or topic and is premised upon theoretical literacy and the
integration of all research from the previous levels. Students then construct a narrative of
their research process also subject to peer- (and certainly instructor-) review. The narrative
is the key approach here, as it is centralized on an account of the research process and not
the research itself.

Integrating Process Pedagogy and IL
A great deal of recent research in the field of composition and rhetoric examines the ways in
which IL should become a more integral component to first-year writing, thus moving away from,
for example, the “one-shot library session” and embedding a more rigorous literacy approach into
the course structure.6 This research has limitations. For instance, recently, WPA: Writing Program
Administration and Composition Forum have published pieces on IL and writing curricula, but such
articles do not go beyond the use of IL in first-year writing. Additionally, more recent scholarship
on combining IL with writing instruction or first-year composition programs often addresses
particular changes or collaborations done at the authors’ singular universities. For example, AnneMarie Deitering and Sara Jameson’s essay, “Step by Step through the Scholarly Conversation:
A Collaborative Library/Writing Faculty Project to Embed Information Literacy and Promote
Critical Thinking in First Year Composition at Oregon State University” and Jennifer Fielding et
al.’s “Integrated Information Literacy and Student Outcomes in Foundational First-Year Writing”
both discuss specific work done at individual institutions. In other words, such work doesn’t attend
to pedagogical practices, but rather collaborative efforts and localized models. Rolf Norgaard has
written that “it is nothing short of surprising how little the field [of rhetoric and composition] has
written about information literacy and library collaboration, especially if one is looking for more
than anecdotal reports of local practice” (125).
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If we attribute IL solely to librarians, we effectively take any onus off of faculty in the classroom
to also teach IL. However, even some recent scholarship continues to limit the expansion of IL.
Sheila Corrall’s 2017 essay “Crossing the Threshold: Reflective Practice in Information Literacy
Development” examines how teaching librarians may use reflective activities and practices “to enable
learners to think critically about their IL abilities” (23), again assigning the teaching of IL only to
librarians. Annemaree Lloyd’s “Information Literacy and Literacies of Information” theorizes IL as
an academic discipline unto itself and as a “practice that is shaped by the social site, promoting
certain knowledges and enactments” (101). But this essay serves to further sever IL from the myriad
academic disciplines that it ought to be integrated into, as does James Elmborg’s “Lessons from
Forty Years as a Literacy Educator: An Information Literacy Narrative,” by not addressing the role
that instructors play in reinforcing and using IL methods taught initially by librarians. Elmborg’s
work focuses, again, on the notion that IL is the job of librarians to teach. If students are truly to
understand IL as a process with relevance in every discipline and relevance to them as citizens, it
must extend beyond first-year writing and be reinforced continually in other writing-intensive and
upper-level courses.

Teaching Process IL within Literature Courses
As professors and scholars of literature, we build IL into the study of history, literature, and
writing, especially in the upper-level literature and theory courses; it is typically assumed that
students have mastered IL by this point and no longer need reinforcement. We begin with the
tacit acknowledgement that writing is a social act with deep ethical implications. As explained by
McMillan and O’Neil, “social literacy—the ability to understand and participate socially in a complex
and interdependent social world—is concerned with the empowerment of the social and ethical self ”
(38). Our literature classes, instead of being centered on research papers, centralize the process of IL,
partially by way of walking students through an examination of textual analysis through historical,
cultural, social, and environmental lenses, and partially by shifting the assignments from several
papers to smaller IL processes and reflections, as mentioned earlier. Building a rigorous process of
IL around this model connects students both to the act of reading and writing. We follow Edward
Said’s claim in “The World, the Text, and the Critic” that “texts have ways of existing, both theoretical
and practical, that even in their most rarefied form are always enmeshed in circumstance, time, place
and society—in short, they are in the world, and hence are worldly” (4), a claim not dissimilar to
Freire’s examination of critical consciousness. Indeed, we argue that one’s critical consciousness is
sophisticated by their heightened understanding of the “worldliness” of texts. Whether it be literature
or media news, students can begin to understand the ways in which information is deeply shaped
by myriad worldly discursive formations; by creating an intersection between language, culture, and
society, students become more active, critically minded agents within the process of information
production.
Lastly, creating a relationship between student and text is the most integral component of
IL. In an age of mis/disinformation, it is essential that we reinforce the work in composition and
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rhetoric that considers IL central to the teaching of writing and looks for ways to extend it across the
curriculum.7 This, of course, reinforces the relationship IL has to critical consciousness. Cultivating
an intersectional relationship between student and text is also the first step in teaching students to
care deeply about their own literacy. In our classes, we begin by developing a theoretical paradigm
upon which the course operates. From that orientation, we scaffold information slowly through
an interweaving of theory, textual background, history, culture, and contemporary research. The
research paper is built into this concomitant IL process, a pedagogical strategy that falls in line with
a great deal of composition studies.8 We emphasize with students the ways in which the process of
research is integral to understanding texts and relating to the society and culture that ultimately
produced them. As Artman, Frisicaro-Pawlowski, and Mongue argue, “[b]y teaching research as a
single and discrete unit disconnected from rhetorical concerns, we powerfully influence the ways
students come to understand and engage information” (96). In other words, research is an integral
component of the ways in which we teach IL and literacy assessment is continual and built into
this pedagogical model. As students develop a more nuanced, complex understanding of language,
context, and writing, they learn to become more rigorous producers, consumers, and researchers of
information.
As we have begun to map out, our IL process model offers a layered, multimodal approach that
intentionally teaches students how to better evaluate information. One could make the claim that
our current media literacy crisis stems from a passified relationship to information in general—and
helping students care more about the information they receive can provide a stepping stone towards
sifting out false or inadequate news. Teaching students, first and foremost, the degree to which our
contemporary media landscape has created a more fragmented body politic with individuals more
isolated from one another than ever before is one of the first steps towards helping them develop
a stronger awareness about information dissemination. Engaging students from within a myriad
of writing forms, analysis, research, and projects can help coax students out of their isolated,
individualized media bubbles and teach students the invaluable need to question, analyze, and
actively engage all forms of information.
In the sections that follow, we discuss teaching ecocritical literacy at a small, private, university
for non-English majors and the ways in which IL is integrated into this class. Following our
discussion of ecocriticism and literature, we compare the methodology for teaching IL at a larger
public institution through a contemporary feminist approach. Although our university systems and
student demographics are quite different, we have developed very similar approaches for layering
in process pedagogy through the study of literature, culture, theory and criticism. In both of our
courses, we teach IL through an integrative process model of academic engagement that centralizes
theoretical inquiry, literacy, socio-historical context, and research. We provide students with the
tools they need to revise their writing so as to accurately compose thoughtful, well-versed arguments
that are crafted around a continual unfurling of theoretical, historical, cultural, and literary layering.
Using the model we have developed, the following sections offer two ways to teach IL through
literature classes.
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An Ecocritical Approach
Teaching students ecocritical literacy within a quickly paced trimester schedule at a small private
university with a group of non-majors has its challenges. Most students are either disinterested in
ecocriticism, have little experience with environmental writing, or lack the information needed
to fully engage in an in-depth analysis of our environmental crisis. The key is to instruct students
about the value, and need, of complex analysis and literacy, while keeping each unit distinctive and
manageable. In order to successfully develop an interdisciplinary ecocritical seminar around process
pedagogy, the course is anchored around revision, theoretical inquiry, literary analysis, and research.
As ecocritic Ken Hiltner emphasizes, “the humanities, such as literary study… have a major role to
play in our shared challenge of forging an environmentally better future” (xii). This, of course, is
the challenge of process pedagogy: teaching students the major role they each have in “forging an
environmentally better future” through continual revision, analysis, and writing. The design of the
course is built on Freire’s concept of “consciousness building” through a layering of interdisciplinary
scholarship that moves from ecocriticism to news media to literature to a deeper researched topical
environmental analysis. The students’ final assessment, an environmental magazine project portfolio,
represents a revisionist culmination of their writing. The goal of the class is to help students realize
their role in de-codifying erroneous or inaccurate environmental news while developing more
sophisticated, thoughtful discursive analyses. As Cheryl Glotfelty argues, “ecocriticism is the study
of the relationship between literature and the physical environment . . . all ecological criticism shares
the fundamental premise that human culture is connected to the physical world, affecting it and
affected by it” (122-123). Beginning with this premise, students are taught the ways in which writing
and language are distinctly connected to the natural world. Through an interdisciplinary layering of
environmental topical analyses, students learn the invaluable ways in which environmental writing
and discourse are deeply connected to their own agency.
Applying the IL process model looks like the following:
• General: At the beginning of the course, students are introduced to the definition and
understanding of ecocriticism and its broader implications as a means of analyzing
literature, culture, and discursive perceptions around the environment. Here, students also
begin to learn the modalities and frameworks through which to philosophically examine
the world through an ecocritical lens. This gives students a basic context for understanding
the theoretical framework for the many ways they will apply it in the course.
• Background/Historical: This element is continuously built into the course as students
consistently explore ecocriticism as a malleable, ongoing framework through which
contemporary environmental issues—and problematic/flawed representations of those
issues within media texts—may be examined and continuously revised. Students are also
introduced to a representative ecocritical author in order to situate the theoretical paradigm
vis-a-vis a literary text. In this particular class, students learn about Margaret Atwood’s
autobiographical background and the specific themes she examines in Oryx and Crake as
representative of our current historical moment.
• Cultural and Social: Here students understand the actual lived implications of ecocriticism
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as a cultural and social movement. In other terms, students learn that ecocritical thinking
is a theoretical paradigm predicated on social change, thus revealing the stakes involved in
applying this theory to studies of the environment.
• Current Research: This final layer asks students to connect the theoretical ideas learned from
within the class to contemporary environmental issues alongside media representation of
those issues. Throughout the course, students embark on contemporary research, continually
scaffolding in real-time concerns alongside core course material. Because research is built
into the structural paradigm of the class, the students understand ecocriticism, and its
ongoing importance, as an ongoing reflexive, critical framework.
In the first unit of the class, students analyze, critique, and respond to environmental news
media, while learning about the broad understanding of ecocriticism. In order to track their progress,
students develop and maintain an online environmental journal and follow their classmates. This
online journal gives students the opportunity to assess, respond, revise, and reconstruct their ideas
throughout the term as they learn more complex theoretical, cultural, and literary ideas. In this unit,
students compose blog posts responding to specific environmental news articles while engaging with
their peers’ writing. Revision is built into the curriculum as each class begins with an analysis of
student writing. As students analyze and critique news media rhetoric, ecocriticism is introduced as
an overarching theoretical framework.
Once introduced to the material, students are required to revise their blogs, integrating
ecocriticism into their analysis. This multimodal revisionist and theoretical approach helps students
learn how to effectively sift out problematic information while introducing a new theoretical
paradigm into their vernacular. Their final assignment in this unit is to compose an ecocritical news
article, incorporating the language of ecocritical theory into their discourse. By this time in the term,
students have learned how to comment on and critique problematic media representations of the
environment and have the opportunity to compose their own media editorials on their blog sites
and, eventually, their magazines.
Following their news media unit, students begin reading a work of environmental fiction that
gives students an accessible yet complex means through which to examine ecocriticism and many
contemporary environmental concerns. Margaret Atwood’s Oryx and Crake, a novel that synthesizes
environmental catastrophe, Western scientific reasoning, and human agency in a post-apocalyptic
narrative, provides a space for students to refine these rather complex ideas through a creative
medium, teaching them that “literature does not float above the material world in some aesthetic
ether, but, rather plays a part in an immensely global system, in which energy, matter, and ideas
interact” (Glotfelty 123). This multilayered approach not only teaches students the importance of
literary studies from within a deeply fragmented socio-political world, but it also instructs them how
best to become active agents within the process. As students read and analyze Oryx and Crake, they
are taught more complex ecocritical theories and continually compose blog analyses of the novel,
incorporating each theoretical layer as they write. Each of the students’ blogs intentionally builds
towards the unit’s final assignment, where they are expected to compose an analysis of the novel
using a combination of these theoretical frameworks. Again, throughout this unit, student blogs are
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continually subject to peer revision both outside and inside the classroom, and are graded on their
revisions. Once students have composed their final essay for the unit, they have the opportunity to
incorporate revisionist suggestions for their magazine portfolio.
In their final unit, students embark on a research project that is synthesized around an area of
interest derived from their environmental news media article tracking and topical issues discussed
in Oryx and Crake. Within this section of the course, students are taught how to engage with peerreviewed articles alongside searching for relevant topics via Google. At this point in the term, students
have been writing and revisiting ecocritical frameworks from within their blogs and now begin to
synthesize these paradigms into a deeper research analysis. The goal of the final research assignment
is to incorporate an ecocritical analysis of a contemporary environmental issue while simultaneously
pointing out the ways in which mainstream media news fails to cover the breadth and depth of these
issues. As students compile their blogging research trail, they simultaneously build their magazine
projects, revising shorter pieces of writing while layering in more nuance and theory. Their final
environmental magazine assesses their overall revisionist incorporation, theoretical nuance, research
depth, topical relevance, and environmental purpose.
A course anchored around ecocriticism certainly lends itself to consciousness-raising. But this is
not always self-evident to students, and it is the role of the professor to teach students the value of critical
thinking in an age of mis/disinformation, especially in terms of environmental issues. In this respect,
process IL offers an invaluable pedagogical modality through which to engage students in every step
of the process, from media news to literary study to short publishable blog writing. Helping students
realize the value of critical literacy while enforcing their own revisionist writing process is a crucial
means through which to teach students the value of their discursive contributions. Comparative
learning outcomes data from two different course assessments reveals a marked improvement in
student literary and awareness when integrated learning is layered throughout the term. As the data
reveal, continually reinforcing revision and response throughout the breadth of the seminar, while
methodically layering in more sophisticated theoretical frameworks, bolsters student proficiency—
as opposed to a more antiquated model that tests proficiency via a localized final comprehensive
seminar essay. In the spring of 2016, for instance, this comprehensive researched analysis was the
modality tested for outcomes assessment. In this version of the course, students conducted research
on a topical area related to ecocriticism and literature and were required to integrate peer-reviewed
research into an analysis of their chosen primary text. In this course assessment, of the fifteen
students, sixty-five percent measured proficient and six percent measured near proficient. In spring
of 2017, the data reveal a significant improvement in literacy. Shorter revised blog assignments
combined with a researched analysis and the final environmental magazine portfolio were all used to
assess this outcome. Learning outcomes data from this term jumped from sixty-five percent to eighty
percent proficient, with five percent near proficient. Student evaluations in spring of 2017 revealed a
positive response to the material, notably remarking on their connection to the material and vested
interest in a topic with which they were deeply unfamiliar. Holding one another accountable for their
writing via blogging, for instance, helped students care more deeply about their engagement with
the topic, while the final portfolio provided a more vested interest in student revision throughout
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the term. And perhaps most importantly in a topic as critical as environmental awareness, students
revealed the ways their uncritical assumptions were deeply informed by a lack of caring about media
news related to the topic. An interdisciplinary theoretical scaffolding of IL throughout the course,
coupled with consistent revisionist discursive responses, helped students transition from a position
of disinterest to one of active awareness and critical engagement.
A Contemporary Feminist Approach
Our second classroom example of negating a skills-based approach to IL comes from a
contemporary literature course taught to second-year students at a community college. This class
often has English majors in it, but is not totally comprised of them, as the course fills a diversity
general education requirement for all students. In this course, students read five or six novels,
and with each text, IL is presented, taught, then reinforced as a process. Similar to the previous
example of an ecocritical class, several levels of IL are put forward, each building on the previous and
culminating with a thorough and full contextualization of the text being studied. The different levels
of IL used in this course (as enumerated earlier) are essentially various research contexts as they
pertain to literature, but are broad enough that they could be adopted for other literature courses or
even other disciplines entirely. These different contexts could then unite approaches to IL across all
programs at a college, providing an effective means of constant reinforcement. Sylvia Plath’s The Bell
Jar is a popular and well-received text in this course. Applying the IL process model to it looks like
the following:
• General: Defining terms associated with the text, this initial level introduces students to
feminism in literature, popular conceptions of this novel and Plath herself, as well as the
association between Plath’s life and the text. This provides the first opportunity for students
to delve into the autobiographical element and determine just how much of the text can
be attributed to Plath’s own life. Students also explore the genre of the bildungsroman here
or the question of Plath as a feminist. This provides basic context for the novel and an
underpinning for the next, deeper levels of the IL process.
• Background/Historical: While continuing to investigate autobiographical elements, this
next level also has students explore the backdrop of the Cold War and forge connections
between that and autobiography. Here students move into more specificity, for example,
looking at second-wave feminism and how it differs from other waves.
• Cultural and Social: Here students get into the American 1950s, its relationship to feminism,
as well as specific social roles and stereotypes for women in this era, as are grappled with
within the text. Having the historical references fleshed out, students then move into
particular cultural references from the novel, such as Women’s Day Magazine, Mademoiselle,
Smith College, the treatment and perception of mental illness in the 1950s, and others.
• Current Research: As described before, this final level asks students to not only look at and
paraphrase the most recent, interdisciplinary work on the novel, but also display theoretical
literacy and the merging of all previous levels of research. One assignment that easily
brings this research together is a context and concept map, wherein students create visual
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representations of the links between the terms associated with the novel, the historical
context, cultural references, and other elements. This encourages them to forge connections
between seemingly disparate aspects of the text while supporting and defending such
connections through the application of research, information, and citation.
What distinguishes this model from other traditional approaches in literary study and in
composition is that the emphasis is moved away from a research paper (or final product) and on
to smaller, peer-reviewed assignments that force students to consider their research processes and
whether they have completed them and assessed their sources in objective, unbiased ways.9 For
example, annotated bibliographies can be used at any level of the process described above. Students
can also list and arrange sources based on assessment of bias or agenda; or students might chart
sources based on their relationship to sources discovered at other levels of the process, allowing
them to explore intertextuality. Information literacy “has evolved to include an array of content
and skills that includes the ethical use of information, contextual analysis, an understanding of
information organization and accessibility structures, formats, and systems” (Fielding, et al. 107).
A model like the one described above—particularly the use of it to create smaller assignments
based on contextualizing sources, putting them in conversation, and working to develop a holistic
understanding of a text through such research—becomes a necessary process for students.
Because all of the novels in the class incorporate issues of gender and gender identity, feminism
creates a critical and thematic base for the course. Students initially explore feminism through
literary theory, before we begin reading fiction. As students move from one novel to the next, they
see continuity through the feminist lens and develop an interpretive framework that also provides a
vocabulary on which to draw for literary analysis. Feminism is engaged here in order to demonstrate
to students the overarching theme of gender in our identities and our culture, as elucidated by
literary texts; this connects to the Freirean concept of consciousness-raising. Because all literary
theory “examine[s] the relations between writers, texts, and the world,” (Glotfelty 123), students
are connected to a process of inquiry about the world around them and its reflection in the fiction
that students study in this class. As Stacey Sowards and Valerie Renegar have written, “For many
feminists and other social critics, consciousness-raising is central to the process of creating a critical
awareness of our culture” (535). In other words, within this IL process model, literary theory lays the
groundwork for being critical and for posing thoughtful questions and is reinforced by the various
ways that IL is then used throughout the course. In the ecocritical approach, students focus on what
it means to be human in the context of an ever-changing planet and how that affects their reception
of information, while in the feminist approach, students are taught to focus on the construction of
the self and gender identity and how these influence the way they take in information. Students start
the course by thinking about agency through gender identity, about the process of teaching and
learning gender performativity. Students look at the work of Judith Butler, for example, who offers
“a more radical use of the doctrine of constitution that takes the social agent as an object rather than
the subject of constitutive acts” (Butler 519). Because Butler ultimately questions the extent to which
people constitute themselves and their gender identity, students are led to question what and how the
information they receive develops their identities instead. Using Butler, students can then investigate
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other sources on gender identity, and construct visual webs of how their various sources define and
explain identity (as one example). Seeing a visual of source overlap, students begin to understand the
importance of IL and critical thinking.
Though it may not seem that using process IL in literature classes is a way to negate the plague
of mis/disinformation, we have found that the aforementioned relationship between world and text
is significant in this regard. Smaller assignments, while aligning better with IL as process model,
have also made it easier to collect learning outcomes assessment for the course. For example, in the
fall of 2016, the research paper was the sole assessment tool for measuring the IL course objective:
conduct effective research on the chosen topic, effectively integrating primary texts and library and
internet sources. That semester, a course section of twenty students was seventy percent proficient
and five percent near proficient in this area. In the fall of 2017, several smaller assignments, such as
an annotated bibliography, formal peer feedback on that assignment, as well as a content map, in
addition to the research paper were used to assess this outcome. Proficiency increased to eighty-seven
percent, with six percent near proficient. In student reflections on the IL process assignments in the
fall of 2017, they reported that some of their initial assumptions had been refuted by fully delving
into the material. Conducting research on a topic like feminism, which students often assume they
understand and know, gives them a deeper and more nuanced understanding, which lends itself to
the idea that they ought to continue interrogating terminology and their established notions. In other
words, they find that culling additional sources or assessing their perceptions against the information
obtained from scholarly research results in deeper and fuller comprehension. The value of critical
theory in the context of IL is that it forces students to question the construction of their subjectivity
and their place in the world, making their processing and assessing of received information personal
and necessary to an understanding of their communities and the world. Ecocriticism and feminism
are only two examples of literary theories that may be used to open the door to imparting the value
of IL to students in various disciplines and in real-world contexts.

Conclusion
This chapter has put forth a pedagogical model that integrates literary study, theory, and IL in
order to reinforce the work that students begin in composition courses. It is our contention that
teaching IL as a skill in one college-level course does not do enough to help students master the
ever-important outcomes of IL. Instead, we assert that IL ought to be treated as a process that can be
fortified and cemented in other courses and disciplines outside of English. The process model can and
should be extended to IL at this crucial moment in the onslaught of fake news and disinformation.
Information literacy should be treated as an essential process in every course and discipline.
In reassessing the IL modality, our pedagogical model calls for a shifting of the ways in which
literacy is actualized from within the classroom. By facilitating a deep connection between student and
text, we emphasize the importance of engaging students from a multitude of theoretical, historical,
and literary angles. If students can begin to develop a relationship with the material and perceive the
ways in which they are active agents from within the process of information dissemination, they will
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be less apt to uncritically internalize fake media messages. As humanities scholars, we are well aware
of how “media influence our understandings of ourselves and the social world in profound ways
that are often unrecognized” (Ouellette 1). Teaching students to become aware of these unseen and
often “unrecognized” discursive power relations, however, is the key to developing a sense of critical
consciousness in students’ minds. In an age in which fake news has become a national epidemic, it’s
critical to instruct students that literacy isn’t just a measurable skill but an essential tool to their own
agency in a world rife with duplicitous and egregious media messages. As educators in this age of
disinformation, we have a responsibility to our students to teach them how to think critically while
becoming active agents in their own education. Facilitating an intersectional relationship between
critical thinking and textual analysis is the most crucial stepping stone in fostering an audience of
student learners who care about the world and their places within it.
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Notes
1. The method of IL as a process in this chapter is reinforced by the ACRL’s Framework for
Information Literacy for Higher Education, particularly in the section, “Information Creation as a
Process.” For more information: http://www.ala.org/acrl/standards/ilframework#process.
2. See, for example, the 1974 report for the National Commission on Libraries and Information
Science by Paul G. Zurkowski, in which the term “information literacy” was defined, and the 2005
recommendations from the UNESCO-sponsored Information Literacy Meeting of Experts. In
2009, then President Obama declared October National Information Literacy Awareness Month.
Proclamation No. 8429, 2009 stated, “…we must also learn the skills necessary to acquire, collate, and
evaluate information for any situation.” See also Eric Leake’s chapter in this collection.
3. See Nicole Allensworth’s chapter in this collection for more on IL and the role of librarians
and IL in combating disinformation.
4. Our two institutions are good examples of this. At both, information literacy is addressed in
a single library session in the first-year composition course. While the research librarians at both
institutions offer to do research and information literacy sessions in other courses and disciplines,
they report less than ten instructors taking advantage of such offerings in the 2016-17 academic
year. Our institutions are hardly the only examples of this. See Margaret Atman, Erica FrisicaroPawlowski, and Robert Monge’s “Not Just One Shot: Extending the Dialogue about Information
Literacy in Composition Classes” in which they discuss the prevalence of composition programs
being too “frequently responsible for teaching basic research writing” and how it is “still common
practice to limit lessons in information literacy to ‘one-shot’ library instruction sessions” (93).
5. Current research on extending IL instruction focuses solely on composition courses (see, for
example, Leslie Sult and Vicki Mills’s essay “A Blended Method for Integrating Information Literacy
Instruction into English Composition Classes” in Reference Services Review). While extending IL into
other disciplines entirely is outside of the scope of this chapter, we are suggesting here an easy bridge
to advanced literature courses as reinforcement of what students are taught in first-year composition.
6. See, for example, Rolf Norgaard’s “Writing Information Literacy: Contributions to a Concept”
in Reference and User Services Quarterly.
7. See, for example, Laura Brady, Nathalie Singh-Corcoran, Jo Ann Dadisman, and Kelly
Diamond’s “A Collaborative Approach to Information Literacy: First-Year Composition, Writing
Center, and Library Partnerships at West Virginia University” in Composition Forum or Barbara J.
D’Angelo and Barry M. Maid’s “Moving Beyond Definitions: Implementing Information Literacy
Across the Curriculum” in The Journal of Academic Librarianship.
8. See Lee Nickoson and Mary P. Sheridan’s Writing Studies Research in Practice: Methods
and Methodologies, a collection that examines research and writing from myriad perspectives and
examines the commensurate relationship between systematic, reflective research and literacy as
integral to student engagement.
9. We emphasize a move away from the literature courses culminating in a research paper not
because research should be detached from the writing of papers, but because it should have value
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outside of that context as well. It is also a long-standing tradition that graded work in literature
classes solely be comprised of research papers. Moving research into other mediums emphasizes its
importance outside of that assignment and outside of the classroom.
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International Baccalaureate, Theories of Knowledge,
and Misinformation Spotting in the High School Classroom
An interview with Martee Lopez–Schmitt, English Teacher and
Coordinator of the International Baccalaureate Program,
Capuchino High School
Tara Lockhart and Martee Lopez-Schmitt

In this interview, a veteran high school educator and first generation American with Mexican ancestry
details how International Baccalaureate (IB) programs—and particularly their Theory of Knowledge
classes—provide a rich epistemological framework for high school students to consider truth, perspective,
authority, and agency. Particularly for her diverse group of students, Lopez–Schmitt argues that IB helps
provide a global, interdisciplinary, civic, and rhetorical framework that supports students in acts of
critical questioning about how we come to know, understand, and respond to the words and worlds
around us.
Tara Lockhart: Welcome, Martee! Can you tell us a little bit about yourself and your work?
Martee Lopez-Schmitt: I teach at Capuchino High School in San Bruno, California, and I am the
International Baccalaureate (IB) Coordinator. IB programs were created fifty years ago for diplomats’
children around the world. Because the diplomats were moving around, they were discovering that
their kids weren’t getting consistent education; they were finding gaps in their kids’ schooling. In
response, they created a consistent program that is now pretty much in every country in the world
outside of the US. Most IB schools are private schools here in the US, whereas most IB schools
abroad are public schools.
Lockhart: How does IB differ from Advanced Placement (AP) programs or other kinds of college
track courses?
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Lopez-Schmitt: IB classes are generally two years long, so they require more time and result in more
depth. In terms of testing or evaluation, IB scores are composite scores; as opposed to a single test,
there are two to three actual exams. IB exams also generally have some kind of oral component or
presentation. And finally, there is a component that is scored by the teacher, and the score is reported
to IB as part of the composite score.
The IB program also offers the opportunity for students to get the IB diploma, which is typically a full
two years of coursework in both core subjects and electives. Those students who are completing the
most rigorous IB courses for the diploma will also complete a course called Theory of Knowledge,
which is the course that I teach in the IB program. In the Theory of Knowledge course, students
complete a 4,000-word research paper on a topic of their own choosing alongside a faculty advisor.
They complete community service and activity hours, as well; and they do all that in the span of two
years. IB offers a lot of opportunities to get college credit or to branch out and take different electives,
while also offering the additional bonus of getting a diploma that is recognized around the world.
Lockhart: How would you characterize the growth of IB in the United States?
Lopez-Schmitt: It’s been slow. Before I came to my school, I’d never heard of it before. We’ve now
had an IB program for fourteen years, and in those fourteen years, I’ve witnessed colleges becoming
more and more aware of the program and allowing for more and more credit for students’ scores.
That causes the broader public to become more and more aware of it, as well. My school has gotten
larger in the last fourteen years, and that’s not just necessarily because the area is growing. We’re also
getting students from private schools who traditionally would have continued there but chose to take
IB instead.
Lockhart: As a teacher, what do you value about the IB program? What benefits do you see, perhaps
in relationship to programs like AP that college teachers and parents are more familiar with?
Lopez-Schmitt: Well, I always go to my experience: I was an AP student, I took probably five or six
AP classes in my junior and senior years, I was the top of my class or close to it. I went on to community college, and the thing about AP for me was that I didn’t do well when I got to college; I had the
intellect —I had the smarts for it—but I didn’t know how to be a student because AP at my school
back then was focused on, you know, getting a good score for an exam.
Comparing this to IB, students take two years per course, and this not only allows for more depth; it
also allows for the training, so to speak, in real critical thinking and in how students can be advocates
for themselves. They go into college knowing even what seem like simple, basic things, but which are
crucial—such as knowing how to write and knowing how to ask questions.
We have an annual event at our school where we bring our recent grads back in December after a
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semester of college, and we ask them: How did IB work for you in college? And the thing we hear
most often is that, for them, college is easy. Students say, “I’m the one who knows how to do X, Y, or
Z in class, and nobody knows how to do that.”
Lockhart: Just to pick up on one thing you said about having stronger writing skills going into college, what would you say the key differences are between IB programs and other English courses? Is
it primarily differences in pedagogy, or maybe it’s just a difference in practice, or being in IB coursework for two years? What observations have you made?
Lopez-Schmitt: Every IB class has a writing component to it somewhere, including our math classes—they include a research paper about math. There’s no way you’re in an IB class and you don’t gain
writing skills—written and oral communication are foundational to IB.
Lockhart: So it sounds like there’s just a stronger commitment to writing and oral communication?
Lopez-Schmitt: Yes, and a more diverse focus on different kinds of tasks other than just the test.
However, even the tests are robust: for example, for one test, students have to write three essays in
two hours. It’s thus up to the teacher to train students for that rigor in terms of writing strategies,
processes, structure, and the like. Across all of our subjects, teachers have had to step up their game
in terms of teaching how to write. IB has made all of us writing teachers in ways that regular curriculum or a college prep or AP curriculum didn’t. At my school, IB definitely turned people into
communications teachers on top of being content teachers.
Lockhart: Can you talk a little bit about the IB Theory of Knowledge course, and what makes it
unique?
Lopez-Schmitt: The best way for me to describe the Theory of Knowledge course is to call it a kind
of philosophy class. This is where we discuss questions like, How do we know what we know?—that’s
the focus. In that way, it’s a basic epistemology class. We explore more of a critical thinking point of
view: understanding that everything we do, everything we’re engaged in—our volunteer work, our
writing, what we choose to read, what we choose to watch on TV—all of these things are part of and
help you form a worldview, and that every person’s worldview is different, because you each have a
different set of experiences. While we all experience certain things in our life—grief, or sadness, or
happiness and joy—we all experience them in a different way. The work of the Theory of Knowledge
course is to begin to understand the impact such worldviews have when we consider what we know.
We try to define what knowledge is in the first place, and we look to a variety of places to discover
that. Then the students work to form their own definition, or working definition, of knowledge. We
start examining the ways in which we gather knowledge or information—in Theory of Knowledge,
they call these “ways of knowing.” IB has recognized several different ways of knowing, and we fo-
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cus on four in my class: sensory perception, language, reason, and emotion. Students tend to focus
particularly on language and reason, drawing a lot from their IB English and Media Studies work
and bringing that to bear in Theory of Knowledge. This results in a focus on bias and really thinking about who texts are written for. Who is this created for? With the idea of audience so firmly in
mind, when we talk about language, it’s really a rich, rich time in the class. We look at those ways
of knowing and our definition of knowledge, and the discussion that emerges often centers on is a
fact always a fact, or is a fact the same thing in your math class as it is in your biology class as it is in
your art class, or in your history class? Or does the definition of a fact change? It does? What are the
impacts of that?
Once we lay that kind of groundwork, then we start moving into what IB calls “areas of knowledge.”
We look at arts—all kinds of art—painting, all different media, all that kind of stuff. We look at ethics,
then we look at math, natural sciences, the human sciences, and history. We explore the questions:
How do we use language in each of these areas in order to create new knowledge or to understand
what’s already there? How does our culture—including cultures of home, of our school, of your
church, of any other affiliations—affect what you know and how you know it? What are the filters you
are using in order to discern if something is true or not?
Building on these ideas, we discuss bias in that bias isn’t necessarily a bad thing; it’s something that
we all have. But an awareness of that fact is necessary to understand that I’m particularly biased, for
whatever reason, against this product or idea, or that since I have a particular upbringing, it points
me in this direction.
Lockhart: As a teacher, I really love the idea of this class. How has the current climate in the US, including the spread of mis- and disinformation, affected the way that you teach the Theory of Knowledge class? How does it come up in class? What does that look like? Is it different from maybe what
that class looked like four or five years ago?
Lopez-Schmitt: It has definitely changed what we talk about in class, but one of the main differences
is the students who are the most ambitious and taking the most rigorous courses are all in this class.
These students are all now our Twitter users, or at least they follow news outlets, and they follow the
president. That is a change; it wasn’t like that five years ago.
Some of those connections come from their English classes and their history classes; the kinds of
things they’re learning in history now parallel what we’re teaching. It also comes from their reading
of some dystopian novels. It’s really interesting that they are now already more hooked into the news
and, for some, a constant stream of news sources. I joke with students to put NPR on in the background: if you don’t come from a world, for whatever reason, where the news is on, or you’re not
reading a newspaper, or you’re not tapped into what’s going on in the world, then you need to get into
the habit of it. I want to create students who flourish long term and who are engaged in the world and
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in the politics of the world, and I want educated voters out there. That’s what I tell them. I tell them
I want you in on that. You need to engage in that. And the easiest and cheapest (free!) way to engage
is to put NPR on in the background of your day.
Lockhart: What kinds of examples of news or text do they bring into class? Or what kinds of examples or practices do you work with to try to get them to a next level of critical literacy around
information?
Lopez-Schmitt: A primary thing we talk about is authority: Who do we believe, and who do we trust,
and why do we trust these people? Let’s go all the way back to when you first knew you believed
something—whether that’s Santa Claus or the boogeyman—whatever it was, go back to those moments, and then take yourself through that thought process: How did you come to the point where
you couldn’t believe anymore? And how could you still believe your parents if they lied about Santa
Claus?
We start with those basic questions, and then we start talking about people of authority who have
fallen from grace in some way or who have come out to be unethical or liars or sexual abusers in
some way. Students really connected with the #MeToo movement, and when it began, students were
talking a lot about Louis C.K. Students would bring him up in the class every so often, not only
because he has a particular political view, but also because he has a particular view about race; he’s
Mexican and he’s Jewish. Students were interested in talking about him as an example of authority,
and so when he admitted to being a person who abused his power for sex, the discussion centered
on questions like, “Then now how do you or how do we trust him? Maybe you don’t want to watch
his shows on TV, but if he wrote an article, and The New York Times published it, would you be okay
with that? How could you trust him? How could you believe?”
So much of this conversation returned to bias: understanding that not only do we have our biases,
but everyone else out there has them too, right? Even if I’m reading an article or an op-ed piece in
The New York Times by Frank Bruni, not only do I have to understand that I’m coming at it from a
particular place, but they’re writing from a particular place as well. Essentially, how do I know that
it’s okay to believe who I believe? At what point do we call someone an expert? Theory of Knowledge
gets students to grapple with those kinds of questions from the very beginning—exploring ideas
about believing in something or knowing something. Students feel the push and pull between believing and knowing. For example, if in order to qualify something as knowledge, it has to have evidence,
and if you don’t have evidence, how do you justify having a belief? What is then really interesting is
when students bring in their religious backgrounds and experiences like that. A lot of students at Capuchino High come here from a previous private school or parochial school perspective; they come
to the IB program with specific views from a Catholic perspective or a Christian perspective. And so
they play tug of war with these ideas.
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Lockhart: Right. I know that Capuchino is a pretty diverse school, so I wonder how teaching not just
a rhetorical approach, but a rhetorical approach within a larger epistemological framework like IB,
intersects with student diversity. If you’re engaging those approaches with a really diverse group of
students, how does that diversity even further enrich that conversation?
Lopez-Schmitt: The range of experiences we are able to talk about is really quite fascinating and rich.
In my class right now, I have several students who went on missions last summer—religious missions
or worked for nonprofit organizations—in countries like Ecuador, the Dominican Republic, the Philippines. These are kids who weren’t from those countries—they are American or first generation
American—coming back from places with the experience of teaching kids how to speak English,
living where there isn’t running water, or they have an outhouse, right? Many students already have
diverse experiences to draw on, just by the nature of being first generation Americans, or by the fact
that they are from Turkey, or from other Middle Eastern countries.
That diversity and how students are exploring negotiating identity prompts us to talk about things
like “being the only one.” Have you ever been the only girl in the room, the only black person in the
room? How do our identities then come to bear on the idea of responsibility? I talk about it from
my own experience—I’m a first generation American; my parents are both from Mexico, and I talk
particularly to my Latino students about this a lot: that you don’t get to quit things, you don’t get to
not go someplace, because it’s all white. You have a responsibility, because it’s not going to not be all
white until the browns come in and start doing something—start disrupting that status quo.
Those kinds of conversations are just fascinating. I’m an English teacher, so I love the kind of rich
discussion we have in English classes. However, the discussions that happen in the Theory of Knowledge class are so much more personal, they’re so much more global, because the students are allowed
in this class—and actually required in this class—to bring the breadth of their own experience to
bear. It’s such a treat.
Lockhart: What connections can you make between the IB focus on those values of ethics and community activism, and how we think of or define truth, or how we combat misinformation?
Lopez-Schmitt: There’s this thing in IB called the learner profile: it’s the attributes that IB is striving
for. The first thing on the learner profile is inquiry—being a student who can ask questions and who
is curious about things in the world. A second attribute is being principled; to have some kind of
moral code to live by, however you come about that code.
When we talk about a worldview, when we talk about how we build it, the idea of truth comes into
play with belief and with knowledge. Because if, again, if we’re saying that to know something means
that you have proof of it happening, what is the tension between knowing and believing? How can
you speak truth and, at the same time, speak your own truth if there is a difference between the two?
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Even the idea of truth isn’t as simple as I think it used to be; I think it’s far more complex in the last
five years. I think even the definition of that word and the context in which we use it has become
different and more sophisticated and definitely more complex.
Lockhart: I think that takes us to changes in how information is circulated, including the speed at
which it circulates. If we are thinking about the ways that algorithms control information being
disseminated, the ways that some people can manipulate information to try to make money or take
advantage or influence an election or whatever it may be, what pressures does that put on literacy
instructors, and how are our literacy instructors grappling with that and talking about that with their
students?
Lopez-Schmitt: I think the more time we can spend talking about bias, authority, and expertise, the
better the students are going to be at understanding what those things mean, and how those things
can play out when they’re googling something, for example. I was just reading an article about how
Google has changed a particular kind of literacy. The author described indexical literacy, meaning
I used to go to the back of the book and find information I needed by using just that strategy. Now,
Google does that for us. So I can skip a whole bunch of information or processing along the way; I
know these pieces of information, but they don’t necessarily have any context. If, for example, before
we had Google, if I wanted to look up the year someone like Bobby Kennedy was elected, I could
look that up in a book, and I would also come across some biographical information and other information before I got to the particular fact I was searching for. Now, I can go to Google, and the only
thing I get is that one piece of information; all I need is 1968, right? What does that do to how we
piece together things in our brains now? How do we work with these random bits of information? In
class, we definitely spend a lot of time talking about “speed of light” kind of information. We look at,
for example, when Gabby Giffords was shot, and news outlets pronounced her dead, and she hadn’t
died. We talked again about responsibility: that the information that we have, or that we think we
have, can be used as a weapon now, including in ways that it hadn’t been before.
Changing from an approach that was purely literature-based to pedagogy that focuses on language
and literature, along with taking a rhetorical approach, has helped students to be a little more discerning. From my point of view, I think the kids who are exposed to these questions and debates
receive some of the best writing instruction that they can get. They also get the best kind of training
in terms of talking about context, talking about truth, talking about and being true critical thinkers.
Lockhart: One thing that I like about the IB program is that there is this common ground; there’s
a common philosophy that students are experiencing from these different disciplinary endpoints.
That makes me think about what common ground looks like in our society right now, and the way
that that common ground continues to be fractured. I wonder if that has made it into the classroom
as well? Do you feel that fracturing of common ground in our society represented in any way in the
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classroom with your students?
Lopez-Schmitt: One example comes to mind from our ethics unit, during the heat of the #MeToo
movement. The kids kept tapping back into these fallen heroes; it was kind of like, “all roads lead
back to the #MeToo movement.” As they continued to bring this topic up, there was some tension
between a couple of the male students and some of the females, particularly in that some of the gentleman did not understand why rape jokes weren’t okay.
Underlying this tension seemed to be that people made the assumption in the class that we were all
speaking from the same place; that we all understood that making rape jokes was wrong, or especially in the time that we’re in, that it’s not cool. (I don’t even know what other time it would be okay, but
who knows; the kids were having that discussion.) What ensued was a really uncomfortable time in
the class where some friendships were actually tested, and I had to bring the wellness counselors in
on the conversation. One student had been sexually assaulted in the past and was really upset by this
and had gone to the counselors.
The result was that we didn’t have an intervention or anything like that, but it was a conversation that
looped us back around to the idea of that worldview in a particular place, and that our own personal
experiences lead us to particular ideas or beliefs. We all live in a particular context and so on. It is
the sharpest kind of instance I’ve had where the idea of common ground was really fractured. And
it wasn’t about politics—which I thought would happen more—but it was still an opportunity for
people to make their assumptions more explicit and to actually try to define their worldview and
where their beliefs were coming from, which is part of the work of this Theory of Knowledge class.
Lockhart: This is sort of a similar question; I wonder if you would say that changes in our current
cultural and political climate, especially around misinformation, have had an impact on you, your
work in the classroom, or in your workplace of high school in general?
Lopez-Schmitt: Certainly, it’s so weird. In class we talk some about historical moments, meaning
the moments in our lives that we always remember—that change us. In my mind, I go to September
11th, whereas my mom felt that way when Kennedy was shot. Each generation seems to have such
moments as touchstones. For me, I had never been an anxious person prior to September 11th, yet
afterwards I became an anxious person. My anxieties are about safety; there’s a little bit of fear that
runs in the back of me like a low hum all the time. And this does manifest itself in the classroom for
me, almost like this kind of desperate need for me to make sure that my students don’t go out into the
world lacking critical thinking skills. I don’t know if that is because that moment in history triggered
me to become a better critical thinker, but I want to make sure that my students can go out there and
be better thinkers, make better choices, be part of a political world, vote, and all those kinds of things.
As I’m thinking about that, I recall that it wasn’t long after 2001 that I got involved in ERWC (the
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Expository Reading and Writing Curriculum; see essay by Shannon M. Pella, this volume). That led
me to be able to actually articulate and teach what I meant by critical thinking skills—both to my
own students and to fellow high school teachers around the state. That work has had an impact. But I
think of the political climate that we’re in now, and fear is real again; it’s just this low hum of anxiety
and teachers are going around making sure students are registered to vote and the like. All of us are
doing that at our school.
What this brings up for me has to do with the issue of whether you call yourself a school with an
IB program, or you call yourself an IB school. What is your focus? In this last year, I’ve started a
revolution and said that IB is going to be the thing that is at the center of the school. The learner
profile about creating students who are reflective, who are thinkers, who are curious—this is where
we should move. Now I’m involved in professional development that’s changing what we do at my
school and forcing critical thinking and being a principled person through inquiry—forcing that
into the center of what we do. This political climate and my fears around disinformation and misinformation have definitely pushed me in this direction. It’s pushed me not just in the classroom, but
it’s pushed me to become a leader on my campus to lead this charge.
Lockhart: I’m thinking about your desire for your students to be armed with critical thinking and
how that might somehow keep them safe, or can ease their path or whatever it might be. If you are
talking to other teachers about key practices, perspectives, or approaches that society members (formerly our students, now members of our democracy out in the world) need, what is on that list of
things? What do you wish every teacher was working on to ensure what you are trying to ensure for
your students?
Lopez-Schmitt: Explicit instruction in critical thinking skills. Analysis and evaluation. And also
credibility tests, so to speak, of your sources of information. I think that to be reflective is also important: to go beyond the analysis and the evaluation of things, and be able to communicate what
you’ve found and what you’re thinking, but also to be able to stop somewhere along the way, step
back, and reflect on how you got there. What are the impacts of those actions? And of that thinking;
what are the implications? What could this mean for you in a different context? I think that if we can
practice this kind of thinking with our kids, we are going to have kids who are “safe” in that regard.
Lockhart: Are these skills or practices different than what we’ve taught in past years? Are they the
same? Is there a different intensity or different level of depth that’s needed?
Lopez-Schmitt: I think it’s just a reorganizing that needs to happen. Like this revolution with IB
that we’re doing at my school—none of it is new; it’s not different. We’re not bringing all these new
strategies into play, or anything like that; what we’re really asking teachers to do is to create a focus
that allows students to see exactly not only what they’re being taught, but how they’re being asked to
acquire that information. In making that explicit, I go back to my colleague in ERWC, Nelson Graff,
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and the idea of transfer: that I want students to know how they learned what they learned and how
they can use their knowledge elsewhere.
Lockhart: Let’s end with pedagogy. Can you give college teachers, or perhaps other literacy workers
reading this, an example of an IB or Theory of Knowledge project that exemplifies the skills and
strategies that you’re hoping students leave that program with?
Lopez-Schmitt: We have two assessments in the Theory of Knowledge course. One is a presentation
where the students are asked to take a real-life situation and develop what it called a knowledge question. The purpose is for students to do some research combining not only their academic experience
and the academic experience of others, but also their personal experience. They pull that all together
to answer their question, but then they also take that thinking and reapply it to other real-life situations. Where else might similar patterns or strategies play out?
Students will ask questions like: To what extent does culture affect the way we interact with people
of a different age, particularly those much older than us? The project requires that students both
contextualize something—so they’ve got this real-life situation that’s happening in this particular
context—as well as decontextualize it. They have to step away from it to consider the knowledge that
underlies the situation. Yeah, it’s fun. It’s hard for them.
Lockhart: Are there any last things that you want to say? Any advice to other teachers or college
teachers that you would like to offer?
Lopez-Schmitt: I don’t have any particular advice, but I guess I’d say that we at the high school level
are working hard on these issues. I think the last few years have given us a better grasp of what the
needs are so that we can identify what we need to work on with students. Even twenty years in to my
teaching career, I’m hopeful. That’s what starting a revolution is about.
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Keeping Truth Alive:
Literacy, Libraries, and Strategies in an Age of Misinformation
Nicole Allensworth

A

cademic librarians have long been teaching students how to evaluate information, but
the information landscape has grown increasingly complex in the last several years,
and our pedagogies and classroom instructional strategies have had to evolve rapidly

in response.
When I earned my master’s degree in library and information science in 2008, teaching college
students how to evaluate information still involved the use of credibility checklists, relatively simple
tools that ask students to interrogate information sources with a concise set of questions about
currency, relevance, authority, accuracy, and purpose. While tools of this sort fit neatly into the short
timeframes of the “one-shot” information literacy workshops academic librarians often provide, they
don’t quite hold up in the complex post-truth information environment students now need to dive
into with every research paper. Gone are the days when the most confusing or harmful information
source a student could encounter might be a biased website maintained by an advocacy organization.
Now, the spectrum of misinformation begins with simple bias and ends somewhere in the bottomless
pit of conspiracy bots and deepfakes.
The credibility checklist model of information literacy presents the additional problem of
perpetuating socially constructed notions of authority that reproduce the language of the dominant
culture (see Doherty). With my particular body and its attendant complicated privilege in the
classroom, there is no straightforward way to offer such lessons by handing out a checklist, anyway.
Critical information literacy studies reminds us that libraries are not neutral spaces and that my
body in this space is not neutral either. I am a white, hetero, cisgender woman—but also a firstgeneration college graduate with the lived experience of poverty. I am an academic and a perceived
gatekeeper of information and authority—but also a librarian, not a professor, and an adjunct one,
at that. Knowing how complicated the culture of academia is for me, I can extend that empathy to
my students, who are negotiating so much more. As Lava Asaad points out in her contribution to
this collection, I can use my non-neutral stance in the classroom to my students’ advantage: when
I am not “performing neutrality,” the truth is also not in danger of “being neutralized” and I can
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demonstrate that information or language is “never benign” in an age of fake news. Fortunately, my
students’ experiences in the classroom are situated in an institution with a stated mission of social
justice. San Francisco State University founded the nation’s first College of Ethnic Studies, and much
of what we offer reflects that, or can be held to that standard when we critique or seek to change it:
our curricula and our library collections, the way we teach and the way we interact with students.
Many of the students themselves have come here to engage with that vision and mission of social
justice. Another thing that can help further that mission is teaching with the ACRL’s (Association of
College and Research Libraries) Framework for Information Literacy for Higher Education. While
the Framework hints at having been designed as a living and culturally responsive document in
dialogue with social justice, in that it begins to acknowledge the privilege and power structures that
information arises from (see, for example, the frame “Authority is Constructed and Contextual,”
one that I invoke regularly when teaching about both peer review and misinformation), one of its
limitations is that it fails to fully articulate a vision of information social justice (as described by
Saunders and others). Teaching librarians are therefore constrained by needing to use the Framework
more as a set of raw materials than as a finished, sound structure. To that end, many of us employ
our own frames, often tied to the #critlib movement, that help us teach ideas such as information
privilege. And when teaching information privilege, misinformation, and disinformation using the
Framework, many of us begin with the frame “Authority is Constructed and Contextual.”
One of the things this frame and others can address is this: with the advent of social media, we have
left a print-based culture and its editorial assurances far behind for a publishing model that employs
algorithms, not editors, and the content of which is driven by clicks and data-mining opportunities,
not journalistic/humanist values like truth, independence, fairness, and accountability. While we’ve
always had propaganda, misinformation, and disinformation (think, the yellow journalism of the
1890s or war propaganda posters), the speed, efficiency, and ubiquity of the Web have made the
spread of false information too easy, and the resulting deluge too overwhelming to navigate (yes,
even for students who are masters of the meme). Add students’ psychologically adaptive propensity
to engage in satisficing heuristics—searching only until they find something that crosses the “good
enough” threshold—to the mix, and you have a recipe for research disasters.
Our current landscape is challenging not just in the sense that the information we encounter has
grown murkier and more complicated, but also in the sense that our pedagogies aren’t always keeping
up. Information literacy instruction is usually taught by librarians beginning in college—many
budget-strapped public high schools have libraries but no librarians—and within the constraints
of limited resources and existing curricula that sometimes recognize information literacy as a core
competency but do not always make quite enough room for it. In the California State University
system, for example, student learning outcomes focused on information literacy are infused across
the baccalaureate requirements in a distributed model, with an expectation that individual courses
will address these outcomes through course characteristics, activities, and assignments. Often, what
this looks like in an already overburdened syllabus is a requirement that students use and cite “library
resources.” That’s an excellent start, but, depending on the nature of the course and assignments, it
might leave students without the specific skills they really need to navigate their way through the
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garbage heap of misinformation toward facts, evidence, and informed, well-reasoned opinion.
Information literacy is inherently multidisciplinary, intersecting organically with many other
disciplines, including education, communication and media studies, languages and literature,
computer science, and philosophy, to name a few. At the heart of that intersection is critical thinking,
especially reading and writing skills that foster a critical disposition toward information. If what we
are after is students who can understand and apply critical thinking processes that include reflection,
analysis, synthesis and evaluation with a goal of being able to make a judgment or take an action,
then we need to get multiple literacies on board, including: information literacy; media, visual and
digital literacies; data, technology and “network literacies”; health and financial literacies; civic,
ethical and political literacies; and, cultural and critical literacies. If we can think of information
literacy teaching as interwoven with the wraparound pedagogies of metacognition, teaching for
transfer, critical thinking, and writing, then we can begin to imagine ways we can help students
engage with not only discipline-specific, skills-based critical literacies across all domains, but also
culturally relevant multiliteracies (first described by the New London Group).
Much of this is already happening in general education courses in the sciences, social sciences,
and humanities. But we need to make sure that new courses that specifically address misinformation
in student learning outcomes, assignments, and activities are being developed and made available to
students. To offer an example: every student now needs to understand the history, uses, and dangers
of propaganda as a kind of inoculation against the misinformation they encounter daily on the Web,
and there is a growing body of curricula around that. John Sellers, founder of Other 98% and the
Ruckus Society, suggests that students also “probably need a unit on memes that helps them practice
critically understanding memes from the inside out—not just ‘getting’ them but also producing
them,” explaining that this would help students understand the dominant narratives in our culture,
as well as how to challenge them (see his interview in this collection).
Further, to become competent critical thinkers capable of transferring that knowledge across
contexts, students need to understand logical fallacies (such as confirmation bias and selective
attention) and the vulnerabilities those fallacies present in their relationships to information. As well,
a little knowledge of digital media technologies would help students understand how technology can
be used to manipulate. Joanna Geary, Director of Curation for Twitter, describes some of the new
technologies as “frankly terrifying” and offers an approach informed by cognitive behavioral therapy
that includes asking us to learn more about how we react to information: “It is much more about our
own emotional response system than it is about information” (see her interview in this collection).
How do we know that student instruction around any of this would make a difference? Student
learning assessments done at both individual and institutional levels that seek to articulate the value
of academic libraries by tying classroom information literacy instruction to metrics associated with
academic success, such as higher GPA and greater retention and unit completion rates, are being
critiqued by thinkers in the library realm who are concerned about the pressures of neoliberalism
in the academy. I share those concerns, and yet have also participated in student success assessment
initiatives. One such project had me scoring student artifacts using an information literacy rubric;
as I read their research papers and as I looked at the preliminary findings from all artifacts, my
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admittedly subjective thought (lacking the context of the lives these artifacts emerged from) was that
students who had experienced a librarian-led information literacy workshop seemed to have a more
functional, nuanced and sophisticated relationship to information. I don’t necessarily trust these
tools of the meritocracy: I know far too much about my students and the critical details of their lives
that are missed by such tools (I’m thinking in this moment of a student who was taking a required
research course for the third time and could only reach me by calling from a payphone in the shelter
where he was staying). As Shereen Inayatulla and Michael T. McDonald put it in their essay on
citizenship and documentation in this collection, learning outcomes, “assessment loops,” and other
metric-focused “deliverables” can function as gears in the machinery of cultural reproduction. What
I do have faith in, though, is what I know about the individual students I work closely with: for
the students who are able to attend, my presence in the classroom as a librarian instructor makes
a difference to their relationships with information. In addition to bringing a librarian into the
classroom, another powerful way to teach critical thinking and to get information, media, and
digital literacies infused throughout a syllabus is to reach out and actively collaborate with academic
librarians to develop scaffolded assignments that include steps that teach and compassionately assess
information literate practices. Shannon M. Pella in this collection describes a curricular unit that
teaches students to “value evidence” in part by asking them to answer “essential questions” such
as “who is responsible for fact checking the news and preventing the spread of misinformation?”
Teaching librarians are attempting to teach the same thing by using activities and assignments such
as the following:
Four Moves and a Habit
Developed by Mike Caulfield (Washington State University at Vancouver) and based on
the 2017 research of the Stanford History Education Group, Four Moves and a Habit is a set of
practices that comprise a critical mindset. The four moves are practical, specific strategies that can
be employed by students every time they interact with information they find online. The moves
are 1) Check for previous work (use fact-checking sites); 2) Go upstream to the source (locate the
original published work); 3) Read laterally (read others’ perspectives on the issue); and 4) Circle back
(emphasizing the recursive nature of research, this asks the student to use what they have learned
in the previous moves to improve the next iteration of their search). The habit is to check emotions
(because misinformation uses emotion to manipulate). Because the four moves are a mindset that
informs students’ ways of relating to information, they can become a context for or first step in any
assignment or activity. What I particularly like about the four moves is that they teach students to
interrogate the claim (critical thinking), not the source (checklist thinking).
Mind-Mapping a Topic
This structured mind-mapping exercise, which many librarians use in information literacy
workshops, unpacks and maps a complex question or idea. This exercise is easy to incorporate as a
scaffolded pre-research component of any research and writing assignment and can be completed
in small groups or as a think-pair-share activity. I ask students to write their research topics on a
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worksheet or whiteboard, circle the words that represent the main ideas, number them Idea #1 (and
so on), and then brainstorm and list as many related words as they can in each idea “bucket.” These
related words can be synonyms, broader/narrower terms, specific examples, thinkers/theories, news/
current events, etc. The structure of this mind map allows students to identify both the explicit and
implicit ideas; see the underlying conceptual framework of their topic; and shine a light on any biases
or assumptions, as well as areas of knowledge ripe for deeper exploration and understanding.
Fact-check and Edit a Wikipedia Entry.
Wikipedia gets a bad rap, but it has evolved over the years by developing an organic, crowdsourced fact-checking process. Because it is open source, students can easily participate in that
process, giving them good practice with critically examining a claim, fact-checking, and verifying
information. As part of this exercise, I ask students to read and discuss a Four Moves and a Habit
handout first. I then ask them to create a Wikipedia account (allowing their IP addresses to remain
anonymous) and locate an assignment-relevant page that interests them. Students can then click
on the Talk tab of their page to choose existing issues to work on, click the Edit Source tab to edit
existing sections, or click on the New Section tab to write and cite a new section. I give students a
list of fact-checking websites (such as PolitiFact) they can use to verify claims and ask them to use
strategies outlined in the Four Moves and a Habit handout (such as “going upstream” to the source).
This works within the confines of a one-shot information literacy workshop, but the exercise can
easily be scaled up in a quarter- or semester-long course by assigning readings from Mike Caulfield’s
free ebook, Web Literacy for Student Fact-Checkers, asking students to both fact-check and edit an
existing page, and having them create a new page documenting their own research on a topic.
Diagram the Family Tree or Map the Journey of an Idea
This process employs Caulfield’s techniques of checking for previous work, going upstream to the
source, and reading laterally (also see in this collection Jennifer Hofmann, creator of the Americans
of Conscience Checklist, who refers to lateral reading in describing her process of Googling a topic,
then clicking on News, and reading the headlines of “all different kinds of papers, not just the ones I
prefer”). I developed it as a way of working deeply with the ACRL frames “Authority is Constructed
and Contextual,” “Information Creation as a Process,” and “Scholarship as Conversation.” Students
can be given printed exercises to do as an in-class think-pair-share activity, or they can crowdsource
this exercise on a whiteboard. Handouts or whiteboard surfaces can visually depict a journey with
a starting point, detours, and destination. Alternately, they can depict a family tree and/or life
chronology, with birth dates, partnerships, and so on. Students can choose a published claim that is
stated as fact or opinion either from a known credible source (such as a major daily newspaper) or
from a dubious source (such as InfoWars or the Flat Earth Society), and scour those pages for clues
or information that helps them fill in the journey or the family tree. In determining the origins of a
claim (Who said this first? Who made it famous?), the “DNA” or influences embedded in that claim
(Who informed this claim?), the responses to or refutations of that claim (Who says this is wrong?),
and the tangents or spin-offs from that claim (Who added their own twist to this claim?), a student
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can push aside the curtain of algorithmic determinism to see a truer picture of an information
ecosystem. It also gives them good practice at fact-checking (check for previous work), tracking
down citations and engaging with sources, authors, and motivations (going upstream), and locating
and reading other trusted perspectives on the claim (lateral reading): all important habits of mind
for critical ways of knowing.
Googling Google
Adapted from assignments used broadly by many librarians, this activity exposes the inherent
bias in search engine results. The exercise can be foregrounded by readings and discussions around
human-machine relationships (such as the fact that algorithms are programmed by human beings with
biases) as well as the fact that search engines like Google are advertising companies. Students conduct
Google searches on their topics, identifying and annotating results that are paid advertisements, and
then perform the same search in a different search engine that does not personalize results for a
“filter bubble” experience; they then compare and contrast results. Next, students select from a list of
words and phrases that describe people (such as Muslim, Mexican, beautiful, strong, and family) and
perform an image search in Google, collecting quantitative data on their search results. For example,
when searching on strong, students note the number of masculine-gendered images they find in the
top twenty-five results, or when searching on family, students note the number of heteronormative
images they find in the top twenty-five results. These results and the data students collect on them can
become a scaffolded first milestone in a reflection paper, a think-pair-share activity, or a critical essay
in which they examine what their results suggest about their topics, including which biases appear to
be programmed into the algorithms; which populations seem to be stereotyped, underrepresented,
or overrepresented; which perspectives are missing from these search results; and, why. This process
gives students opportunities to expose and examine bias and information privilege at play in their
information landscapes and to use metacognition and critical thinking skills to evaluate the contexts
of information sources.
The Filter Bubble
I have been experimenting with variations on this activity since first viewing the TED Talk
“Beware the Filter Bubble” and have found students to be genuinely disarmed by and interested in
the results. This updated version, adapted from a lesson plan by Shaherzad Ahmadi (University of
Texas at Austin), demonstrates to students how personalized algorithms that target them based on
their search histories, social media, and consumer behavior—and other aspects of their digital data
footprints—isolate them in cultural echo chambers or “filter bubbles.” I have students watch the
aforementioned TED Talk (or another TED Talk on search engine personalization) and engage with
the Wall Street Journal’s “Blue Feed, Red Feed” tool, which shows them side-by-side comparisons
of political content on Facebook from liberal and conservative perspectives. Then I ask students to
use their personal mobile devices or log into their personal social media feeds and perform side-byside searches with classmates on hot-button political issues like immigration, healthcare, guns or
abortion. Students can use their results to perform a media content analysis, write reflection papers,
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or record their results and engage in think-pair-share discussions with their classmates.
***
While many of us are understandably still getting our bearings around teaching in an age of
misinformation, there are existing good models that we can look to. Many university libraries are
offering diverse collections of vetted resources for teaching students how to deal with misinformation;
two good examples are the Fake News LibGuides (research guides) created by the Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Library at San Jose State and the J. Paul Leonard Library at San Francisco State. Loyola
Marymount University Library maintains the Community of Online Research Assignments (CORA),
an open educational resource (OER) treasure trove of searchable instruction materials focused on
teaching information literacy, and the University of Michigan Library has created a freely-available
seven-week course entitled “Fake News, Lies, and Propaganda: The Class.”
While this work often lies within the purview of libraries and librarians, some universities have
refocused the challenge as a broader concern. At the University of Washington, for example, the
strategic planning department has taken on the task of confronting fake news and misinformation
and created a comprehensive toolkit for all faculty. Additionally, University of Washington professors
Carl Bergstrom and Jevin West have made all the materials for their one-credit course “Calling
Bullshit: Data Reasoning in a Digital World” freely available. News organizations, too, are taking
up the task: KQED’s The Lowdown has created a “Lesson Plan in Fighting Fake News” that can be
incorporated into any syllabus.
I have seen some of the greatest light bulb moments happen when I’m talking individually
with students in research consultations and can share my information literacy manifesto in a more
personal way. Recentering their relationships to information around truth appeals to many students
by engaging their interest in ethics and social justice, their growing awareness of their own socialemotional well-being, and their desire to make an impact as they gain a sense of their own agency
in the world. The online survival skills I share with them in these moments include pieces of advice
like these:
• Keep truth alive! Truth is a participatory process, like democracy.
• Always center your online dialogues around facts and evidence.
• Always cite your sources, even with friends and family, even on social media.
• If a questionable claim or an undocumented source serves your own political purposes or
belief systems, stay curious: double down on investigating the idea and asking for proof.
• When a piece of information you encounter elicits strong feelings, remember to practice
self-awareness around manipulation.
• If a heated online debate leaves you at a loss for words, you can always lean on trusted
sources to locate talking points or cheat sheets, making sure those sources are reputable
organizations citing evidence-based research.
Students want to understand their place in the information ecosystem, and as they grapple with
that, they can benefit from the deep learning we can facilitate. When we collaborate across disciplines
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and domains and unite in our efforts to help students make sense of this moment when truth is in
crisis, we can move the dial in the right direction, toward clarity and understanding, toward a true
information literacy.
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Appendix: Additional Resources
Tool Kits and Lesson Plans
PBS Learning Media (a curated collection of standards-aligned media literacy learning objects		
and lesson plans from KQED and PBS): https://ca.pbslearningmedia.org/
Calling Bullshit: Data Reasoning in a Digital World (Carl Bergstrom and Jevin West): https://		
callingbullshit.org/about.html
Community of Online Research Assignments: https://www.projectcora.org/
Confronting Fake News and Misinformation (University of Washington Strategic Planning): 		
http://www.washington.edu/strategicplanning/fake-news/
Designing Assignments for Critical Thinking (DePaul University): https://resources.depaul.		
edu/teaching-commons/teaching-guides/assignment-design/Pages/critical-thinking.aspx
Fake News, Lies, and Propaganda: The Class (University of Michigan Libraries): https://sites.		
google.com/umich.edu/library-fake-news/home
Four Moves and a Habit (Mike Caulfield): http://www.aascu.org/ADP/DigiPoInfographic.pdf
Fake News: Fight Back (ACRL Framework Sandbox): http://sandbox.acrl.org/library-collection
/fake-news-fight-back
ACRL Framework for Information Literacy Toolkit (ACRL): http://acrl.libguides.com
/framework/toolkit
How to Spot Fake News Infographic (International Federation of Library Associations [IFLA]):
https://www.ifla.org/publications/node/11174
Lesson Plan: Filter Bubbles (Shaherzad Ahmadi): https://www.dwrl.utexas.edu/2018/01/02/
lesson-plan-filter-bubbles/
Lesson Plan: Fighting Fake News (KQED Learning: The Lowdown):https://cdn.kqed.org/wpcontent/uploads/sites/26/2016/12/Fake-news-lesson-plan.pdf
Mind Over Media: Analyzing Contemporary Propaganda Lesson Plans (Media Education Lab):
https://mediaeducationlab.com/mind-over-media-analyzing-contemporary-propaganda-0
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Fake News Research Guide (KT Lowe, Indiana University East and Anne Agee, San Jose State
University): https://libguides.sjsu.edu/fake-news
Fake News Research Guide (Shawn Heiser, San Francisco State University): http://libguides.sfsu.
edu/fakenews
Web Literacy for Student Fact-Checkers (Mike Caulfield): https://webliteracy.pressbooks.com/
Wikipedia: How to Run an Edit-a-Thon:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:How_to_run_an_edit-a-thon
WikiProject Reliability: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProject_Reliability
Fact-Checking Resources for Students
FactCheck.org: https://www.factcheck.org/
Hoax-Slayer: https://hoax-slayer.com/
PolitiFact: https://www.politifact.com/
Poynter Fact-Checking Research: https://www.poynter.org/tag/fact-checking-research/
Snopes: https://www.snopes.com/
Context on Misinformation for Students and Instructors
Beware Online “Filter Bubbles” (TED Talk, Eli Pariser):
https://www.ted.com/talks/eli_pariser_beware_online_filter_bubbles?language=en
Blue Feed, Red Feed (Wall Street Journal, no longer updated): http://graphics.wsj.com/bluefeed-red-feed/
Students’ Civic Online Reasoning (Stanford History Education Group [SHEG]): https://sheg.
stanford.edu/students-civic-online-reasoning
Fake News: It’s Complicated (Claire Wardle): https://firstdraftnews.org/fake-news-complicated/
Hacking the Attention Economy (Danah Boyd): https://points.datasociety.net/hacking-theattention-economy-9fa1daca7a37
Media Bias Chart (Vanessa Otero): https://www.adfontesmedia.com/the-chart-version-3-0-
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what-exactly-are-we-reading/
The 5 Principles of Ethical Journalism (Ethical Journalism Network): https://
ethicaljournalismnetwork.org/who-we-are/5-principles-of-journalism
Critical Information Literacy
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Winning the Battle of the Story:
Information and Narrative Warfare as Activism
An Interview with John Sellers, activist, Director and
Co-Founder of Other98, and President of the Ruckus Society
Tara Lockhart and John Sellers

A prominent veteran activist discusses leveraging technology for progressive, anti-capitalist information
sharing and dominant narrative disruption, focusing on the use of memes, viral content, and
understanding of algorithmic literacy, all within a platform built natively for Facebook.
Tara Lockhart: Welcome, John Sellers. Let’s begin by telling us a bit about who you are, what you do,
and how you encounter misinformation and disinformation.
John Sellers: I am a professional activist and have been a professional activist for 25 years. I’ve worked
on a lot of different issues around climate and human rights, economic justice, some racial justice
and anti-patriarchal stuff; I would describe myself as a democratic socialist and an anti-capitalist.
I direct an organization right now called Other98 (https://other98.com/). I am also the president of
another non-profit organization (NGO) called The Ruckus Society (https://ruckus.org/). I encounter
quite a lot of misinformation and disinformation in the line of work that I’m in because I work quite
a lot in social media and narrative intervention—what I sometimes call meme warfare. One of the
tag lines of Other98 is “keeping the class war classy.”
We in some ways started off as a media company called agit-pop communications: popular agitation.
We define ourselves as a renegade communications firm, or what Adbusters would call a subvertising
agency, using the kind of tools refined by the advertising industry to challenge the corporate dominance of the story sphere. Given this work, I see a lot of mis/disinformation, but I guess we’d have to
define misinformation and disinformation, right?
Lockhart. Yes, what’s the difference you see between those two?
Lockhart and Sellers
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Sellers: Well, I feel like misinformation is just a mistake and disinformation is intentional, kind of
an information warfare tactic. Disinformation is where you’re trying to manipulate the facts and get
the facts to fit a narrative that’s going to serve your ends. I think Winston Churchill famously said at
Potsdam something like, “gentlemen, history will shine favorably upon us because I intend to write
it.” The dominant narrative has always been written by the victors and the conquerors.
This means we get a dominant narrative in the United States of Columbus discovering America,
which is, I would say, disinformation, not misinformation. And it’s a powerful meme that’s been
created, right? It reinforces itself every Columbus Day; it’s in children’s history books. It’s a made-up
story that is now seen as fact. This stuff has been happening forever. In the world of social media, and
in the world of the twenty-four-hour news cycle, and in the world of Trump where everything’s ten
times as fast as it was three years ago—when it was already too fast—there’s just this tremendous
mediascape full of misinformation and disinformation.

Figure 1. Columbus “Nice Nation” Meme (courtesy of Other98).
Lockhart: In talking about meme warfare, can you talk more about narrative intervention? Can you
describe that for me?
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Sellers: Sure. For example, Other98 did a bunch of narrative intervention against the Kavanaugh
nomination to the Supreme Court. In this example, it consists of taking what the Republicans want
the dominant narrative to be and doing battle with that in the social media space, trying to win the
battle of the story about who Kavanaugh is and what he represents. One aim is to show that he’s in a
long line of patriarchal leadership that we’re just supposed to shut up and be happy with.
Other98 conducts a lot of meme warfare because we have a massive social media following on Facebook, where the newsfeed, in many ways, is dominated by memes. We helped to sort of invent and
reinforce what the Facebook newsfeed is; we are a platform that is native to Facebook. We’ve built our
entire media enterprise on Facebook, and we’ve created a bunch of the stickiest content that Facebook has ever published. We get some reward in the algorithm because we’re creating the most viral
content that’s in the algorithm. Our content is so viral that Facebook won’t let us boost it with paid
advertising like you can boost other videos or stories. You can’t boost memes in Facebook because
Facebook recognizes just how powerful they are and how, if you started boosting stuff that is that
organically viral in its reach already, it would just burn the system down.
Lockhart: No meme boosting on Facebook. I didn’t know that.
Sellers: That’s right. Some other narrative interventions we’ve organized include a big narrative intervention with the Patriotic Millionaires against the Trump Tax Plan, which was in many ways a
narrative intervention against the incredibly powerful meme of trickle-down economics, which has
been the dominant meme of how economics works in the United States since the Reagan administration. The majority of Americans have believed for forty years now that if we give more money to rich
people, if we give rich people tax breaks, if we give them incentives, if we give them corporate welfare, the money will trickle down to all of us, and the rising tide will lift all boats. And that couldn’t
be further from the truth. We’re out to intervene with that narrative, to undermine the credibility of
that narrative, and to create more powerful narratives: to win the battle of the story.
Lockhart: Yes, I like that language around narrative a lot. I feel like this will really resonate with
English teachers, rhetoricians, people who’ve studied narrative and the like, who have never heard
that exact language used around co-opting advertising and narrative strategies to flip the script. That
makes me curious as to whether anyone has ever accused Other98 of spreading misinformation or
disinformation, would you say?
Sellers: We’ve certainly been accused of it. In fact, we’ve been accused of it by institutions that are
seen as the arbiters of truth online, such as PolitiFact. PolitiFact has published a number of takedowns on Other98 that I would say are disinformation. For example, we created a very popular viral
meme right at the beginning of the Trump presidency. Bernie Sanders called for a vote on legalizing
the importing of medicine from Canada, and we published a meme that listed the nine or ten dem-
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ocratic senators who voted against it.

Figure 2. Democrats and Big Pharma Meme (courtesy of Other98).
At the top of that list was Cory Booker, who’s really in the pocket of Wall Street and pharma; I
mean, he’s from New Jersey, one of the most powerful pharma states in the United States. This meme
went viral. It was a huge embarrassment in terms of exposing Corey. And really quickly, PolitiFact
published a story that they never contacted us for. They spoke with Cory Booker’s chief of staff—it
sounded like it was written by Cory Booker’s chief of staff—rating our meme to be “mostly false,” but
if you read the actual piece, it’s clear that our meme is almost entirely true, and they’re just kind of
nibbling around the edges of it and debating minutia.
They did it to us again with one of our most viral memes ever about how the Trump Tax Plan blew
a trillion-dollar hole in the deficit. PolitiFact let an eighteen-year-old intern—who writes on her
Facebook page that her name is pronounced “Ronald Reagan”—this eighteen-year-old intern who’s
never studied journalism in college got to write this incredible takedown of Other98 and this meme.
However, if you look at all the media zeitgeist around the Trump tax cuts, it is just accepted fact that
those cuts blew a trillion-dollar hole in the deficit that will likely lead us to have to borrow a bunch
of money from China. It’s scary for us because Facebook literally uses PolitiFact as one of its arbiters
to decide whether different platforms are publishing fake news, and so we’re getting real-deal strikes
against us on the platform that we built ourselves to be on: we don’t exist really anywhere else.
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When we get a strike against us from PolitiFact, we don’t know exactly what that means, but we’ve
definitely tangled with Facebook on lots of different levels and had different admins of ours banned
for three days, five days, thirty days and all kinds of stuff, because we’re pushing the envelope. It’s
great that we can reach five to ten million people a day with our feed and fifteen million people a day
with historic events like the Kavanaugh nomination or hearings, but it’s also painful because we don’t
control our own destiny; we’re on someone else’s platform.
Lockhart: There are a lot of arguments or somewhat naive critiques about the way that social media
is at the heart of misinformation and disinformation, without thinking about the larger situation of
digital environments, the algorithms that create the way that information is circulated, or the way
that bots can participate in that amplification to circulate information more quickly so things can
kind of blow up. This is so interesting to hear from you about the ways that these tools or realities can
be used on the other side to counter mis- or disinformation as well. Most academics aren’t writing
from that position of trying to reach ten million subscribers a day with a meme that is going viral or
pushing the envelope a little bit in terms of what Facebook will allow.
Sellers: What the algorithm loves is viral material. Right? That’s in many ways how Trump beat Hillary; he had much more viral material. He spends on Facebook like nobody else does because he
knows that everyone is there and everyone’s getting their news there. Because he is starting with
material or content that is so much more viral, he’s getting so much more for his money. It’s helpful
to think about paid advertising on Facebook in these terms. When I start with a video that I know
has already gone viral—already demonstrated that it can burn down the algorithm—when I boost
that through advertising, it goes nuts. When you add in the fact that Trump isn’t bound by truth,
this means that he can really create titillating and viral stories, saying, for instance, that Hillary was
kidnapping kids and holding them in the basement of a pizzeria.
But what Hillary and the Democrats did was they started with just crap content, or meh content, and
then they spent lots of money trying to make that do something on Facebook, but because it was crap
to begin with, it couldn’t match how Trump was getting way more traction for his money and getting
much crazier reach. Facebook also measures messaging on an affinity rating of one to ten to track
how deeply the audience connects with the material. In 2016, Trump just beat [Clinton] on every single front: how much reach he got, how much affinity the audience had to his messaging, all that stuff.
I think there’s been this incredible awakening since the 2016 election of the power of social media.
What Democrats have by and large done is complain that Republicans are beating us unfairly and so
we’re going to leave Facebook in protest. They’ve done this instead of staying where most people are
getting their news and learning how to fight and win on those platforms; using the master’s tools to
tear down the master’s house. That’s a bastardization of what Audre Lorde says—she says you can’t
use the master’s tools to tear down the master’s house—but that’s the struggle we are grappling with
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right now.
For our ends, I do like to use all the advertising tricks that have been used for hundreds of years to
imprint on people. They say that American kids can recognize way more corporate logos now than
they can recognize species, meaning plants or animals. These are really powerful tools that create
reality. We live in a reality that is created by the stories that hold that reality up. When I think about
starting out as an activist, I was all about direct action: chaining myself to something, or climbing a
giant building, or getting in front of an oil tanker. It was all about challenging authority. I think with
meme warfare and the stuff that I’m doing now with Other98, it’s more about challenging reality.
What kind of reality do we want to live in? Do we want to live in a reality where the only economic
operating system for democracy is capitalism? I don’t think that’s the only choice we have. I think you
can have democracy without unbridled corporate capitalism. In this point in my activism, then, I’m
battling for mindspace. And for the dominant narrative of what reality can be.
Lockhart: I want to pick up on some of the advertising or rhetorical strategies that you might use, as
a way to highlight what both teachers and students need to be thinking about in terms of how people are crafting those stories and those realities. Can you give me some examples of the advertising
strategies you would use to imprint?
Sellers: I haven’t read a bunch of books on advertising strategies; I’ve just grown up as an American
kid marinated in ads. I think that with the kind of stuff that we do, we’re very quick to hit; we operate at the speed of the news cycles. It’s such a fast cycle that whoever wins the narrative battle at the
beginning often wins the ultimate outcome of something.
The strategic principles would be along the lines of creating stuff that’s simple. That’s memorable.
That’s edgy. That tells a good story. A lot of people think that a meme just has an outrageous fact in it;
there are whole departments within NGOs now and a whole consultant class who are making social
media assets while not really understanding the DNA of a meme. They might make something that
looks like a meme: it’s square, it has a pretty picture in it, it has an outrageous fact. But it doesn’t draw
people in; it doesn’t make them want to share it. It doesn’t have an editorial voice. It doesn’t tell a
story; it just tells a fact. To be a great meme, you have to have both something that you’re saying and
be able to tell a story. You need to have an editorial point of view, a perspective; your meme needs to
give people something to resonate with.
A couple more things about advertising. Both the pleasure and the pain of Facebook is the way
that Facebook ate the Internet in the last ten years. It’s where most people now hang out and decide
things. Of course, kids are thumbing their nose at it and moving to Instagram or WhatsApp or something else. That doesn’t change the fact that a billion people are on Facebook every day.
In that way, Facebook has allowed us to have a huge reach: we’ve been able to use our content and
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Figure 3. Tax the Rich/Share the Cookies Meme (courtesy of Other98).
how sticky and viral our content is to build an audience. That is like having a broadcast or corporate
channel at scale: we reach more people on Facebook than any other Facebook page in the news
sphere, except for Fox. Fox posts way more often than we do, so in terms of a post-by-post basis, they
can’t even come close to us. That allows us to reach people whom only corporations with access to a
TV budget could reach before.
Lockhart: It gives you the means of production.
Sellers: Yes, in two ways actually. We can create amazing content: amazing video, polished sexy stuff
that ordinary people could never have produced thirty years ago without having access to a TV station or a crazy advertising budget. Computers and the digital world have leveled the playing field.
Lockhart: Yes, which was the promise of the digital world.
Sellers: There’s the fight to take it away, the net neutrality debates, and the like. I mean, just like
corporations stole the radio airwaves first, and then the TV air waves, and privatized them in order
to control them, I think they’re trying to do the same thing with the Internet. That’s why it’s really
nerve-wracking to have your media platform in the garden of one of the richest guys on Earth.
Lockhart: This brings us to your perspective on the kinds of literacy, reading, writing, critical thinking, contextualizing, researching—all of those skills that people need in this environment. For ex-
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ample, how can people look at something that Other98 created, then look at PolitiFact’s critique of
that content, and assess that? How can they see what’s coming across their feed and decide what is
meaningful and what stories to believe? How can they poke holes in the reality that they see in front
of them?
Sellers: I think it’s important to have your touchstone media sites that you trust, that you’ve spent
time reading and sourcing and reinforcing. Obviously, you can Google stuff, but it’s important to
realize that that search doesn’t return truth. We have to do the hard work of just digging into something, thinking about it thoughtfully, thinking about it critically. As an example, I think if you’ve
been following Cory Booker’s career—you know something about how he’s voted on a whole bunch
of different issues, you know where he gets his money—then when you encounter our meme, you
know that that meme is true. We’ve seen, since publishing that meme, we’ve seen Cory Booker really
change his behavior. He came out last year saying that he wouldn’t take any money from pharma
anymore because of the “appearance of impropriety.”
Even if you have touchstone media sites that you trust, though, it’s important to maintain the fortitude to dig more deeply and make fact-based decisions. Many Americans think that corporate media
contains the whole spectrum of information, but from MSNBC to CNN to Fox, all corporate media
necessarily has a corporate bias, meaning those networks won’t critique the hegemony of capitalism.
That’s important to realize. There’s a parallel in social media in terms of algorithms: many folks believe that the black box of the Facebook algorithm generates truth. Understanding, instead, that the
algorithm is momentum-based is crucial to understanding that “over-performing” posts are prioritized and are thus able to speak to larger and larger groups of people.
We saw powerful examples of this in the crazy days around both the 2016 election and the Kavanaugh hearings. There’s a cultural quickening resulting from everyone running to the Internet to follow
the story and figure out what to think. The Internet swells with traffic, creating the zeitgeist wave of
the day. Everyone’s jumping into this wave. But if you have a new take on the zeitgeist, the Internet
rewards that. What this means for citizens is that they need to take what’s emerging with a grain of
salt; they need to be informed, literate consumers who can persist through the constant battle for
narrative supremacy. What it means for those creating content is to intentionally learn from these
zeitgeist moments about what works so that we can better participate in the next zeitgeist wave—or,
even better, be driving the story before the next wave crashes.
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Figure 4. I Still Believe Her Meme (courtesy of Other98).
Lockhart: Right. I like the way you’re thinking about our current climate from both the production
and reception sides. Are there other qualities you’ve been noticing about the climate in our society
over the last few years that have affected the way you think or feel about your work?
Sellers: Well, I’ve been a socialist for about 34 years now, and from that point of view, I think there’s
never been a better time to critique capitalism! We’ve spent decades trying to build skepticism of
corporate media and to have alternative platforms to challenge dominant narratives, and that is happening. In terms of that, I feel excited and hopeful; it’s good for democracy and good for the US to
have that diversity.
Lockhart: I’d love to hear a bit more about that excitement. What specifically do you think this helps
to address?
Sellers: I think it helps shake up some of the divides in our country, which I see as not left of the aisle/
right of the aisle divides, but divisions between the top and bottom. What I saw in the 2016 election
was the Democratic party’s failed blocking of progressive messages—those messages still got through
and resonated even though Democrats were focused on not rocking the economic boat. Democrats
ended up discounting the millennial movement in 2016 by putting their thumbs on the scale. I think
the result of those actions coming to light was that a lot of people woke up. People don’t want to contest the center anymore; they want something really different. This makes me hopeful that we might
get to something like Medicare for all in 2020, 2022, 2024.
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On the other hand, in terms of things to worry about, I think about climate change. In this country
we’ve always had virulent anti-science or anti-truth factions for hundreds of years; sometimes we call
them creationists. Some of those populations are mobilized more now, which helps them grow their
movement. One common mistake, often made by scientists, is to think that facts will save us: to think
we can win the debate of truth with science. When we dominated the Internet with our meme about
the TransMountain Pipeline, some scientists got caught up arguing about what kinds of specific
distillates would make pipelines blow up in this case or that case. That’s not the point of the meme.
Meme warfare isn’t scientific debate: it’s a different tool for a different purpose. In the case of stopping
the TransMountain Pipeline, scientific debate, at that moment, is the wrong weapon.
Lockhart: Last question, and it has to do with schooling. I’m keen to hear your answers since I know
both of your teenagers have been unschooled their whole lives and that has been something your
family has really valued (and your kids are amazing). I might be able to anticipate your answer a bit
here, but I’d love to hear it in your words. What do you think schooling can do to help individuals
develop the strategies they need to counter mis- and disinformation?
Sellers: One obvious answer is to offer more classes, or lessons throughout the curriculum, on media
literacy. Just thinking of some of the examples I’ve given above, students probably need a unit on
memes that helps them practice critically understanding memes from the inside out—not just in
terms of “getting” them but also producing them. Thinking of our cultural history and context, how
do the stories students are taught about Columbus function as memes? What would those memes
look like? What about incredibly powerful memes like #MeToo and #BlackLivesMatter? This kind
of work helps students understand both the dominant stories that circulate in our culture and create
our reality, as well as how those stories can be challenged.
The bigger point of your question and my answer, though, is I think about creativity and freedom. If
this is how we want students to think, there needs to be less teaching to the test—less obedience, less
standardization, less focus on “the answer”—and more enhancement of creativity, awareness of multiple stories or perspectives, critique. Students should have the freedom to define different answers,
and even challenge the premises, or the questions. That’s how we get to a modern, literate populous.
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Sans Papiers: Humanizing Documentation
Shereen Inayatulla and Michael T. MacDonald

People everywhere should be free to come and go at will. That time will surely come when
it will become possible to do so. It is not here yet.
—Chinua Achebe, Home and Exile, 93

Introduction: The Untidy State(s) of Documentation
Images conjured by the term sans-papiers speak to the violent realities that immigrants and
refugees have faced under both current and past US administrations. For many, this reality is not
new; it is renewed, and for some, each passing minute brings a fresh attack. Immigration policies have
been in flux throughout even our process of composing this chapter, and the constant, ever-shifting
barrage of executive orders followed by Supreme Court rulings reveal not only the artifice of national
borders but also a tactical effort to disorient, destabilize, and thus position vulnerable populations in
a defensive and reactionary mode of survival that is utterly dehumanizing. We want to acknowledge
the multiple and immediate experiences people face when attempting to enter the US, upon entry at
US borders, and while living within those borders. And, we ask, what can this acknowledgment allow
us to learn about teaching literacy in an age of dis- and mis-information? Humans who migrate—by
choice, by force, and by an ambiguity in between—have become subjects of competing, sometimes
contradictory, knowledges. It is often our students who are (mis)represented by migrant statuses—
their lives discussed, objectified, and policed—and sometimes it is teachers, our colleagues (as Lava
Asaad’s chapter in this collection makes visible) and ourselves who face such scrutiny (see Chapter
10 “‘I Am a Refugee and I Am Ok’: Instructor’s Identity in Resisting Classrooms”). Other times it
is those we read about in assigned texts. Within these structures that create, sustain, and distribute
information, all become subjects of knowledge, targets of campaigns, and objects of agendas.
Teaching and researching literacy and literacy practices are crucial for making sense of this mess of
public debate, policy, and competing interests.
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More broadly, we question the categorical distinctions of immigrants and refugees and attend to
the ways in which these classifications hold institutionalized colonial power. If knowledge is power,
it has the potential to be both liberatory and dominating. We exercise care to avoid glossing over
the nuance and complexity of lived experience; our intention is neither to participate in divide and
conquer discourses nor is it to dismiss the heterogeneous contexts in which people arrive at US
borders or live their everyday lives within those borders. At the center of this problem lies an important
theoretical contradiction: “America” brands itself as the land of opportunity but is also a territory
entrenched in discourses of border security (Grewal 159). This branding invisibilizes the nation’s
white supremacist history and present-day conditions (see Regas’s transcript of the Baldwin and
Buckley debate). It warrants emphasizing that at the root of this nation-state is the violent, deluded,
anti-indigenous insistence that land can be owned/commodified and, thus, bordered and policed.
Knowledge, information, and disinformation about these borders can shape our understandings of
citizenship as a concept, right, and lived experience. This knowledge works to define and confine the
“citizen” as both a unit of measurement and a term framed often by negation and, as Asaad’s work in
this collection helps us understand, the interplay between permanence and contingency. Our work
responds to this white supremacist, colonizer illogic with a public and self-directed call to protest, to
reject a “business as usual” model for conducting analyses of “citizenship” within the classroom, on
campus, and in broader communities.
We invoke the term sans-papiers because it can help describe and theorize the realities of those
who cross borders without the so-called “proper” documentation. It has been adopted by political
movements that resist border logics, and we utilize it as a critique of cosmopolitan forms of “global
citizenship.” In Empire, Antonio Hardt and Michael Negri imagine a global political project in which
a version of “global citizenship” grants the “full rights of citizenship in the country where [people] live
and work,” a reform that would be “in step with the real economic transformations of recent years”
(400). The right of “global citizens” would be “to control” their own movement, to move about freely
across the globe sans papiers (400).
Our use of the term sans-papiers is not free of hesitation. Much of our scholarship and pedagogical
practice is centered on problematizing the languages used by colonizing nationalist actors, and we
recognize the vast and varied concerns that arise from choosing a French term to advance our
ideas. We utilize this term, sans-papiers, to highlight the ways in which dis- and mis-information
have been deployed in the name of “modernity” with the intent to maintain a policed “order.” As
post-colonial feminist theorist, Kumkum Sangari, has observed, documentation has also enshrined
colonial-branded “modernism.” Sangari writes that colonial “administrative documents” have linked
language, civilization, and modernity in ways that encompass “a social order, ordered knowledge, and
refinement” and appear to “include the entire field of writing” (132). There is a utilitarian impulse
here: since the documentation logics we interrogate emerge from colonial practices, strongholds,
and systems, we find it useful to employ this term, in French, to advance our critique.
According to Jane Freedman, the sans-papiers movements in 1990s France were in response
to “hard-line immigration politics” and often took the form of direct action on the part of
undocumented immigrants, occupying space and going on hunger strikes in order to bring more
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visibility to their struggle (82). This visibility helped cultivate solidarity across other feminist and
antiracist movements (Freedman 92). Most importantly for us is the reimagining of identity and
discourses of power, how the intentional use of the term sans-papiers is “an attempt to replace the
more negative terms used to describe this group of people, and to denounce those truly responsible
for this situation, not the immigrants themselves” (Freedman 94). This reimagining of discourse,
revising of terms, allows a more nuanced view on locations of power. Terms such as sans-papiers
afford a certain kind of rereading, shifting focus from the individual to the role of the state and
the relationship between the seemingly “fixed relationship between state, citizen and territory”
(McNevin 136). We use sans-papiers to point to the contexts of documentation. Like others in this
collection (in particular chapters by Lava Asaad and Eric Leake), we emphasize context and history
in our teaching to engage students in critical literacy and to look macroscopically at the roles of states
and their competing definitions of additional terms like nation and citizen.
The work we present here blends anecdote with analysis. We attempt to humanize our theory
and inquiry—humanize the very act of theorizing/analyzing by recounting and braiding into this
discussion our lived experiences. We centralize anecdotal evidence to identify concerns we share
about the circulation of/demands for “documentation” and generate literacy practices that are
committed to representation and inclusivity. We believe the study of documentation can provide
a significant inroad for teaching a kind of literacy that works to cultivate a global perspective with
students. Our classroom practices have taught us that composition studies relies on, requires, and
perpetuates deeply nuanced and cyclical acts of documentation: Drafting/revising written work is
one such act. Documentation within composition classrooms functions in ways that often reflect
the currencies and gatekeeper-subject power relationships playing out in the broader context of
the nation state. Put very literally, it is unlikely for students to “pass” a composition class without
producing/presenting various forms of documentation. They cannot pass sans-papiers. A rhetorical
analysis of the logics of documentation helps us acknowledge what is normalized, invisibilized, and
taken for granted. As teachers, we assess student performance via documentation; we emphasize such
documents as evidence of certain kind of performances. Like Prendergast and Ličko, who highlight
the materiality and rhetorical ethos of “paper,” we hope to use the term sans-papiers to draw attention
to il/logics of documentation and the kinds of information and disinformation various documents
purport to enshrine.

Context: Citizens In The Profession
This piece emerges, in part, as a response to the 2015 National Council of Teachers of
English (NCTE) “Resolution on the Dignity and Education of Immigrant, Undocumented, and
Unaccompanied Youth,” which identifies document-driven logics such as “acts of bias, indifference,
and prejudice” that bar individuals “from equal access to public schooling, housing, and other
public services.” NCTE resolved to “support teachers, administrators, and local education agencies
in the education of immigrant, undocumented, and unaccompanied youth.” This resolution was
prompted by the influx of unaccompanied children crossing into the US from Central America.
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At present, we operate within a broader discourse of travel “bans,” walled national borders, revised
US census categories, and a neo-nationalism that reinvigorates the casting of the immigrant figure
as a scapegoat for gross inequalities in a neoliberal state. And recently, in addition to a ramped-up,
xenophobic—what could only be called white supremacist—rhetoric decrying border crossings of
indigenous, black and brown people, we see real material horrors in the form of repeated human
rights violations through so-called “no tolerance” policies that criminalize/imprison asylum seekers
and separate parents from children. In these contexts, we humbly consider some approaches to using
writing classroom spaces to conduct textual analyses of these resolutions and practices in ways that
forge meaningful, even material, interventions.
As Thomas P. Miller and Adele Leon, in the Literacy in Composition Studies special issue on
Literacy, Democracy, and Fake News point out, the intentional spread of disinformation is not new.
Suspicion of refugees, asylum seekers, and migrants has always been a fundamental part of US
nationalist discourse. Likewise, the stories of immigrants have long been a subject of interest to
teacher-scholars who consider democratic citizenship a fundamental goal of college writing. Our
core purpose is to expand/question/challenge/recontextualize the “citizen” as a unit of analysis in
composition, very much inspired by Amy J. Wan’s Producing Good Citizens: Literacy Training in
Anxious Times and Kate Vieira’s American By Paper: How Documents Matter in Immigrant Literacy.
For instance, Wan reminds us all that,
for a student without legal residency or who feels like he or she has tenuous citizenship
status, a class that calls for the promotion and cultivation of citizenship might mean that
the student already has an impossible task to accomplish in the class, or such a class can
even put a student in jeopardy by asking him or her to enter a public arena that they might
prefer to avoid. (152-53)
The categories associated with citizenship simply do not describe the full range of experiences
our students have/have had. Through our critical and anecdotal discussion of knowledge-making
practices and documentation that follows, we examine how the notion of citizenship produces a
document-driven logic that reduces human existence to a paper-pushing practice.
Critical literacy teacher-scholars operate today within a rhetorical situation that has positioned
the category of “undocumented” as a central focus of public debate. “Undocumented” is also a
term that is nonconsensually affixed to identity, rather than a description of status. For instance,
rather than referring to an individual as being “in undocumented status,” they are labeled an
“undocumented individual.” Under the guise of “national security,” we had an administration that
functioned like George Orwell’s Ministry of Truth, rewriting facts each day. In this way, we have a
complex literacy problem to confront, a situation in which what is knowable is in flux, and the power
of dis-information dispossesses the right to self-determination. As Wan suggests, we continue to
live in “anxious times,” and literacy continues to be leveraged to define what “habits” count as “good
citizenship” (37). In this collection, Eric Leake also cites Wan to employ strategies that “go beyond
the individual rhetorical event” when examining the idea of citizenship (see Leake’s chapter “The
Multiple Lives of News Stories: Civic Literacies and Rhetorical Transformations”).
Within higher education, Wan observes, “the classroom served as a citizenship-producing space”
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and has “had in it traces of the importance of productivity and work” (131). We see this implication
today in the language of “deliverables”: learning outcomes, best practices, program goals, strategic
plans, and assessment loops. So, even though universities aim to produce the new “global citizen”
(148) or other “certain kinds of good citizens through curricular changes,” Wan also observes that
“the efficacy of such changes is far from proven” (155). In co-writing this piece, we have been taken
by the phrase “global citizen,” wondering how a world sans papiers would (re)define this egalitarian
ideal. Of course, when many programs define “global citizen” for higher education, they often mean a
future employee of an increasingly globalized marketplace—not quite the kind of radical disruption
of status quo the two of us would like to imagine.
Below, we consider expanding the concept of citizenship or jettisoning it entirely, making the
practice of and preoccupation with documentation more transparent through writing pedagogy.
Any such overture toward pedagogy involves centralizing the “intersectionality” (Crenshaw) of
literacy and citizenship in the course texts we assign, teach, and analyze with our students. The
notion of documentation is often inextricably linked to colonizer logics (or illogics and normalized
delusions) of how human bodies pass through time (birth to death) and space (physical, geographic
location). This passage follows a linearity that warrants interrogation, which, if done in the space
of our classrooms, could enrich writing pedagogy and analyses of literacy as both an emblem and
embodiment of citizenship (or vice versa). One of our broader goals is to spark dialogue about
how these documents, their production, acquisition and/or absence, reflect the kinds of “papers”—
artifacts that purport to recount with objectivity but in reality argue and persuade—that are produced
and circulated within the scope of writing classrooms. First, we consider the birth certificate as an
object of inquiry for classroom analysis. We explore the contexts surrounding its importance and
question its implied universalisms. Then, Shereen uses personal anecdote to theorize a colonial
linearity imposed on her own birth certificate. Afterward, Mike reflects on his experience as a
literacy sponsor in refugee communities. We conclude by reflecting on the relevance of these objects
of inquiry for teaching literacy in an age of forced migration and disinformation.

The Birth Certificate
As an artifact often meant to embody proof of personhood, citizenship, and a voucher for
inalienable rights, the birth certificate is often presented as universally valuable. In the US, it is a
document embedded in/sanctioned by the federal government but processed by state offices. Its
global universalism, however, is only a perception as it is, in fact, wildly inconsistent in how it
is issued and overseen. In a document published by the United Nations International Children’s
Emergency Fund (UNICEF) in 2005 titled “The ‘Rights’ Start to Life: A Statistical Analysis of Birth
Registration,” the case is made that “[b]irth registration, the official recording of the birth of a child
by the government, is a fundamental human right and an essential means of protecting a child’s right
to an identity” (1). UNICEF argues that birth registration is important for both legal and statistical
reasons (1). According to UNICEF, individuals have a right to an identity that then “tracks major life
events from live birth to marriage and death” (The ‘Rights’ Start to Life 1). The document enshrines
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the struggle with explaining this “right” to a legal identity and outlines a very limited landscape of
human life. That the concept of marriage is included highlights the false universality of this right to
registration, since marriage itself is fraught with cultural and legal expectations and may have no
connection to a human birth.
The language UNICEF uses to describe the importance of birth registration reifies a hierarchy
between those who recognize its value and those who do not. “The ‘Rights’ Start to Life” makes
the point that birth registration “is often overlooked due to the continuing lack of awareness that
registration is a critical measure to secure the recognition of every person before the law” (1). One
problem we identify in this document about the birth certificate is how culture is seen as an “obstacle”
(UNICEF, “‘Rights’” 2). A cultural explanation for a “lack of awareness” implies a certain measure
of modernity that we question. The cultural explanation entrenches the universal quality of birth
registration. What if birth registration itself was considered a cultural practice rather than a universal
mandate? And how is the “birth to marriage and death” trajectory bound in (western) colonizer il/
logics of linear time, which exclude, ignore, dismiss, and marginalize cultural practices that view
time as cyclical or nonlinear? Analyzing artifacts like the UNICEF report in the space of writing
classrooms can generate the kinds of critical discussions we believe are needed to unpack the vast
and varied, tacit and overt contradictions contained within “sanctioned” forms of documentation as
well as the ubiquitous spread of mis- and dis-information.
We observe a tension in how the UNICEF document makes an argument about rights, while
using a rationale of tracking and statistics. At the start, the document states, “Birth registration serves
two major purposes: legal and statistical” (UNICEF, “‘Rights’” 1). The two purposes are constructed
as separate, but within the discourse of this document, there really only seems to be one overarching
purpose: tracking data via rigid categorizations no matter how artificial and forced these may be.
The legal dimension serves the purpose of the statistical one. We acknowledge that birth registration
might be important for safeguarding resources, but the document itself constructs statistical tracking
and surveillance as a right in itself. Statistics involve a particular mode of information, not necessarily
“dis” or “mis”-information, but of a particular type for a particular agenda, not innocent or objective,
but subjected to collection methods, interpretive reporting, and the rhetorical expectations of a given
audience.
We push back at this idea. If one is secured a right to identity, how fixed is that identity?
How is one’s statistical place malleable? Does the right to recognition come with the right not to
be recognized? In addition to these more abstract questions, we wonder to what extent culture,
constructed as an obstacle at the very moment of birth, becomes the object of blame and derision in
other facets of social life. It is this kind of questioning that sans-papiers brings to the forefront.
Shereen’s Narrativized Theory of Naming
Leading up to and certainly after the 2016 US presidential elections, I have questioned the extent
to which postcolonial theory, abstract models of globalization, and theories of mobility, displacement,
culture, and identity can address the on-the-ground, everyday struggles facing immigrants and
refugees. In the composition classroom, I cannot encourage class discussions about language and
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literacy without invoking questions around transnational experience as well as indigenous and settler
colonial relationalities. My lived experience of racial, linguistic, immigrant minoritization—often
shared by my students—is frequently reflected in the texts I read/assign/teach, and these texts equip
us to expand canonical and colonizer boundaries surrounding literacy, knowledge production, and
rhetorical traditions. My students and I also question what circulates as “texts” within our writing
classroom: Are printed, published, or digital and digitized artifacts the only adequate/accessible
objects of textual analysis? What are the underrepresented or historically dismissed sites that reveal
the interconnectedness of literacy and citizenship? On both a personal and pedagogical note, I
have wondered what is missing from my own arsenal of theory when it comes to analyzing lived
experience of Othered/“alien” forms of citizenship in the US.
A few years ago, I was trying to acquire the updated, correct version of my Canadian birth
certificate in order to move forward with a US work visa application. While seeking this document,
I was flagged and told I had submitted incorrect information about my mother’s “unmarried” last
name. My mother was given four names at birth, one of which—because it is modifiable from
feminine to masculine form—yields a fifth name. I had filled out my application with the name I had
always known to be the one she used as her unmarried last name and had no way of knowing that
this was not the name that appeared in government records. Because this document was holding up
my US visa application process, I felt a wave of panic but also anger, frustration, and disdain for a
Canadian institution that purports to welcome immigrants but makes no accommodations for lived
experiences that do not fit neatly within a Euro-colonizer system of names and naming.
On my birth certificate, there were two names allowed for each one of my parents: a first and
a last name. My mother has three names that by colonizer metrics would all count as first names.
She has one so-called “middle” name and one unmarried “last” name. And so, it turns out, she had
experienced the kind of ascription, name scrambling, nonconsensual editing, and recategorization
that inflexible government forms unapologetically demand. I was able to resolve this issue with some
research, guesswork, and luck. Certainly, compared to the obstacles present in many indigenous,
immigrant, enslaved, and refugee experiences, my problem was simple and easy to resolve. But this
moment underscored the assumed logic and unquestioned linearity of first, middle, last naming
practices that are at once ethnocentric and dogmatic. This moment, my ongoing reflections of it,
and choice to share it here, imbue my audience (reader) and me (storyteller) with an individual and
collaborative responsibility: To consider how this anecdote is a site for knowledge production while
inviting a process of meta-interrogation into the privileged/hierarchical knowledges that led to this
situation in the first place. That is to say, my experience and retelling of it has pedagogical value in
the teaching of literacy as a knowledge-making practice.
Names and naming shape my lineage; they are personal, and they reveal my very long ancestral
and very real present-day collision with colonizer logics. My family’s names have been constructed
as illogical, but I reject and twist this characterization: My history of names and naming render
the colonizer’s documents illogical, incorrect, and inaccurate. These documents are unauthorizable
by the very “subjects” (in this case me) they allegedly represent. As immigrants, we can be and are
agents of our own logics, not simply or solely the victims of the “master” logics imposed upon us.
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But spinning the narrative in this way does not diminish the governing power differentials that shape
material realities. Generally speaking, immigrant narratives frequently include references to both
consensual and nonconsensual name changes and/or issues surrounding (mis)pronunciations. These
narratives are nuanced in ways that cannot afford to be overlooked; many explanations of consensual
name changes or altered pronunciations take place in order to appease or acquiesce to governing
bodies and thus raise questions about the broader conditions within which consent is given. In the
micro narrative I am presenting here, I aim to experiment with and harness agency from multiple
vantage points and in doing so, reorganize accepted logics of linear power relations.
My current research examines racialized immigrant temporality and reveals how documents
used in and forborder crossing are further vexed by colonizer logics or illogics of linear time.
The repeated pairing of “logics” with “illogics” in my work attempts to achieve three things: 1) It
exposes the existence of premeditated strategies used to normalize a singular (and authoritarian)
understanding of order; 2) It insists that what is tacitly familiarized as “logic” is a delusion rooted in
a white supremacist agenda; 3) It insists that “logic” is, in actual embodied experience, subjective.
I have theorized immigrants as time-traveling figures, addressing some of the ways in which
transatlantic immigration from right/east to west/left, is plotted on America-centric maps. Where
the Americas are depicted as left, west, and first, a transatlantic voyage may be viewed as “backwards”
and the traveler as “behind the times”(Silva and Inayatulla 192). But this image can be flipped as
well—from victimization to agency. I argue, simultaneously, that the time-traveling immigrant and
our “papers” are unplottable/unfilable within a colonizer system that relies on linearity, singular
trajectories of advancement, and unidirectional notions of progress. In this light, our identities
also become unplottable and unknowable. We remain or become the keepers and arbiters of
untranslatable literacy practices—untransposable and unknowable within the colonizer discourses
used to exclude, shame, infantilize, or police us. There is also an immediate need to observe how
settler colonial privilege plays out whenever we, as immigrants, follow, perform, acquiesce to, or
become assimilated by linear principles of organizing. This is not to say that agency and choice
around translatability come, universally, without pain. Rather, unjust distinctions surrounding who
is “deserving,” “cooperative,” and/or “coercible” emerge when we examine the indigenous and settler
occupancy of the Americas. Reflecting on and addressing settler privilege is an exigent step toward
intervening in anti-indigenous ideologies and advancing any effort to decolonize (Walia).
Insistence on linearity, for me, conjures another personal account wherein my father’s name was
reversed as he was immigrating to the US. His cultural understanding of a “first” name was quite
literally the name that appears first, which in his experience meant his family name. This was the
manner in which he filled out his immigration paperwork when arriving in the US, and subsequently,
the reason why, now, my “last” or “family” name is actually my father’s first name, and a part of my
lineage is forgone. The experience I describe is anything but unique— it is a common household
misfortune, one of many ironic yet strategic instances where documentation results in erasure. It is
contradictory: a simultaneous danger and source of power to be unknowable, unplottable, unfillable
within a colonizer system of record keeping and documentation. This kind of unknowability can
be used to reveal the absurd and defective hierarchies of knowledge that have led to domination.
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As I reflect upon my experiences here, I discover connections that can be made to my work in
composition classrooms and writing programs on a broader scale.
On a programmatic level, we demand specific forms of sequenced documentation to determine
how students move through composition courses. This can include anything from evidence of
prerequisites and/or course completion indicators on transcripts or other official records, to syllabi
and assignments from “other” courses/institutions that determine credit equivalencies, placement,
and the like. These are examples of the kind of documented “evidence” that hold programmatic
currency and they are worth problematizing in the specific context of my institution—a four-year
college within the CUNY system. I am a full-time faculty member and have served as the Writing
Program Director at York College, located in Southeast Queens. Our mostly Black and brown
student population reflects the racial, linguistic, ethnocultural economic heterogeneity of the
borough. Students who attend York, regardless of whether they come from families and communities
that have recently immigrated or have ancestral roots in the US, report facing frequent scrutiny
about their documentation. They often describe the skepticism they confront in the context of both
administrative paperwork (enrollment/transfer/graduation status) and participation in writing
courses (preparedness for “college-level” work/”proficiency” in English/originality of ideas). Many
students identify this scrutiny and skepticism as racially biased microaggression, which aligns with
the taxonomy advanced by scholars of educational psychology and counseling (Torino et al.).
In the classroom setting where students are asked to compose and submit papers, we see
documentation and/or the need for documents functioning in ways that can be recorded, measured,
graded. These documentation practices that take place in the scope of programmatic and classroom
operations may not be intrinsically flawed; however, we can afford to examine the ways in which
the documents we require, demand, circulate, and value in composition may be subject to colonizer
logics of time and “order.” I question how we might manifest more expansive metrics and practices
in the field and work to value forms of documentation that may be unfamiliar or have historically
gone unrecognized.
As a writing scholar, teacher, and program administrator, I would like to examine the linear
structures and il/logics that govern the writing classroom and our programmatic philosophy more
broadly. Toward this effort, a central question might ask how expanding the breadth of course
texts circulated, assigned, and taught in writing courses can yield analyses of undocumented/
undocumentable artifacts and literacy practices. Additionally, could this question lead to more
productive outcomes when posed as a collaborative effort with students? From a programmatic
standpoint, (how) does the sequencing of writing courses and the order in which “skill” and
“knowledge” are developed vis-à-vis learning objectives, course goals, and the like reveal linearities
and limitations worth scrutinizing? Ideally, these questions might reveal the particular ways in which
document driven literacies function in writing classrooms, how these literacies mirror what takes
place in terms of national borders, and how they can afford to be problematized and reimagined.
Mike’s Literacy Sponsorship
One area in which the logic of documentations can be both clearly visible and potentially
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challenged is in stories of refugee experience, or broader issues surrounding forced migration. My
own knowledge of state, territory, and citizenship has developed from a tension between pedagogical
“best practices” and contemporary anxieties. I remember being trained as a writing center tutor
years ago, and although my training was “progressive” and what I would probably call “feminist” in
its approach, I sometimes think back at the ways in which people who came into the Writing Center
were represented. For instance, in 2003, I worked at the University of New Hampshire Writing
Center, and I remember how the director asked if I could meet with Dominic, a student who had an
“extraordinary” story, described as “extraordinary,” I assumed at the time, because of his status as a
refugee. Dominic was a member of a group known as the “Lost Boys of Sudan,” refugees who had
recently been resettled in the US to go to school. Ten years prior, they had arrived at Kakuma refugee
camp in Kenya, where they lived until the United States—in a very public way—decided to resettle
them. UNH had recruited several of these southern Sudanese students from the Boston area in an
effort to promote its business and agricultural programs. Producing a kind of white savior narrative,
David Chanoff describes the Lost Boys of Sudan in this way:
As children they had lived in conical grass houses and followed their cattle. As refugees they
had slept in mud huts, subsisting on a daily bowl of corn porridge. And now here they were,
in Durham, New Hampshire, trying to comprehend a computerized milking operation with
pulsating vacuums, sterile tanks, and high-tech cooling systems. (36)
This article, which serendipitously interviewed the same students I had met at the UNH Writing
Center, is troubling in a wide variety of ways, most of all by perpetuating the idea that the Lost Boys
were somehow “pre-modern,” or “ancient,” and were coming into contact with modern civilization
for the first time on the UNH campus. I have written elsewhere about how such problematic
representations promote a kind of “will to transform the Other” (MacDonald, “Emissaries of
Literacy” 418), but here would like to spend more time on my relationship with Dominic.
When Dominic came to the Writing Center, he wanted help with his first-year composition
personal research essay. We sat in a back office, and I followed standard writing center “best practices”
for working with students who identified themselves as non-native speakers of English, asking him if
I should read his paper out loud and telling him that I would take notes while we worked, encouraging
him to do so as well. This encounter began a writer-tutor relationship that lasted three semesters,
ending right before I was to leave for graduate school and he was to earn a bachelor’s degree in
business. UNH would also deem this “extraordinary,” a testament to the quality of its programs, as
the university often organized events promoting the successes of the “Lost Boys,” documenting their
presence on campus. An article in UNH Magazine, an alumni publication, celebrated Dominic’s
graduation. It describes one of his professor’s feelings, how she was “proud that UNH was one of the
first universities to reach out to the Lost Boys” and how “They have given a lot more to us than we
have given to them” (Giraud, qtd. in Stuart). These kinds of promotional pieces, along with Chanoff ’s
article, represent a type of documentation, one that serves a particular agenda and tells a particular
kind of story celebrating not only the refugee figure, but also the sponsor.
Remembering that initial meeting, I now return to how I perceived the writing center space,
how my perception changed as a result of that reflection, and how unprepared I was when confronted
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with the kinds of descriptions of human suffering Dominic included in his essay. As children, the
“Lost Boys of Sudan” had been caught in the middle of a violent civil conflict. They were forced to
walk thousands of miles, during which many died of starvation, dehydration, animal attacks, and
repeated attacks from both the Sudanese government and the Sudanese People’s Liberation Army
(Bixler). I learned of this not through the media—though they were featured on programs like Oprah
and 60 Minutes—but through Dominic’s writing. As I read his paper out loud, I remember this
section in particular:
The worst part in this journey was the river called Gilo. This river is on the Sudanese and
Ethiopian border. The majority of these children did not know how to swim and the enemy
did not give them a chance to use the boat. Each of them has to choose one option whether
he will die through gunshot or otherwise drown in the river.1
Textbook writing center pedagogy at the time was not necessarily global in its scope, and I
remember feeling ill-prepared to confront my own contradictory reactions to this passage. I was
familiar with some of the descriptions in his essay. Similar images are continually circulated in the
American popular press, especially as representations of Africa. But, my understanding of refugee
experience had always been mediated, always removed and distanced, always made sense of as
something that happened “out there.” I had only common knowledge of the idea of the refugee, a
flat, static representation of “huddled masses” and child sponsorship commercials. My knowledge
of refugee experience was a product constructed specifically for a certain kind of consumption
in the US. In fact, while UNH might have treated Dominic’s story as “extraordinary,” something
to be celebrated and then commodified, a white savior narrative, his story was in many ways not
“extraordinary” but instead provided insight into the kinds of human suffering that are not only
common in many parts of the world but also directly implicated us (in this case literacy sponsors
residing in the US) through legacies of colonialism and practices of advanced capitalism.
These memories have prompted me to consider using memoirs of refugee experience in
my writing and cultural studies courses at the University of Michigan-Dearborn. In response to
universities including terms like “global citizen” in their various mission statements (Wan 154), the
classroom risks becoming an idealized cosmopolitan space, one in which “global citizenship” is a lipservice learning outcome without any clear ethos. Teaching global citizenship as a literacy practice
is a project burdened by vague terms, neoliberal institutional agendas, and contradictory outcomes.
For instance, I have assigned refugee memoirs as a means of “cultivating a global perspective” in the
classroom and the extent to which students reading narratives of refugee experience reproduce or
challenge expressions of sympathy, pity, hope, or despair in their written responses (see “Cultivating
a Global Perspective Through Refugee Narratives” for a reflection on this kind of assignment). Here,
I would like to consider how certain kinds of knowledges about citizenship and border-crossing have
been a source of tension in this mission of “global citizenship.”
Dearborn, Michigan is a different context than Durham, New Hampshire for doing this kind of
work. With its large Arab, Lebanese, and Muslim populations, and its relationships with the larger,
Detroit metropolitan area, students are far more familiar with various migration stories, refugee
communities, and the experiences of those sans-papiers; many students have such experiences in
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their family histories. While assigning memoirs that depict refugee experience can help situate
ideologies of border security as central to class discussion and student writing, such assignments
prompt me, as an outsider to many Dearborn communities, to reflect on my motivations for asking
students to read these texts. My main concern is that I communicate these motivations to students,
that we read stories of forced migration not to be “exposed” to the Other, but to look for places within
each text where the larger rhetorical and historical contexts of literacy, citizenship, and migration are
evident. Still, the genre of a refugee memoir has a certain kind of baggage that comes with it. There is
a reason why books like Dave Eggers’ What is the What or Ishmael Beah’s Long Way Gone: Memoirs
of a Boy Soldier make American best-sellers lists.
It follows that written responses in my own classes were often contradictory, sometimes
reproducing discourses of American exceptionalism, sometimes expressing a more reflective
stance of ethics and responsibility. Within this contradiction, though, I believe are opportunities
for critical engagement with the assigned texts. It is these more reflective moments that I feel speak
best to defining the “global citizen.” Even though memoirs go through a complex and contradictory
production process themselves, with editors and ghostwriters tailoring the narrative for consumption
by Western audiences (Moynagh 47), through close-reading and rhetorical analysis, we see how
refugee memoirs challenge the status quo, such as the continued acceptance of state-sanctioned
violence. Most relevant to us in my class, we see how English literacy and US higher education
are promoted across the globe as the torch carried by the Statue of Liberty, that education in the
US promises not only a new life, but a potential return to country of origin and an opportunity
to rebuild. As scholars who study the historical links between literacy, citizenship, and economic
development attest, this promise is a “myth” (Graff), perhaps one of the more insidious attempts to
disinform at the global level.

Conclusion/Implications:
Teaching Literacy to Counter Mis-/Dis-Information
Our vision for moving this discussion forward draws upon postcolonial feminist theories that
challenge the kinds of white-washing, universalist tendencies present in terms like “global citizen”
(Alexander and Mohanty). One problem we have begun to identify here is that efforts to endorse a
progressive, democratic view of citizenship in the college writing classroom can risk overgeneralizing
the citizen as a unit of measurement. This universalization makes citizenship appear “natural,”
erasing the experiences and contributions of students in our classrooms/communities who are not
recognized as “legal” citizens. Birthright citizens are perceived to live in a world of rights, although
we know that there are violent hierarchies that plague birth-based citizenship as well. People who
do not have access to documents often live in a world of fear and uncertainty. Both truly reside in
a realm of surveillance dominated by white supremacist market logics, disguised as security, and
meant to manage/police people.
We try to practice what we teach. We see in our own teaching how unjust distinctions between
“natural”/”naturalized” and “undocumented” or “undeserving” individuals play out in our students’
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experiences of college admission, matriculation, and inevitably, the local site of the writing classroom.
Like other writers in this collection, such as Eric Leake as well as Thomas Girshin and Tyrell StewartHarris, we teach critical literacy through keywords, representations of knowledge, information,
disinformation, which are all in play when we talk with students about the texts circulating in their
lives. The two of us often employ versions of close-reading and rhetorical analysis as we examine
assigned documents, works of art, and documentary artifacts in collaboration with our students.
We both advocate for an affirming student-centered pedagogy that works to place texts within their
larger historical contexts of production and circulation. This can be done with refugee narratives or
government documents, of course, but also through personal writing and reflection. Approaching
each text as an artifact that communicates a certain kind of performance for particular historical
agendas helps us work with students to see how any narrative we compose is itself a performance
(Inayatulla). Students deserve transparency in both the documents they receive and the documents
they produce. In that light, we would like readers to approach all documents related to teaching as
objects of inquiry. Our efforts here work toward that kind of transparency as a way to respond to
mis- and dis-information.
As we speak to calls such as the NCTE resolution above, or the special issue of Literacy in
Composition Studies on Literacy, Democracy, and Fake News, we think about how we define literacy
in our own classrooms. For instance, if we think about popular conceptions of “information literacy”
as “finding and assessing information” (Miller and Leon 11), our goal is to work with students on
projects that wade through and make sense of the illogical logics of document bureaucracy. By asking
students to research a document relevant to their own lives/interests, its history, its production, its
effects and inconsistencies, and perhaps any stories about it they might come across, we can attend
to the larger contexts, the larger rhetorical situation of those documents. As Jacob W. Craig notes,
we might speak to a “critical understanding” of the “rhetorical possibilities” of information literacy
practices more broadly (37).
In the classroom, we might look to stories like Shereen’s, through which she can trace a genealogy
of nonconsensual naming and colonizer logics prompted by her own birth certificate. We might think
of stories of forced migration and consider Mike’s suggestions that close-reading the complexities of
border-crossing can reveal important historical context. Examining United Nations reports, memoir,
anecdote, and theory can help us situate document-driven logics within the contexts of production
and consumption. In our own research, we have come across “heirloom” birth certificates, for
example, documents that reflect an official birthright status but are meant for display and celebration.
We also observed revisions to the 2020 US Census and its implications for the visibility, invisibility,
and surveillance of immigrants, Arab-Americans, and members of the LGBTQ community. In our
efforts to think of our localized classroom spaces as global or transnational “contact zones” (Pratt)
we see potential in presenting these kinds of documents to students for their careful consideration.
We agree with Lava Asaad in Chapter 10 of this collection that the “citizen” cannot be our only
unit of measurement in the writing class. In fact, the very notion of classroom citizenship can afford
to be problematized, resisted, and perhaps replaced or jettisoned. We would like to initiate dialogue
about how the document-driven policies and practices we have touched on here are emblematic of
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the kinds of documents/papers elicited, produced, and circulated within the microcosmic context of
writing classrooms and the macroscopic contexts of writing programs.
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Notes
1. Dominic’s writing excerpted with IRB-approved consent.
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